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SUMMARY

The objectives of the research described in this thesis are: (1) the

derivation of the differential equations of notion of nuscle, and (2) the dev-

elopment of methods for physical and mathenatical modelling of animal hearts

in general and of na¡n¡nals in particular. The thesis succeeds in laying the

foundation toward accomplishnent of these rather complicated tasks' and it

provides sone meaningful results and conclusions regarding the behaviour of

cardiac muscle and the perfonnance of hearts r.nder various normal and abnornal

conditions.

At first an outline of the structure and finction of aninal hearts is

given, describing a variety of hearts ranging fron that of the simplest anim-

als in the chain of evolution to that of the nost conplex, i'e., nan' Addit-

ionally, sone fundamental properties of striated nuscle are described' This

provides the essential physiological backgror.rtd necessary for nathenatical

modelling of nuscle and of the complex movements of the walls of the heart'

To nodel the cardiac musculatule, which is the nost inpoltant structure

of the heart because its contraction is responsible for forcing the blood out

of the cardiac cavities, tvùo approaches are used: a "black box" approach'

and a nore findamental approach based on nolecular biology' In the sinpler

ilblack box" approach, the general theory of linear viscoelastic muscle mech-

anics is developed using arrangenents of three basic elernents: a spring' â

dash-pot and a contractile element'

In the nolecular biological approach, attention is focussed on the elec-

trochemical, biochenical, nechanochenical enelgy transduction and mechanical

muscle subsystens controlling the contractile behaviour of nuscle' The foll-

owing nodels are developed. (1) Excitation-contraction coupling' describing

calcium novenents in muscle fibres and the action of the regulatory proteins

troponin and troponyosin , (2) The biochemistry of nyosin (HMM S-1) cross-

bridge interaction with actin' enzyme kinetics and the contractile cycle of

a single cross-bridge, based on the Lynn-Taylor kinetic reaction scherne'
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(3) The energetics of contraction, i.e., mechano-chemical energy converslon'

A synthesis of these models along with consideration of the nechanical prop-

eïties of the biopolymer heavy neronyosin (HMM) leads to the differential

equations of notion of a single cross-bridge. Then the molecular cross-

bridge equations of notion are used to extend the theory to obtain the one-

dimensional and three-dinensional equations of notion of nuscle'

Two inportant conclusions follow from the above muscle nodel' First'

the above-mentioned excitation-contraction coupling ¡nodel provides a sub-

model which could shed light on the complex nechanisn of cardiac flutter and

fibrillation. Second, fron the above differential equation of notion of

muscle, we find that under steady-state conditions, the contractile behaviour

of muscles is governed by a general force-velocity relation, which includes

the well-known hyperbolic A. V. Hillrs equation as the sinplest special case'

This general force-velocity relation is capable of nodelling many features of

the nornal and abnormal behaviour of cardiac nuscle which cannot be nodelled

by the simple Hill relation. Furthernore it can be used to deternine nuscle

constants a¡d nolecular parameters (E-C coupling, biochemical, energy convers-

ion, and mechanical) fron physiological experiments on a hthole anatomical

rnuscle. rt should be noted that this is nainry due to the rnconventional

approach adopted here in developing the cross-bridge biochemistry nodel'

Finally, conbining the sinplified three-dinensional differential equat-

ions of notion of nuscle with the equations of notion of fluids, a physical

and nathenatical nodel 0f forced b100d f10w fron contractile vessels, tubular

and chambered hearts is developed, ild a general solution is obtained by

Laplace transform. In addition,an electrical analogue Of these hearts is developed

wh¡ch can be used for analog computer simulation of normal and abnormal expulsion

flows from muscle cavities.
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GENERAL TNTRODUCTlON

A heart is a bio-meehanieaz pumping nechanism which noves body fluids

(blood) in aninals. Any arralYtical study of its fi¡rction can be divided into

turo sepalate but coupled problerns, which can be roughly labelled as (t) museLe

meehøtiee and (ii) bLood-f7'ou meehø'ties. Much of the research done in the

last two decades on cardiovascular systen modelling has concentrated on the

latter problem (blood-flow mechanics), with the nain enphasis on the vascular

systen and litt1e attention to the pattern of flow inside the heart itself'

0n the other hand, there exists an enoflnous body of physiological research on

nuscle nechanics, but it has seldom been applied towards the end result of

coupling with the problern of blood flow in aninal hearts'

The nain objective of the present research work is to conbine both fields

of study fron the outset and to present a urified nodel of the heart as a bic¡-

logical punp. The heart is an effective pump only because of the aetíxíty of

its nuscles, and this thesis places enphasis squarely upon that nuscular act-

ivity.
The present thesis consists of chapter 1, which is a critical and comple-

hensive survey of aninal hearts, providing a necessary backgrourd for initiat-

ingthetedioustaskofnathe¡naticat.nodellingofaninalhearts.
chapter 2, which is the highlight of this thesis in its originality and

scope of treatmentr provides a detailed mathenatical model of the contractile

behaviour of muscle. It synthesizes concepts from the fields of protein chen-

istry, molecular biology, electrochenistry, biochenistry, non-equilibriun

therrnodyna¡nics, ild biopolymer mechanical responses to give a complete des-

cription of the behaviour of active nuscle'

In chapter 3 this detailed nuscle nodel, which is represented in the

for¡n of active three-di¡nensional stress-strain relations, is combinecl with

the equations of notion of fluids in a ¡nanner which pernits the ¡nathenatical

description of the dynanic behaviour of animal hearts '

At an early stage (1970-1971) a simplified theory was developed and pub-
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lished and this publication is reproduced here as an appendix (although the

paper is jointly authoted, the prine ideas in it are recognízed by the other

authors as due to the writer of this thesis). Later on, this simplified

theory has been extended by the inclusion of the detailed muscle nodel pres-

ented in chapter 2. We wish to renark here that although this thesis con-

sists of four hrurdred olr so pages, it only reflects a third of the work which

has been done and ideas which have been developed by the author, and for reas-

ons of tine and space have not been included here, but will be published at

a later date.

Figure 1 introduces the reader to the subject of heart nodelling and also

indicate5 the benefits that can be gained fron having a conprehensive theory

describing the contractile behaviour of the heart. suppose, for example,

that all the paranetels appearing in this figure, which characterize the per-

formance of the heart, mâY be deternined by computation, then the dynamic

geometry of this heart may be graphically displayed by electronic means

(oscilloscope or T.V. Screen) and a Surgeon can study the effects of incis*

ions, removal of muscle tissue, etc., oî the perfornance of the heart on which

he is about to operate. Furthernole, one can administer a drug to this heart

nodel and examine the effects that this drug has on the perfonnance of the

heart. The implications are clear. If there exists a controversy amongst

cardiologists as to the effects of certain drugs, then the disput'e may be

abl.e to be settled mathematicatly, avoiding the lengthy phenonenological

aTgumentations which occur in the absence of a well defined model' In fact

these are some of the reasons which notivated the developnent of a mathemat-

ical model of the heart.

Figure 2 shows how muscle fibres are allanged in the walls of the human

right and left ventricles and it gives an introductory idea of the complexity

of the problerns which we are about to face '
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CHAPTER 1

AN OUTLINE OF THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF ANIMAL HEARTS

1.1 INTRODUCTION

T1ne eat&iouasanlay, or eireuLatotg system is a nechanical systern consis-

ting of the heart acting as a PunP, ild of arterial vessels, capillaries,

a¡ld venous vessels. The tern cardiovascular pertains to the heart and blood

vessels, ild is derived from the Greek word kardia (heart) and the latin word

uascuLwn (snall vessel). In the cell and lower organisns there is no cir-
culatory system, rnless we look upon the incessant procession of nutritive

granules through the cell substance as a prinitive circulation. But a true

circulatory systen is found in such low forms of life as the rotmdworms. In

narunals, the systen of blood circulation is highly developed and of greatest

inportance to life. If the circulation is stopped for only a few nornents, a

nan loses consciousness, but if stopped for a longer period, the delicate

brain tissues may never recover fron the cutting-off of its nourishnent. It
is, therefore, with good reason that fron the earliest times the heart has

been regarded as the most vital organ in the body. In nost higher animals,

the heart propels blood through the body for the lnain purposes of transport-

ing: (1) food materials frorn the gut to the body, (2) excretory nattel to

the kidneys from the rest of the body, (3) respiratory gases between the ltngs

and the rest of the body, and (4) horrnones by which the activities of certain

organs are controlled.

Ttris chapter is designed to summarize concisely the basic facts and con-

cepts of thè anatony and physiology of aninal hearts and vascular systems,

including of course man, in a manner rnobscured by controversy. It is writ-

ten prinarily with the objective of identifying nathe¡natically significant

facts relating to the cardiovascular system, and providing the fnøneuork fot

nathenatical nodelling of aninal hearts.
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In preparing this chapter, we have had continued recourse to public-

ations and text-books by many people covering the fields of: zoology,

biology, comparative anatomy of both invertebrates and vertebrates,

cornparative aninal physiology and cardiology, human physiology and card-

iology, electrocardiography, and internal nedicine. We do not intend to

conpile an extensive list of references here, but we would like to mention

sone sources of inforrnation which have greatly assisted in writing this

chapter. We begin by acknowledging the adnirable work on aninals with-

out backbones by R. Buchsbaun (1948), Ðd the very significant source of

infornation on insect physiology by V. B. Wigglesworth (1965). Also of

great help were the zoological and biological texts by Villee (1967),

Nicol (1967), Sinpson and Beck (1965), Keeton (1967), Hardin (1961), and

Riley (1967). In dealing with conparative aninal anatony physiology and

cardiology we have used texts by von Buddenbrock (1967), Beklenishev (1969),

Hoar (1966), Florey (1966), and Ramsay (1968). In the field of human

physiology and cardiology v/e owe much to the texts by Vander et al. (l-970) ,

Ganong (1969), Green (1968), Tuttle and Schottelius (1969), and Langley et

a1. (1969). Additionally, we wish to mention the text on electrocardio-

graphy by Goldnan (1970, L973), on cardiovascular dynanics by Rushner

(1970), ¿md Harrisonrs Principles of Internal Medicine edited by Wintrobe

et al. (1970). Finally, as far as ¡nuscle goes, some references are ment-

ioned in section 1.5 and an extensive list is provided in chapter 2, which

is devoted entirely to examining the contractile behaviour of muscle.
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I.2 CIRCULATORY SYSTEMS IN ANIMALS.

Maintenance of a living organism depends upon the supplr'of ratv

naterials (oxygen, building substances, energy-containing substlates,

etc.) to its ce11s, and upon the removal of waste products (mainly

carbon dioxide and nitrogeneous compounds) fron the ce11s. It is in each

living ce11 that respiration and biosynthesis occur. Thus, all phases of

metabolism are dependent upon the moÐement of materials to and away from

the individual cells which compose the body of an organism. Tn this section

we sha11 consider various kinds of transport nechanisms which control the

movement of body fluids in anímals.

All organisms have solved in one way or another the problem of

transporting substances to and from various parts of the body. The human

heart, with its rernarkable automatic devices for keeping the blood flowing

and for adapting to changing conditions, is a result of a long evolutionary

process. Our purpose is to examine the transport and circul atory system of

the individual Links in the chain of evolution, fron the first simple living

organisms to man himself. It is generally known how evolution "works":

natural selection acts like a sieve on the mutations that occur, retaining

the useful ones and discarding the failures. Life began in water as is

known, and Ì{ater plays a very important role in our lives; ortr tissue fluids

sti11 greatly resemble the sea water from which our ancestors emerged. When

the sea plants colonized the land, some primitive animals which fed on them

1aere persuaded to follow suit, thus, creating the problem of a demand for

oxygen. This difficulty, as we sha1l see, initiated the evolution of

sophisticated heav'te and circulatorg systems.

Oxygenation presents no problem to the single ce11 floating in

oxygenated water, since oxygen enters the cel1 by simple diffusion. Nor is

it much more difficult when colonies of such cells fuse together, providing

their wa11s are thin and that there are tubes or holes to let the water

through. Rhythmical movements of body, tentacles or hairs (ci1ia) keep

a current of water, carrying both food and oxygen, passing over the cells,
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Fig. 1.2-1. (eontínued)

fron all cells as the white arïows show. (b) PLANARIA, or flatworns
(e.g., flukes and tapeworms), have a three layer body wall, with the
iftii¿ layet (rnesoderln) loosely packed between the gut (endoderm) and
body wali (ectodern). Here, natural selection has produced a flatt-
ened body so that no cell is too far from the gut or body wall to be

served efficiently by diffusion. All aninals higher than flatworns
have evolved a circuiatory system to overcone the limitations inposed
by diffusion, permitting them to attain relatively enolmous sizes,
with food , o, ) and C0, being transported by circulating blood over
far greate" ãist"ttces than diffusion could allow. (c) NEMERTEA, an

indefendent group of lower woTms, ale the sinplest living aninals to
have a distinct ãirculatoly system. It consists of a dorsal (upper)
vessel a¡d two lateral blood vessels, which extend the whole length
of the aninal body and are connected by transverse vessels.
(d) AIINELIDA, ot to*ott rourd earthworms, have a more cornplicated
à1,âsed circuiatory system consisting of ten hearts, or pulsating
tubes, arlange¿ in five pairs around the oesophagus which punp blood
from an upper (dorsal) tõngitudinal vessel to a lower (ventral) long-
itudinal 'rr"rrui. The dorsal vessel is pulsatile and punps blood for-
ward and the five pairs of hearts, which geneIate a blood pressure not
far below that of lnan, transport this blood to the ventral vessel where
it moves backward. (e) SNAIL, a mollusc with an open circulatory
system and a single ðhanbered heart. Blood fron the heart reaches the
¡nuscular foot viã a distinct artery; here it enters an open sinus, frorn
which it then drains once again into a distinct vessel (the circular
vein) in the surface of the lung. capillaries connect this vessel to
other veins that return the blood to the heart. (f) INSECTS (e'g',
grasshoppers), have a very primitive open circulatory systen. The

ãnfy bloäd veisel is a pu'lsäting tube, or a contractile tubular heart,
running along the upper portion of the aninal. Blood enters the rear
portioã of tñe hearä'thrãugh the ostia (openings)- and is punped forward
and out of its open end inio the head region and blood cavities' caus-
ing a local pr"r'rr.r"" rise with the result that some blood moves to the
reãr end of -ttre insect where it again entels the heart. Arrows show

the direction of flow. See also Fig. L.3-4. (g) SQUID, a rnollusc
with an advanced eLosed circulatory system and three chanbered hearts'
The arrows show the direction of flow (rnajor features of the squid and

octopus circulatoly systens al'e a'lso shown in Fig. 1.5-6a).
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filled with a tissue fluid somewhat similar to the tissue fluid of human

beings. The point of i-nterest about these worns is their very flatness

ìtse1f, ancl its relation to the absence of a vascular s-r'stem. Food ente|s

through the mouth, is digested in the central cavity, diffuses through the

inner layer of cel1s and passes through the tissue fluid to the other cells.

At the same tirne oxygen flows (diffuses) to the innermost cel1s from the

outside, and carbon dioxide flows from the cells in an opposite direction.

The ce11s can obtain materials and get rid of wastes fast enough only if

the cells are kept close to the animal surfaces. This end is accomplished

by the flattening of the whole animal, like a pancake, so that nothi-ng in

the inside is far from the outside, i.e., flo ce11 is a greater distance

from the gut or body wa1l than can be maintained efficiently by diffusion.

Just underneath the protective outer surface of the planaria are layers of

muscle fibres. The outeî layer runs in a circular direction, and the inner

layet in a longitudína1 direction. These muscles make possible all sorts

of complex movements, and as in the hydra, circulati.on of the fluid of the

central cavity and the tissue fluid is aided by their contraction.

Observing the life of a flatworm, one cannot help thinking "If only it had

a blood transport system, how different its shape and habits would have been"

Most other mu1tice11u1ar animals have internal spaces and cavities

between the outer body wal1 and the alinentary canal which are devoted to

transportation processes. Internal transpsrtation cavities usually take

the form of definite vessels through which body fluids move. Local regions

of these vessels are enlarged and have strong nuscular walls that contract

rhythmically. The contractions force fluid through the vessels, and a

systen of valves keeps the moti.on always in the same direction. These

organs may properly be ca11ed lzeayts in al1 animals, although they have

evolved independently in different animal groups and differ markedly in

number, aïIangement, shape and structule. The anneLída (common round

earthworms, Fig. 7.2-Id), for instance, have ten "hearts'r oT pulsating

tubes, arranged in five pairs around the forward part of the alimentary





grow to a great size and one reason for this is the limitation to growth
imposed by the diffusion of oxygen. The open circulatory systems of insects
are even more reduced and pri-mitive than those of similar other invertebrates
Ordinarily, the only definite blood vessel in an insect is a longitudinal
vessel running through the upper portion of the animal (Fig. r.2_rf). This
vessel is a contractile tubular heart. It is pierced by a series of openings
(or ostia) each regulated by a valve that will allow movement of blood onl1,

into the heart. Circulation of blood is mostly at random according to the
general movements of the body, but when the heart contracts it forces blood
out of its open end into the head region. When it relaxes and expands

again, blood is drawn into the rear portion of the heart through the ostia.
Once outside the heart, the blood is no longer in vessels, and it simply
fil1s the spaces between the internal organs of the insect so that each

organ is bathed directly with b1ood. During each contraction the heart
propels forward only a sma11 part of the insectsrblood. As the blood enters
the head, there is a 1oca1 rise in pressure with the result that some blood
moves to the rear end of the insect where it will again enter the heart.
The movement of the blood is accelerated by the stirring and mixing action
of the muscles of the body wal1 and gut during activity. Thus, when the
animal is most active, as in running or flying, and its organs aïe in most
need of rapid delivery of nutriments and removal of wastes, the blood moves

with relative rapidity because of the activity itself. The rate of the
heartbeat varies greatly. In Bombyæ moni (silkworm) it ranges from about

80 per minute in the early larval stages, to 10 per rninute in the pupa.

It may seem surprising that such active animalsrwhich must have relatively
high netabolic rates and precise internal regulation, should have a sloh/,
unorganized and inefficient open circulatory systen. This is so because

insects do not rely on blood to carry oxygen to their tissue, this function
being taken over by the much-branched tracheal system. Consequently, it j.s

not vital for insects that their blood flows very fast and in a precise
pathway. That insects are as successful as they are is proof enough that
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their circulatory systems are sufficient for their needs.

The squid (Fig. 1.2-1g) has three hearts and an advanced closed

circulatory system, with a relatively complex organization. The interesting

fact about this system is that it has two separate muscular punping systems

which force blood to body parts. one system consists of two spherical, soft,

muscular , branehùaL heay,ts which receive deoxygenated blood from the bodv,

and contract to move the blood to latera11y located gi-lls (these are

'rradiators" on either flank of the animal in which the blood picks up its

oxygen by coming close to the oxygen in the surrounding water). The second

systern is a single tube-shaped, nuscular, systemic heaTt whjch receives

oxygenated blood from the gi1ls and pumps it to the body Proper. This

functional arrangement is quite similar to the "double heart" of birds and

mammals, described below, in which one part of the heart receíves blood from

the body and pumps it to the 1ungs, while the other part receives blood from

the lungs and noves it to the body systems.

As the bodies of the higher and more involved animals increase in bulk,

the need for swift muscular movements creates sudden denands within the

tissues for oxygen. Those animals which eEcaped danger, sutvived and bred,

were those that had developed a nore efficient nechanism for transporting

oxygen to the inmost cells of the body. The final step is stil1 diffusion,

but the intermediate transport systern from air to ce1l is by way of the

blood, and a circulation aided by sorne form of respiratory exchange. In

the evolution of the higher vertebrates, such as man, fron the louler,

fishlike forns, the principal changes in the circulatory system occurred

in the heart, and they are correlated with the change in the respiratory

mechanism fron gilIs to 1ungs. The circulatory system in vertebrates is

closed. The fundamental plan is that of moving blood to ventilating organs

where gaseous exchange occurs and then to body systems, including the

digestive system, where food substances are picked ,p, and to the excretory

organs which remove nitrogeneous wastes.

The heart of our present-day fí.shes (Fig. L.2-2A) is probably
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A. FISH B. AMPHIBIAN

C. REPTILE D. MAMMALCMAN)

Fig. 7.2-2. Diagrans illustrating the changes that occurred in the evolution
of the heart in vertebrates fron primitive fishes to mammals (reclrawn and
modified fron Hardin, 1961; and Villee,L967). Notice that auricle stand.sf or atrium.
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structurally very much like that of the primitive ancestral form of aIl
vertebrates. It consists of a single atrium and a single ventricle. Blood

whi.ch has circulated through the body passes through the sinus venosus and

is collected in the thÌ,n-uaLled atrium, where the content of carbon dioxide

is high and the oxygen content is low. Fron the atrium it passes to the

thick-uaLled ventricle, which is a highly contractile chamber capable of

rhythmical contractions, during the period of ventricular relaxation. The

powerful contraction of the ventricle drives blood forward through the aorta

to the gi11s where carbon dioxide is given up and oxygen is acquired through

capillary walls and gill membranes. It then flows into a large vessel (dorsal

aorta) and is distributed to the body and back to the atrium again. Thus in

fishes there is only a single strean of blood (deoxygenated) which passes

through the heart only onee each time it makes a circuit through the body.

A number of changes occurred in the fish heart and blood vessels which

are evident in present-day frogs and other adult ønphíbiane (Fig.1.2-28).

A partition developed down the middle of the atriun, dividing it into right

atrium and left atrium. Thus the anphibian hea¡t is a bit more complicated,

having two atria, but only one ventricle. The sinus venosus shifted its

connection so that it pours deoxygenated blood into the right atrium, while

veins from the lungs pour oxygenated blood into the left atrium. Thus,

in the frog, as the atïia contract both oxygenated and deoxygenated blood

is forced into the ventricle, and some mixing of the thto streams occurs in

the ventricle, but surprisingly enough not nuch. As the ventricle contracts

the deoxygenated blood from the right atriun Passes to the pulmonary

arteries (which grew out of vessels which originally served the gills) and

to the lungs, while some of this blood may also go to the aorta. At the

same time, oxygenated blood from the lungs and fron the left atrium goes to

the aorta, while some of it may be pumped into the lungs again. Since the

sepatation of oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor blood in this three-chanbered

heart is far from perfect, there is a certain inefficiency in the system.

ReptiLes (Fig. L.2-2C) carry the evolution of thro separate streans of
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blootl further, but not until we reach the mamnlals is it complete. In the

evolution of Teptiles from their ancestral amphibians, one partition
developed down the center of the ventricle, and one down the conus. Since

the ventricular partition is incomplete in all reptiles except alligators and

crocodiles, there is sti11 some mixing of aerated and nonaerated b1ood,

although less than in the frog. The sinus venosus is small, foreshadowing

its disappearance in the manmalian heart.

The hearts of bi.r,ds and mønmals (Fig. r,2-zD) show the complete

separation of the right and left sides of the heart. The ventricular
partition is complete and two distinct ventricles are present, precluding

any mixture of blood from the right and left sides of the heart. The conus

has split and become the base of the aorta and pulmonary artery, and the

sinus venosus has disappeared as a separate cavity. The absolute separtion
of the right and left hearts forces the blood to pass through the heart

tt':iee each tirne it makes a tour of the body. Thus in birds and mammals the

heart is really two separate hearts which have evolved by the gradual

separation of the single heart of the fish.

1.3 PUMPING MECHANISMS AND HEAR,TS IN ANIMALS

From the animal with the simplest circulatory apparatus (nemertean

worm), to the vertebrate animal, the blood vessels are usually reinforced
with muscle. In animals with a primitive circulation, widespread

propulsive force, due to the persistaltic activity of these muscles, moves

blood i.n a rather haphazard manner through the vascular channels. In
animals with an advanced circulation, the contractile mechanism is LocaLized

in one or more rhythmically pulsating hearts. The flow is directed throughout

the systen by valves, and the pressures are steadily maintained, both during

cardiac contraction and relaxation, b/ the operation of the pumps (hearts)

in a closed series of highly elastic tubes.

Figs.1.2'1'tZ show the general arrangement of the heart in Several kinds

of animals. The hearts differ, depending upon the complexity of the animal
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and the extent to which evolutionary modifications of the circulatory systcm

have taken place. Hearts of invertebrates commonly are relatir¡elv sirnple

tubes, or pouches, but in vertebrates the heart is a more conplex structLlre.
'l'he contraction of all cardiac muscle fibres, in both invertebrate and

vertebrate animals, is coordinated in such away as to achieve a

unidirectional net flow of blood. Excitation of the heart (see section 1.6),

which initiates the coordinated contraction of the muscle fibres, spreads

from the pacemaker region to the other muscular parts of the organ so that

they contract ín an orderly sequence forcing the blood toward the outflow

tract. Each contraction is followed by relaxation or expansion. In long

tubular hearts (e.g., insects), the initial part of the heart may be

expanding while the further portions are contracting. In the nore compact

hearts (e.g., vertebrates), the wave of contraction passes so quickly from

one end of the heart to the other that the uhoLe heart seems to contract

first and then relax. Such neq,T sAnohz,onous contractions are known as

systole, and near synchronous relaxation (or expansion) as diastole. The

pattern of excitation and the resulting wave of coordinated muscle

contraction is essential for efficient heart pumping, and as hre shall see,

of major inportance in mathematical modelling of the heart.

The valves open if the fluid pressure is greater on one side of the

valve than on the other, and close if the pressure difference reverses.

Valves are partícu1arly inportant in hearts where the contraction wave is

propagated rapidly. This is always the case in eompaeú hearts, such as

molluscs and vertebrates. In hearts without valves, unidirectional flow is

achieved by compressing the contained blood in a continuous progressive wave,

ca11ed peristalsis (see below).

As in any physical system, so also in the animal body, the efficient
circulation of fluid through a series of pipes depends in large measure on

the pumping arrangements. In both cases there are obvious advantages with

Iarger pumps for more elaborate and longer systens and in the use of

centralized pumping stations with auxiliary pumps at strategic points where
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additional flow or more reliable control is required. The earthhlorms

(Fig. 7.2-7d) provide a primitive example. In them the peristaltic activity
of the upper (dorsal) vessel carries blood forward to the head region, but

the main propulsive force of the entire circulation is provided by the five

pairs of segmental "hearts", which connect the upper vessel to the lower

vessel in the esophageal region. Hearts and pumping mechanisms may be

classified as :(1) contractile vessels,(2) tubular heartsr(3) chambered

hearts, (4) ampullar accessory hearts.
(1) Contractile vessels (see Fig. 1.2-1c,d):

Nature has a device for moving

fluids in tubes which is resorted to

by a great many animals. It is known

as penistalsís. Fig. 1.3-1 shows a

tube with circumferential ¡nuscle fibres

(2) Tubular hearts see Fi t.2-tf

Circumferential
muscle fibres

in its walls. A wave of muscle

contraction, which is sometimes Fig ' 1 ' 3-1 ' Diagran of a
peristaltic wave.

preceded by a wave of relaxation,

progresses for variable dístances along the tube and slow1y forces the blood

in the direction of the wave. This is the most primitive nechanism for the

movement of the contents of tubular organs. Activity in the hunan embryonic

heart starts in this way. In the round earthworn the waves of contraction

in the upper vessel pass forward from the rear end to the front end at a

speed of about 2 cm/sec, and they are repeated at lohl frequencies of about

15 to 20 per minute. The ten ??hearts" contract at Tates differing from the

upper vessel and each rrheartil has its own rate, but the two hearts of a

segment tend to beat together. In many insects (e.9., Dipteran larvae) the

distinction between tubular hearts and cont,ractile vessels is not sharp.

Fi 7.3-4 5

The hearts of art\wopode (spiders, scorpions, crabs, centipeds, insects,

etc.), lrrhen present, ususally take the forn of contractile tubes (or are

derived therefrom). These hearts, which sometimes extend for a considerable
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length of the animal body (Figs. 1.3-4,5), consist of cincuLaz,Lg or spiraLLy

arranged fibres of striated cardiac muscle. In its simplest form, as seen

j.n the larvae of the Diptera (a very small fly), the wa1l of the tubular

heart is made up of a single layer of ce11s, their substance differentiated
i.nto circular muscle fibres, enclosed between two homogeneous membranes.

In other insect hearts (e.g., Nepa), the wa11 may consist of thin circular
and longitudinal layers of muscle fibres. In arthropods the tubular heart

is suspended in a blood fi1led cavity (the pericardial sinus). Its
circulatory mechanism is entirely different than in chanbered hearts. The

heart is tied by a series of radiating elastic ligaments and striated
muscle fibres (alary muscles) to adjacent structures of the animal's

skeleton (Fig. 1.3-4c). The contraction of the heart places these ligaments

and muscles under considerable tension. As the heart relaxes, the ligaments

and the contraction of the alary muscles pu1l the heart walls apart causing

expansion of the tube and the creation of suction (negative pressure)

necessary for filling of the heart with b1ood" The blood enters the heart

through valved ostia, each segment of the heart having two ostia, i.e.,
openings. When the heart is filled with blood, a steady wave of contraction

passes forward, pushing the blood to the head region where it is discharged,

causing a local pressure rise which maíntains the circulation to other parts

of the animal.

The entire tubular heart may contract nearly simuLtaneouelg or it may

show a uaue of contraction. In insects, three phases in the cycle of the

heartrs activity are described:

or diastole and (3) rest in the

relaxed condition or diastasis

(Fig. 1.3-2). The diastolic
relaxation of the heart is att-
ributed to the elastícity of

its wa11s. But at the end of
the diastolic rest, it may show

(1) contraction or systol e (2) relaxation
lrlec ical response

presystolic notch

Time

Fig. 1.3-2. Diagran showing type of
nechanical record obtainable from
the isolated heart of the insect
Periplaneta americana, after J.F.
Yeager (for discussion and
references see larigglesworth, 1965).
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a sudden further dilation before the ensuing systole (the presystol i c-.

notch in the figure). Perhaps this is caused by a contraction of the alary

muscles preceding the contraction of the heart wal1.

(3 ) Chamb ered hearts (see Fig t.2- le . s: Fis . 1.2 -2 ; Fi 1.3-6)

Chambered hearts are well known in molluscs or vertebrates (Fig. 7.2-2).

In vertebrate hearts the sequence of contraction is essentially simíLar

whether the heart is two-sided (four or three chambered as in mammals or

frogs) or one-sided (two-chambered as in fishes). As a specific example,

the human heart and itS function are analysed in later sections.

The hearts of most invertebrates are muscular tubes which develop only

very 1ow pressures, a few millimetres of mercury, as they pump blood. In

the vertebrates, with closed circulatory systems, a higher pressure, as

high as 100 to 200 mm. Hg, is required to drive blood through the tremendous

number of narroh' capillaries. The continuous output of blood at high

pressure can best be achieved by increasing the thieknees of the muscular

wa11s of the heart. This has 1ed to the evolution of powerful thick-wa11ed

ventricles, which are the effective pumps of the heart. The thick wa11s

must, however, be stretched and the ventricle be put under considerable

tension during the period of ventricular filling, if the ventricle ís to

contract efficiently. This is so because the strength of contraction increases

with the degree of distension of the cardiac chanbers during relaxation

(starlingts 1aw of the heart, see also section 2.4). This in itself

creates a mechanical problem which is solved by coupling a thinner-wa11ed

receiving chamber (atriun) with the ventricle. The coupling of a thin-

walled pnímen pumpr which fi1ls the ventricle up with blood, with the

thicker-wal1ed main pumping chanber is characteristic of both molluscs and

vertebrates. For example the octopus (Fig. 1.5-6), a mollusc whose heart is

arranged with two different atria and is capable of developing the highest

pressure (35 to 45 nm. Hg) of any of the invertebrates.

Ampullar hearts e, g. Fie, 1 . 3.Ael :(4)

Accessory devices for propelling blood through peripheral channels
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sometimes take the form of contractile ampullae. In cephalopods (e.9.,

octopus and squid Fig. 1.3-6a) the branchial hearts are booster devices

which drive venous blood through the gi11s to the systematic heart.

Accessory hearts are also common in insects, particularly at the attachment

of wings and 1egs, and at the base of the antennae (Fig.t.3-4e) '

All hearts are characterized by a rhythmic and continuous contTactilìty

which usually originates within the organ itself rather than in extrinsic

centers. A heartbeat may be initiated by the action of nerve ce11s which

are situated in a compact structure, known as the heart ganglion. The

ganglion in turn is controlled by nerves emerging from the central nervous

system. Hearts in which the pulsations are initiated by nerve impulses are

referred to as neunogenic hearts. In other hearts pulsations arise from

so-ca11 ed paeemakey, aclivity within the organrs musculature itself. Pace-

nakers, as they are understood today, are modified muscle ce11s, usually

si.tuated within limited areas of the pulsating hearts. These muscle ce11s

undergo periodic "se1f excitation'r and can pass on this excitation (impulse

to contÎact) to the other cardiac muscles. Hearts in which pulsations are

initiated by modified muscle cells are ca11ed mgogenic hearts.

Myogenic hearts:

The hearts of vertebrates and molluses are myogenic, and the beat

originates in the cardiac musculature. In the frog or fish the beat

normal ly originates in the sinus venosus and in the adult bird or mammal

in the sino-atrial (SA) node (see section 1.6). Some important properties

of cardiac muscle may be studied in the frog's heart (Fig.1.3-6f). If the

sinuS venosus, which contains the pacemaker, is removed the atria and

ventricle stop beating, but restart again at a sLouer rate. The heart beat

now originates in the atria. If a ligature is placed between the atria

and ventricle and tightened until conductj.on of the inpulse is at first

impaired and finally abolished, the atrja continue to bcat but thc ventricle

becomes quìescent. After a long interval the vcntricle ofterl starts beating

again, but at a:ìlorr,el'r'ate whích originates in the ventricular nusculature
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Atrial rhYthnr

.,: ;:' ¡; j i i ; ; i l,; :/llw[Y)n/n44n4/Wn n4 /WWfVl
With ligature

T irne

Fig. 1.3-5. Recording the activity of the frog heart when the beat orig-
Inates in the atria, and with a ligature tied between the atria and the
ventricle (for more details see page 29 in Green, 1968).

itself (Fig. 1.3-3). This dernonstrates that cardiac muscle has the power to

initiate contractions. lhis property can also be seen in the chick enbryo'

in which coordinated ventricular contractions start after only 29 hours of

incubation (no nelves are yet present at this stage) '

Neurogenic hearts:

Classical studies on the pacenaking activity of a neurogenic heart were

performed on Lí¡mtlus (king crab) by Carlson (1904). At that time, this heart

seemed almost to have been designed to decide the controversy which was

current between nyogenic and neurogenic theories for cardiac rhythn' The

heart of Limulus (Fig. 1.3-5d) is a long segnental tube perforated by eight

openings. Lateral nervous trunks rrrt along each side of the heart and are

connected by thin nerve brndles to the mediart gøngLionie ttwtk" which in turn

is connected through other nerve brmdles to the central nervous system'

Excitation originates in the large cells of the nedian ganglionic tn'rrk and

is relayed via snaller nerve cel1s to the heart nuscle'

It is easy to prove experinentally that Linulus (a prehistoric ani¡nal

with the earliest form of heart among arthropods) has a neurogenic heart'

The median ganglionic trunk and the lateral neÏves aÎe separated frorn the

cardiac muscle by nenbranes, and could therefore be cut away from the heart

without danaging the Ínrscles. Renoval of the median ganglionic trunk causes

the heart to stop beating instantly, md pernanently. Another experiment

which proves the neurogenic origin of the heart beat, consists of cutting

the musçular tube (heart) and the nedian ganglionic trunk in two pieces'

After the first operation the two halves of the heart continue beating' but

rvithout coordination. on the other hand, cutting the tube in two pieces,

rr,hilethegarrglionictrrgrkrenainsunharmed,hasnoinfluenceonthe
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I'jg. 1 .3-4. (conLinuecl)

diaphragrn; 3 = alary muscles;4 = paired abdominal arteries; 5 = thoracic
arteries. After W. N. Nutting (for details and references see Beklemisher',
1969). (e) Schene showing an insect with a fulIy developed circulator¡.
systen, arrows show direction of flow. Here: a = aorta; d = dorsal dia-
phragn with alary muscles; h = heart; o = ostia; po = pulsatile organs at
wing attachment; apo = accessory pulsatile organ at base of antennae (from
Wigglesworth, 1965).
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Fig. 1.3-5. CONTRACTILE TUBULAR HEARTS 0F SOME ARTHROPoDS. (a) Japyæ'
belonging to the class Campodeoidea (insects with eleven abdominal segnents
rr'hich live in soil and forèst litter). After Grassé (for details see
Beklenis¡ev, 1969). (b) Long tubular heart of ISOPODS and AMPHIPODS, ê.8.,
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Fig. 1.3-5 . (continued)

Ligia oceøriea" showing arteries and alary muscles (Isopods and amphipods
are smal1, bug-like crustaceans, either rnarine or freshwater or living in
darnp places on land: e. g. f f sour bugst?, ?'pi11 bugsr', rrwood licerr, rrbeach
fleas'r, etc.). After Alexandrowicz (for details see Nicol, L967).
(c) Spidez' (after Constock) and Seorpion (after Newton and Kaestner). For
details and references see Kaestner (1967-1970). (d) King Crab or Lirnttlus,
showing the neurogenic tubular heart which is perforated by eight ostia,
and the arrangement of nerve tn¡nks and nerves associated with this heart:
7-8, cardiac nerve from brain: 9-13 cardiac nerves frorn the abdoninal
ganglia. Herez aa = anterior aortaei la = lateral aortaei os = ostia.
Note that the nedian ganglionic nerye trrmk is the paeemaken ganglion.
From Carlson (1905).
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Irig. 1.3-6 . (aontinued)

More c¡ambere¿ hearts are shown in Fig. 7.2-1e,g and Fig. 1.2-2. [a) Nlajor
features of the advanced closed circulatory systern of CEPI]ALOPODS (which are
molluscs) e.fl., squid', octopus, sepia (cuttlefish), spit'ula' The systen
lras three thick-wålled chambered hèarts: a single rna jor sustemi'c heart,
ancl two spherical a.ccessoÎy bt'arlchiaL hearts (gill hearts) ,qtlilg as booster
clevíces. The branchial hearts receive oxygen*poor bloo<1 (shaded) from the
body ancl by their contraction nove it to laterally locate<l git1s, where gas-
eous exchange and oxygenation of the blood take p1ace. The-systemic heart
receives this oxyg"rr-ii.h, carbon-dioxide-poor blood (r:nshaded) and pumps it
to the Uoay organã. This is essentially a double circulation as in hunans
(see Fig. 't.Z-VÐ. þ) Sirnplified diagram of the circulatory system in
òctopus', showing the tírick wal1ed systenic heart and two branchial hearts'
(c) A pressure iecord taken fron the aorta cephalica of The Octopus dafLeini,
with tine narks at 2 second intervals. Note that the pressure is not much

below that of nan. t(b) and (c) are from K. Johansen ãnd A. l1l. Martin,1962)'
td) Schematic diagran-oî heart structure in different fishes' From this
large gïoup of animals we describe three hearts: A = ELasmobz'qnch (shark) ;

B ="Amla (àogfish, bowfin); C = TeLeost (an order comprising almost all
common fishes witú bony sieletons). Here: a = atrium; ba: bulbus aortae;
ca = conus arteriOSuS; SV = Sinus VenOSUS; V = SemilUnar ValVeS; Vt = atrio-
ventricular valve i va = ventlal aorta; vt = ventricle' After Boas (for dis-
cussion and references see von Buddenbrock, tg67). (e) An early stage in the
development of the heart in the human enbryo. Embryologically, the verte-
brate heart rãpresents a highly nodified biood vessel with thick contractile

h soon differentiate into two nuscffiãrn-bers, the atrium and the
which then begin to pulsate rhythmically. Note thatãi-s sinple

red. heatt of the earfy embryo ii essentially sinilar to the fully

lttîi,'i,':"ffi,Í5l:å' ll:I i::::'î::3"Ti;*,oii",|Ii;u i'-'A ancl
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coordinated beating of the two heart pieces. Ma¡y other arthropods, e.9.,

scorpions Fig. 1.5-5c, have hearts with similar ploperties.

Finally, the problen of ttre y,eueysaL of the heart beat will be discussed.

Insects have rnyogenic hearts, and all segments of their tubular hearts nay

show pacemaking activity. But nornally this property is best developed at

the rear end. This end sets the pace, and waves of contraction pass forward

fron the hinùnost part of the heart. It is, however, not uncornmon for the

beat to be reversed. The heart beats for a time in one direction and then

in the reverse direction. There seem to be pacenakers at the tuo ends of

the heart taking control alternately. This can be observed in the silkworn,

in which it begins 48 hours before pupation and continues at intervals mtil
the death of the adult.

7.4 THE HUMAN HEART AS A MECHAI.IICAL PUMPING SYSTEM.

So far the structure and properties of various anirnal hearts were

generally exanined. Now we intend to take a closer look at the mannalian

heart, and in particular at that of nan. The hunan heart, which is

the centre of the cardiovascular system, propels blood unidirectionally

by its rhythnical contractions, as would the repeated strokes of a rnan-

nade pump. Its role is to provide the body tissue with a continuous

and adequate strean of blood, and it fulfills this function through

the action of its walls by converting ehemieaL enez'gy (fron its nus-

cular walls) into kinetíc enetgy (ventricular ejection irnparts velocity

to the blood) and potentiaL enengy (rise in blood pressure and distension

of the elastic arterial wall). Fron the standpoint of adequate perfusion

of an animal organisn, it does not matter whether it is brought about by

the action of the heart or by the action of an artificial punp. This

concept has been established on a firm experinental basis by the advent

of extracorporal circulation techniques, whereby a mechanical pump

substituted for an animal heart can fully support the circulation. Thus

the heart can be looked upon as a putnp inserted in the circulatory system,
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Fig. 1.4-1 (conttnued) .F
of the heart to the lungs
where it is oxygenated, and
rormd to the left side of
the heart again. Thus there
aïe two separate, but conn-
ected, circulations: a major
systemie eiv'euLation con'
cerned with the body and
driven by the left side of
the heart: and a lesser
puLmonarg círeuLatíon con-
cerned with passage of blood
through the lungs and driven
by the right side of the
heart. (b) The heart reallY
acts like two prrlnPs in series
vrith each other. The left
side of the heart, which
consists of a left atriu¡n and
left ventricle, punPs oxygen-
ated blood through the aorta
to the body tissues and caP-
illaries and then through
veins to the right side of
the heart (systenic circulat-
ion). The right side of the
heart, consisting of a right
atrium and right ventricle,
supplies the lungs and its
capillaries with deoxYgen-

(e)

ated blood, which retums as
oxygenated blood to the left side of the heart again via the pulnonary veins
(pulnonary circulation) . Note that each side of the heart has two valves;
*¿ ttrrt the peripheral circulation conprises a nu¡nber of parallel vascular
beds (e.g., biain, liver, kidneys, intestines, skeletal muscle, and the
heart's lnusculature itselfl). (c) A realistic view of the heart, showing
four heart chambers, four valves, and connecting blood vessels. Arrows
indicate the direction of flow through the heart. Although the left and
right sides of the heart are physically and functionally seParate, when

viewed externally they are oné compact structure conposed of rnuscle fibres
arranged in a colnplex fashion. Note that the muscular walls are thinnest
in thõ atria, thiäker in the right ventricle, ild thickest in the left vent-
ricle (see also Fig. 1.4-3). (d) The blood therefore circulates, as it were,
in a figure 8; froñ the systemic circulation it passes through the heart into
the pulñonary circulation, and thence via the heart into the systernic cir-
culation once more. Note that the lymph (or tissue fluid) flows into the
venous circulation. (e) Anatony of ttré heart and its relationship to the
circulatory system. Dark vessels calry oxygenated arterial blood, while
light vessels carïy deoxygenated venous blood. Note that the superior vena
cava is the vein draining-the upper part of the body, while the inferior vena
cava drains the lower p.it of thé body (frorn C. J. Wiggers, 'lThe hearttr,
Scientific American, MaY 1957).
Here A = atriun; V = ventricle; SA = systenic arteries; SC = systemic capill-
aries! SV = systenic veinsi PA = pulnonary artery; PC = pulnonary capillaries;
py = pulnonary veins; SVC = superior vena cava; IVC = inferior vena cava.
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and its functi.on can be described in analogy with conventional mechanical

pumping systems. .
We start by assuming that stanáard man, a hypothetical individual who

is the average of all human beings, weighs 70 kg. A1i human beings are

different, and a standard man as such does not exist. It is cont'eni'ent,

nevertheless, to consider such an indivi-dual in order to enable numerical

values to be given to the paraneteïs of the heart as a guide to the "order

of magnitudet' of values to be expected in the heart of a norrnal adult person.

Standard man has about 5.6 litres of blood in his body (about 8 per cent of

the body weight). The same blood circulates round and Tound the cardio-

vascular system, as was first shown by ülilliam Harvey in the early

seventeenth century (Fig. 1.4-1). The cardiovascular system is essent-

ially a closed circle of tubing consisting of: two sets of distensible

vessels, the pulnonary and systemic respectively, which offer resistance

to the flow through then, and úUo purnps which are conventionally regarded

as "the left side of the heart'r and "the right side of the heart" '

The heart (Fig. 1.4-1c) has four chambers, the right atriun (R.4.),

right ventricle (R.V.), left atrium (L.V') and left ventricle (L'V'), and

it acts like two pumps in ee!'ies with each other (Fig. 1'4-1b)' The left

side, consisting of the L.A. and L.V., punps blood through the aorta and

the arteries (thick elastic tubes which by their recoil aid the distribution

of blood to all parts of the body) to the body tissues. The arteries

divide into smaller branches and atriols, which are very sma1l arteries,

in their cour.se to the body tissues and finally break up into a meshwork

of fine capillaires which pervade every tissue of the body. The b1ood,

having passed through the tissues, returns via veins to the right side

of the heart. The meshwork of capillaries joins up to form venules, very

small veins, which become large veins, or venous trunks, as they travel.

centrally towards the heart. From the right side of the heart, which

consísts of the R.A. and R.V., the blood is pumped through the pulmonarr'

artery to the lungs and it returns to the left side of the heart again I'ia
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the pulmonary veins. Thus, there are in fact two quite separate, but

connected, circulations. A,maiot', ot systemie civ'cuLatíon, which is

concerned with the body as a whole, operating at high pressure and driven

by the left side of the heart; and a Lessev'ot puLmonary eíreuLation,

which is concerned with the passage of blood through the lungs, operating

at low pressure and driven by the right side of the heart.

physiologists define the volune of blood which leaves each side of the

heart and enters the arteries per minute as the ccrcdiae output. On the

average, standard man has a cardiac output of 5.6 litres per minute,

indicating that the total anount of his blood circulates once a minute

through his body. However, not all the blood ís circulating at this rate.

Sone ís stagnating, particularly in the lower Parts of the body, and some

is circulating more rapidly. At any moment, the distribution of the cardiac

output to various parts of the body is shown in Table 1.4-1. When measured

over a period of minutes, i.e., on the average, the output of the two

ventricl.es, or sides of the heart, is of course equal, but there are transient

differences in output during the respiratory cyc1e.

The heart, like any other mechanical pumping system, needsrrfuelil in

order to funCtion. The blood contains thettfuel", i.e., soulce of energy,

for the contraction Table 1.4-1. Distribution of cardiac output, i'e',
blood consumption of various organs.

of cardiac muscle,

and it is supplied

to the wa1ls of the

heart itself via

the right and left
eoronary arteries

(Fig. L.4-4). These

arteries arise from

the aorta just after

its origin from the

region ratio of organ weight
to body weight

ratio of regional
flow to cardiac

output
Brain
Liver
Kidneys
Heart muscle
Skeletal muscle
Skin
Rest of body

0.022
0. 041

0.0047
0. 0047

0.47
0.057
0.4006

0.14
0.27
0.23
0.0s
0.16
0. 09

0. 06

Tot a1 1. 0000 1.00

left ventricle, and run round and down the external surface of the heart,
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Fig. t.4-2. THE ADULT HUMAN (MAMMALIAN) HEART Al.{D ITS PUMPING CYCLE. (a) Dia-

iram showing details of the heartrs four chambers (RA = right atrium; RV =

iigt t ventrlcle; LA = left atrium; LV = left ventricle) , four valves, and

blood vessels láaving and entering ttre heart. Arrows show direction of blood
flow. (b) Here A, sl C an¿ D are successive stages in the punping cycle'
A. Atria fill witÁ bíood as their walls relax (atrial diastole). B. Relax-
ation (diastole) of ventricles causes blood to flow into them from atria'
C. Contraction (systole) of atria conpletes ventricular filling' D' Contract-
ion of ventriclÀs (ventricular systolè) drives blood fron the ventricles into
the aorta and pulnonary artery. Mitral and tricuspid valves- prevent blood
from returning to the âttit. The semilunar valves prevent -the return of
blood to the íentricles fron the arteries during diastole (see text for more

details).
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pushing a network of capillaries deep into the heart wall. The heart is
abundantly supplied with capillaries which ensure "flooding" of the wal1s

by an extremely rich blood supply. Table r.4-r shows that 5 per cent of
the cardiac output goes to heart muscle and 16 per cent to skeletal muscles

(which make up about half the body weight, and are about 100 times heavier
than the heart). 0n a simple weight-for weight basis, coronary blood flow
is about 51 times greater than skeletal blood flow. The reason for this
large difference is that skeletal rnuscle can buíld up what is known as an

oæyQen debt (storing up trnoxidized wastes), nost of which is repaid during
restíng. cardiac muscle'has no capacity for building up an oxygen debt,

and it continuously needs oxygen. It ís interesting, but not surprising,
to note that the coronary arteries are the first consumer receiving
oxygenated blood from the L.V.. Diseases of these arteries, for example,

narrowing or partial blockage, áre responsible for ,heart attacksr?

(r'coronari es" )

The heart, like mechanical reciprocating punps, needs vaLves in order

to maintain unidirectional flow. Four heart valves can be seen in

Figs. 1.4-I,2. the aoy,tic and puLmonaz,g valves are placed at the outflow

of the L.V. and R.V. respectively, and the mì.traL and tv,ieuepì,d vaLves

divide off the L.V. and R.V. from the corresponding adjacent atria. The

nitral valve (1eft atrioventricular valve) has two cusps (leaflets), and

the tricuspid valve (right atrioventricular valve) has three cusps. The

aortic and pulmonary valves have three, much smal.ler cusps. The cusps of

all valves float freely in the blood passing through then, and their
position depends on the pressure difference on their tv,ro sides. ülhen the

valves close the cusps come together to form a blood tight menbrane.

The sequence of cardiac events may be summarízed as follows. Blood

from the tissues enters the R.A. via the great veins, the superior and

inferior venae cavae. This oxygen-poor and carbon dioxide-rich blood passes

through the tricuspid valve into the R.V.. At the sane time a nehr heart

beat origínates in the S-A node (see section 1.6), and shortly afterwards
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(when the R.V. is nearly ful1) the R.A. contr.acts and tops the R'\r, up

with atldit ional blood. l{hen the R.V. contracts, the rising pressure forces

thc t ricus¡licl valve to shut , and at the same time tl're "heûrt stli n¡¡s"

Itc¡dilrr.¡us corcls, lf ig. 1.4 ,l;r) act to provent tllc valvc fl'ollt illYct'tl¡¡q I'ltt:k

intr¡ tlic Iì.4. . lrurther rise in R.V. pressure forces open tlìe l)tllnìollul'\

valve and pushes blood into the pulmonary artery and Iungs. In the lungs

carbon dioxide is removed and the blood is oxygenated, and at the same time

the R.V. pressure drops as a result of muscle relaxation and the pulmonarv

valve closes. Fractions of a second later the tricuspid valve opens and

the cycle of the right side of the heart begins again. Oxvgenated blood

from the lungs enters the L.A. via four pulmonarv veins, and passes through

the nitral valve into the L.V.. The contraction of the L.A. (which coincides

in time with the contraction of the R.A.) tops the L.V. up. llhen the Pohrer-

ful L.V. contracts it forces the mitral valve to close and the aortic valve

to open, and blood is then distributed to the body via the aorta' As the

L.V. musculature relaxes, the L.V. pressure drops, the aortic valve closes,

and shortly afterward the mitral valve oPens and the cycle of the left

side of the heart begins again (see Fig. 1.4-2). The blood therefore

círculates as it were in a figure eight; frorn the systemic circulation it

passes through the heart into the pulnonary circulation and thence via the

heart again into the systenic circulation once more (Fig. 1'4-1d).

The series of events occurring in a single heart beat is called the

cay,dLac cycLe. The period in which the ventricles contract is called

sgsto1e, and the period in which they relax is calIed diastoLe. In standard

rnan the avelage cycle lasts about 0.86 seconds, giving a heart rate of

70 beats per minute. With each systole about 70 to 90 nillilitre of blood

are ejected from each ventricle, and this quantity is defined as the stroke

uoLume. This leaves about 50 millili{re of blood in each ventricle. The

heart beats continuously for the whole of a personrs life, and its onlv

period of rest is during diastole. During exercise the heart rate speeds

up (it does so mainly at the expense of diastole which becomes shorter) and
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thc carcliac outPut may increase to 35 litl'e ller tttinute.

Alt¡ough the two ventricles, which genelate the driving ltressure for

the cardiovascular system, are physically and functionally separate, when

viewed from outside they are one conpact structure. They are composed of

sheets of muscte fibrås which are arÍanged in a vertical, spiral, and

circumferential fashion. The contraction of these muscles leads to

constriction and narrowing of the ventricular cavities. The thick-wa11ed,

cylindrically shaped left ventricle, characterized essentially by a

concentric constriction patteïn, is architecturally designed as a high-

pressure pump (peak L.V. pressure is about 125 mm. Hg). In the thin-walled

right ventricle, on the other hand, the inner surface area of the R'V. is

large compared to the volume of the cavity. lVhile this is unfavorable

for the development of high tensions, it is ideally suited for the

ejection of large or vJidely varying volumes of blood (peak R.V. pressule

is about 25 mm. Hg). Figure 1.4-3 shows the difference in the shape of

the cross section and in wa1l thickness between the two ventricles.

The atria act as collecting chanbers and as topping-up pumps serving

the main pumps, the ventlicles. When the ventricles ale about 70 per cent

full of blood the atria contract adding the remaining 30 per cent. Atrial

contraction is not essential for life, but the heart is a more efficient

pump when the atria contract (see Starlingts law of the heart, section 2.4)

In order to obtain adequate perfusion of the human organism under all

conditions, it is required that:

1. The heart must be able to pump blood volumes ranging from 5 to 35

litres per minute against pressures up to 300 mm' Hg'

2, The valves must easily open during the ejection phase, and be

cömpetent (prevent regurgitation of blood) when they are closed.

S. The blood flow velocity must never exceed 7 to 2n/sec, which is the

limit of to1èrance for mechanical trauna (mechanical damage) to blood

corpuscles thtough turbulancè, friction, etc.

4. The relationship between stroke volume and heart rate must be close



to an optimum set by the properties of cardiac muscle, the geometr)

of the heart, and the lowest velocity compatible with the output

required.

5. The pumping action of the heart must be controlled by an automatic

control system.

In a healthy individual the above conditions are fulfi11ed.

1.5 THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF HI.JT'ÎAN CARDIAC MUSCLE.

In this section we shall describe the nanner in which the muscle

machine works and some of its properties. Muscles are biological machines

which convert chemical energy, derived ultinately from the reaction between

food and oxygen, into force and rnechanical work. They are usuaLly

classified as'rstriatedil or "snoothrrdepending on how they look under the

ordinary light microscope. The classification has a good deal of functional

significance. Skeletal muscles (what we conmonly call rrmeatr') which

veltebrates usê to move their linbs, are crossed by microscopic striations.

They act quickly and under voluntary control. The muscles of the gut or

uterus have no striations, they are I'snooth", and act slowly and involuntalilv

skeletal rnuscle, which does not normally contract in the absence of

nervous stimulation, lacks anatomic and functional connections between

individual muscle fibres, and every fibre has its own connection to the

central nervous system. Cardiac muscle a1so has cross-striations, but it

possesses a built in mechanism to maintain rhythmic contraction of the uhoLe

muscle quite independently of any nervous connections. It has anatomic and

functional. connections between the individual fibres, enabling it to function

as a sAncytiwn (network) , i.ê. , permitting the spread of excitation from one

fibre to another.

In muscle, the relation between structute and function is very close,

and the most straightforward way to try to find out how the muscl'e machine

works is to study its structure in some detail. A WhoLe anatornical skeLetal
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muscle (Fig. i.S-tu) is made up of individual muscle fibnes. It begins and

ends in tendons, which are attached to the skeleton, and the fibres are

arranged in parallel between the tendinous ends so that the force of

contraction of the unit is ad.ditiue, The muscle can onLv puLL, and cannot

push. It has an artery and a vein so that during exercise it may be

abundantly supptied with oxygen, which is required in order to release

energy. Fina1ly, it also has a norve supply which regulates its contraction

accorcljng to instructions sent down from the brain'

'Ihe rnuscle fibre (Fig. 1 .5-1b) is a cylindrical structure with a

di.ameter of between 10 and 100 nicrons. In some cases a whole nuscle may

consist of many small, short fibres, Ìrrhereas in others the fibres have a

large diameter and run the whole length of the muscle. Under the light

microscope they are seen to have regular striations which extend right

across inside the fibres'. The fibres aïe made up of cross-striated

cylindrical subunits, the myofíbriLe, these being the structures that

actually contract. Around each muscle fibre is an electiically polarized

membrane, the ear.coLemma (or ce1l menbrane), the inside of which is negative

with respect to the outside. The membrane is connected to the nerve at a

special junction region called an end-pLate, An impulse travelling down

the nerve is transmitted to the membtane at the end-plate, and this causes

a temporary depolarization of the cell membrane which is followed by the

contraction of the nuscle fibre. It is by this means that the activity of

skeletal muscle is controlled by the nervous system'

The myofibril (Fig. 1.5-1c) is a rod of "contractile" ploteins, about

1 micron in diameter, which runs fron one end of the fibre to the othef.

1t is dívided inlo earcomeres, serially repeating structures which are

stacked one on top of each other like coins in a pile, by thin partitions

cal1ed Z-LLnes. The sarcomere gives the myofibril, and also the fibre of

which it is part, a cross-striated appeatance'

The sarcomere (Fig. 1.5-ld) is the fundanental structural and functional

unit of contraction in eII striated muscle, including cardiac nuscle. The
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Fig. 1.5-1. Vertebrate striated
skeletal nuscle dissected in
schenatic fashion to show detailed
structure at various levels of
fibrillar organization within the
muscle (fron Vander et al. , 1970).
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Fig. 1.5-3. Interaction of mYosin
cross-bridges and actin to produce
relative novement of, thick and thin
filanents. Cross-bridges hook onto
active actin sites, Pul1 the thin
fila¡nent a short distance, releasing
it and then hooking onto the next
actin active site (frorn H.E. Huxley,
1es8).

Fig. 7.5-2. Relation between
sarcomere length and band patterns
in striated muscle. Muscle
contraction results frorn the move-
nents of the thick and thin
filaments past each other, leading
to chærges in banding Pattern

Vander et a1., L970

Fig. 1.5-4. The relations of the
sarcotubular systen, which
consists of the T system and the
sarcoplasmic reticulum, to rnuscle
fibrils (from PeachY, 1965). See
also Fig. 2.5-3.
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correctinterpretationofthepatteÏnofcross-striationsleadstoan
understanding of the mechanism of contraction' When sarcolneTes (mvofibrilsl

are examine<I ín the electron microscope, a wìrole netv tvorld of structure

comes into view. It can be seen that a sarcomere consists of ttr'o sets of

sti.1t smaller filaments, called ngofLLønents, which interdigitate with

each other as shown in Fig . t.s-z. The thicker filaments are composed of

theproteinmyosin!theyareaboutl00angstromunitsindiameter,an<l
theyneasurel.stol.6microninlength.Thethinnerfilamentsale
composed prinarilf of the protein actin, and are about 50 angstrom in

diameter and L micron in length. The distance between the z-Iines varies

with the degtee of contractíon or strètch of the saTcomere (muscle) ' At

thecentreoftheSalcomeleisabroaddarkbandofconstantwidth(1.5
micron),tetmedtheÁband,whichisflankedbytwolighterbands,the
I-band.e, which are of variable length' The thick myosin filaments are

lined up to form the A bands, whereas the thin actin filaf.nents form the

less dense I band as they course from the z-Iine through the I band into

theAband.Thus,thereisoverlaPPingofthickandthinfilamentsonly
wíthin the A band, while the I band contains only thin filaments. In the

lighterHbands(centreofAbands)themyosinandactinfilamentsdonot
overl aP,

IfatransvelsesectionthroughtheAbandisexamined,eachmyosin

filament is found to be surrounded by six actin filanents in a regular

geometric pattels (Fig.1.5-le). Observations by H.E. Huxley (e'g' 1958

and 1965) indicate that the individual myosin nolecules have enlarged

,,headst', and that they are allanged as shown in Fig' 1'5-1f' It seems

likelythatduringnuscleactivity,closs-linkagesareforrnedbetweenthe
myosinandactinfilamentsbythe''heads''ofthemyosinmolecules.The

interaction between these links along the filaments leads to "s1iding"

inward of the thin filaments so that the sarcomere shortens ' This forms

the basis of the sLíding fì.Lønent theory (see section 2'4) for skeletal and

cardiacmusclecont'raction.Fig.1.5-3showshowthe''heads''orcross
bridgesonthethicknyosinfilamentsmightpullthethinfilanentsina
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kind of ratchet action. This requires the presence of active sites on

the actin filanents onto which the cross bridges tenporarily hook to pull

the filanent a short distance and then release it and hook onto the next

site. Thus, the hooks on the myosin fila¡nents are oscillating bridges'

The sarcomere and the nyofibril together forn the functional rnit of muscle

action, and they can be properly regarded as the eonttactíLe maehinery of

nuscle fibres.

In striated nuscle the nyofibrils are surlornded by structures made

up of menbranes. These structures form t]ne sareotubuLar system which is

made up of a T system and a sareopLasmie retieuLun (Fig. 1.5-4) ' The

T systen, which is continuous with the cell nenbrane of the muscle fibre'

forns a grid perforated by the individual nyofibrils. The space between

two layers of the T systen is an extension of the extracellular space'

The sarcoplasnic reticulum forrns an irregular curtain arotnd each of the

nyofibrils between its contacts with the T systen. The firnction of the

T systen appears to be the rapid transmission of the electric action

potential fron the cell nenbrane to all the rnyofibrils in the nuscle' The

sarcoplasmic reticulun is concerned with calcium rnovement and nuscle

metabolism. Ïheir specific roles in the phenonenon of excitation-contraction

coupling will be described in section 2 '5 '

Since the striation and nechanism of contraction is sirnilar in cardiac

and skeletal muscles, the principle differences in their function arise

fron diffeTences in the nechanisns for electrical excitation and control '

In cardiac muscle (Fig. 1.5-5), the fibres branch and interdigitate, but

each fibre is a conplete unit surror:nded by a celI membrane' Where the end

of one nuscle fibre abuts on another, the membranes of both fibres parallel

each other through an extensive series of folds. These aTeas, which always

occul at z-lines, ar.e called intereaLated díses. They provide a strong

union between fibres, maintaining cell to ce1l cohesion, so that the pull

of one contractile rmit can be transnitted along its axis to the next '

Along the sides of the fibres next to the discs, the cell nenbranes of
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Fig. 1.5-5. Detailed structure of heart ¡nuscle. (A) Heart nuscle as
seen r¡rder the light microscope. Branching of fibres is evident. Each
fibre, or cel1, contains a nucleus. (B) Myocardial fibre (reconstructed
from electron ¡nicrographs) conposed of nultiple parallel fibrils. Each
fibril is composed of serially connected sarcomeres. (C) Sarconere
fron a myofibril. Thick nyosin filanents forn the A band, and thin
actin filanents extend from the Z line through the I band into the A
band. (D) Cross sections of the sarcomere. In the centre only thick
nyosin filanents arranged in a hexagonal array are seen. In portion
of the A band, where overlapping of thick and thin filaments occurs,
each thick filament is surror.¡nded by six thin filaments. In the I band
only thin fila¡nents are present (fron Braunwald et al. , 1968) .
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adjacent fibres fuse for considerable distances' These "tight junctions'l

provide low resistance bridges for the spread of excitation from one fihre

to another. They permit cardiac muscle to function as a syncytíum'

In alI types of nuscle the contractile state is linked to the potential

across the cell membrane. ln cardiac muscle, a potential difference of

about 90 mv.exísts acToss the cell membrane in the resting state' with

the interior of the fibrè being negative with respect to its exterior' As

long as a potentiat difference in excess of a critiõal value is maintained'

this nemblane remåins imperneable to the passage of certain ions, such as

sodium, Iêt permeable to others, such as Potassium. when the potential fal1s

below a critical I'threshold" valUe, the membrane is suddenlv disturbed so

that it is much mo1.e permeable to sodium ions than in the resting state '

This event, terned depoLarLzatíon, stalts a cycle of events which is

responsible for initiating nechanical contraction.

A typical striated muscle responds to a single adequate stimulus bv

giving a tuitch, that is, a brief period of contraction followed by

relaxat.ion. In Fig. 1.5-6a the action potential and the twitch of a skeletal

nruscle are plotted on the same time sca1e. The mechanical twitch starts

aoubt 2 millisec after the start of depolarization of the cell membrane and

before repolarization is cOmplete. In cardiac muscle stimulation produces

depolaTization which proceeds rapidly, and an overshoot is present' as in

skeletal muscle, but repolarízation is a slot¿ pT.ocess (Fig' 1'5-6b)' In

mammalian heatts, depolarization lasts about 2 ni11isec, but repolatizat'ion

lasts about 200 millisec ot more. Repolatization is therefore not complete

until the contraction is half over. The electrical events include a spike

and a later wave that bear a resemblance to the QRS complex and T wave of

the electrocardiogram (see section 1.6). Repolarization is a three-phase

process" After the spike, repolarization starts rapidly but then becomes

prolonged, with a final more rapid return to the resting membrane potential

The mechanical contÎactile response of the cardiac muscle begins just aftet

the stalt of depolarization and lasts about' l'2 lo 1'5 tines longer than

the âction Potential.
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Responses are all or none in character, i'e'' the nuscle fibres

respond fully ìf they respond at all. Since cardiac rnuscle is absolutelv

refractory, i.e., it does not respond to an electrical stimulus, during

most ot- the action potent'ial, the contractile response is more than lralf

over by the time a second contraction is initíated. Therefore, tetanus

(a state of sustained muscle contraction) of a type seen in skeletal muscle

cannot occur. From this and similar experiments the following properties

of cardiac muscle may be demonstrated:

(1) Exci tabilit and cont,ractili . When a quiescent ventricle is

stimulated, it responds as a whole with a maximum contracti-on provided that

the stimulus is stlong enough. A strongeT Stimulus has the same effect '

A weak stimulus has no effect. This is anrrall or none" Tesponse. Action

potentials are freely conducted from one fibre to another so that excitation

of one part of the heart leads finally to contraction of aI1 of it '

(2) Refractory period. Throughout the entire contraction phase a second

stimulus has no effect, i.ë., during the contraction phase the muscle is

absoLuteLy neftactory' and tetanus is impossible' Õf course, tetanization

of cardiac muscle for any l'ength of time would have lethal consequences' and

in this sense the fact that tetanus is impossible is a safety feature.

Ventricular muscle is said to be in the i'vulnerable period" just at the end

of the action potential, because stimulation at this tine will sometimes

initiate ventricular fibríllations'

(3) Rhythmicity. The heart muscle must keep on beating throughout life

and its rnuscle fibres show a tendency to contract rhythmically without the

need for external stimulation. This property is ca11ed rhythmicity and it

forces the heart to go on pumping even if it is completely separated from

the rest of the body (see section 1.3, the myogenic frog heart)' The nerves

that connect the heart l{lith the brain serve only to modify the beat ' and

do not initiate it.

At the other end of the scale are the skeletal muscles which neuer

contract without orders from the nervous system, and in which hte can achieve
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arbitrary movements at any desired rate which can be stopped at any

desired nonent.

A SINGLE MUSCLE TWITCH
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Fig. 1.5-6. A singLe rm,tscLe tuòteh. The electrical and nechanical responses

of mamnalian skeletal and cardiac fibres to a single adequate stimuLus.
Here the relationship between the eLectv'ical response (ceII membrane
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the cel1 menbrane is comþletely insensitive to a stinulus regardless
of its i"t""riiy, it .t""y short in skeletal muscle (1 to 2 rnillisec-
onds), but, in cãntrast, in cardiac muscle it lasts almost as long as
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1.6 'THE ORIGIN OF THE BEAT AND THE ËLECTRICAL ACTIVITY OI- fHE ruMAN HEART

In the preparation of this section, use has been made of a book on

the ptincíples of electrocardiography by Goldman (1970), and of chapter 12

(by Schet) on the excitation of the heart in Hamilton (1962).

The muscular contractions of the hunan heart, which is a myogenic

heart (see section 1.3), are produced by regular electrical inpulses

otlginating in a tiny pacenaker area of ¡nuscle, the sino-atrial (S-A) node,

at the junction of the right atrium and superior vena cava (Fig. 1.6-1a).
'i'his node contracts spontaneously, and this stimulates the walls of the

atrja, from which the contractile impulse reaches another special area,

the atrio-ventricular (A-V) node. From here the impulse travels in the

fibtes of the "bundle of Hisr', which are muscle fibres adapted for fast

conduction, and spreads throughout the ventricles stimulating them to

contract. Thus, the various parts of the heart will normally beat in the

following orderly sequence: contraction of the atria (atrial systole) is
followed by contract,ion of the ventricles (ventricular systole), and during

the next period of diastole all 4 chanibers are relaxed.

'l'he way in which the electri.cal impulse spreads through a particular

heart, is determined by the gross geometry of that heart, and by the positi.on

within it of a specialized neuromuscular tissue (tissue of nodified cardiac

muscle), known as the conduetion sgetem, which both generates and

'tdistnibutestt i-he impulse, It is an anatomical rather than a physiological

problem to discuss the geonetry of a great many hearts and we will presume

a rather standard csrdíac conforrnation as shown in Fig. 1.6-1a. The

conduction system consist,s of (1) the sino-4triaI node (2) the internodal

pathways (3) the atrio-ventricular node (4) the bundle of His (5) the right
and left bundle branches, and (6) the Purkinje system.

(1) Sino-atTial node (pacenaker of the heart). Discovered by Keith and

Flack in 1907, the S-A node is a pale narroht area, 3 to 4 nrn.wide and 20

to 25 mm.long, lying on the inner (endocardial) surfaëe of the right
atrium. It has an abundant capíllary blood supply and many nerve endings
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and ganlion cel1s. The electr:ical signal for the initiation of eac:h hertrt-

beat normally commences at this node'

(2) Internodal atrial ways. The electrical activity spreads from the

s-A node over the atria, like ripples produced by dropping a stone into a

pond of water, to converge on the atrioventricular node' CondUction through

the atria occurs through S btndles of nyocardiun which contain Purkinje tfPe

fibres (specialized fast conducting muscle tissue). These pathways constit-

ute a specialized conducting system connecting the s-A and A-v nodes '

(3) Atrio-ventricular node. This is a mass of specialized neuronuscular

tissue, 2 InIlì. wide and 5 mn. long, anatomically resenbling the s-A node,

which is generally considered as the rrnextrr group of specialized cells' The

A-V node is situated on the inner surface of the R.A. in the interatrial

septun, and gives rise to the conmon bundle of His. The A-V nodal cells are

first in the train of cells transnitting the atrial impulse to the ventricles'

(4) Bundle of His. This bundle (naned after wilheln His, Gernan physio-

logist) is in direct continuity with the lower portion of the A-V node' it

is approxinately 20 nun. long, and is composed of large Purkinje cells' A

fibrous electrically nonconducting sePtun separates the atrial nuscle fibres

from the ventricular fibres, ild normally the only electricity conducting

tissue between the atria and the ventricles is the btrndle of His' Note that

the inlet and outlet valves of each ventricle lie alongside each other in

the non-conducting septum, with all 4 valves occupying the same plane

(plane AB in Fig.1.6-1b ) .

(s) Bundle branches. The right and left bundle branches arise from the

bifurcation of the l0wer end of the brndle of His in the interventricular

septum. They consist of modified cardiac nuscle, Ðd each br'urdle serves its

respective ventricle. The left brndle, which is nuch shorter than the right

br:ndle, divides into two branches very shortly after its origin' All bundle

branches run near the inner surface of the ventricles and teflninate in reg-

ions near the papillary muscles, which connect the heart strings to the inner

walls of the ventricles as shown in Fig' 1'6-1a'
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(6) Purkinj e system. The bundle branches divide repeatedly, pushing finer

and finer thteads amongst the muscle fibres, forming the fast-cOnducting

Purkinje systen which spreads to all parts of the ventriculaT myocaTdium'

The application of an activation potential to the cell membrane

surrounding an arbitrary muscle fibre in the heart wa11s, triggers a !er\'

involved set of electrochemical and biochemical events that eventualll'

leads to mechanical ¡nuscle contfaction. We shall cli.scuss the conplex

electrochemical and biochemical mechanisms triggered by the actívation

potential ìrr chapter 2. I-or the noment, 1ct it suffice to say that the

arrival of a¡ inpulse at an arbitrary nuscle fibre brings about

depolarization of the cell rnembrane (see section 1.5), during which

the interior of the fibre becones electropositive with respect to its

surroundings. This induces changes in the cell membrane which nake

it tempolatily permeable to certain ions. The sudden change in intetnal

i.onic composition allows the "fue1r' ATP (adenosine triphosphate) to change

rapidly to ADP (adenosine diphosphate), that is, it creates a rapid release

of energy which the muscle consumes in contraction. The transmembrane

action potential of a single cardiac ñuscle fibîe (Fig. 1.5-6b) is charact-

erized by rapid depolarlzation, and a slow triphasic repolarization Process

during which the cell interior becomes again'electronegative with respect

to its surroundings.

The spread of electrical excitation in the human heart is schematically

shown in Fig. 1.6-1b. No nerves are involved in the process since cardiac

muscle behaves like a network (see section 1.5) enabling a depolarization

wave to spread rapidly from fibre to fibre until the entire heart musculature

is in a ståte of contraction. The depolalization wave originated in the

S-A node, spreads through the atria at a velocity of about 0.9 m/sec

(Tab1e 1.6-1) and in more or less concentric rings, causing both atria to

contract sinultaneously. Atrial depolarization is completed in about 0.1

seconds. The wave, which is prevented from propagating into the ventricles

by the fibrous sept,um, reaches and actívatès the A-v node when approximately
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two thirds of the two atria are depolarized. In the A-V node the wave is

"delayed" for 0.07 seconds (A-V nodal delay) before passing on to the

bundle of His. The A-V nodal delay is caused by the small diameter, slo|

conducting fibres (0.05 m/sec) linking the node to the atrial nuscle. The

passage of the depolarization wave down the bundle of His and the right and

left bundle branches, is not electÎically detectible from the surface of

the heart, and there appears to be a slight pause, of about 0'12 seconds,

fotlowing the activation of the A-V nodal tissue and before excitation

spreads to the ventricles. Thus, in addition to being an impulse-collecting

junction, the A-V node contributes to a total delay of 0.12 seconds which

allows the atria to complete their "topping-upil of the ventricles before the

ventricles begin to contract. Furthermore, the above mentioned narlow

fibres leading to the A-v node, protect the heart from any weak random

impulses which may arisc spontaneously in the atrial muscle by destroying

them. Finally, after transversing the bundle branches, the depolatization

wave passes into the multiple ramifications of the Purkinje systen' which

cover the inner surfaces of both ventricles, and quickly spreads and

activates the inner surfaces of both ventricles. The impulse then travelg

perpend,icuLanLy from tho inner to the outer surfaces of the ventricles and

in about 0.08 to 0.1 seconds from the time of activation of the apex both

ventricles are comptetely activated.

In a ventricle the first parts to be served are the septal wa11 and

papillary muscles, then the apex, and finelly the remainder of the ventricLê

from the apex up?narde and from the ínner to the outer surfaces of the

ventricles. Thus, in this activation-pattern the depolatizatlon wave ênters

the ventricles from the apex and spreads upwards toward the base of the

heart (as shown in Fig. 1.6-1b), causing the projection of blood toward the

outflow tracts and out through pulmonary and aortic valves. This sequence

of events is, as we shall see, esscntial for nathematical modelling of the

human heart.

In standard man with a right ventricle wall thickness of 4 nm., a left
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ventricle wall thickness of 15 mn. and a heart rate of 70 beats per minute,

there is an activation of the apical portion of the interventricular septun

during the first 10 nilliseconds. within 20 m sec. the first action potent-

ial has reached the outer surface of the apical region, and within 60 m sec'

the entire R.V. and nost of the L.V. have been activated. The speeds at

which the electrical inpulse spreads through various types of cardiac tissue

are given in Table 1.6-1. The velocity is nost rapid in the Purkinje fibres

and slowest in the ¡nid portion of the A-v node. Furthermore, the velocity

is greater in a direction Table 1.6-1. Conduction velocities of electrical
paraLLeL to the axis of impulses in cardiac tissue

structure
conduction
velocity
(netre per sec.)

Sino atrial (S-A) node

Atrial muscle

A-V junctional tissue
Atrio-ventricular (A-V) node

Brndle of His
Right and left brmdle branches

Purkín j e sYstern

Inner surface of the ventricles
Across the ventricular wal1

(inner surface to outer sul-
face)

of the vèntricles, which consists of the A-v node, br:ndle of His, brrndle

branches and Purkinje systen, selves two inportant functions' It speeds up

ventricular activation and it ittp.oses a pattern of activation and contract-

ion on the ventricles.

Since the body fluids conduct electrical charges, the action potentials

of cardiac muscle can be viewed as batteries which cause current flow

throughout the body fluids. The associated electrical potentials can be

detected and recorded at points Temote fron the heart by applying electrodes

to various positions on the body, and connecting these electrodes to an

electrocardiographic recording apparatus. The waveform obtained is terned

the nuscle fibres than

perpendicular to then.

According to Hamilton

(L962) the velocitY of

conduction across the

septum and in Portions of

the ventricular wal1, where

there is no Purkinje Pene-

tration, averages 0.37

n/sec. Thus, the sPec-

ialized conducting sYsten

0 .05

0.8-1.0
0. 05

0.1
0.8-1.0
2.0
2.0-4.0
1.0

0.37
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an eLectroeaTdíograrn or E.C.G.. It is invaluabl.e in the analysis of the

electrical events within the heart, and in the diagnosis and treatment of

disease. Figure L.6-2 illustrates a typicaL nottnaL E.C.G. recorded as the

potential difference between the right and Left wrists, together with the

terminology used in E.C.G. studies. The first uape P corresPonds to the

spread of excitation fron the S-A node over the atrial nuscle and therefore

represents atrial depolarization. the P wave is followed by the P-R segment

or isoelectric 1ine. This represents a period following conplete atrial

activation but during which the action Potential is spreading through the

A-V conduction systen. Prior to this, during the latter third of the P

wave, A-V conduction had been delayed in the A-V node. The invasion of the

ventricles by the wave of excitation causes the QRS eornpLeæ which represents

ventricular depolarization., Its duration is a good estinate of the time

needed to activate the ventricles, and prolongation of this tine nay nean

damage to the ventricular conducting systen. The P-R intez'uaL is measured
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from the beginning of the P wave to the beginning of the QRS complex, and

it indicates the tine which elapses between the activation of the s-A node

and the activation of the ventricles. The QRS complex is f-ollowed by the

S-T segment (ísoelectric line). This lepresents a period of little elect-

rical change in the heart, when all of the ventricular muscle is depolarízed

The T úaue TepTesents ventricular repolarization, Ðd the Q-T intetnlaL

replesents the total tine needed for ventricular depolarization and repolar-

ization. The T wave is sonetines followed by a U uaue the cause or signif-

icance of which is not known. Finally, Fig. 1.6-1c shows the time relation-

ship between the electrícal and mechanical events in the ventricles during

one cardiac cYcle.

Table L.6-2. Analysis of the E.C'G'

duration (seconds)

nornal rangeaverageE.C.G. event Associated event in the heart

Atrial depolarizatíon
Conduction in A-V node, bundle of
His, bundle branches

Atrial dePolarizatíon, A-V node,
br:ndle, bundle branches

Initial activation of ventricles
Ventricular dePolariz ation
Ventricular repolarization (return
of excitabilitY)

Ventricular dePolarization Plus
ventricular rePoI arization
(ventricular refractory Period)

Supernorrnal excitab il itY

0.06-0.12
(0. t¿

0.L2-0.20

<0.04

0.04-0. 12

<0.4

0 . 35 -0.43

0.1

0.16

0.1

0.08

0 .08

0.58

P wave

P-R segment

P-R interval

Q wave

QRS cornplex

T wave

Q-T interval

U-wave

Table 1.6-2 contains some nornal ranges of

in the E.C.G. It is used to study the sequence

and the tine utilized for activation of various

any of these paraneters changes narkedly, it is

pathologY or irritation.

In the heart, the pacenaker cells with the

duration of various events

of activation in the heart,

parts of the heart. When

usually an i.ndication of

nost rapid inherent rhYthm
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witl orclinarily dominate the heart rate' and irnpulses fron it will depol-

atize slower pacenakers faster than they can generate inpulses' This

property is developed to the greatest extent in the s-A node, which is

norna,lly the doninant pacenaker deternining the heart rate' If the S-A

node is damaged, the A-V node takes over its fi¡¡rction' This nOde has its

ohrn contraction rate of 35 to 45 beats Per ninute (the second highest

inherent rate)
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CHAPTER 2

MATHEMATICAL R EPRESENTATION OF THE CONTRACTILE

BEHAV I OU R OF MUSCLE

2.T INTRODUCTION.

The previous chapter deals with the anatomy and physiology of the

cardiovascular systems of aninals in general and of namnals (man) in

particular. It also contains an introductory description of the structure

and properties of muscle (section 1.5). All this provides the background

necessary for initiating the complex and tedious task of mathenatical

nodelling of animal hearts.

The cardiac musculature is the rnost important structure of the heart

because its contraction, after all, forces the blood out of the cardiac

cavities and is responsible for the whole fl"ow. It is therefore logical to

focus attention first on the fundanental properties of heart rnuscle, ild

on the electrochenical, biochenical and mechanical nechanisns which control

its behaviour. This chapter, marking the starting point of mathematical

analysis, is devoted conpletely to the nodelling of striated muscle, vüith

special enphasis on the nodelling of heart nuscle. 0nce the task of

nodelling cardiac muscle has been acconplished, more than half the total

task of nodelling the heart has been achieved'

In section 1.S it was indicated that cardiac muscle can not be

tetanized. Its mechanical response to an electrical stirmrlus., which

produces an action potential by inducing a reversal of its celI nernbrane

polarity, ís a tuitcfo consisting of two phases: a brief contraction phase

followed by a relaxation phase. The rnuscle twitch is the fundønentaL unit

of mechanical activity of a single fibre of cardiac nuscle, and as such it

also constitutes the fundamental unit of mechanical activity of the whole

nusculature of the heart walls, which are conposed of a nultitude of bundles

and sheets of nyocardial fibres intertwined in a very complex fashion.

During one heart contraction (heartbeat) every nuscle fibre in the wall of
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the heart is activated at an instant of tine deternined by the arrival of

thedepolarizationwave(seesectionl.6),andperformsasingletwitch
whosestrengthanddurationnaydifferfronfibretofibre.The
contribution of eaeh fíbye to the üroo¿ ejection process depends on the

contractile force developed in it, on its dynanic location and orientation

(dynamicanatony)intheheartwalls,Ðdontherateofmechanicalwork
done. Thus, the total amount of work done (energy released) represents

the conbined outPut of the various bundles of muscle fibres in the walls

of the heart, and in the final. analysis we can consider one cardiac

contraction and relaxation (heartbeat) as the "sum" of a large number of

elenentary single twitches'

An innediate conel.usion fæ¡n all this is that the first step in the

construction of a Ploper nodel 4pscribing the dynarnic behaviour of the

heart walls, is a thorough str¡dy of thelltheory of twitches'' of cardiac

nuscle fibres. Two extlene tlTGs of muscle twitches have comrnonly been

recordedinlaboratoryforthepastcentury.Inone,isometr"Letwitch
(contraction), the length of the muscle is held constant and the variation

in tension developed by the contracting muscle is recorded' In the other'

isotonie twitch (contraction), the tension is held constant by letting the

muscle shorten while lifting a constant load, and the alterations in the length

of the contracting nuscle are recorded. The internal physiochenical changes

occurring in the salconeles are the sane during iso¡netric and isotonic

twitches, the extelnal end effect, Shortening or no shortening' being the

only differense between the two'

Figure2.t-Iillustratesthegeneraltypeofapparatususedto¡neasuÏe
isonetric and isotonic twitches in isolated rnuscles in laboratory togethef

with the experinental records produced, showing the nain features of the

twotwitches.Aconsiderableanot¡ntofwork,whichresultedinalarge
volumeofpublications,hasbeendonebynanyinvestigatorsontwitchesof
this kind. A few selected examples are Brady (1965), Sonnenblick (1966),

and Edman and Nilsson (1963), Braunwald et al., (1968), chapter 6 in Bendall

(1969), and chapter L2 tn Aidley (1971) '
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Itisinportanttorealizethatfibresinthewallsoftlieheart
perfornarbitrarytwitches,duringwhichasequenceofchangesistaking
placeinboththeirlengthandtension.Thus,itmaybearguedthatthere
is no special ,'nagic,' about recording j.sornetric and isotonic twitches'

because they merely represent a convenient, though arbitrary, way of

exanining two aspects of cardiac nuscle behaviour, i'e', they are simply

two out of, several possible methods of recording. However, it will be

demonstrated in the following sections that there etists a special

nathematical ,,magic" about isonetric and isotonic twitches, because they

enable us to calculate the properties of other arbitrat'g tt¡itehes and also

tode¡nonstratesomeothergeneralpropertiesofcardiacmuscle.
(- movin! paper striP

oooooo oooooooooooo
muscle

load

It
- -\.

time+

1 0,r,"n..
_ I shortened

force transducer

timeÐ
oooo

muscle
tension

muscle

oooooooooo oooo
ISOTONIC CONTRACTION ISOMETRIC CONTRACTION

Fig.2.l-1. Isotonic and isonetric muscle twitches as a function of
time, and the nethods and appalatus used to measuTe these
twitóhes; The two parameteÌs recorded during isotonic
contraction are the distance the muscle shortens and time,
and the two parameters recorded during isonetric contraction
á"u mrrt"te tänsion and time (from Vander et al', 1970)'

The mechanics of cardiac muscle has been extensively investigated in

the past three decades, and nunelous studieS have revealed fundanental

muscle pïoperties such as force-velocity relation, the length-tension relat-

ion, the contractile or active state of nuscle, etc. (see reviews and bib-

liography in Abbott and Mornnaerts' 1959; Brady, 1968; Frrng, L970; Apter and

Graessley, 1970). unfortmately, the results of many of these studies often

conflict with each other and are therefore precious little good to us, bec-

ause they do not present a trnified picture and a fully verified mathenatical



description of the stress-strain laws

of muscle, which are essential in the

analysis of the bor.rndary value problern

of modelling the heartfs action. In

light of this situation, this chapter

is designed to nodel the contractile

behaviour of muscle in a manner

unobscured by contloversy' as far as

it is possible.

It is now widely accePted that a

history-dependent element exists in the

Stress

-+
I

I

l 
stress-relaxation

s7

\Recontraction

Time

Strain

Step-function

dynanic behaviour of nuscle in both its Time

electrically activated and electrically Fig. 2.1-2. Stress response of a

non-activated (unstinulared) states' llä1i#i:rlzT"1i""l"T"'iå:"tinir-
B) and ï:i:î::;'ï'?î:::i:"å:*i:å-"

Apter and Graessley (1970). An unstin- Irent) '

ulated muscle fibre behaves in many ways (but not al'ways!) like a classical

history-dependent passive naterial. It displays, for exanple, properties

such as stress relaxation following a step-function strain, creep at constant

stTess, hysteresis urder sinusoidal or other cyclic loading, variation of the

elastic moduli with the strain rate' internaf friction (danping)' stress fat-

igue in cyclic stress loading, etc. However, there exists evidence that

unstinulated living nuscle is neUer passive. For example, under certain

conditions, the resPonse of an unstinulated nuscle to a strain step-function

nay consist of an initial phase of stress relaxation, followed by a second

phase of recontraction, that is, tension developnent, as is shown in Fig'

2.1-2. This clearly de¡nonstrates active energy producing characteristics of

unstinulated living nuscle. A possible explanation to this occurrence is that

nuscle elongation increases ce11 membrane permeability by opening 'rporesrr in

it, inducing increased diffusion of ions into the muscle fibre (see Apter a¡d

Graessley, 1970), which is followed by internal enelgy-leleasing biochenical

reactions. More will be said about this "mechanical activationil in section
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2.5. Another experiment strongly supporting the idea that unstinulated

living muscle is actually still actiue, concerns the response of trnstimul-

ated living heart muscle to the application of a sinusoicinl strain' First'

the stress Tesponse is not always sinusoicl¡lI in fornt, inclicating a rì'on-

linear behaviour (Apter and Najafi, 1968; Apter and Graessley, 1970) ' What

is nore, the strain sometimes lags behind the st1ess, indicating conservat-

ion and dissipation of eneïgy; and sonetines leads the stress, indicating

that energy is synthesized during the cycle (Apter and Graessley, 1970) '

Clearly, unstimulated living cardiac muscle is capable of both ene1'gy diss-

ipation and energY Production.

Further, in reviewing the contlaversial topic of 'rrnuscle tonerr or

ncontraction remainderrr, Meek (1927) and Wiggers (1949) speak of "the abil-

ity of non activated nuscle to resist distension actively nore than it would

because of its nere passive physical properties"' Alexander (1962) describes

further active properties of non-activated rnuscle, 01. rlca1.diac toner', and

the capacity of an unstimulated heart for some type of: I'internal adjust-

ment in its physical structurert, ild Brady (t967, 1968) discusses the extens-

ive literature on the subject.

Thus it nay be concluded that the only truly passive muscle is muscle

which has been dead for sone time (in fact, this is true for only a short

period sone days after death). such muscle is, of course, of no interest

to us in the present work. It should be renarked here that many authors

(e.g., Brady, 1967! Fung, 1970) have inprudently chosen to ascr:ibe the t'it-le

rrpassiveu to úrstinulated living muscle, ignoring internal biochemical

changes, ild visualizing the physical properties of turstinulated muscle as

sonething readily definable. This is, of course, a sterile approach to the

problem since the behaviour of living rrtstimulated muscle does not confoI.m

to such a sinPle schene.

It is said that: r'a nickname is the heaviest stone that the devil can

throw at a manrr. This is certainly true in our case, and in what follows

electrically non-activated muscle will be called Wtstirm,LLated, or non-actiu-

n*ar7 hrrf ner¡êT naSSiVe
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2.2 LINEAR VISCOELAST IC MUSCLE MECHANICS. THE CONTRACTI LE ELEMENT A}ID SIMPLE

MUSCLE NÍODEL REPRE ATION.

In this and the next section, the general theory of linear viscoelastic

muscle rnodelling will be developed together with the corresponding constitut-

ive equations. The nodels will be constructed fron three discrete basic

elenents: an aetíue contractile element, and two passiue elements that are

usually used in classical viscoelasticity (e.g., Flügge 1967), a spring and a

dashpot. This procedure, as we shall see, simplifies the derivation of the

governing differential equations of the nodels. At the beginning only a one

dinensional state of stress S, due to forces developed in the nyofibrils, will

be considered. An extension of the theory to a three dinensional state of

stress a¡rd strain, which takes into accotnt stresses induced in the biological

tissue surrornding the nyofibrils, is given in section 2'L2' In setting up

the models it t4ri11 be ensured that they possess sone of the basic ploperties

of muscle, e.g., the capability to develoP tension during an isometric con-

traction and to shorten during an isotonic contraction.

Contractile elements in muscle provide the energy and force to propel

fluids out of aninal hearts. In fact without these contractile elements in

muscle, the whole general concept of ejection flows fron the nurnelous biolog-

ical rnuscle chambers occurring in nature would not have existed. Therefore,

because of their fi¡ndanental inportance, we shall now define the sinplest

physical and mathenatical nodel of the contractile elenent (see Fig' 2 '2-I) '

First suppose that the length of the contractile element at any instant of

time t is z = z(t), and suppose that its length in a non-activated state

(i.e., in a completely relaxed state prior to the application of the activat-

ionpotential)isgívenbytheconstantzr.Attine,='onanactivation
signal [or train of signals) is applied to the rnenbrane surror.nding the nuscle

fibre (Fig. 2.2-3), ild this triggers a very involved set of electrochemical

and biochenical events that eventually lead to nechanical contraction of the

contractile elenent. T:ne net result of these activities is that the length z

of the contractile elenent begins to decrease below its resting length zr as

shovm in Fig. 2.2-L Now, in this nodel it will be assumed that z(t)' the



time dependent length of the

contractile element, is a

giuen firnction of time, in

particular not depending on

the instantaneous load S (t)

which acts on the contractile

element. This could be ach-

ieved mechanically bY a rack-

and-pinion system, in which

the pinion has a Predetermined

angular position, as in Fig.

) )-1

The three basic elements

are shown schenaticallY in

Fig. 2.2-2. The contractile

gtt =W $\" -"t*ù,t ù,^*Ï

z

element in Fig. 2.2-2a is simply characterizedby a given function z(t) des-

cribing its length. In Fig.2.2-2b we have a nassless linear spring with

spring constant E and with the following naterial characteristic

S = Ee Q.2-1)

relating the force S across the spring to its elongation e. Finally, in Fig

2.2-2c we have a viscous dashpot (Newtonian fluid) with viscosity constant rì

which obeys the following law

I

ì+

t
t

AP
t ,,nù

Figure 2.2-7. A sirnple rnodel of a contractile
elenent whose length depends on time on1y,
i.e., whose length is a predetermined firnct-
ion of tine (see text). t¿¡, is the tine of
application of the activation potential to
the menbrane, indicating the start of con-
traction.

z
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(2.2-2)g=¡i=¡ de
ãT

Now since in real muscle one would expect to find a nixture of the Prop-

erties of the three basic elements, we shall construct both sinple and complex

muscle nodels by conbining contractile elenents, springs and dashpots. The

number of possible conbinations is larger, by far, than in the case of passive

classical linear viscoelasticity because we have three instead of two basic

elenents, but as we shal1 see, some cornbinations are cornpletely r:nacceptable

as muscle models.
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Figure 2.2-2. Ttre three basic elements of the theory of linear
viscoelastic muscle mechanics. (a) Contractile elenent;
(b) linear spring; (c) dashPot.
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We start by considering the simple "perfectly elastic musclerr shown in

Fig. 2.2-3, It is an elenentary

combination of two basic elenents

consisting of a linear elastic spring

(SE), with a spring constant E, couP-

led in series to a contractile element

(CE). In spite of its sinplicity it

possesses some of the nost inportant

properties of muscle as was shown by

Helfgott et al . (1972).

It is easy to see how the rrPer-

fectly elastic musclerr model produces

tension or does mechanical work. For

exanple, if we hold the muscle at a

constant length .L and allow the con-

tractile elenent to shorten, the

/Ñu^À S tj\L rru¡cnht¡vru-

AP

CE:

A\n!/y\ S

Fig. 2.2-3. The rrperfectly elastic
musclerr nodel.

l).*

N

t

spring will be stretched by an amor.nt Az, thus generating a tension EAz in the

system. 0n the other hand, if we attach a weight W to one of its ends and

al1ow the contracti.le elenent to shorten by an amor.nt L!- = Lz while the other

end is held fixed, nechanical work WA{. will be done. Note, that the length

of the spring remains constarit during the process. These two extreme exanples

were already discussed in section 2.7 and they represent isometric and iso-

tonic contractions respectively.

It is evident that the contractile elenent defined in this section is

essentiaLly an agency capable of shortening. The actual force developed in

the different models depends nainly on what we couple to the contractile

element, o.g., oD the spring in the iso¡netric contraction of the 'rperfectly

elastic musclefi model.

In Fig. 2.2-4a we have the conplete group of 2-elenent muscle nodels.

None of these 4 nodels is entirely suitable to describe nuscle behaviour. In

fact, nodels Ar and Br can be discarded inrnedíateLy because isometric contract-

ion leads to mechanical destruction of the contractile element. Model B is
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muscle model.
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capable of isometric tension developnent through the forces generated in the

dashpot as the contractile element shortens; however, during isotonic con-

traction such a model can, under certain conditions that will be described

below (e.g., heavy loads or small values of S), elongate instead of

shortening due to the quicker movenents of the dashpot.

Thus it seems that in the group of 2-element models, therrperfectly

elastic musclerr nodel A is the most successful one because of its ability to

perforn isometric and isotonic contractions, and to produce an ínstantaneous

eLastie response, which is one of the known properties of real muscle (an

instantaneous loading AS produces an instantaneous nuscle elongation a{). 0n

the other hand, it lacks all the viscoelastic properties of nuscle. This

nodel has been used in the analysis of muscle tubes by Helfgott et al. (1972)

and more of its properties are described in that work. Since this publication

will be referred to again later, it appears for convenience as Appendix A at

the end of the thesis.

In what follows we shall put all the quantities on a pe? tmít basis, that

is, we assume that the length and the cross sectional area of the proposed

nruscle models are r-rnity when they are unLoaded and non-aetiuated (reLa,æed) .

Thus, we shall use stress S rather than force and strain e rather than extens-

ion, sínce this removes the particular values of rnuscle length and cross-sect-

ion fro¡n our considerations. Sinilarly, the spring constant E, the dashpot

constant n and the fwrctíon z (t) are also referred to a muscle of one unit

length and one unit cross sectional area, i.e., to a one r.mit muscle cube. In

addition, the subscripts s and d are used to designate spring and dashpot res-

pectively, e.g., Sd is the stress in the dashpot.

Further, as in classical viscoelasticity, the parameter

__n.r = = (2.2_3)t

is called retardation tine or relaxation tine, depending on the type of visco-

elastic nodel representation used. The change in length of the contractile

element, which is the sun of shortenings of all the individual sarcomeres

arranged in series in a muscle of one r.mit length, is clearly defined by the

strain
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e =e(t)=z(t)-z_<0 (2.2-4)z z-' r

With these definitions, the constitutive equations of nodels A and B may

be expressed as follows:

Model A

since both elements are connected in series, the total strain is

e=e +e =z(t)-zzsr

yielding the constitutive equation

S=Ee+f(r)
where (2.2-s)

f(t) = Elzr-z(t)l > o

Now during an isonetric contraction we have E = const., whereas during an iso-
tonic contraction we have S = cotst. Hence, it is readily verified that

S:
E

+

S, = f(t) = (as)isonetric = isometrLe tension deueLopment

1 = - tg' = (ae) isoronic = isotoníe shorteníng
(2.2-6)

Model B

Similarly (2 .2-7 a)

or
S=nè+f(t)

where (2.2-7b)

f(t) = -¡å(t)

From equation (2.2-7a) it is clear that in an isotonic contraction, elongation
of the nodel (i.e., é > 0) is possibte if åu = Ì > -¿(r).

Next, we analyse the group of S-elenent nodels. They are constructed

fron the well-known Maxwell solid or the Ke1vin-Voigt solid by adding a con-

tractile element as shown in Fig . 2.2-4b. The figure does not give all the

possible conbinations, e.g., it does not give a contractile elenent in
parallel to the lla:o¡el1 or Kelvin-Voigt solids, because such combinations are
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incapable of isometric contraction as in the case of nodel Ar or Bt. More-

oveï, it nay be generally stated that'an" a"p" of contractile element defined

earlier can never be put in parallel to an entire grouP of springs and dasr-

pots. Now nodels C and G suffer fron the sane disadvantage as model B, nanely,

they are capable of elongating during isotonic contraction. Models C and H are

capable of producing an instantaneous elastic response, however, nodels D, E,

F and G do not possess this property. The constitutive equations of the grouP

of S-elenent nodels are:

Model C

S+tS=tEè+f(t)

where (2.2-8)

f (t) -n¿ (t) -tEå (t)

This nodel, consisting of a Manvell solid coupled in series to a contractile

element, has all the advantages of ¡nodel A, and, in addition, it possesses sone

viscoelastic properties. Thus, it presents a considerable improvement conPared

to A. Flowever, as in the case of a Maxwell solid, it is basically a I'fluidil

which deforns continuously when loaded, and therefore it is not conpletely

suítable for our purposes. If we apply a constant stress S = So to the nodel

at time t = 0 (meaning a singularity at t = 0) vre get by integrating (2.2'8)

+At -At
I - l-..
fs¿t * ttS(+at) - S(-at)l = tE[e(+at) - e(-at)J + lf(t)dtJl_at _at

so
For At + 0 both integrals go to zero and we get e0 = È , thus, predicting an

instantaneous elastic response, i.e., instantaneous strain eo, as the ttPtlgtt

Maxwell solid would have done under the sane conditions.

Model D

ë=ër*èa ê"=2(t).i.å

Here

and

std
S

e e=g +e =e + e_zd.z

S=S +S

Therefore
s d = E(e-e") + ¡¡é-er)
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S=E¡e+rô)+f(t)
where (2.2-s)

f(t) = -¡Eer+nè") -Et z (r) *tå ¡t¡ -zrJ

This model, consisting of a Kelvin-Voigt solid coupled in series to a contract-

ile elenent, is capable of isometric and isotonic contractions, but it has all
the disadvantages of a Kelvin model, o.8., it cannot represent striess relaxat-

ion and an instantaneous elastic response.

It is easy to show that the constitutive equations of nodels E and F are

the sane as that of nodel D, and are also given by equation (2.2-9), but with

a different function f(t). Sinilarly, it is easily proved that models G and

H are basically equivalent to models B and A respectively, thus completing the

picture.

From the large group of 4-elenent models we shall consider only model I
(Fig. 2.2-4c) which consists of a rrstandard linear solidr' (e.g., see Kolsky

1960) in series with a contractile element. The I'standard linear solid" is
conposed of a Maxwell solid r¡tder stresS So, and strain e* in parallel with an

auxiliary spring E urder stress S" and strain t" = a*. Thus,

€=e +g =g e+
zmza

and for the Maxwell solid and the auxiliary spring we get

E fe-e Ia' z'

E S + n S = ¡ E-å- = n-E-Cê-å_lmm 'mm 'mmm 'mm' z

aea
ESa

(2.2-r0)

(2.z-Lt)

Frorn equations (2.2-L0), (2.2-lI) together with

S=S +S f-
a m

we get

S+r dSF = E e + tfE +E Ia'am'
de
ãT

n.
=_t

m

+ f(t)

fft) = -[E e + rlE +E )å ]az -a m- z

= -E.[ z(t) -z ,J - 'r (E"+E*) å (t)

where

(2.2-t2)
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In engineeríng applications the rrstandard linear solidil is found to

represent the behaviour of real viscoelastic naterials very much more ade-

quately than either the Max¡¡ell or Kelvin-Voigt solids, Ðd it eliminates

many of their shortcomings (see Kolsky 1960 and Kolsky 1963). Therefore,

there is reason to believe that ¡nodel I is the most successful of all the

models discussed in this section.

The results obtained so far, suggest that in the derivation of the

differential equations of simpLe or complex nodels (consisting of springs,

dashpots and contractile elenents), it is inunaterial to know the location

of the contractile elenents, provided the effect of their action f(t) is

known. Fron the practicàl point of view, this implies that a system can

at first be reduced to a classical passive linear viscoelastic nodel by

Itfreezing" (holding) the contractile elements at a constant resting length

zt, and ignoring their presence altogether. The constitutive equations of

the reduced system are then obtained by classical nethods employed in linear

viscoelasticity, and the tern f(t) is added to then in the appropriate place

(see all the nodels treated earlier) to account for muscle activity.

The grossly sirnplífied nodel representation given in this section falls

far short of what happens in actual muscle. Hence, the next section is

devoted to the study of more conplex and more generalized nodels.
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2.3 LINEAR VISCOELASTIC MUSCLE MECFTANICS. GENERALIZED MODELS LINEAR DIFF-
AL OPE ONS Al'lD GRALS.

AIl of the nodels discussed in the previous section had only one relax-

ation or retardation tine. However, it is known that the properties of visco-

elastic naterials nay only be satisfactorily reproduced by a spectrun of

relaxation (retardation) times. This can be achieved by construction of

rnuscle models which consist of a network of springs, dashpots and contractile

elements. A generalization of the results obtained in section 2.2, leads us

to the conclusion that the forn of the linear differential equation which des-

cribes a rrgeneral linear viscoelastic nusclerr nodel is

S +bri *urö * = Boe * Brd * Erë+ ... + f(t) (2.3-l)

or written in operator forn this constitutive equation transforms to

Bts(t)l = G[e(t)] + f(t) Q.3-2)

where B and G are linear differential operators with respect to time,

B=1 +
d3

-+dt3
b,L * u,) * u,

dt dt
(2.3-3)

^dtd3o=Bo *grã*err *e.;;l

and where the b.rs and grrs are coefficients depending on the specific arrange-

ment of elements in the nodel. All the models discussed in the previous sect-

ion can be derived fron (2.3-l) by proper choice of these coefficients.

Next, we investigate the properties of the rrgeneral linear viscoelastic

musclefrmodel. When the nuscle is in a relaxed state, we have f(t) = 0 and

equation (2.3-2) reduces to a well-known relation from classical viscoelastic-

ity
Bts(t)l = G[e(t)] Q.3-4)

Hence, our muscle nodel treats relaxed muscle as if it were any other passive

viscoelastic naterial, as was to be expected.

During active muscle contraction f(t) I 0 and this clearly influences the

relationship between S(t) and e(t), therefore, equation (2.3-4) is no longer

sufficient to accornt for what is happening even though it plays a najor role

in the ensuing analysis. To deternine the physical significance of f(t) , we
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shall investigate the rtgeneral linear viscoelastic musclerr model in the same

manner that physiologists lnvestigate living rnuscle, nannely, with experiments

involving isonetric and isotonic contractions. We start with the sirnple case

of the I'perfectly elastic nuscle'r model (nodel A in Fig. 2.2-4a). Equations

(Z.Z-S) and (2.2-6) show that f(t) is precisely the tension developed during

isometric contraction, while P is the amount of shortening (strain) dur-

ing isotonic contraction.

This situation is, in general, no longer true in nuscle models which con-

tain viscous effects. If at time t = 0 we initiate an isonetríc contraction

experinent on a muscle which is under stress So and strain eo prior to t = 0,

we have fron equation (2.3-4)

So = go Eo = constant Êo = constant for t < 0 (2.3-5)

From equation (2.3-2) and the relations

s(t) = So + So(t) e(t) = êo = constant

hre get

B[So+S*(t)J=goeo+f(t) fort)0 Q.3-6)

which, after taking (2.3-S) into accourt, reduces to

dso (r) d'z So (t)
BtSs(t)J = Su(t) . o,-t-* orui +... = f(t) for t)0 (2'3-6a)

where s[(t) is defined as the tension (oS)iror"tric *hich the muscle develops

in a constant length (isornetric) contraction.

Sirnilarly, if at tine t = 0 we initiate an isotonic contraction experi-

nent on a nuscle which is rmder stress So and strain eo prior to t = 0, we

get fron (2.3-2) and (2.3-5)

S(t) = So = constant e(t) = Eo + et (t)

So = G[eo + e, (t) ] + f (t) t>o (2.3-7)

or

-Grer(t)r = -Boer - ,,u? 
(Ð 

- ,ru 
t:':t' 

= f(t) (2,3-7a)
dt ' dt" t>o
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wherethestraine,representslengthchangesCAe)isoto,.i.i.d'.edduring
isotonic contraction. The frnctions SU(t) and er(t) can easily be obtained

fron laboratory experinents, hence, they al'e asstlmed to be given functions'

Substitution of these given functions into either (2'3-6a) or (2'3-7a') deter-

mines the function f(t)

Btsr(t)l = -G[e, (t)] = f(t) (2'3-8)

The fi¡nction f(t) does not have a sinple physical significance, except that it

is related to the functions S[(t) and er(t) as shown in equation (2'3-8)'

For nost purposes, viscoelastic muscle nechanics, as defined by the cum-

bersome equations (2.3-L) to (2.3-8) is not easily handled in calculations'

By introducing the Laplace integral transform techniques, the equations are

replaced by nuch simpler algebraic relations connecting S(t) and õ(s) the

transformedvaluesofthestressandstrain.Mostofthe.following-calculat-
ionswillbecarriedoutwithtransformedvalues'Ðdweuse

-st (2.3-s)fty(t)] = i(s) = v(t) e dt

as a definition of the Laplace transforrn of an arbitrary function y(t)'

For sinplicity, it will be assuned that the muscle is activated at tine

t=0byf(t),andthatprioltot=0themuscleisreLared(non-activated)
and wtdistwbed.. Accordingly, the initial conditions are such that the stress

S and strain e and their derivatives aÎe equal to zero at tine t = -0 (muscle

r¡rdisturbed prior to t = 0), and so the Laplace tra4sforns of equations

(2.3-2) and (2.3-8) satisfying these initial conditions may be written in the

form

o

0

a(r)5(r) = C(t)ã(t) * t(t)

n¡r15r{t) = -e¡t¡e, (s) = F(t)

(2.s-to)

(2.s-tl)

k
8(s) = I

n=0
brrsn = bn(s-À, ) (s-Àr¡... (s-fn) (s-À,r) (2.3-t2)

1

k
b*n

n=

-nnCCr) = rlo*rrrt 
= gm(s-ur)(s-uz)...(s-u.) = %r,l

where

1
(s-urr) (2.s-ls)
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H"r" ã¡r¡ ar,¿ ð(s) are polynonial.s in s of degrees k and m, respectively, with

the sane coefficients as the differential operators B and G in equations

(2.3-3), and the constants À. (i=1,2,...,k) and U. (i=1,2,...,m) are the roots

of the algebraic equations

B(s)-0 and G(s¡=9, (2.3-14)

respectively. Next, we define the r?transform Yowrgrs modulustr of the 'rgeneral

linear viscoelastic nuscleil model as

m

E(s) = (2.3-1s)b-- 8*
g(t) bo

Fron definition (2.3-15) and equations (2.3-10) and (2.3-11), we obtain the

irnportant operational relations

t- (Ð- 
= -Ë (r) (2 . i- 16)

ef (s)

S(s) = E(s)e(s) + So (s) (2.3-r7)

I
E (s)

(2 .3-t8)e(s) = + ef (s)

We wish to propose equations (2.3-L6), (2.3-t7) and (2.3-18) as the frnda-

mental operational equations of our general theory of linear viscoelastic mus-

cle mechanics. Now we note that the left hand side of (2.5-16) involves only

aetiue state muscle properties, which are specified by Sutr) and ã, (s), while

the right hand side consists of unstirm,¿Lated nuscle properties only, whjcir are

conpletely specified ty Ë¡s¡. It is at first hard to believe that such a

relation does exist; however, it should be remenbered that Sutr) ana ãr(s) are

notrrpurely" active nuscle properties, as can be seen fron equation (2,s-It).

For example, it was already mentioned before that the isonetric tension dev-

elopnent Sø(t) depends on the nature of the system of springs and dashpots

which is coupled to the contractile element. The usefulness of (2.5-16)

becomes clear if we wish to determine the properties of unstimulated nuscle

fron active state experinents and vice versa. It should also be noted that
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in the general case, it is noq easy to establish simple ¡nathernatical express-

ions relating SO(t) and e, (t). However, their transforrns ale simply related

through Ë(=), as the algebraic equation (2.3-16) demonstrates.

Equations (2.3-77) and (2.3-18) are the one-dinensional operational con-

stitutive equations of the proposed rrgenetal linear viscoelastic nuscle"

model. They present a generalization of the case of thertperfectly elastic

nusclef'nodel (model A in Fig. 2.2-4a), Ðd equation (2.3-t7) is written in a

form analogous to equation (2.2-5).

Inversion of equations (2.3-17) and (2.3-18) yields
t

IS¡t) = [r(t-t')e(r')dr' + so(t) (2.3-19)
J
o

t
{*} S(t-t,¡dr' + e, (t)
[,e c'l J

(2.3-20)

in which use has been nade of the convolution theorem. Equations (2.3-19) and

(2.5-20) consist of two parts: One which contains contributions due to the

properties of unstimulated muscle and which takes into accotnt the entire

stress or strain histories of ¡nuscle, while the other contains only contribut-

ions due to nuscle activity. Previouslyr wê have identified St(t) and et (t)

as isometric tension developnent and isotonic shortening, respectively. How-

ever these equations show that tension developnent and shortening, due to

muscle activity onLy, are given by the same fi¡nctions S[(t) and e¡(t) regard-

less of the stress and strain histories of muscle. Hence, their physical sig-

nificance is not confined to isometric and isotonic contractions only. This

was to be expected due to the linearity of our systen, and due to the validity

of the principle of superposition in this case. Hence, the properties of act-

ivated and relaxed nuscle can be treated separately and their effects conbined

to give a picture of linear viscoelastic nuscle nodel behaviour. All this is

of course easy to conceive in the case of the t'perfectly elastic muscle'r nodel.

Applying the principle of superposition to muscle stress and strain we

get fron (2.3-t9) and (2.3-20)

,c.) = f,
0
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(2 . s-2r)

where S and e are muscle stress and strain in an unstimulated state, i.e.,
tt

the values of S and e if we remove all the effects of muscle activity. Equat-

ions (2,3-t7), (2.5-18) and (2.3-2t) yield

= S(s) = E(s)e(s) (2.3-22)S, (s)

ãrtr) = e(s) - e, (s)
E (s)

(2.3-23)

Now, we turn to finding out more details about the nature of the fr.rrct-

ions Ê(r), 5¿(s) and ð, ts) and theii inverse transforms. This is of some

inportance in the ensuing analysis of tubular and chambered hearts. We start

with non-activated (unstirnulated) muscle, i.ê., SU{t) = ã, [t) = Q. The 'rtrans-

forn Youngrs modulust?E(s), which is a firnction of the conplex variable s, nay

be regarded as giving a conplete specification of the viscoelastic properties

of unstinulated nuscle. Of the nany pairs of associated stress and strain

cycles we choose the two basic experinents of classical viscoelasticity,

nanely, t:ne ereep and reLasation tests. The behaviour of the nodel in either

of these tests is a firndamental measure of its properties in a relaxed state.

In real muscle, instantaneous elastic ïesponse is an estabLíshed faet (see

podolsky Lg62). Therefore, we assune that the resPonse of our nodel contains

instantaneous components of stress and strain which are related by a constant

Eo, the dynanic Yorngrs modulus. For the sake of introducing a notation suit-

able for our future calculations, we shall now briefly describe the classical

and well-known creep and relaxation tests (e.g., Flügge 1967).

The creep experiment consists of instantaneously subjecting a specimen to

a stress So and maintaining the stress constant thereafter while measuring the

strain (creep response) as a function of tine. Thus

S = So h(t)

5o {')

so
s

S (s)

e(s)=
sE (s) = SoJ(s)

(2.3-24)
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and so the ereep response is given by

e(t) = SoJ(t)

iirl =+=+[+*.-r*(,)
sE (s) 'DL"
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(2.3-2s)

(2.3-26)

(2 .3-27)

J(t) = E
D

1 + J*(t)1where h(t)

J*(o) = Q

In the relaxation experiment an instantaneous strain eo is inposed and

naintained on the muscle specinen while neasuring the stress (relaxation res-

ponse) as a function of time. Thus

e = eoh(t) e(s) =

E(s) 
=

(2.3-28)
S(s) = Eo

s

J(0) = +
D

Eo

S

eo Y (s)

in which Y(s) =
E(s) - E

D - y* (r) (2.3-2s)

and so the reLaæatíon response ís given by

S(t) = eoY(t) (2 .3-s0)

where Y (t) = Er[ 1-Y* (t) ]h (t)
(2.3-s1)

Y*(0) =Q Y(0) =E,

In these equations h(t) denotes the Heaviside rmit step fi.rnction, J(t)
is the faniliar ereep contpLianee, and Y(t) is the neLanatíon moduLus. .f*(t)
and Y*(t) are dimensionless and monotonically increasing ftmctions of tine
which are independent of the stress and strain anplitudes. The properties of

the relaxed muscle nodel are completely specified if either J(t) or Y(t) are

given. Tables containing these fi.rnctions for various combinations of springs

and dashpots can be fornd in the literature, ê.9., Flügge (1967).

It is assuned that the dynanic Youngrs nodulus E, appearing in equations

(2,3-27) and (2.3-31) ís a finíte quantity characterizing the instantaneous

[r
L;S
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elastic response of relaxed muscle. This excludes immediately from our sttrcly

some of the highly idealized nodels of Fig. 2.2-4, a.g., the f 'Newtonian fluid
muscle?rmodel B and nodels D, E, F, G. The importance of E, becomes first
apparent in chapter 3, where it is shown that the square of the velocity of
wave propagation of in tubular hearts is proportional to Er. The t'Kelvin-

Voigt musclerr nodel D predicts infinite values of Eo and co, and this is
highly r.rrlikely to be the case in nuscle tubes or chanbers.

It was mentioned earlier that equation (2.3-16) pernits the determination

of Ë¡s1 from experiments on activated nuscle. Similarly, J(r) ana i¡s) can be

deternined fron equations (2.3.'L6), (2.3-25) and (2.3-29), giving

J (s) 1 , e, (s)

sE(s) s So(s)
(2.3-32)

Y (s)

and converting relation (2.3-t6) to expressions involving the familiar creep

conpliance and relaxation modulus functions.

Frorn equations (2.3-25) and (2.3-29) we get

E(s)=Eo[l-sl*(s)]=E 1 (2.3-33)Ð l+sJ* (s)

[r-si*(s)Jt1+sJ*(s)] = 1 (2.s-s4)

Equation (2.3-34) is due to Gross (1947).

Next, we turn to the determination of nodel parameters b. and g, in
equation (2.3-L). The physiological and biomechanical literature contains a

large nunber of articles dealing with the viscoelastic properties of bio-
materials and biological tissues. Apter and Marquez (1968) studied a variety
of biomaterials and established the I'standard linear solidil as a model. They

provide a list of nu¡nerical values for model parameters of some biomaterials.

In addition, Westerhof and Noordergraaf (1970) present a generalized model of
the viscoelasticity of the arterial systen. However, the literature does not

contain numerical values for generalized non-activated (relaxed) muscle models

described by (2.3-4). Therefore, in the absence of sufficient data, we assume

I
s

Su (s)

q6
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that the polynoniats g(s) an¿ õ(s) defined by equations (2.3-12) and (2.3-13)

are of the same degree, i.e., fr=k. This assunption ensutes the existence of

an instantaneous elastic response Er. Thus, afier simple algebraic maniþulat-

ion, equations (2.3-15) and (2.5-33) yield

1

m

I
1

1

m

I
i=

1

-ml''-*J*(r)= I =r{li.,tr-u "')
i=l [i=1 -

i,"
='1,1,"

m

I
1

E(s) = f D

Yil

-¡

1+st . Irrl

ji -l

-t

1+sr . Icu

F

1_
Ë (') E

D t'
+

(2.3-3s)

(2.3-36)

(2.3-37)

Y* (s) =

yi
, s (1+srrr)

T
t

(1 -e tt)

in which the constants Tc. and trr, which nust be real positive because of the

viscoelastic nature of the nodel, defined by

T -- Relasation tíme = - 1

ï:
].

>0rI
and

T = Cyeep (Reta.z.dation) time = - L> O_ci _E ui

are given spectruns, md the constants y. and j. are obtained fron the rational

fractions È(s) "na ¡f, respectively, by elementary expansion into su¡ns of
E(s)'

simple partial fractions.

If the nunber of elenents in the nuscle nodel increases infinitely so that

m = k + - in equation (2.3-15), the sets of constants (iil t.r) and (yil rri)

rnay be replaced by continuous functions j(r") and y(tr) and instead of (2.3-36)

we get



.l* (t)
t

T
-e dt

t
T

-e dt

cI
= .Jj(rc)(1

0

tf-
= Jr(tr) (1

o

)
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(2.3-38)

(2.3-3s)

c

v* (t)

1i¡n sJ* ¡s)
s+o

) r

where the firnction j (t") is referred to as the ttdísty,ibution of retaz,dntíon

times't or t'z,etardation speetnwntt and y(tr) as the ,distv4bution of reLasation

timestt or ttnelaæation speetrum't. Finally, fron equations (2.3-33) and

(2.3-36) we obtain

lim sY*(s) = Q

s+æ
lin E(s) = f

s->oo D

11IIm 

-=-
s+-E(s) ,,

Next, some of the properties of the activated "general linear visco-

elastic rnusclertmodel will be examined. We note, that up to this point, model

properties have been described by the differential equation (2.3-I). However,

it is possible to describe all the facts contained in this equation by means

of hereditary integrals, ê.8., equations (2.3-19) and (2.3-20). In fact, as

we shall see, in terrns of integral relations, there exists the advantage of

greater flexibility in handling and describing experimentally measured prop-

erties of muscle.

The application of Bolznannrs principle of superposition, ê.9., Kolsky

(1960), leads to the determination of the properties of the tmstinulated
rrgeneral linear viscoelastic musclerr model by a generalízation of equations

(2.3-26), (2.3-27) and (2.5-30) , (2.3-31) to arbitrary stress and strain time

histories. The integral relations of the nodel,rnder general conditions, are

then simply obtained by adding to this the effects of muscle activity e, (t)

and Sn(t), Tespectively, and we can write



(t
e(t) = *Jt,., . fr.(r-t,'l. o-

t
I
l f (r-r, )
)
0

+ e, (t)

t
Ie(t) - Jv.(t-t,ldTf,')at'

0-
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(2.3-40)

S(t) = f

1

+S I (t)D

The lower limit of integration is 0 because the nuscle is initially relaxed

and t¡nloaded prior to t = 0, and any initial step functions of stress a¡d

strain, €.8., in quick release experinents on muscle (Podolsky 1962), are

absorbed into the integral. Either of equations (2.3-40) nay be taken as the

fundanental equation defining the rrgeneral linear viscoelastic nusclet' mode1.

They can also be obtained directly fron equations (2.3-L7), (2.3-18), (2.S-25)

and (2.3-29) and (2.3-33) by inversion (using the convolution theorem) .

It was nentioned earlier that f(t) can be determined fron (2.3-6a) or

(2.3-7a) if S[(t) or ef(t) are given. The problen of deternining Sø(t) and

e, (t) fron f(t) is solved by inverting (2.3-11), for example,
t t

sø(r) =f{ffi )=
Tr r

2ae t *aet2

1

. +ae
m

r, (2 .3-4t)

t
Trl- (2.3-42)

(2.3-43)

T

-o

+

Here

1
mI a."

1=IB (r) m m
1b II (s-À.) b II (mi=1' L' mi=l ts+- )Trl-

where we have used equations (2.3-37) and (2.3-12) with k=rn, and where the

constants ai are obtained by elementary expansion of 6fi i"ao sums of simple

partial fractions. Clearly, a similar expression can be obtained for e, (t).
The properties of the activated I'general linear viscoelastic nuscle'r

model can be better understood by defining the following ratio:

Y(r) = -
sr (t)
æ

where we have introduced the minus sign because ef (t) is nornally a negative

quantity (isotonic shortening) .
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For the "perfectly elastíc muscle'r model, equations (2.2-6) predict

Y(t) = ED= constant (2 .3-44)

In the general case, equations (2.5-16) and (2.3-43) yield

S
9.
(s) J {y(r) e, (t) } r' {Su [t) ]

e, (s) r{er (t) } I (t)
= _E (s) (2 .3-4s)

r m
Thus, y(t) can be deternined fron equations (2.3-33) and (2.3-45) by inverting

the Laplace transforns' giving

s. (t) Iy(r)=-#=-r.lt Oä,l
e, (t)

t(Ð

t
Y*

| - ,t dso(t')L).,. 1 lr*¡t_t,l*-åì, , a.,rrl sr (t) J"

0

(t-t') (2.3-46)dtl

Y (t)
(2.3-47)

It is easy to see that these equations, which determine the ratio Y of iso-

metric tension developnent to isotonic shortening, reduce to (2.3-44) in the

case of the "perfectly elastic nusclerr nodel. Hence, the hereditary integrals

appearing in equations (2.3-46) and (2.3-47), ïepresent deviations fron the

1

line Y(t) = constant in

Fig. 2.3-l and therefore

provide a neasure of the

viscoelastic properties

of muscle. Furthermore , E,

they provide the means

to determine the visco-

elastic properties of

nuscle fron experiment-

S^ (t)
Y(r) = -fu

linear viscoelastic,muscle model

\
perfectly elastic muscle no

viscoelastic contribution

del

t

ally given varues or "l;"3'f;t;o"l:T:ï"T;:.:ïäi"":nîlffi.liï""ï ff;;
the ri¡nctions su(t) and l; ,i3i3.:î3'.:Í:lJ"åï:i:ñ":l"r:"l3lt:irl"'"

shortening.
et (t), e.8., for the

r?standard línear solid muscleil nodel, Table 2.3-L shows that the three con-

stants E_, k* and 'r . can be chosen to approxinate given experinental data.
D'C

More qeneral models, not shown in Table 2.3-7, will most likely provide a
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Table 2.3-L. Linear viscoelastic rnuscle nodels

nodel

E n
mm

Maxwell muscle nodel

E*

standard linear solid
rnuscle nodel

di fferential
equation S=go e+f(t) S+b, S=g, è+f(t) S+b, S=go e+g, e+f(t)

coefficient s go -L D
b I

nmil
m

Br= l*
nn

br= #; go=E.i sr= (E'+E*)6I
mm

forcing
function

f (t) =Su ¡¿¡ =
=-Eoe¡ (t)

f (t¡ =50 (l) +br S¿ (t) =
=-gr Êf (t)

f(t¡=5u(t)+br Ssltl=
=-90 eJ (t) -g, ëf (t)

relaxation
tine T

l*
= T = F= D,

m
t T

l*
=-t

m
br I

retardation
time T T Tc r T

gr

oòO

fE +E )ntam''m
c EEam

instant-
aneous
elastic

response

ED=go E-EL-LDm
('õlI r8tEr=Y(0)=ffi={=-.*t*

creep
conpliance J(.)=* 1:t

D
J (t )

1

-t D
(1 .þ

E
m4-.E
a

rel axat ion
nodulus

Y(t) =go =E, ïY (t ) -(1-e

t
T

Yftì=E +E eam
r

t'

L1
tltrl

-E-L

E
m-5-Jfl (r-e

amD

,r* (t) 0 J* (t ) I
T

t
J*¡t1=f. Ct-"

T

)E
where k*==Ê

E
m

Y* (r) 0

t
v* (t) l-e r

t
T

(1-e t) 
E

where k*=Eg
m

Y* ¡t¡= 1FF

sr (t)
teÐY(t) =- E

D

t
."{'-U{r, Jr'-

+-+ |
- + de, (r')-e r ¡ "ffiu.')

t
1

Ç11)
de, (t

I
0

')

(1-

-t'-
dt

1 - 
ef (t)

TTtl--su al
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better fitting.

Finally, note that Table 2.3-l sunrnarizes sone of the results obtained

in sections 2.2 and 2.3 fot three types of linear viscoelastic nuscle rnodels,

nanely: (1) the trperfectly elastic musclett nodel , (2) the rrMaxwell muscleil

nodel, and (3) the rrstandard linear solid nusclert model.
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2,4 MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF MUSCLE AND MOLECULAR EVENTS. INTERACTION

OF MYOSIN CROSS BRIDGES WITH ACTTN

As things stand at present, the first question that comes to nind is;
how "good" are the muscle models developed in sections 2,2 and 2.3? With

the anount of infornation accurnulated so far, a simple answet to this

question is not yet available. Moreover, hypothetical speculations are

about as helpful as throwing both ends of a rope to a drowning man. Keep-

ing in nind an advice of Bertrand Russell: I'that Aristotle could have

avoided the nistake of thinking that women have fewer teeth than nan by the

sinple device of asking Mrs. Aristotle to open her rnouthr'; a close look is

now taken in this and the following sections at what is actually happening

inside a contracting nyofibril. This approach is used to produce a general

muscle nodel ancl provide an answer to the above question.

This section is organized with two objectives in mind. The first is

to provide the latest findings in the field of actin-myosin interaction,

and seLeeted information on the structural and biochenical properties of

myosin and actin (no attempt is ¡nade to provide a córnprehensive review of

the literature on the subject). The second is to show how these fìindings

and information can be applied in the study of nathematical muscle nodels.

Fundamentally, nuscle is a nachine that converts chenical energy into

nechanical work. Consequently, any investigation of muscle contraction

ultimateLy becomes a study ín moLecuLar bíoLogy, for nuscle fulfills its
physiological function by means of the interaction between molecules. The

main problem is to understand the nature of these molecular interactions,

and to establish their relation to other basic mechanisns involved in

contraction.

In section 1.5 we have seen that during contraction two kinds of
filaments, thick nyosin filanents and thin actin filaments, slide past each

other so as to produce changes in nuscle length. This clearly suggests
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that the thick and thin filaments are somehow involved in the basic

phenonena underlying movements and forces in muscle. However:, searching

for clues at the leveI of these filaments is futile, because major events

occur at substructures nuch snaller in size, nanely, at the molecules and

subnoLecules of these filanents. A simple description of contraction at a

more detailed level was also offered in section 1.5. It was assumed that

cross bridges on the thick filanents are the sites of the actual interaction

between nyosin and actin. Upon activation the cross bridges, which form a

part of single nyosin molecules (the "headil part), bond to the thin filament

and by their ratchetlike notion (Fig. 1.5-3 ) pull the Latter inward toward

the centre of the sarconere. Thus, it is clearthat the actual sites of

movements and force generation between filanents are the cross bridges on

the thick filaments which touch the actin protein of the thin filanents

where the two overlap.

The activity of nuscle tissue depends on the supply of energy to the

contraction nachinery, and it is now generally held that the energy required

for cross bridge novement is obtained frorn the breakdown of adenosíne

tz,iphosphate (ATP) nolecules. The ATP nolecule consists of three components:

a ring structure conposed of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen atoms known as

adenine; a five-carbon sugar ¡nolecule, rùbose; and three phosphate groups

linked in series to the sugar. The terminal phosphate group of the ATP

conpound is linked to the structure by an "energy rich" bond. Rupture of

this bond in the presence of water produces adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and

inorganic phosphate (Pi), with the simultaneous release of a large anount

of energy (7 kcal/mole) , as is illustrated by the chenical reaction

ATP + ADP + P, + Energy (7 kcal/nole). (2,4-t)

This reaction is known as the hydrolysis of the terminal phosphate group

of ATP with the fornation of ADP and P1, or sirnply as the splitting of ATP.

Part of the energy released from the splitting of ATP by nuscle is

transforrned into mechanical work and force, and a large portion of the rest
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is transformed into heat.

It is one of the astonishing discoveries of nodern biochenistry that
in all the diverse forms of living cells, fron bacteria to man and in
plants, the major energy-carrier rnolecule is ATP. This molecule is also
the most inportant store of energy in muscle, since it is the onLy

substance that the cross bridges can use directly in the perfornance of
mechanical work. In other words, it is the innediate netabolic unit of
energy payment in muscle. Accordingly, the rnetabolism of nuscle fibres
has been specialized to supply ATP directly to the contractile units, i.€.,
to the cross bridges.

Contraction of the myofibrils requires the expenditure of a great
deal of energy. Muscle cells contain only small stores of ATp, enough for
a few twitches only; but the chenical machinery of nuscle is arranged so

as to prevent this concentration fron falling, and during contraction other
sources of energy in nuscle serve to replenish ATP as it is broken down.

More details will be given in section 2.7.

In order to model events occurring at the, cross bridges, considerably
nore must be learned about the nature of the interaction between myosin

and actin. The basic problem is to acquire knowledge of: (1) The nechanism

whereby chemical energ'y is converted into mechanical work by the cross

bridges (rnyosin molecules). (2) The changes in cross bridge molecular
structure and geometry responsible for the actin and nyosin filaments slid-
ing past each other. (3) The relation between structural changes and

energy release. fn searching for this knowledge sorne of the outstanding
mysteries of nolecular biology are encountered. It is true that significant
advances have taken place in the past decade. rn fact, a description of
discoveries nade only in the last 7 years would easily fill this thesis in
smal1 tfpe. These advances have contributed greatly to the knowledge of the
structural details and biochemical reactions forming the molecular basis of
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contraction; however, no comprehensive theory has yet been proposed rvhich

satísfactorily explains molecular events. In short, the situation is stí11
confused and much is unknown, in spite of the growing body of research into
the subject.

It has been said in relation to nuscle contraction that: 'rFacts and

theories are mutual enenies" (wilkie, 1954). Each new discovery in the

area of muscle ultrastructure and biochenistry has produced its sháre of
new theories and controversies. Since very little uer"Lfied information is
available at present, it does not require nuch inagination on the readers'

part to see the difficulties involved in producing a nodel of cross bridge

movements. Our efforts (which have been considerable!) to give a precise

interpretation of events in a forn suitable for nathenatical calculations,
have met t'stiff resistancert at alnost every level of cornplexity of the

problen" Nevertheless, we managed to sort out essential structural and

furctional characteristics of cross bridge operation, ild to sunmarize, as

concisely as possible, currently acceptable facts which explain the physical

situation in a forn suitable for calculations in the following sections.

Let us briefly review what ís known about the structure and function

of the molecules and filanents of nyosin and actin. The name myosin was

given by Willy Kühne in 1864 to a protein that he extracted from ninced

nuscle. Single myosin rnolecules are long and thin. They are shaped like
lollypops, or more like spermatozoa, with a globular rrheadrr region attached

to a long rrtaiilr, as shown in Fig.2.4-la. The rod-shaped rrtailr? is roughly

1400 angstrons in length and 20 angstrons in breadth, and the thickened

globular rrheadrr is roughly 100 angstrons in length and s0 angstrons in
breadth" The entire molecule seems to have an average length of about 1500

angstrons (e.g., see H.E. Huxley, 1963; Rice et al., 1966; and Lowey et al.,
1e6e) .

The nyosin nolecule can act enzynatically to split ATP and cause the

release of chenical energy (discovered by Englehardt and Ljubinova, 1939).
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Evidently, this supports the idea that the "high energ'y phosphate bond' of
ATP supplies the energy for contraction in muscle. The locus of this

ATP-ase actiuitg is in the globular 'rhead' region of the myosin rnolecule.

Myosin atso binds actin, and the actin binding sites are also in the

globular rrheadrr region, but these sites are probably not identical to the

ATP splitting sites. We will have occasion to refer to these two inportant

activities of the myosin ¡nolecu1e later.
The organization of a thíek fiLønent can be explained as a longitudinal

aggnegation of individual rnyosin nolecules. Fig.2.4-7b illustrates the way

in which this aggregation occurs and the arrangenent of nyosin nolecules in

a thick filanent. The backbone of the filanent is formed fron the assembly

of the rrtailsrr of the molecules, and the I'heads" stick out from the surface

of the filanent to form cross bridges to the actin filaments (H.E. Huxley

originally proposed this rnodel in 1957, and gave conclusive evidence and a

detailed description of it in 1963). The aggregation phenomenon is possibly

caused by the attraction of the rrtails'r of the molecules to one another by

the high electrostatic charge they possess.

In the middle of the filanent is a region about 1500 to 2000 angstrons

long, known as the M-band, which is conpletely clear of protuberances

(cross bridges). It is composed solely of "tailsil and is therefore devoid

of possibilities for cross-linkage. The globular "headsrr of the nyosin

nolecules protrude at intervals on either side of this bare central region,

right up to the end of the filanent. Note, that the individual myosin

molecules are built into a filanent with a specific orientation: they

always have their rrtailsil pointing towa,rds the centre of the filanent. We

shall come back to a discussion of this important stîuctural aspect in a

noment.

Turning now to the thin fiLønents.' they are found to consist nainly

of bead-like molecules of actin, plus two other proteins, tropomyosin and

troponin, which will be discussed in section 2.5. Individual actín
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molecules (monomers) are smaller than nyosin molecules; are roughly spherical

in shape, and about 55 angstroms in dianeter. In this form they are ca11ed

globular actin (designated G-actin) and, unlike myosin, most probably <1o not

possess NIP-ase activity (i.e., they can not split ATP). G-actin molecules

can d.ggTegate (polynerize) to build up a thin filanent in the form of a

double-stranded super-helix as Fig.2.4-1c shows. This structure resembles

two strings of beads twisted around each other, and is called fibrous actin

(designated F-actin).

H.E. Huxley (1965) demonstrated that actin nolecules are built into the

thin filaments with strict structural polarity (orientation). All the actin

nolecules (G-actin) on one side of a Z 7íne are orientated in a specific

direction, which is reversed on the other side of the Z line (Fig.2,4-Id),

Together hrith the already denonstrated orientation of rnyosin molecules

(with all "tails" pointing to the centre of a thick filanent), this has

inportant implications for the sliding filanent model of contraction. It
is apparent that the interacting sites of the actin and nyosin nolecules

are arÌanged so that: (1) They always have the same relative orientation

to each other (Fig.2.4-Le,f), and therefore forces developed at interacting
sites in the overlap region of one half sarcomere add up in parallel and in

the same direction. (2) The absolute direction is reversed in each half
sarcomere, so that two actin filanents interacting with one myosin filament

are always drawn toward the centre of the thick filament (A band).

This is exactly the arrangenent required for a whole nuscle to function

properly: its fine structure is arranged so that it can integrate rnany

individual molecular events in such a way, that they all add together with

the appropriate orientation to produce a force, and a large scale structural

change (shortening or elongation), in a given direction.

A myosin molecule has two points of ueakness along its length. Attack-

ing these points with trypsin (arr enzyne from the pancreas that normally

digests proteins) or papain (an enzyrne found in the nilky juice and fruit of
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the papaya) breaks the molecule into three najor parts, as is shown in

Fig. 2.4-La. It has been knorvn for sone tine (e.g.' see Szent-GyörgYi,

1953) that bríef digestion with trypsin breaks the molecule first into two

parts, light meromyosin (shortened to LMM) and heavy meromyosin (f$,ß4) .

Further enzynic attack by trypsin (lvlueller and Perry, t962) breaks the HMIvI

part into heavy neronyosin sub-fragment 1 (HMM S-1) and heavy neromyosin

subfragrnent 2 (HMM S-2). More recently it has been shown (Konintz et al.,

1965) that this can also be done by limited digestion with papain, which

easily breaks the myosin molecule into its three major parts. Inspection

of Fig. 2.4-La reveals that the rrheadrr region of the myosin rnolecule

corresponds to the HMM S-1 part of the nolecule, whereas the ?rtail't is

composed of both the LMM and HMM S-2 parts of the molecule.

A massive biochenical attack nounted against the myosin molecule

during the last two decades has partly u¡rcovered the essential structural

and functional characteristics of its IIMM S-1, HMM S-2, and LMM palts

(e.g., see reviews in Szent-Györgyi, 1960; H.E. Huxley, 1963 and 1969;

Lowey et al., 1969). It aPpears that these parts play very different lead-

ing roles in the nechanisn of muscle contraction. Consequently, they also

have a profound influence on the way the rnuscle model is developed in the

rest of this chapter, and on the properties of the resulting nodel.

As already nentioned, HMM S-1, the I'headrr region of the myosin nolecule,

possesses two different chemically active sites; the binding to actin occurs

at one, and the splitting of ATP is catalysed at the other. Furthermore,

the transformation of chemical into nechanical energy also takes place here"

Thus HMM S-1 appears to be the very I'heartrrof the contractile ma.chine, for

within this sna1l volume are the means for: (1) Sparking off and producing

the breakdown of ATP. (2) Converting chernical into mechanical energy.

(3) Proelucing nechanical effects; the binding to actin and rnovements caused

by LoeaL structural changes. A more detailed description and a mathematical

analysis of the activities of HMM S-1 are presented in sections 2.7r 2.8 and

2.g. Now the main functions of LMM and HMM S-2, which together forn the
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rod-shapedrftailrrof the myosin nolecule, seen to be sttaetu.raL as

H.E. Huxley suggested in 1969. Their various properties and structural
roles will cone into the discussion later. Finally, it should be rernarked

here that nuch has been written about rnuscle structure, about the sliding-
filament theory of muscle contraction, and about the structural basis of
muscular contraction. Excellent accounts of nain developnents in these

fields are given by H.E. Huxley (1969, 7971, Ðd 1973).

In section 1.5 and in this section, we have seen that ¡nuscle contraction

proceeds through sliding of thin actin filanents past thick nyosin filaments,

as a result of the making and breaking of cross-bridges between the two.

This sliding-filanent ¡nodel of contraction is probably the nost significa¡t
single contribution to the subject in the past two decades, and all future

discussions will be based upon it.
Ttre sliding-filament hypothesis has the advantage that it elçlains most

of the known facts about the contraction process, including a few that are

difficult to elçlain on other bases. For example, a rapidly contracting

nuscle fibre exerts less tension than one that is contracting nore slowly.

If contraction is based on the formation of cross-linkages between the thick

and thin filaments, the nore rapid contraction wil.l have less tine to establish

Large numbers of new cross-linkages, and consequently the strength of the

connection between the two filanents will be lowered and, in tum, the tension

will be less. If the contraction is slow, however, a nuch larger nu¡nber of

cross-linkages can forn, and the tension generated can be greater. In section

2.7 we will have occasion to see how the velocity of nuscle shortening

(lengthening) influences the rate and "biochenistry" of naking and breaking

of cross-linkages.

Thus, in spite of certain deficiencies in our understanding of the

nolecular basis of the cross-linkage formation cycle, the sliding filament

hypothesis represents the heuristically nost important explanation of nuscle

contraction, and there can be little doubt that in nany of its features it
gives a true picture of the process. In this section we will not discuss the
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biochemical, energetic, Ðd other inplications of the sliding-filanent theory,

because they will be deal.t with more exhaustively in the following sections.

But we shall outline the salient features of the theory here, and sun¡narize

certain facts in a form suitable for future mathematical calculations.

0n the basis of a series of x-ray diffraction and electron microscope

studies, the sliding-filanent theory of nuscle contraction was initially
(and independently) proposed by H.E. Huxley and Hanson (1954) and A.F. Huxley

and Niedergerke (1954). Crucial observations made y then were that during

contraction, as the length L" of a sarcomere becones shorter and shorter, the

actin and rnyosin filanents slide past each other, a¡d their lengths

L-^ = L---, and ,L--- = L---^-,-, respectively, remain essentially constant alac actj-n my myosLn-

different stages of shortening (see Fig.1 .5-2). Consequently, the length

of the A zone (band) Lo = L^yo"ir, turains constant, while the length of the

H zone (band) Z" between the ends of the thin filanents becones smaller and

nay vanish altogether, as the thin filanents rneet at the centre of the

sarcomere. The length of the I band Z- decreases also and becomes zero when

the sarconere is just the length of the thick nyosin filanents. Subsequent

studies have supported this theory and it is novl accepted alnost universally.

The constancy of filanent lengths, which has been established over most

of the range of sarconere lengths occurring during muscle contraction, will
be the starting point in the rnodelling of nuscle behaviour about to follow

in the renainder of this chapter. Suppose we denote by Dp the distance

(extent) of penentration of thin filanents originating in a single Z-line

into the A-band, as is shown in the schenatic diagram of Fig. 2.4-2.

Then, the length Z= of a single sarcomere and the geonetrical changes

occurring during ¡nuscle contraction can be expressed in terns of Dn, which

represents the degree of overlap between the thin and thick filanents, as

follows (see also Fíg.2.4-3):

actin X- =l =f_=,f__+2D =constmymyosr-nAHp

L

= I tr* Dp = const.t- =lac

.Lr= Lo+Lr= (Z*y * zLac)-zDp
so -2Dp

(2.4-2)
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where Z = corst. is the length of the sarconere when D- = 0 and the thicksoP
and thin filanents are just out of overlap (see point 1 in Fig. 2.4-48).

Hence, the velocity v" of lengthening of the sarcomere is

dLs
dt

%
dtv L -.> (2.4-3)

dD-
wþsrs --. is the velocity with which a thin fila¡nent is sliding past a

dt
thick filament, Ðd we notice that it is equal ao-{ u". In addition, it

should be of interest to note that when the ends of the thirt filanents are

apart (Fig. 2.4-3), wê have the conditions

q>0 and o*on tTto Q.a-4a)

and when they have crossed the centre of the sarconere

¿H<0 and (2.4'4b)

Suppose now that Zs., is some reference sarconere length (e.g., the length

of an r¡¡rloaded and unstinulated sarconere). Then, saÌcornere strain can be

defined as
. L -Ls - D

eo=JÆ =s-.-2 P Q.4-S)o¿='L"
-ref -ref

where we have used (2"4-2) and e", = #* = const.
+ rel

Following the discovery of the sliding-filament theory it becane clear

that a central problem in understanding muscle contraction is: What

nechanism nakes the thick and thin filanents slide Past each other? Very

soon after the theory was proposed,H.E. Huxley (1957), using evidence seen

in electron micrographs of side projections fron the thick filanents,

suggestecl that these proj ections form mechanical linkages to the thin

fi.laments and are responsible for the development of an active sliding

force between the fil.aments. In addition, A.F. Huxley (1957) suggested

that the rates of naking and breaking of these nechanical cross-linkages

govefits the extent and speed of contraction, and the production of force
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between the filanehts. Ihdeed, there is now good evidence that sliding is

catrsed by a series of cyeLíe y,eaetions between myosin cross-bridges on the

thick filaments, which we described earlier as the biologically active

HMM ends of individual myosin nolecules, and active sites on the thin

filanents; these cross-bridges first attach to a thin filanent, then exert

a longitudinal force and pull the latter inward toward the centre of the

sarcomere, ffid finally release it moving back to attach to other active

sites along the thin filanent and repeating the cycle again (see Fig.2.4-5)"

Thus, according to current thinking each cross-bridge acts in a

eyclíeaL manne?. It is believed that by its novernent a single cross-bridge

displaces the thin filanent toward the centre of the A-band by about 50 to

100 angstrons. Thereafter, the bond between the bridge and the thin

filament is ruptured; the bridge retums to its initial position, and then

it reattaches to the thin fílarnent at another point, initially furthet away

fron the centre of the A-band, and going through the cycle again. Repetitive

to-and-fro novenents of cross-bridges provides for a continuous and greater

total nuscle novements. The action of the individual cross-bridges is not

synchronized; each acts independently. Furtherrnore, at ørty gioen instant

of time onLy a fraetion of the bz"ùdges aetíueLy generates fot'ee and

dispLaeement; but uhen these br"Ldgee reLease their Load" others take up the

task so that tension or shortening ís maintained,

Earlier, we have seen that the nyosin and actin ¡nolecules are assenbled

in their respective filaments with the appropriate structural. polarity

(Fig. 2.4-L), assuring that the thin filanents on either side of the A-band

are noved by the cross-bridges in opposite directions, i.e. toward each

other. Consequently, the Z lines are drawn closer together, and as each

sarconere is reduced in length, the rnuscle shortens. In sunma4f, the ev,oss-

brLdges are oriented so that by their eyeLie aetion they puLL ín one

directíon in one haLf of a thíek fíLønent ønd ín the opposíte dLreetion in

the otheT ha|f" Accordingly, in studying forces movenents and other nuscle

parameters, we need to consider one half of a thick filanent only. For
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Fíg.2.4-5. The "rowingrr hypothes-
is of muscular contraction
shown diagramnatically as a
five stage stmrctwaL and bio-
ehewLeaL cycle of a single
cross-bridge (nodified fron
H.E. Huxley, 1969; Lymn and
Taylor, L97l; Pringle, 1967).
During the structural cycle,
the myosin HMM-SI I'headrr cYcles
between stages N, and N5, a¡rd
its tilting notion can induce
sliding of the actin filanent
past the nyosin filanent. At
the end of the structural
cycle the HMM-SI "head" is
again ready to attach to anoth-
er active actin site further
away fron the A-band (see also
Fig.1.5-3) . Note that an açt-
ive shearing force 0i is gen-
erated during the working
stroke (Fig. 2.4-6), as the
HMM-SI I'head'r tilts fron stages
N, to N, releasing mechanical
energy. The five steps N1 to
N5 of the biochenical cYcle,
which are also shown in
Fig.2.7-Ia, wilI be discussed
in detail in section 2.7. But
for the monent, note that the
splitting of one nolecule of
ATP into ADP and Pi takes Place
between stages N5 and N¡, stor-
ing the cross-bridge with the
necessary energy for the per-
formance of nechanical work.
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example, the force 0*, acting in the centre of a single thick filamerrt is

generated by attached cross-bridges in one half of a thick filament only,

and then transmitted through the thin filarnents to both z-lines [FiS.2.4-3).

Note, that extending the study of various muscle parameters from one half of

a thick filanent to a whole muscle, which is nade up of many sarconeres, is

straightforward and will be discussed later.

Clearly, if we use molecular biology as a basis for the clerivation of

the macroscopic equations of notion of muscle, we must first define the

eLementarg tmit of fonce generation (EUFG) in rnuscle. Let the EUFG be de-

fined as the rising and subsequently falling local shearing force 0, = Ór(t)

generated during the naking and breaking of an arbitrary cross-linkage i be-

trveen a thick and thin filament, i.e,, during the interaction between a ny-

osinrrheadtr (HMM S-1) i with an active actin rnolecule, as is showri schenat-

ically in Fig.2.4-6. (This force will be discussed in section 2.9). Then

the force 0r, Qny(t), acting in the centre of a single thick filament, is

the sun of the individual forces 0i(t) generated by cross-bridges in one

half of a thick filanent only, and we can write

(2.4-6)ny

where the sun is taken just over attached cross-bridges. Note, that a

striated muscle can develop isolnetric stresses of the order of 2 kg/cm2, but

the average nolecular force contribution[Qi) 
u, 

of a single cross-linkage to

these stresses is very small, about 3x10-t dynes according to H.E. Huxley

(1s60) .

Next, we wish to learn nore about: (a) l-he manner in which the cross-

bridges are involved in muscle contraction, and (b) the v,eLation between the

properties of a whole sarcomeïe (e.g. length changes and force developnent)

and the behaviour of individuatr cross-bridges. To do this, let us consider

the elegant experinents of A.F. Huxley and his colleagues (A.M' Gordon,

A.F. Huxley and F.J. Julian, 1966), which directly relate sarcomere length .e,

to the isonetric tetanic tension that the sarcomere can develop at that length.

v
i

0i (t) ,(t)0ô'ny
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The results, plotted as relative isometric tension against sarconele length,

are characterized by a length-tension relationship of the type shown in

Fig. 2.4-4A, In addition, the appeafance of the saTcomeÎes and the degrees

of overlap of the thick and thin fila¡nents at six critical sarconere lengths,

i.e., at six different critical stages of contraction, are shown in Fig'

2.4-48. It is evident that the sarconere length-tension curve consists of

straight segments with fairly sharp coI'ners between then' (In a whole muscle'

these sharp corners become rounded because of the connective tissue PlGsent,

and because of various stnrctural non-r¡niformities). The curve has a

constant-tension "plateaul of 0.2y (rnicrons) situated roughly at sarcomere

lengths between 2.0'5u and 2.251, an<l this. maxjmal tension is reduced for

lengths L"1 2.05p or L=r2,,25U. Now by cross reference fron Fig. 2.4'4Á'

to 2.4-48, vre find that the positions of the corners r¡entioned above

correspond in an intelligible fashion with the various degrees of overlap

of the filanents (the arrows in Fig. 2.4-4^ nark the salcomere lengths

corresponding to the various degrees of overlap portrayed in Fig' 2'4' 48) '

Moreover, the sarconere length-tension curve provides very useful glinpses

at the contractile properties of a sarcomerê and at the node of action of

the cross-bridges, which, as we shall now see' are revealing in nore ways

than one.

First, the above results furnish a line of evidence which devastatingly

supports the sliding-filament theory and the idea that the cross-bridges are

the elenents which interact with active actin sites, generating shearing

forces between the thick arid thin filaments and causing muscle contraction

(a review of this and other lincs of evidence is given in Aidley, l97l;

White and îhorson, tg73). If the cross-bridges and sliding-filaments theories

are coÌrect, then the developnent of isonetric tension should depend on the

degree of overlap of the filanents, 01, more preçisely, it should be directly

proportional to the nr:mber of cross-bridges that can be forned between the

thick and thin filanents. Indeed, Fig. 2.4- 4 shows that at Zs = 3'65U

(point 1) the fila¡rents are just out of overlap and that for Z" Þ 3.65U
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there is no cross-bridge fornation and no tension is developed" Then, as

the sarcornere shortens fro¡n L" = 3.65p down to about 2.251t (points 7 to 2),

the progressive overlap of filarnents leads to a progressive increase in

tension, which results fron the active forces induced by more and nore

cross-bridges interacting with the thin filanents. In fact, at lengths

2.2 - 2.25v < ¿s < 3.65u, both the relative isometric tension and the

relative nunber of bridges capable of interaction increase LinearLy with

decreaseinsarcomere1ength,andaregiveno,çM=#+[seeeqs.
z\Lrt\!- L¡4J 9ny--l"l

(2.4-9b)1. Further shortening to approxinately 2.0y (fron points 2 to 3) is
without effect and the sarconere naintains a constant maxinal tension,

because now the tips of the thin filanents are moving over the bare central

patch of the thick filaments (the M-band) and the number of active cross-

bridges remains constant. At lengths below L" = 2.05p there are conplications

due to double overlap of the thin filaments and possibly other factors (e.g.,

see Taylor and Rüdel, 1970). Fron L"= 2.05p downward to 1.65U (points 3 to

5); the tension slowly declines to about 0.85 of the maximal, presumably

because the thin fila¡nents from each half sarcornere increasingly overlap one

another, interfering with cross-bridge formation and Lessening the total
nu¡nber of active cross bridges. At L.= I.65¡r a critical point is reached

where the ends of the thick filanents bang into the z-lines, and frorn this

point onward the tension declines dranatically, as conpression and buckling

of the thick filanents increases, until at L.27p it reaches zero (before

point 6 when the thin filanents hit the z-lines).

Second, the sarconere length-tension curve suggests that each cross-

bridge contributes equaLLy to the development of tension, because tension

increases linearly as the sarconere shortens from 3.65p to 2.251t, and then

remains constant for the next 0.2y.

Third, it is clear that in all forns of striated rnuscle, including

cardiac ¡nuscle, the initial length of the sarconerer Z" = Z1r, in unstimulated

and unloaded fibres determines the nu¡nber of cross-bridges capable of
generating force, ild the anount of tension that the muscle can develop
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after stinulation. In skeletal nuscles attached to bones in the body,

L?- * 2.1p is in the rtplateauil of the length-tension curve, and thus at anIN

optimal length for force generation. Now the relation between sarcomere

length and developed tension is similar for skeletal and heart muscles, but

Z? in heart muscle is about 1.6p and is nuch shorter than in skeletal]-N

sarcomeres. In sections 1.3 and 1.4 we have seen that according to Starlingrs

law of the heart, distension of the cardiac cha¡nbers increases the force of

contraction and the development of pressure, enabling the ventricles to

discharge more blood and to puÍrp nore efficiently. Thus, in the intact

ventricles the filling pressure establishes an initial sarconere length along

the aseendLng Linb of the sarcomere length-active tension curve, and this

forns the ultrastructulal basis of Starlingrs 1aw of the heart. (e.9., see

Braunwald et al., 1968).

Fourth, from the above three observations it follows that the knowledge

of the number of force-generating cross-bridges in one half of a thick

filanent at any instant of tine t is a variable of paranount inportance in

the derivation of the differential equation of notion of nuscle. This

variable will be deternined in section 2.7, which deals with the biochenistry

of the cross-bridges, but now we wish to make a few prefacing comments.

Suppose we denote by Mr = const.the total number of cross-bridges in one

haLf of a thi,ck fiLønent, and by A,,I = const.the total number of actin

binding sites in a singLe thin filament. Then, the average total nunber of

actin binding sites available for interaction with one half of a thick

filament is
o,, = *åi Arr = const. (2.4-7)

where Kac is the ratio of thin filaments to half thick filanents. A
my

tTansverse section through a sarcomere in the overlap region of the filanents

shows that each half thick filanent is surrounded by six thin filanents, ffid

each thin filanent is surrounded by three half thick filanents (see Figs.

1.5-le and 1.5-5D). Hence, in vertebrate striated nüsc1e there are twice as

nany thin filaments as there are half thick filanents and Kac = 2. Notice
my
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that in striated insect fibrillar flight nuscles Ktl =my
3 (e.g., see Fig. 1

in White and Thorson, 7973). Now cross-bridge formation can, of course,

only occur in the overlap region of the filaments. Let McB = t"r(Z") be the

nunber of rnyosin cross-bridges ih one half of a thick filanent physically

capable of attachment to thin filanents in the overlap region, Ðd let 4""=

A"r(2") be the corresponding nunber of available actin binding sites. Since

these numbers valy as the degree of overlap and the length of the sarconere

change, it is convenient to introduce the following non-dinensional functions

of sarconere length Z" or strain es:

)=Y (e and yac

Lr(
const < 1. 0

t) = Yac (¿s) = Yac (e s)
Mc¡
M'r-

Ãca

ç-
(2.4-8)

my

where t^, rnd y"" reptesent the relative nunbers of myosin cross-bridges and

actin binding sites, respectively, physíeaLLy capabLe of attaehment (binding)

in the oVerlap region of the thick and thin filanents. To deternine the

functions ymy(¿s) "¡d yac(¿s), which are inportant in the study of bioche¡nical

events (section 2.7), we recall that Gordon, Huxley, and Julian (1966) inter-
preted many features of their normalized length-tension curve (Fig. 2.4-4)

in ter¡ns of the relative number y*, of cross-bridges capable of attachment,

and also concluded (a) an"t ymy is reduced for sarcomere lengths longer than

or shorter than the'rplateaurr, and (b) that at lengths below the I'plateau"

there are conplications due to double overlap of the thin filanents and other

factors. Accordingly, in therrplateau'r and at greater lengths, y*y "td y".

are sinply equal to the relative nwnbers of cross-bridges and actin binding

sites physically present in the overlap region, respectively, so that using

(2.4-2) we can write
rrplateau il region!î

s

Y*y=l.0i Y"" Lu"

DP Lso'Ls
t41-ny-.LM)

Y =Q'ac

ffi,
2L =L <L<L =2t-acs3ss2ac

LYrn,

Y*

Y <¿<¿

Q. a-sa)

(2 .4-eb)
ss2

LL >L

ac Is

sI s0
2I- +,(-ac my

where Lris the length of the M-band with no cross-bridges. Here we have



as'sumed a uniforn distribution of cross-bridges and actin binding sites where

they are present in their respective filaments, and that 2"">\L^y (va1id,

for exanple, for cardiac and skeletal nuscles). Plots of equations (2'4-9),

depicting ymy(¿s) and y""(2") for lengths in and above therrplateaur" ale

shown in Fig. 2,4-4^. Now, when the ends of the thin filanents have crossed

the centre of the sarcomere, the determination of t*, "tu Y"., *hi"h now

relies on quite different principles, becones progressively more difficult

with further shortening below the rrplateau" and is too complicated to put into

the present franework. Therefore, we take the liberty of assuming that at

lengths below the I'plateau" Y*, is identical with the nornalized length-

tension curve of Gordon et al. (1966), and that a sinilar relation exists for

What all this adds up to is that Y.y -d Y".Y-- as shown in Fig. 2,4-4A.'ac
are given fi¡nctions of Z" (or e 

"), 
covering the whole lange of sarconere

lengths v¡ithin which the thick and thin fila¡nents overlap, and they have the

appeafance of the curves shown in Fig. 2.4-4^with trplateaux'f at Z"g*2"*2",

and falling for longer or shorter lengths. Note, that for cardiac and

skeletalnusclesL*=1.5-1.6v,Lacn¡1.0I,andI.*¡v0,2|lsothataccord-
ing to Q.a-9a) these 'rplateauxrt are at

L02

(2.4- 10)[Y*r]*"* = 1.0 IY".]."* = 0.65 - 0.7

Fifth, it has long been known that a uhoLe anatonical nuscle can be

treated as an incompressible substance. More fimdamental, however, is the

lecently established fact that this is also tnre at ttre mí'eroseopie level of

living resting salconeres (e.g.' see H.E. Huxley, 1960; Elliott et al', 1963),

and that the volune of a sarcomere stays virtually constant and independent

of its length Z" during active contraction or relaxation (Elliott et al.,

1965; see also reference 44 andpage 25 in Bendall, 1969)' It has been formd

that as the sarconere shortens, its cross-sectional area increases, and the

tfansvetse distance r between the filaments eæpøds in such a $¡ay as to keep

the sarcomere volume constant, i. e., ,L"t2 = const. 'rHere r is the radius of

a ilmicrocylindricailr portion of the sarcomere.., Given this information and
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armed with the knowledge that the linear increase in isonetric tension tr'ith

sarcomere shortening fron 3.65U to 2.25p simply indicates that the force

generated per cross-bridge is independent of length; Gordon, Huxley, and

Julian (1966) concluded that the foz'ce generated per eross-bridge is

essentíaLLy índependent of the tnar¿suerse ùistqnee bett¡een the fiLønents

o'ùer a considerab\e røtge of this ùLstanee, about 50 arrystrom. Note, that

50 angstron is indeed a very large distance when one is thinking in terrns

of the highly specific confornational changes associated with the interaction

of the enzyme HMM S-1 and actin.

Clearly, the last observations tel1 us something about the nechanics of

cross-bridge action. But to drive the nessage home, we must first acknowledge

one apparent difficulty. If the HMM S-1 rrheadrr of the myosin nolecule needs

always to go through exactly the same structural cycle during the splitting

of ATP and the perforrnance of mechanical work, it is difficult to inagine

how the cross-bridges can adapt thenselves to quite substantial variations

in the distance between the filanents while each HMM S-L nust still genetate

forces and function in precisely the same way. To overcome this difficulty

and to account for the above (fifth) experinental observation, H.E. Huxley

(1,969) has, in his recently published extensive review and analysis of the

problen, suggested that a cross-bridge of the sort shown in Fig. 2.4-7

can accomrnodate to a variable interfilanental distance and generate the same

shearing force Q.whatever the transverse distance between the filaments. In

this structural cross-bridge model, the LMM part of the myosin nolecule is

firmly bonded into the backbone of the thick filanent. In fact it is a part

of it, and this fixes the position of the cross-bridge so that there is no

movement in an axial direction. Further, HMM S-2, which H.E. Huxley (1969)

assumed to have a constant length (perhaps a wrong assunption? see section

2.9) , is not a part of the backbone and it has fLeúbLe jointe at either end

where it Links to LMM and to HMM S-1. lRecall that at these junctions a my-

osin molecule has two points of weakness susceptible to enzynic digestion

(Fig. 2.4-7a). These junctions night consist of single polypeptide

chains which because they are so obviously flexible are unlikely to be
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Fig.2.4-6. The elenentary unit of force generation (EUFG) occurring during

the working stroke of a single nyosin cross-bridge. (A) Diagran showing,

very schenatically, the rising and subsequently falling local shearing

force 0i Benerated during the rnaking and breaking of an arbitrary cross-

linkage i between a HIM- 1 rrheadrr and an active actin site as a function

of time t, i.e., the EUFG as a function of t. Here 0r, is the angle of

attachment of the HMM-SI rrheadrr to the actin filanent, describing the

orientation of HMM-SI relative to the thin filament. (B) Schematic dia-

LMM

gram showing how an active change in the angle of attachnent 0 sl could
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produce relative sliding between the filaments and an active shearing force

Oi (an EUFG). This is possibly caused by sone internal structural changes,

inducing an active change in orientation 0r, of the HMÌ\'l-Sl ''headrr from a re-

laxed configuration 0r, = 90o to a tilted rigor configuration 0r, = 45o' tc)

as in (B) but with greater interfilamental distance. Note that the EUFG, as

shown in (B) or (C), renains the sane regardless of the interfilamental dis-

tance, i.e., the shearing force 0, is essentially the same whatever the

transverse distance between the filaments (nore will be said about this

topic in section 2.9).

HMM-S1 
-

HMM. 52 HMM.Sl .+
H MM. 52

\'

\Luuz \LMM z
bone of Myosin filament MyosÍn

Fíg.2.4-7, Suggested way in which t'hinging outil of the HMM-SI trheadrr sub-

units of the myosin molecules in the thick filanents could allow attach-

nent of the cross-bridges to the actin filanents to take place over a

wide range of interfilamental spacing, )¡et always at exactly the same

angle, utilizing assunedly flexible joints at either end of the linear

HMM-S2 portion of the molecule where it links to LMM and to HMM-SI (see

also Fig.2.4-6b,c). Note that the light meronyosin (tMM) part of the my-

osin molecule is bonded into the backbone of the thick filanent, while

HMM-S2 can I'hinge outrr fron the filanent by bending at the HMM-LMM junc-

tion, allowing the globular HMM-SI rrheadrr to attach to actin over a wide

range of síde spacing, while maintaining the same orientation (fron

H.E. Huxley, 1969).
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conpletely cr-helical.l. Thus, with two flexible joints, the active part of

the nyosin nolecule, i.e., the HMM S-1 "headrr, is able to: (1) bridge the

variable gap between the filaments by swinging away frorn the backbone toward

the actin molecules on the long hinged segnent I{MM S-2, and (2) attach to

actin in exactly the same angle whatever the interfilamental distance

(Fig. 2.4-68,C). Next, some internal structural events cause an active change

in the orientation of the FIMM S-1 "head?rrelative to the thin actin filanent,
i.e., they actively change the angle of attachment 0", of the HMM S-1 I'headrl

to the thin filament, inducing a shearing force 0i and sliding. movements

between the filaments (Fig. 2.4-68,C). This active rotation (tilting) can

always be the same despite considerable variation in interfila¡nental distances

and appears to be the primary source of movenents and force generation in

nuscle.

The structural nodel of H.E. Huxley (1969) has the advantage of provid-

ing plausible structural roles for the linear LMM and FnM S-2 parts of the

nyosin nolecule (recal1 our earlier promise to provide such information).

Furthermore, there is now sorne evidence supporting the tilting concept

(especially the tilt direction) of HMM S-1 during contraction, and providing

infornation about the orientation of the HMM S-1 I'head'r relative to the thin
filanent when the bridge is relaxed or at the end of its working stroke.

Reedy, Holmes, attd Tregear (1965) elegantly denonstrated that the unattached

cross-bridges in nesting rnuscle are approximately perpendicular to the thick

filanents, but in r"Lgox they attach to the thin filarnents and nove through an

angle of about 45o so as to pull the thin filanents toward the centre of the

sarconere. Thus, in rel.axed rnuscle Ost = 90o, but in rigor rnuscle HMM S-1 is
tilted and 0_- = 45o. [In the absence of ATP a muscle goes into rigor andsI
becones rigid and inextensible, a phenonenon which is believed to be due to

the attachnent of a large number of cross-bridges to the thin filanents. For

exanple, six to ten hours after death the body passes ínto rigor mortis, the

stiffening of death, a condition lasting 3 to 4 days.l In addition, Tregear

and Mi1ler (1969) provided evidence for HMM S-1 novements <luring contraction.
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We shall again have occasion to discuss the various structural roles of LMM,

HMM.S-2, and HMM S-1 when we derive the differential equations of notion of
a cross-bridge in section 2.9.

The overall effect of sarcomere, or nyofibril, activity depends on the

anatonical relationship between the contracting units, particularly whether

the sarcorneres are in series or in parallel. When arranged in parallel,
the force generated by each sarconere (nyofibril) is additive, producing a

total nuscle force proportional to the nurnber of contracting myofibrils.
When the sarconeres are in series, the total force in an arbitrary nyofibril
is equal to that generated by a single sarconere regardless of the nunber of
sarconeres in this nyofibril. Now these anatonical relationships, exert

quite a different effect on the extent and velocity of shortening (or length-

ening). No natter how nany sarcorneres in parallel contract together, the

extent and velocity of shortening are the same as when one sarcomere contracts,

but both the extent and velocity of shortening are proportional to the nunber

of contracting sarcomeres in series. In general, therefore, long nuscles tend

to shorten ¡nore and faster than short nuscles, whereas thick muscles exert

more tension than thin nuscles. These differences disappear when the values

are expressed per unit length and cross-sectional area. Thus, in what follows

we shall use strain e (length changes/length), strain rate V = å = $f {nuscfe

lengths per second, i.e. velocity/length), and stress S (force/area) to des-

cribe nacroscopic length changes, velocity, and force, respectively. Accord-

ingly, all biochenical and other sinilar quantities will then apply to a

macroscopic unit cube.

To sinplify the extension of the theory fron one half of a thick filament

to a whole muscle, Ðd then putting all quantities on a per unit basis, it will
be assuned that each sarcomere behaves in the same v¡ay, experiences the same

forces and movenents, and is under the influence of the sane physical and

biochenical laws. Then the nicroscopic nechanieal quantities e", vs, and

0.", which have been defined earlier [see equations (2,4- sr5, and 6)], are the

same for each sarcomere or half thick filanent, and are related by simpte
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exþressions to the corresponding nacroscopic quantities e, V, and S. Let

L = .t(t) and ,L_ = L-(t) be the length of a whole muscle and the length of
S ST'

one of its sarcomeTes, respectively, at some instant of tine t. Then, the

strains and lengths are given by

L-L - L -Ls,ref s retÊ=Ê =-Æ=- (2.4-LLa)" -s I- - ?srer -ref

L = Lr"f(l+e) L= L (1+e)sref (2 .4-tlb)

where Z - and,Ls - are sone constant nuscle and sarcornere reference lengths,ref ret
Tespectively, and the velocity relation is

v=å=åi=#t#]=#[iF"J=# ='E e.4-12)

where we have used equations (2.4-IL) and (2.4-3). Notice that å andLref
1.

ñ are rne numbers of sarcomeres and half thick filanents, ïespectively,
'*ref
placed in series per unit muscle length. Suppose noh¡ that there are No,,

thick filanents per unit cross sectional area of the nuscle, and suppose

0..(t) is the shearing force (i.e. the EUFG) generated by an atta.ched crossrJ
bridge i belonging to half a thick filanent j, then using (2,4-6) the stress

S nay be expressed as

S = s(t) = ì ? oij(t) = Ð[o*v]j = N*ro*o[t) (2'4-13)

where j ranges, of course, from 1to Nmy. Turning now to the biochemistry,

all macroscopic biochemical quantities will be given in moles per unit volume,

and this will be denoted by enclosing biochenical quantities relating to one

half of a thick filanent with round brackets. Again, the expressions relat-

ing the two are straightfon¡¡ard. For exanple, the totaL nu¡nbers of nyosin

cross bridges (Mr) = const. and actin binding sites (Ar) = const. in a unit

mrscle cube (erpressed in noles/volume) are given by

(2.4-r4)(urJ =#**"ft (nr) =h**r#
where Nav9 = 6,023xL023 (rnolecules/nole) is Avogadrots number. Finally, using
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equations (2.4-8), we find that the numbers of myosin cross-bridges (M"r) and

actin binding sites (4""), expressed in moles per unit rnuscle volume, physic-

ally capable of attachnent (binding) in the overlap region of the thick and

thin filaments are knot'¡n ftrnctions of e = Ê=, and are given by

(""r) = ymy(e) (Mr) and (o"") = y".(e) (Ar) (2.4-1s)

where y*, *d y"" r"u giuen ftrnctions of Z" or e [see equations (2.4-9),

(2.4-tl) and Fig. 2.4-4A l. (Note that the density of nuscle is roughly L

gram/cn3 so that 1 mole/cm3 is practically equal to 1 mole/gran).

We have now progressed to a position where v¡e can begin the construction

of a nn¡scle model based on molecular biology. The visible shortening during

contraction of an active nuscle constitutes only the nechanical phenomena,

but, as we have just seen, the process of contraction also involves other nore

subtle phenonena. Our purpose in the renaining sections of this chapter will
be to describe, nodel, and integrate the several aspects of contraction: (1)

at the different levels of structural a¡rd fi¡nctional compLexity, and (2) in

the temporal sequence, to a degree at least, of their occurrence. Therefore,

in developing nodels, we will consider ¡nuscle contraction as exhibiting the

following najor aspects in sequence: electrical phenomena (a model of

excitation-contraction coupling, section 2.5), biochemical phenonena (a ¡nodel

of muscle biochemistry, section 2.7), and nechano-chenical energy conversion

phenonena (sections 2.8 and 2,9). Synthesis of these nodels will provide us

with the differential equations of notion of ¡nuscle.
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2,5 A MODEL OF EXCITATION_CONTRACTION COUPL ING. CAI,CIT]M ION MOVEMENTS
IN MUSCLE FI AND TTIE ACTION TORY IN
AND TROPOMYOS

So far we have described events which generate force, and lead to

movement and shortening in muscle. However, cardiac muscles are not much

use to an aninal unless their contraction in the walls of the heart can

be turned on and off, and controlled in accordance with the needs of the

organism as a whole. In this section we give a simplified physical and

rnathematical description of the nechanisms which (a) turn the contraction

system on and off, and (b) regulate the course of contraction and control

nuscle activity.
The environment of the myofibrils contains myosin, actin, ATP, and

magnesium ions, all the substances necessary for force generation and

contracti.on. Why are the cross bridges not then continuously active?

The an-swer is that force and movement are produced only when: (1) myosin

binds to actin to give actornyosin, and then (2) conversion of chemical

j.nto mechani,cal energy takes place at the attached closs bridges. The

first condition is necessary but not sufficient. For example, during

rigor mortis myosin binds to actin, but no contraction takes place. 'l'he

second condition is, for obvious reasons, both necessaïy and sufficient..

Thus, the key to turning contraction on and off is the ability of

muscle to turn on and off, the conversion of chemical energy into mechanical

energy by actomyosin; that is, the ability to contTol the actomyosin ATP-

ase activity.
The first step in the activation of the contractile apparatus is the

arrival of a stimulus (electric signal or inpulse) at the cell membrane,

or sarcolernma, which surrounds a muscle fibre (section 1.5). This cel1

membrane presents a barrier to the free novement of ions, and a11ows

ionic pumps in the me¡nbrane to establish ionic concentration differelìces
between the interior of the fibre and the exterior, leading to a potential

difference of about 50-100 nV in resting fibres. A feature of this resting
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potential difference is that the inner surfac.e of the resting ce11 rnembrane

is negatively charged with respect to the outer surface. The existence of

the resting potential difference depends on selective perrneability,

but a stjnulus destroys this property and leads to depolarization of the

ce11 membrane by increasing its permeability to ions. This depolarizatj.on

in turn excites an action potential which propagates longitudinally an<i,

as Ìúe shall see below, also transversally in the fibre.

In all types of muscle, the contractile state is always linked to

the magnitude of the potential difference across the cell membrane. If

this potential difference is reduced, the nuscle fibre tends to go into

contraction. Thus when the cel1 membrane is depolarized, the inside

becones less negative to the outside, the contractile proteins are somehow

activated, and the ¡nuscle fibre goes into a state of contraction.

The sequence of events following a stimulus is shown schematically in

Fig. 2.5-I. We have examined stages 1 and 2 of this sequence, i.e. the

excitation

t234

stinulus action
potential coupl ing contraction

Fig. 2.5-I. The control sequence leading from stimulus to contraction
in striated nuscle.

process, in sections 1.5, 1.6, and this section. We have been concerned

with so¡ne of the features of stage 4, the contraction process, in sections

1.5 and 2.4. We shall now consider how excitation of the muscle fibre's

cell nembrane initiates contraction of the myofibrils in the interior of

the fibre. This constitutes the eæei,tation-eontraetion eoupLing process,

which is marked as stage 3 in Fig. 2.5.L.

Excitation-contraction coupling (E-C coupfing) is a nechanism, or

series of events, connecting the two phenomena of the electrical activity
of the cell menbrane and the nechanical response of muscle. The

expression E-C coupling was coined by Sandow in the early nineteen-fifties
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to desc:ribe events leading fron membrane depolarization to the productiorr

of musclc tension: events are initiated by an action potential jn the

cel l membrane, which in turn tri ggers a sequence of reactions rr.hi ch

causes mechanical activation of the contractile nyofibrils within thc

membrane. As noted at the beginning of this section, the crucial event

is turning on the actonyosin NIP-ase activity. The Link betueen l;he

celL membrane aetion potenti,al qyld the resuLtíng increased actomyosín

ATP-ase actiuity ís the ealeium ion C!+. There is now good evidence

that contraction, which is fundanentally a biochemical process, is

initiated and controlled biochemically within the muscle fibre by active

regulation of the concentration of ionized calcium C!+.

'The key role of intracellular calcium C!+ in the activation of

muscle fibres was first clearly recognized by Heilbrunn (1940) and

Hei lbrunn and Wiercinski (1947). The latter report was especially

significant as it showed that when substances such as sodium potassium

and nagnesiun were injected into a single nuscle fibre through a micro-

pipette, nothing happened. However, the microinjection of calcium Cf,* into

the internal substance of the fibre ðid el,iciú contraction. These

observations were subsequently confirmed by experiments using di fferent

technjques of calcium intaoduction into the fibre (e.g., Niedergerke,

1955; Caldwell and Walster, 1963). A variety of more recent experiments

provided clear proof that this is analogous to what happens during normaL

muscle contrac'.tion.

A vcry di::ect denonstration of a significant rise and falI in the free

calcium ion concentration in the vicinity of the contractile filaments

(myosin and actin) within a nuscle fibre, inmediately after stimulation,

has been made by Ridgway and Ashley (1967) and Ashley and Ridgway (1968).

Their experiments nade use of the protein aequorí.n, which has the property

of emitting light in the presence of calcium ions. For example, luninescence

in certain jelly fishes results from the interaction of seawater and aequorin

secreted by the jellyfishes when disturbed. Solutions of aequorin trere
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injected into the large muscle fibres of the barnacle Balctni.s nubilis.

When such a fibre was stimulated electrically it produced a faint glow of

li,ght, indicating the presence of free calciun ions in its interior in the

neighbourhood of the contractile filaments.

Fig. 2.5-Z shows sorne results taken from the work of Ashley and

Ridgway (1968). The light emission

can be used as a measure of the

internal concentration of calcium

ih the vicinity of the contractile

filaments at different times and

under different conditions. The

time course of the internal calcium

ion concentration (or of the light

emission) after a stimulus will be

referred to as the 'tcaLeíum

transíentt' in this thesis. We will

have occasion to examine the

inportant features of the "calciun

transienttr later.

oÄrsr\ \dt"ù"I

h"

Fig. 2.5-2. Transients of nuscle
parameters after an electrical stimulus
of increasing strength (A,BrCrD) at
constant stimulus duration.

D
c
!

\ñ\

Trace 1, changes in menbrane potential;
Trace 2, output of light fron injected

aequorin;
Trace 3, isonetric tension;
Trace 4, stimulus strength.

Experiments of the type discussed so far have led to the concept that

a release of ionized calciun into the space of the filaments within the fibre

is associated with contraction, while its removal to inactive sites is
associated with relaxation.

Muscle contraction is achieved by the shortening of the myofibrils

(or sarconeres) that fill the muscle fibres in orderly lines and make up the

bulk of the volume of the fibres. The concentration of free calcium ions

inside a relaxed fibre is extremely Iow, 10-7 noles/kilogram. An action

potential cat¡ses a rapid increase in this concentration. Contraction of the

myofibrils, or the individual sarcomeres which forn the myofibrils, occurs

when the calciu¡n concentration in the area of the filaments forning the
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sar(ìonìcre:; is raiscd ¿rbovc the critjcal levcl of 10-' lrt.rlcs/kilogrrtnt. 'l'lrc

conl r¿rc:t.ì on pr'o(ìcss itscl f is initiated ¿rnd tlten corìt lo I I ecl bt' tìlc'st' crt lc it¡nl

ion:;, which ¿lre releascd ìn responsr. to c:xcitatiort irttcl prt'setrtc'rl to tllr'rtt'r'rt

of t.he s¿ìrcomerjc fil¿rnents, turnirtg on thc actonl'osin A'l'l)-¿¡se-, uttcì cltr.tsittg

thc cross bridges to geneïate force and move. 'l'he prcsen('e pf ¿lbout 10-5

moles/kilogram of free calcium in the vicinity of the filament:; normally

fully activates the system. To ac.hieve relaxation of the fibre, the ca.lcirtm

must be removed from the area of the filaments and restored to an 'ínat:tiüe

site in the fibre. The treturn of the free calcium ion concentation to its
original low level induces full relaxation of the fibre.

These phenomena suggest three general questions: llow does excit¿rtion

at the cell nembrane cause release of calcium inside the fibte in tlte

vicjnity of the contractile fi larnents? What is the soul'çe of the calc'.iunl

ions? By what mechanism do the calciu¡n ions activate actonyosin A'fP-ar;¿:

and cause contraction. Before going any further, we want to clear up these

inpoîtant questions since they intrucle into the very centre of the problem.

Therc is no dispute that cffectjve contract.ion artd relaxation of a

fible is the encl resul t of ¡:rr7,7.¿a1l:'i1rt and aotlrrl'i.ttu!:t':',.i shortening and

el6119ation in its assenbly of myofiblils. 'l'he actir-¿rtion of incliviclr.¡al

rnyofibrils, which are di.sttibuted over the whole closs-sec.tion of the fibre,

depends on the spreading of the excitatory state from the ce1l membrane

transvetsally across the muscle fibre to al1 tlie sarcomeres. A possible

hypothesis as to how this is done is that depolarization rcleases c:alciunl

frorn the cell membrane or allows calcium ions to enter the fibre front

outside; these calciurn ions would then diffuse into the interior of the

fibre and activate the contractile system. Evidence conpatible with this

idea has treen obtained first by Bianchí ancl Shancs (1959) and later by

others (e.g., see reviews in Sandow, 1965; and Ca1dwe11, 1971) frorn neasure-

nents on calciurn fluxes. Both the influx and efflux of calcirrn ions across

the ce11 membrane are increased on stimulation.

There are, however, considerable objections to this form of the
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calciun theory, i.ê., to the idea that calcium fluxes across the cell

nenbrane, although not negligible, provide the main source of calcium ions

responsible for inducing contractiort.

The first objection arises from a calculation by A.V. Hill (19a8;

and 1949). In Striated ¡nuscle fibres the mechanical response follows the

electrical activity of the cell menbrane after a very short delay of a few

milliseconds. A.V. Hill showed that diffusion through the fibre of any

substance liberated at the cell nembrane in connection with a stimulus

would be nuch too slow to account for the rapidity of muscle fibre

activation. lhe tine required for diffusion increases roughly as the square

of the distance over which it nust operate. In practical teflns, it is only

possible to reduce to a few milliseconds the tine required for the

trans.formation of a fibre fron a state of rest to a state of fu1l activity

if the distance for diffusion does not exceed a few microns. Thus for a

striated muscle fibre, diffusion will suffice to control contraction within

the length of a singLe sarcomere, say 2 microns, but not to transnit the

order to contract from the cell membrane to the centre of the fibre, nor

control contraction in fibres of relatively large dianeters, e.8., reaching

about 100 microns in mammalian skeletal ¡nuscle and about 20 microns in

mannalian cardiac muscle.

The second objection is that the amount of calciun ions entering a

fibre during a twitch is too little to account for the necessary increase

in calcium ion concentration inside the fibre during contraction (e.g.,

see page 292 ín Sandow, 1965).

In conclusion, the flow of calciu¡n that enters a stirnulated muscle

fibre across the cell menbrane reaches the deeper enbedded fibrils much

reduced and delayed, if at all. Diffusion of calcium is inadequate both in

respect to speed and quantity to serve as the nain activator of contraction.

Nonetheless, it ¡nust be included in any nathenatical analysis of calciun

movenents inside nuscle fibres, since the amounts involved can in sone cases

be of considerable nagnitude.
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A.V. Hill suggcsted tlrat activatjon ìs calrictl ìnward by "a process,

not it sr¡hstanc.c". 'l'his inr¡rlics tlle cxistencc olt a systcm citp.'tlllc'tl 1-

¡rcr.f'<lr.nrìng tlrc l-unctions <.¡l'rapid tclegrupli),, plunrbittg;ttttl :;tr¡r¡ll,t'. ìll

sc,trc:hirrg f-cu' tltc iclcntity and locatio¡l of this t)lusivc distribtlt it.rrl s\'st('lll ,

muscle physiologists had to stay 'rhungry" for nany years.

"Whenever cannibals aïe on the brink of starvation, heaven ilr its

infinite mercy sends then a nice plump missionary" (Oscar Wilde). lndeed,

thc rnt¡scle physìologists did get their rnissionary ol/er a decaele ago. It has

been found that the sarcotubular system (see section 1.5) .is the distributiort

system responsible for synchronizing myofibril aetivity, and that it resides

in the nat"row spaces between the myofibrils which are filled with thc

eyLapl.asntíe fluid, or a(t7'ecplasm, of the nuscle cell-

The existence of the sarcotubular system, an extensive s¡'stem of

membra¡cs withjn the mt¡sr,'1e fibre, had been known to mtrs('le ph¡'s.i ologists
over half a ce¡ltury ago. But sone people clo not har¡c r('spct-.t f'or age ttnlcss

it is bottlecl . They disnissed it as unimportant until a 1'ew years ago, lvhen

the systen was redisc.overed by electron nicroscope and its role recognized.

'lhe recognition of the sarcotubular system is a noteworthy episode in the

development of muscle physiology (for a review see Hoyle, 1970).

I'he sarcotubular syste¡n, whi ch is made up of the 'l' system and the

sarcoplasmic reticulurn, has the neans by which the action potential can

influence all of the myofibrils equally and essentially sinultaneously.

Inspection of its anatomy, shown diagramatically in Fig. 2.5-3, reveals an

organized network of sacs and tubules which is distributed throughout the

internal space of the fibre.
'l'he structures of the sarcoplasnic reticulum lie pcø'aLLeL to the

myofibrils. 'l'hey consist of a series of tubules and flattened sacs which

envelop each myofibril from Z line to Z line in a repeating pattern along

the entire length of the myofibril. The configuration of the tubules vari-es

along the length of the sarcomeres. In the region of each Z line these te¡rd

to fuse and bulge out to forrn two large Lat;eraL saes that completel¡' surlound
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thc inclivi dual myofibri ls.
'l'he sarcoplasmi.c reticulum has been sholn to ar.:t as an intracc'I llrl¡,tl'

calciu¡n stor.e, and i ts abili.ty to sequestez, calcium by an energ)'-dependt'nt

process is well documented (for reviews see Ebashi and Endo, 1968; lrfaltonosi,

1,972). According to existing evidence, the lateral sacs in both skeletal

and cardiac nuscle are storage depots for large quantities of calcium ions

(Constantin, Franzini-Armstrong and Podolsky, 1965; Legato and Langer, 1969).

Current thinking has it that they contain a major portion of the free calcium

ions in the resting muscle. The accumulation of calcium by the sarcoplasnic

reticulum is a function of a powerful caLeiun purnp located in its wal1s

(membranes) ,

band

A band

\z l¡ne

band

mitochondrion

lateral sac of
sarcoplasmic

reticulum
transvelse
tubule

CQ,T-L trlad
myofibril

mømbtLa.nø

Fig. 2.5-3. The SARCOTUBULAR SYSTEM , or internal membrane systern (for
added structural details see also Fig,1.5-4). Three-dinensional presenta-
tion of part of a striated nuscle fibre, showing the relations of the
sarcoplasmic reticulun and T systen to the individual myofibrils. Notice
that each nyofibril is enveloped by the systen of internal menbranes, and
that the T systern(transverse tubules)consists of transverse extensions of
the cel1 menbrane into the interior of the muscle fibre(froln Porter,K.R.
and C. Franzini-Arnstrong, 1965) .

The calciwn pump has a well demonstrated ability to pump calcium out

of the environment against a concentration gradient. In resting muscle, it
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is lesponsible for purnping up free calcium ions frour thc vicinity of tlìe

ço¡ìtriìc1 i I c I llanlertts untl actively trarìsport ing thcrn into tlte I atcra 1 sacs ,

tliereby lower:ing the calciun concentration below that at which AIP splitting
by actoml'o,s in can occur. The capacity and affini.ty of the sarcoplasnìc

reticulum for calcium ions are sufficient to keep the contractile system

ìn ¿r relaxed state.
As in a1I similar active transport systents, the active scquestering

of calciun by the sarcoplasmic leticulum requires energy. The energ¡'

necessary for driving the calcium pump cones from the splitting of ATP by

the pump. Thus, ATP plays another najor role in nuscfe contraction; it fuels

the calcium pump.

At the 1eïel of the Z lines in some muscles (e.g., frog skeletal

muscle), and at the A-I boundaries in most other nuscles, are repeating

structures known as triads. The triads derive their name from their three

components: the two lateral sacs, and a smal1 central tubular element which

is interposed transversally between the two sacs. The tv,anslerse tubules of

the triad, which are known as the transverse tubular systen or T system, and

the lateral sacs are distinctly sepalated from each other, but their

respective membranes are in close contact. The ttansverse tubules are

continuous with the cell membrane. 1'hey start as openings on the surface of

the ce11 membrane and run inward transversally across the fibre passing every

now and then between paired lateral sacs and surrounding each of the myofibrils

in the region of the sacs.

The surface area of the cell menbrane is increased manyfold by the

presence of the T system, which actually constitutes a deep infolding of the
i

sarcoleruna into the interior of the fibre.

Remenbering the relatively large diameter of nuscle fibres, one can

appreciate the significant role played by the sarcotubular system in the

phenomenon of excitation-concentration coupling. The T system serves as a

transversal "duct" system for the conduction of electrical signals, and for

the movement of fluids containing ions into and out of the fibre. Longitudinal
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distribution of these electrical signals and fluids is the function of the

sarcoplasmic reti culum.

'fhe first, and also the najor step in solving the problcnt of tltc

"fa:,t" activation time of muScle fibres was made by A.I;. hluxlef alld his

colleagues in the nineteen-fifties. They stimulatecl the cell menibrane of

individual fibres |ocally by means of a micropipette which depolarized on1¡'a

very small region of the menbrane. When they stimulated in the region of the A

band, nothing happened, but when they stimulated in the region where the 'l'

system is located, a local contraction of the sarconeres immediately under-

lying the menbrane occurred. In fact, contractions of half a sarcomere could

be provoked. This provided some evidence that the transverse tubules could

propagate the excitatory signal to the centre of the fibre.

Further convincing evidence that thi.s is so has been provided by

various workers, and it is now generally accepted that the transverse tubules

of the T system are the structures which carry the influence of membrane

depolarization inwards to all parts of the fibre, activating the myofibrils

essentially sinultaneously. The nature of the impulse propagation along the

T system is unknown. Structurally, conditions are fulfilled for an electronic

spreading of the excitatory signal along the transverse tubules. A fine

account of main developnents in the field of the inward spread of excitation

can be found in Sandow (1965) and A.F. Huxley (1971).

What happens next? The close proximity of the transveïse tubules to

the calciun depots of the sarcoplasnic reticulun led to the concept that the

excitatory signal propagating through the T systern exerts an effect on the

lateral sacs at the triads, thereby causing the neLease of the calcium ions

accumulated there. Because of the short distance calcium ions then reach the

neighbourhood of the contractile filanents by sinple diffusion, activating

locally the splitting of ATP by actonyosin, apparently through the inter-

vention of the system of regulatoïy proteins tloponin and tropomyosin to be

described below, and initiating contraction. How electrical activity in the

transverse tubules causes the release of calciu¡n fro¡n the lateral sacs is
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unknown.

Not.e that this is cxactly what happens in skeletal nttrscle ; thc nain

soutcìe of calcium j.ons for contraction is released from the lateral sac.. by

¡he above pl-ocess. However, this is not necr¿ssaril.¡ stt 'i n ,rrn¿l1ttr: rî?1.*-," -,

uhere the amounts neLeased ane substantíal but do not constitute the sii.i¡t

souTce. Diffusion across l;he ceLL membnane'Ls also an ímpontant source of

cctlc'Lum íons, perhaps euen the ma'Ln souv'ce in söme ca.ses.

The pcriod of calciun release is relatively short-1ived and ceases

when the elec-.tric activity in the transverse tubules stops. Unless anothet

actjon potential comes along, calciun ions in the vicinity of the contractilc

filaments soon start feeling like the proverbial'rhouse guest who overstayed

his welcorne", because the affinity and binding capac.ity of the sarcoplasmic.

rcticulum for Cl+ are considerably larger than those of the contractile system.

Conclitions are now being controlled by the calcium punp, tvhich puntps thcse

calc-.iun ions from the cytoplasmíc fluid bathing the contractile filaments and

restores then to the lateral sacs. The whole surface of the sarcoplasmic

reticulum is involved ln recapturing these calcium ions flom the cytoplasnlic

fluid. 'l'he drop in cytoplasmic fluid calciun ion concentration reduces the

actomyosin t\TP-ase, and the muscle relaxes. According to current evidenc".e,

the p|enomenon of relaxation is alrnost certainly the consequence of this sort

of activity by the sarcoplasmic reticulum.

'I'hus far, using somewhat laborious and lengthy descriptions, we have

been able to inch our way to the point of understanding how calcitrnt ions are

released into the space of the contractile fi.laments (cytoplasmic fluid) in

response to an action potential. Let us now proceed a little further and

sec how these calcium ions regulate the conplex contractile processes of

musclc by switchirrg on and off the activity of the contractile filaments.

I'his is, of course, equivalent to exanining the problem of how calcium ions

acti.t¡ate (deactivate) the splitting of ATP by ac.tomyosin, i.e., by attached

cross bridges, causing muscle contraction (relaxation).



Actin accounts for most of the protein in a thin filament. Hotr'evet',

besides actin, the thin filaments contain two other proteins , troponín anò

tropomyosin (see Fig. 2.5-4), which are responsible for the effects of

calcium on the contractile apparatus. It has been known for some time that

"puret' actomyosin, which does not contain troponin and troponyosin, will

split ATP in the absence of calcium ions. However, rtnaturalrr actomyosin,

containing troponin and tropomyosin, can only split ATP in the presence of

calcium ions. The significance of this was not clear at first. But the

situation was dramatically clarified when Ebashi and his co-workers

discovered the troponin-troponyosin system of proteins, and demonstrated its

important role in regulating the contractile activity of the filaments (for

a review and references see Ebashi and Endo, 1968; Ebashi et al., 1969;

Ebashi , L972).

Attaelanenå of myosin "heads" to actin is a necessary part of the

biochemical cycle in which ATP is split and force is developed by the

myosin-actin systen. In its absence, ATP splitting by actonyosin does not

take place and no tension is developed by the sliding filanent system.

Indeed, the filanents will slide past each other passively under the action

of relatively small external forces. Hence, the regulation of the activity

of the contractile filanents can be effected by preventing the attachment of

the rnyosin heads to actin in relaxed muscle, and allowing it to take place

when muscle is activated.

According to present thinking, this is exactly the manner in which

calcium ions regulate the activity of the contractile filaments thv'ough the

action of the troponin-tropomyosin system, also known as the TeguLato?g

pz,otein system (shortened to RPS), which is structurally part of the thin

filament. 0n the thin filaments are so-called active actin sites, where

cross-brldge formation between the thick and the thin filaments occurs.

At rest, in the absenee of calciun ions and in the presence of ATP, the RPS
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blot-ks thc active sites on the thin fi laments and ìnhibits t.he attac'ltnlent of

rryositì Çt'oss-briclges to thc thin fil¿rments. In this stnte, the nlyosin "heacls"

are close to the thick f i I aments , the ac:.tin and myos irl fi I amc-'nts errc contpletc-

ly <lissoc j ate{ since the formation of force generat-irrg complcxes betrçee'n thent

is prevent-cd, and the muscle is relaxed and readily extensible.

When calcium is released and presented to the area of the contractiler

filaments it comb.ines with troponin, which is the calcium receptive protein

in the RpS. In response to calciun binding by troponin; the configuration

of thc RPS is changed so that the active actin si-tes on the thin filanìents

are exposed, the previous ïeplession of the myosin-actin interaction is

abolished and cross-bridge formation and contraction ensues. Rentoval of the

calcium ions during TelaxAtion reverses the pTocess again.

It must be emphasized that calcium is not a direct activator of the

contractile system. In the absence of calcium, the RPS exerts a direct

inhibitory effec.t on the thin filaments. When calcium ions are bound to

troponin, this inhibitory action of the RPS is abolished and contracti-on

follows. 'Ihus the calciun ion behaves as an inhibitor of an inhibition,

or as a depressor rather than as a direct activator.

This provides a revealing glimpse at the essential role played by

the RpS in the control of contraction by calcium ions. It is now intriguing

to enquire about: (a) The localization of the troponin-troponyosin system

in the thin filament. (b) The subtle stïuctural changes occulÌing in the

RpS and the thin filaments under the influence of calcium ions, which are

responsibLe for blocking and unblocking active sites on the thin filaments

and controlling contraction and relaxation. Increasingly, in muscle

research, the spotlight is focusing on getting precise answers to these

questions.

The fine structure of the thin filanent is now fairly well defined.

A model is shown in Fig. 2.5-4. Troponin, a globulal protein, and
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tropomyosin, a fibrous rod-shaped protein about 400 angstrorns in length,

are bound to the thin

filament and lie along the Acrin 
rroponin

two pronou¡rced grooves of

the double-stranded actin

helix of the thin filanent 
rropomvosin

(this helix has been 1

Fig. 2.5-4. A model of the fine structure
<lescribed in section 2.4). of the thin filanent. One

tropomyosin molecule comb j nes
'l'roponin molecules are with one troponin molecule and

seven actin molecules (from
distributed along the entire Ebashi ' 1972) '

length of the thin filament

at intervals of approxinately 400 angstroms. The aggregation of troponyosin

molecules along the grooves of the actin helix is end to end, and they are

arranged repeatedly along the thin filaments with the sane spacing as above,

400 angstroms. Each tropomyosin nolecule binds to at least one troponin

nolecule and makes contact with about seven G-actin mononers of one strand.

Although the general form of the thin filament stn¡cture is fairly

well defined, the precise organization of the troponin-tropomyosin molecules

in the grooves of the actin helix is unknown. Nor are the structural changes

in the thin filaments involved in the regulation of muscle activity fully

understood yet. However, as a consequence of newly collated evidence and

following recent heated debates which sparked off some new theories,

considerable advance has been made toward understanding muscle activity

regulation (H.8. HuxleyrlgTLa; page 2 in'rMuscle contraction at Cold Spring

Harbor" , 1972; Bremel and Weber , 1972; Parry and Squire, 1973; Hitchcock

et a1., 1973).

In resting muscle, the troponin-tropomyosin strands 1ie in the grooves

in a position that physically blocks the cross-bridge attachment sites on the

thin filament. During contraction, calcium binds to troponin (the calciurn

receptive protein in the RPS) and causes a change in its structure, which

results in the tïoponyosin rnoving in the helical groove to a position well
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clear of the attachnent sites, thus unblocking the access of nyosin heads to

actin. In this process, tropomyosin acts functionalll' as the rnediator of

the signal fron troponin to the actin filanents. In conclusion, the RPS

fimctions as a safety catch. It prevents the attachment of myosin in the

absence of free calciun, but allows attachment in the presence of calcium.

It is not yet known by what mechanisrn the troponin molecule exerts

its control, and in which nanneï the troponyosin rnolecule moves in the

groove of the actin helix. However, in the nineteen-sixties Ebashi and his

colleages suggested that one troponin nolecule together with one troponyosin

molecule act on seven actin molecules (G-actin nonomers) naking them

incapable in the absence of calcíun, or capable in the presence of calciun,

of forrning complexes with myosin in the presence of ATP (e.g., see Ebashi

et al., 1969). The incisive experiments of Bre¡nel and Weber (L972) provide

I'fresh fron the ovenil convincing evidence that this is so. It seems that

one troponin, one tropomyosin, and seven actin molecules form a functional

conplex which is either rrswitched onrr or rrsl,,¡itched offl' as a unit when

troponin binds or loses calciun. At rest each actin molecule in a thin

filanent is I'turned offl'. 0n addition of calciun, one troponin in

conjunction with a molecule of troponyosin I'turn onrr seven actin molecules.

This is possibly achieved by the tropomyosin nolecule rnoving en bloe anð

sinultaneously exposing seven actin molecules. Thus, in a single thin

filamentror in a unit muscle cube, we have

(2. s- i)

The significance of this direct proportionality relation will becone

apparent in a moment.

This concludes the preparatory description of the E-C coupling

process, and we are now ready to aim t}r'e klnnian (atabíc dagger) at the heart

of the corresponding nathenatical nodelling problen. The ultinate goal of

fnumber of 'rliberatedr? actinl c fnunber of calciun ions'l

I otnding sites .J t bound to the RPS 
)

1Sth section is to calculate the total nurnUer (A|) of actin binding-sites
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unblocked, or "liberatedrr, in a unit muscle cube (mo1es/volume) as a result

of calciun binding by the RPS. The knowledge of (Aä), or [n¿tt) J since it

can vary with tine t, is of utnost importance because it provides e. measure

of the abíLity of rmtscLe to forrn cv,oss-bridges and contract. For example,

if no actin binding-sites are rtliberatedrr, (Aä) = 0, and there is no con-

traction. With alt binding-sites rrliberatedrr, (Aä) is at its peak value,

and there exists a possibility of achieving a maximal contractile response

from the activated muscle. tAä(t)l is a new function which has hitherto

not been defined or described elsewhere. We shal1 call it the total un-

bLocked actin bínding-sítes funcLion (concentration), or the TUABS funct-

ion (concentration) , in this thesis.

without doubt, the knowledge of the TUABS concentration [Aä(t) ] is

a fundamentally necessary condition for starting a mathematical analysis of

the biochenical activities of nuscle, because the splitting of ATP by acto-

nyosin can only take place at unblocked actin binding-sites. Accordingly,

in this section [n*1t;] will be determined so that it can be used as a

starting point in the biochemical analysis about to follow in section 2.7.

Let (RPS)* denote the number of noles of calcium ions bound to the

RPS, or more precisely to troponin, in a unit nuscle cube. Then, using

(2.5-1) we obtain the following relation between the concentrations (RPS)*

and (Afi):
' (Aä) = K,rb, (RPS) *, (2 . 5- la)

where K--._ is the constant of proportionality. It is tempting to assume
ubs

that K -_=7. However, the precise nu¡nerical value of K, - can only be de--"*- "ubs ubs

termined when the exact node of operation of the RPS is known. The signif-

icance of relation (2.5-1a), or of (2.5-1), is that it provides a link be-

tween the paraneters of the E-C coupling process and the parameters of the

biochenistry of the contractile apparatus, and we note that to calculate

(Aä) from (2.5-1a) we must first deternine the time course of the nunber

(RPS) * of calciun ions bound to the RPS.

In the rest of this section, our efforts will center principally on

developing a kinetic nodel of excitation-contraction coupling in terns of

time-length changes and voltage dependent cellular calciummovements. The
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model will provide a procedure for calculating the time course of calcium

novements and calcium levels, including of course (RPS)*, in muscle fibres

when the time course of: (1) the action potetrtial \'or,, artcl (:) tìre length

changes E of muscle are given. This will automatic¡r111'produce tlte vjtal

TUABS function (A;), since it is only necessary to substitute the conputed

(RPS)* into equation (2.5-La).

Clearly, a ful1 nathematical déscription of cellular calciurn nove-

ments requires a conplete understanding of the specific role played by each

element of both the sarcotubular system and the RPS. Although we are, for

obvious reasons, still far from this goal, it is within our capabilities to

achieve a degree of partial understanding which makes the derivation of an

E-C coupling nodel of moderate sophistication possible.

Before going any further, it nay be useful at this point to discuss

a nunber of najor headaches that one neets when trying to integrate

observations, summarize conclusions and synthesize a reasonable concept on

which the model can be based. The difficulties fal1 into three classes:

First, neur structures, new substances and neI4I ploperties have been

discovered, the roles of which are not yet understood. Consequently they

cannot yet be incorporated into any nodel of the E-C coupling process.

Second, even in the case of well known structures and properties

discussed earlier, no precise explanatíon of the molecular processes involved

in the different E-C coupling steps is available.

Third, looking throughout the aninal kingdon, one is overwhelned by

the imnense range of structural and functional diversity of existing E-C

coupling rnechansims (4.F. Huxley, t97t). To start with, an astonishing

variety of general types of striated nuscles is found among the different

animals (e.g., see Hoyler 7967). Further, in the one aninal alone, the

problern is particularly apparent in heart rnuscle where there are certain

notable differences from skeletal muscle in the E-C coupling nechanisn (e.g.,

see reviews in Langer, t973; Morad and Golrlman, 1973). For example, in

skeletal muscle the activity of the sarcoplasmic reticulun is sufficient to
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account for release and uptake of intracellular calcium, fulfilling concen-

tration and tine requirenents for a single twitch. But this structure is
less developed in heart muscle, and it plays a lesser role in the contraction-
relaxation cyc1e. Next, looking at the hearts of different aninals only,
there are major structural and ftrnctional diff,erences not to be ignored
(reviewed by Langer, 1968, 7973; Morad and Goldnan, I}TS). Take, for exanrple,

the cardiac nuscle cells of the frog heart and the nanmalia¡ heart. In the

absence of a well-developed internal nembrane system, the frog heart muscle

relies solely on the cell nenbrane to control its contractile cycle. The

mammalian heart nuscle has all the cha?acteristics of the frog heart E-C

coupling apparatus, but is has developed additional structural systems (e.g.,
a well developed sarcotubular systen) with corresponding functional properties
which give it its unique capacity to produce a variety of contractile
responses. FinallY, to top it off, in inspecting the different muscle cells
of just one heart, there is considerable diversity to be found! Compare, for
example, the various nuscle fibres of a single ventricle (or atriun), or the
muscle fibres of the atria to those of the ventricles. Note that all these

differences in ani¡nal E-C coupling nechanisns are most probably clue to
different diameters and different contraction speeds of animal rnuscle fibres.

Taking all this into consideration, it is clearly false to assune

that different kinds of striated nuscle work in the same way, and A.F. Huxley

(1971) warns of the dangers of assuming similarity between the E-C coupling
mechanisns of different nuscre fibres. Note, that for this reason, no

specific numerical values will be given to the general constants appearing

in the equations of the model, but it will be shown how to evaluate these

constants when analysing a particular animal muscle. fibre.
In the first part of this section, we clarified the nain chain of

events in a muscle fibre leading from electrical excitation to contractile
activation and relaxation. It is said that rtthe safest way to double money

is to fold it over once and put it in the pocket'?. This advice is not as

funny as it sounds. In out case the safest way to proceed is to use the
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results alteady at hand as a basis for constructing the E-C coupling nodel

and for gaining a better understanding of the problem, since these results

form a reasgnable hypothesis as to how the coupling process works. llowever,

the pitfalls in so doing must always be kept in mind.

The excitation-contraction coupling model proposed in this thesis

incorporates the main features of the coupling process described earlier,

and is based on the intracellular and transrnembrane calcium movements

sumrnarized diagramatically in Fig. 2.5-5. These calcium movements occur

between four distinct subsystens, or compartments, which are responsible for

the stotage and intermaL cycLing of calciun during contraction and relaxation.

The calcium conpaltments, ïepresented by the boxes labe1led Cat, Ca2, C.3

and c.u in Fig. 2.5-5, pl.ay the following roles in the model:

Companbnent 7 (or C.r) is an intracellular calciun storage depot, e.9., the

sarcoplasnic reticulum or some other subcellular calcium store. It

acts as an availability pool fron which higher amounts of calciurn

are released for the initiation of contraction when an action

potential of sufficient magnitude and duration occurs at the ceIl

ne¡nbrance, and it stores calciun during relaxation.

Compartrnent 2 (or Cur) is the cytoplasnic fluid bathing the contractile

filaments nyosin and actin.

Compartrnent 3 (or C",) is the calciun pump and its storage depot.

Compartrnent 4 (or C.u) is the troponin-troponyosin systen of regulatory

proteins, i.e., the RPS, and its storage depot (its calcium

binding-sites caPacitY) .

The time dependent calcium levels in conpartments 1, 21 3 and 4 are positiue

variables denoted by (C"r) , (ca2), (Ca3) and (Cru), respectively, or by

[Ca1 (t) ], ICa2 (t) ], tca3 (t) I and tca4 (t) l. Notice that by definition

(C.u) = (RpS)*. The various arrows and associated trj't denote calcium

curïents, or fluxes (in moles of calcium/muscle volume/tine), leaving or

entering the different calcium compartments, and the dashed-line represents

the electrical excitation signal propagating along the T system from the
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cel1 menbrane to conrpartment 1.

Inspection of Fig. 2.5-5 shows that nine fluxes I.,, which have

djfferent ltinetics to be discussed belor¡', have been included in the model.

These fluxes interconnect the four compartments and the extracellular space,

and we notice that lor, Iro, Ior, and I2o Tepresent calciun fluxes across

the cell nenbrane, i.e., transmembrane fluxes, whereas Irl Iry fru lro,
and Io2 àTê intracellular fluxes between the various conpartments. Further-

more, there are four calcium cycles, designated by A, B, C, and D,

responsible for calcium movements in the node1. Cycle A (consisting of Iro

and Ia2) and cycle B (consisting of Irr, Irr, and 13¡) are intracellular
calcium cycles, whereas cycle c (consisting of Io, and rro) and cycle D

(consisting of Io, and Irs) are transmembrane calciun cycles.
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Appling the law of mass conservation to each calcium conpartnlent

ancl taking into account the variotrs fluxe= trj, we get the equations of the

time rate of cha.nge of calciun levels (calciun corìcentr¿rtions) itr the four

compartnents

d (cal )
dt Io, * Ir, - Iro - I*

d (ca2)
Ior*Irr+Io"-Iro-Izs Iz+

dt

drc I'a3' T,, - I,,
(2.s-2)

dr

d(c )a4 -14 2dt

These general equations of conservation of rnass are always valid regardless

of the nature of the fluxes L ,. However, in order to nake use of then we

must, of course, make some assunptions about the nathenatical forn of the

various I,-. Clearly, many patterns of calciun movernents can be generated,
r_J

depending on the choice of these fluxes.

Now the knowledge of aLL the significant calciun fluxes involved

in the E-C coupling process and their nathematical forns is central to our

problen since these fluxes determine (a) the nature of the calcium novements

in the fibre, and (b) the tine course of the calcium levels in the four

conpartments. In tryi-ng to obtain this infornation, we find that a

tremendous anount of work has been done on calciun fluxes in nuscle fibres

and that nuch has been learned (e.g. see bibliography and reviews in

Sandow, 1965 , t970; Langer, 1968, 1973; Katz and Repke, 1973). But there

is also considerable conflict in the literature about the variety and

significance of various of these fluxes. A lot of dust kicked up in the

learning process is still floating around, and it would seem that it'is
going to take so¡ne time for it to settle.

Clearly, sifting the genuine facts from this wealth of information

and then finding the correct fluxes and their nathematical forms to be

rro
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included in the nodel, is a task requiring the skill and patience of a

jackal, and is beyond the scope of this thesis. Consequently, it is
appropriate in developing the ¡nodel to piece together the available

information in a way which will produce: first, â simple set of fluxes

which incorporate the najor features of the coupling ptocess, and second,

the simplest possible mathenatical forns for describing these fluxes, i.e.,
the various L.. Thus, after some consideration we have chosen the follow-rl
ing simplified flux functions for the ensuing study:

ro,

rro

rro

r",

ro,

I

Ir, = tj (c"r)

= io, * Ii, = io r ¡e) + If, (t)
= b, o (C"r)

= io, * IJ, = io, (e) + I;, (t)
= bro (Cur)

= ir, * Irrn+ If, = ir2 (e) * tnuj (C.s) + ri, (t)
= tf (c"r)t[n(put"tp)f - (ca3) ]

(2.s-3)

2 Il2p= YnIar

rro

ro,
= ki(ca2)t(Rps)r- (c",*)l = ki(Rps)*t(nps)"- (Rps)*l

= k'- (c , ) = k'- (RPS)*
-3 t a4' -3

where the various brs and ktts ate :rate constants, and the round brackets

enclosing chemical synbols stand for the concentration of the conesponding

substances. Furtherrnore, all fLuxes with a star, i.ê., IJ,, Ii, and If,,
are fluxes induced by the electrica-l activity of the muscle fibre. The

neaning of other synbols will becorne apparent in a moment.

These flux functions together with the mechanisn on which they are

based, though over-simplified, are not entirely arbitrary. Starting with

conpartment 4, we have assu¡ned that the mechanism for the binding of calciun

C]] from compartnent 2 (the cytoplasmic fluid) by conpartment 4 (the RPS)a2

is determined by the kinetics of the chenical reaction

k"t
!¡C."*RPS-C_.RpS=C.RpS e.S_4)az kr, az a4

Since, by definition, all calcium ions in conpart¡nent 4 are bound to the
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RPS, we have

(C^u) = (RPS)* = (Ca2.RPS) = (C.u.RPS) (2.5-5)

Furthermore, the condition of mass conservation demands the conservation of

the total nunber (RPS)" of calciun bincling sites in the RPS of a unit muscle

cube (moles/volune). Consequently, we have

(RPS)'= (RPS) + (RPS)*= (R.PS) * (C",*) = const. (2.5-6)

where (RPS) is the corresponding nunber of free calcium binding sites in

the RPS. Fron the chenical process (2.5-4) and the trvo conditions (2.5-5)

and (2,5-6), we obtain the differential rate equation rvhich governs the

kinetic behaviour of the system of regulatory proteins and the calcium

leve1 in conpartnent 4

ry=F-;,;-ï,ïi:ï] 
:,: :.1,-:'1,: ,., (2s.7,

Now the first term on the right hand side of equation (2.5-7) represents the

rate of calciun binding by the RPS, whereas the second tern represents the

rate of calcium release from the RPS. I{ence, according to Fig. 2.5-5 these

two terms corïespond to Iro md Io' resPectively, and this explains how

these fluxes were chosen in equations (2.5-3).

Next, we turn to co¡npartnent 3 and to the nechanism whereby this

compartment, an active calciurn pmp, binds calciun from compartnent 2 and

ïemoves it into compartnent 1, where it is released as Cii. First, we reca11

that a powerful punp in the wal1s of the sarcoplasnic reticulum actively

pumps calciun ions out of the cytoplasmic fluid against a concentration

gradient and transports then into the storage depots of the sarcoplasnic

reticulun, and that the energy necessary for driving the pttrnps comes fron

the splitting of ATP by the pump. With this in nind, it will be assuned

that: (1) The calcirxn pump, i.ê., compartnent 3, is located in the walls

of compartrnent 1 and it consists of an enzyne (a protein), designated by
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PUMP, which is tightly linked to these walls, (2) The enzyne PIIMP is

responsible for binding Cil iont frorn conpartnent 2, actively transporting

them through the walls of compartnent 1 against a calcium gradient, ild

releasing then into compartment 1 as Clf ions. (3) The pump derives its

energy fron the splitting of ATP by the ATP-ase enzyme PUMP.

What all this adds up to ís a eaLcium eav,rier pumping mechanism

which uses a calciwn catrier PI.JMP to transport calciun from conpartnent 2

to compartnent 1.

In order to facilitate the discussion of biochemical events, the

proposed mode of operation of the calciun carrier punping mechanisrn ls

illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.5-6. The chemical synbols PUI4P2 and

PUMP' have been introduced to designate substructures of the enzyme nolëcule

PLJMP which are located on the external and internal surfaces of the wa1ls

of conpartnent 1, respectively. Observe that PUMP, is in physical contact

with conpartment 2 only, whereas PUMPr is in contact with conpartnent 1

only. Without involving ourselves in a detailed biochemical analysis of

aIl the reactions occurring during calciun pumping, it will be assuned that

the nechanisn of the carrier punp, í.e., the mechanism of ATP splitting and

calcium transport, is determined by the kinetics of the following simple

sequence of chemical reactions:

step A. n c:;. PUMP2 å PUMP2.ncaz
tlr

ast process
step B. PLtMP2.nCa2 PLJMPT .nCal

1 nolecule of ATp is split
kj

PUMPI .ncat 
fr} PIMPI . nc:i

(2.s-8)
step C.

2

step D . PUMPl fast rocess
PUMP2

Here, step A represents the binding of n calcium Cij ions to a single PLMP2

submolecule on the external surface of compartment 1, i.e., it represents

the formation of the PUMP, .nCa2 conplex. In step B these n calcium ions are
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actively transported through the wall fron the orrtel to the iltncr srrrf¡r-c

oI conrpltrtrììcnt 1, possibly b¡'tÌeitììs of a conl-ollrlrtionrrl chlrngc o('tllc t'lllcirrll

carrier PUMP molecule, leading to the for¡nation of the PlllrlP,.nCal conrp.lLlx on

the inner surface of conpartnent 1. It is assuned that step B represents a

fast process, and that the splitting of one ATP molecule by the MP-ase

activity of PUMP provides the energy which is required for the conformational

change of PIJMP and for the translocation of calcium fron the outer to the

inner surface of conpartment 1. Step C represents the breakdown of the

PLJMP,.nCal conplex into free PLJMP' ana nCii on the inner surface, and the

release of n calciurn Cii ions into compartment 1. Finally, in step D the

carrier Pl.JMPr retuÍrs by means of a fast process to PUMP, on the outer

surface of conpartnent 1, and PUMP, is again ready for the next cycle.
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Clearly, the net result of the sequence of chemical proces-ses A, B,

C and D is that n calciun ions are transported fron compartment 2 to compart-

ment 1 for the splitting of a single molecule of ATP. The retention of the

accumulated calciut C:i in compartnent 1 is due to the inperneability of the

walls of compartnent 1 to calciu¡n.

The question of the nunerical value of n (Cll transported/ATP

split) has been subject to najôr experinental investigations over the

past few years. Hasselbach and Makinose (1963) have suggested that for the

hy<lrolysis of one molecule of ATP, approxinately two calciun atoms are

transported, i.e., n=2. A number of researchers made observations which

are in agreement with the results of Hasselbach and Makinose (1963). However,

there is evidence suggesting a rnuch higher value for n. In fact, values as

high as n = 8 to 10 have been reported (see review in lvlartonosi , 1972).

As a consequence of the rapidity of steps D and B, PtlMP, and

PUMP2.nCa2 exist only in very small arnounts and their concentrations tend to

zero, i.e.,
(PUMP,)=o and (PtJMP2.nc"r)=0. (2.5-9)

By definition, all calcium ions in compartment 3 are bound to the

enzyme PUMP. Hence, we can write

(Cag) = n[(PUMP,.nC¿1) + (PUMP,.nC.2)] ^, n(PUMP'.nC¿1) (2.5-10)

where we have used conditions (2.5-9). Furthermore, the condition of mass

conservation denands the conservation of (PUIvfP)7, the total number of PUMP

molecules in conpartment 5 (noles/vorune). consequently, we have

(PUMP), = const = (PuMPr )+(PtlMP, )+(PUMP, .nCr1)+(PLMP, .nC"r) =

= (prrMp, )+(ptrup, .ncal) = (puMp2 ¡ * l-tc.3) (2.s-11)

where we have used conditions (2.5-9) arLd (2.5-10). Fro¡n the chemical

equati'cns (2.5-8) and conditions (2.5-9) , (2,5-10) and (2.5-11) we obtain

the differential rate equation which governs the kinetic behaviour of the

calcium pump and the calciun level in conpartnent 5
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= ,, #t (puMp, .ncar)+ (ptJMp, .nc-2_) I = n Ik, (ca)" ¡ptß4p, ) -k:,
0

" 
.nC_2) -

;v0
-tj [lwe, .nc"1) +k'-r(PyP/aJ (c.r)"] = rrr-r., -T., *T,, = rr. -T., (2.s-12)

whete

rr, = k,'n(c.2)n(ptJMPr) = k,' (cur)t[n(puNtf)r- (ca3)] T., = kr' (cus)
(2.s-13)

rr" - ntlr (PLjMP2.nca2) ^, 0 r,. - ntl, (PLJIvlPr ) (Cr1)n = O

Now I* and I' in equations (2.5-L2) and (2.5-13) correspond to I* and I'

in Fig. 2.5-5, since they represent the rate of calciun binding and rate of

calcium release from compartment 3, respectively, and this explains how these

fluxes were chosen in equations (2.5-3).

To deter¡nine the remaining flux functions, the spotlight now focuses

on compartment 1 and conpartment 2, which is the only conpartment exchanging

calciun with all the other three compartments and with the extracellular

space (cycles A, B, and C in Fig. 2.5-S).

There is evidence which strongly suppoïts the existence of a dual

source of calcium responsible for the activation of mamnalian cardiac muscle

fibres. The two functionally separate sources of calcium are (1) the influx

of calciun fron the extracellular space in accordance with the electro-

chenical gradient and the cell rnenbrane permeabiLity to calciun, and (2) the

release of calcium fro¡n intracellular storage sites. Electrophysiological

evidence consistent with the two calciun-source hypotheses for activation

of contraction in narunalian hearts is presented in Morad and Goldman ( 1973).

Thus, in setting up the nodel we have selected a scherne which mimics this

e:rperirnental reality. Indeed, in the proposed model conpartment 2 receives

calciun fron two such sources; the transmembrane influx fo, and the

intracellular flux I,, from the storage coÍPartment 1.

Now the amount of calciun available from the storage compartment 1

at a given monent is, of course, important in the deterntination of Irr.

Various experiments suggest that this amount of calciun depends on previous
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loading of compartment 1 via compartnent 5 (flux I' which has been discussed

earlier) and also on sone calcium which enters conpartment L diy,eetLy from

the extracellular space (Morad and Goldnan, 1973). Thus, it appears that

the loading of compartment 1 occurs partly by means of the calcium pump and

partly by the transport of calcium across the cell rnembrane, and for this
reason we have included the transrnembrane flux Io, in the nodel .

Each of the two transmembrane influxes fo, ald Io, nay be considered

to have two components; (1) a resting calcium influx, and (2) a calciun

influx incluced by electrical depolatizatíon of the cell nenbrane, i.e., by

an action potential Vun. We have denoted these conponents by ior, io, and

IJp llr, ïespectively, and it follows that Io, =ior*IJ, and loz =ior*Ià*r.
Now the intracellular flux I' may be considered to have three components;

(1) a resting leakage flux irr, (2) a leakage flux I,rp=7pf' due to excess

loading of compartnent 1 by the calcium punp (tn is a given constant), and

(3) a flux Ir*, induced by an electrical action potential Vonr and it follows

that Irr=ir, *7plr, *Il,
The nechanisns responsible for the resting fluxes ior, ioz, and i,,

are only poorly understood. Nevertheless, we shall assune that these fluxes

are þ,rrcwn functions of the nechanical strain E , i.e., io, = io, (e), io, = io, (e),

and ir, = ir, (e) are given fi¡rctions of e , and when e = e (t) is known these

fluxes become known fi:nctions of time. The reason for making this assunption

is the well known fact that an electrically unstinulated nuscle can be

activated (deactivated) by sinple nechanical stretching (shortening) (e.g.

see Apter andGraessLey,t9T0; Rüegg et al., L970; steiger, l97L; Endo, tg72).

A possible nechanism explaining this phenomenon is that the strain e physic-

ally increases the permeability of membranes to calcium by opening npoïesr

in them (Apter and Graessley, 1970). Later, we wirl be able to show that
the resting fluxes io' ioz, and i, z are associated with maintaining the

calcium levels in the four compartments at their equilibriu¡n values when the

nuscle is resting.
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The existence of a leakage flux I,rp it no'L repo'rtecl jn the

literature. Flowever, we have found it both logical and neces.sary to

incorporate such a leakage flux in the model to act ¿ts arfs¿tfety v:rlve'l

preventing excess loading of the storage compartment 1 by the calciunl prmp,

i.e., by the flux Irr. We have assumed that I,rp = 7plr, =7pkj(C^:), and

that the proportionality constant tp=tn[(Cat)_] is aknour¿ firnctíon of

(C.t)-, the calcium level in compartnent 1 in equilibrium [see equations

2,5-I7)1, Normally, (Car)- is well below the ful1 loading capacity of

compartment L, and the leakage current trrn tr very weak and can be ignored

because 7-<< 1. However, as (C¿1)- increases we get an associated j-ncrease
p

in the value of 7p, and as a consequence the leakage flux I, zn Brows stronger

and stronger. In fact, we lnay even have tn t 1 and the triggering of calciurn

release from conpartment 1, as during membrane depolarization by an electric-

al action potential. What al-t this adds up to is that in an "emergenc¡-

condition" the flux I' is not permitted to overload conpartnent 1 and is

redirected to conpartnent 2. The nechanisn responsible for Irzp can be

conpared to the safety valve of a pressure cooker, or to the steam release

from under the hovering lid of a vigorously boiling saucepan. Clearly, the

leakage flux Irrn becones significant only under conditions when the muscle

is behaving abnornally, and we shall have occasion to return to this flux jn

section 2.6 when we discuss flutter and fibrillation.
Turning now to the fluxes Il, , IJ, , and Ir*, induced by the action

potential, we again find that the exact mechanisns responsible for these

fluxes are only poorly trnderstood, and we shall assurne that I;r (t), I;, (t),
ana fi, (t) ate giuen functions of ti¡ne. Although there remain, at present,

a large number of discrepancies between functional and electrophysiological

studies, and although the specific nechanisms deternining I;r (t), IJ2 (t),
ana ff, (t) are not known and rnust await further experimentation, sone agree-

rnent exists on certain aspects of these fluxes as derived from electro-
physiological and functional studies. The two fluxes fi, (t) ana fj, (t) seen

to be markedly different in (a) the time course of developnent, and (b) the
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directness and nature of their control by the action potential. Existing
evidence strongly suggests that upon stimulation, the source which stores

calciun in the mammalian myocardium is effectively "triggered, to r.elease

its calcium by the first 100 milliseconds of the action potential, and this
produces a very strong but relatively short-lived flux Il2 (t). Thereafter,
the release of stored calcium is relatively independent of continued. nembrane

depolarization. rn fact, rl, is 1ittle affected by prenature action
potentials. In a beating heart, the quantity of releasable calciun in the

store is regulated by the nature and shape of the previous 8 to 10 action
potentials. Now in contïast to Il2 (t), the transmembrane influx rj, (t) is
under direct and eontínuous control of the action potential. A more detailed
description of the nature of r*,, Ilr, and If, can be found in Morad and

Goldman (1973).

Finally, we have assuned that the transmembrane efflux Iro is direct-
ly proportional to (c"z) (e.g. see caldwel1, 1971), and r4re ca¡ write
Iro =brg (Ca2) where bro is the constant of proportionatity. This assunption
is based on the idea that ar increase in the concentration of free ionized
calcium in the cytoplasnic fluid, i.e., compartment2, is rnost probably
associated with an increase in the force tending to drive these ions out of
compartrnent 2, Similarly, we have assumed that the transmembrane efflux r, o

is directly proportional to (Car) and is given by I,o =b,o(Car), where b,o

is a constant.

Before going any further, we would like to nake a nunber of general

observations. Heart muscle shows an amazing variety of nechanical responses

which are most probably the result of the action of its highly variable and

adaptable E-c coupling systen. This adaptability is, of course, a

prerequisite for fulfilling the diverse needs of the circulatory systen.
Thus, in this section we have nade a nodest atteÍpt to set up a model and

select a set of flux functions which are capable of predicting the complex
responses of the cardiac E-c coupling system. rt should, however, be

renembered that the exact mechanisns behind all the fluxes (2.s-s) renain to
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beelucidate<l.Although,asnoteclearlier,differencesaÏeexpectedin
animal muscle fibres having different diameters or different contraction

speeds, it is hoped that the analysis of the plesent nodel would illustrate

general principles that might be useful in studying other kinds of striated

muscle fibr:es.

substituting now the flux functions (2.5-5) into the equations of

mass conservation (2.5-2), we obtain the differential 1.ate equations which

deternine the time coulse of the calciun levels in the four conpaTtments

- -br o (crr)+kj (1-rn) (ca¡)+i, (e)+lti(t)

d(C.r)ï.p - -b2o (caz)+kjrn (cas)+kl, (c"a)-t<l tc.r)tln(PIMP)"- (ca3) l-

-kj (ca2) I (RPS) ?- (ca4) 1 +i, (e) +H; (t)
(2.5-t4)

ry = k; (ca2)'[r,(puup), - (ca3) ]-k; (ca3)

d (ca4 )

+ = kj (ca2) t (Rps)? - (ca4) l-k:. (ca+)

where
i, (e) = io, (e)-i,, (e) h{i(t) = rJ, (t)-rl, (t)

(2. s- ls)

i2 (e) = íorle)+i,, (e) H;(t) = rl, (t)+rl, (t)

Clearly, ir(e) and ir(e) represent the net "¿-inducedl resting fluxes enter-

ing compaïtments 1 and 2, respectively, fron other soulces at a given nuscle

length e. They are given functions of e and will be referred to as the nech-

anical activation (or excítation) functions' Sirnilarly, XT(t) and hìä(t) re-

present the net fluxes entering compartments 1 and 2rrespectively' from oth-

er sources in response to an electrical action potential (hl, pronounced

Aleph, is the first lettel in the Hebrew alphabet). They are given funct-

ions of tfune and will be referred to as the electrical activation (or ex-

citation) functions.

Thus, the kinetics of our E-C coupling model is governed by the set

of four differential rate equations (2.5-L4) in the four unknowns (Cu1)'

(caù, ca3), and (ca4) . This set is nonlinear (the last three equations are
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nonlinear) and it possesses no general analytical solution. However, the

ttnonlinearity linitationrr cart, of course, be surnounted by using analogue

or digital conputer ntethods for obtaining nunerical solutions to the complex

late equations (2.5-14). But these methods will not be discussed in this
thesis. Instead, solutions will be obtained under certain sinplified
conditions and by introduction of nathematical approximation techniques.

In what follows we shalI study the kinetic behaviour of the E-C coupling

systen when this system is: (1) in chenical equilibriun, (2) far fron
chemical equilibriun, and (3) near chemical equilibrium.

A systen is said to be in a condition of chemical equilibriun when

there is no variation in the distribution of substances in the various parts

of the systen. Accordingly, the E-C coupling systen will reach chemical

equilibrium when the nuscle fibre is (a) resting under the influence of a

constant action potential (V¿p)- and constant electrical activation functions

sr- and flr- for a very long tine, and (b) held at a constant rength

a- = E (-), and consequently influenced by constant nechanical activation
functions ir- and ir- , for a very long time. The exact conditions of
chenical equilibriurn are given by

and

YAp = (Voo)- = const. Ni = Hr- = const. fli = Nr- = const.

r =E- = e (*) = const. 
i'=i'- = i' (e-) =io'Ce-) -it 2 (e-) =const '
i, =ir* = i, (e*) =io , (e -) +i, 2 (e- ) =const .

d (C¿1)

1;- = -bro (Cat)-+k'(1-7p) (C"r)-+ir- + H1- = 0

d(ca2) . n
dt = -b, o (c"2)-+kjrn (c.r)-+kl, (c"rr)--k; (ca2)-t"tnurw¡r-

- (C"s)-l -kJ (Ca2)-t (RPS) ,- (C¿a)_l *ir_ *Nr_ = Q

d (ca3)
= r<i (c.2)lt" {ewn) î- (ca3)_l -kj (c"r)_=o

d (C",*)

-r 
= kj (c¿2)_[ (Rps)1- (c¿4)*]-k:, (c"4)_=0

(2.5-t6a)

(2. s- 16b)
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where

(Car)-= [C.1(-)J (C¿2)-= [C"2(-)l (Ca¡)-= [C.3(*)1 (Ca,*)-= [C.a(-)l
are the calciun levels in the four compartments when the system is in chemical

equilibriun. It should be renarked here that equations (2.5-16b) are also

valid when the systen is in a steaQy state.

Hence, in chenical equilibriun the four rate equations (2.5-14) are

reduced to the set of four algebraic equations (2.5-16b) in the four unknowns

(Cu1)-, (C¿2)-, (C¿3)-, and (C¿4)-. To determine these unknowns we first
solve equations (2.5-16b) for (C"1)_, (C¿3)_, and (C¿a)_ to obtain

(car)* = # lir-+ ir- +N, -*ßr- - b2o (ca2)-]

nkl (PUMP)r(C"2):
(Caa)- 1

= 

- 

[ir- * Nr- - b2o (Caz.)-]
kj (l-rn)

(2.s-17)

(Ca+)- =

kj +kr' (ca2):

kj (RPS)r(c"r)_

kl, +kj (C"2)*

clearly, the three equilibriun calcium levels (cr1)-, (c.¡)_, and (c.u)_ can

easily be deternined frorn equations (2,s-17) provided (c.2)_ is a known

quantity. To determine (c¿2)-, 1et us rewrite the second of equations

(2.s-17) as

(c"r)Tt + q, (c¿2)l * o, (c.z)- * 9, = Q (2.s-18)

where

= t; tnkj (1-rn)(PUMP) r- íz--$2-l
kj(ir-+s2_)

Qr 9z

k;

k;
9¡ =-

bro

Now in a healthy and normally contracting rnuscle, ure can neglect 7p=7pt(Cat)]
i¡ er because ?p << 1 (recall that under normal conditionr fr rp is a very

weak leakage flux). Consequently, equation (2.5-18) can be solved for the

single turknown (C"2)- since g1 re2,Q3, and n are given constants. In the

general case, when 7n cannot be neglected, we can always express 7n in teïms

of (C.2)- by using the first equation of equations (2,5-17), i.e., we can

always find the function 7p = 7p [ (caz)-] . Thus, q, is a known function of
(ca2)- , md (2.5-18) can always be sorved for the single unknown (ca2)-.

k
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Irinally, notice that on physi ca1 'grounds we n¡ust ltlve (C,.2)..>0, íuìc1 so coln-

plex roots and negative roots of (2.5-18) are excluded.

We are now in a position to conclude that the resting transmembrane

influxes io, and io2 are responsible for nraintaining the calcium 1eve1s in
compartrnents l, 2, S, and 4 at their equilibriun levels (C¿1)_, (C¿2)*,
(C¿3)-, and (C"a)- when the lnuscle is completely relaxed (unstinulated),
i'e', when flr* = Hr- = 0. rndeed, fron equations (2.s-L6a) and (2.s-r7) it
follows that when io, and io2 are at their lowest values, i.e., when

io, = ioz = 0, we must have (C¿1)-= (Caz)- = (Cas)- = (Ca,*)- = 0 and i, = i, = 6

[the flux i* must vanish when (C"1)_=01. However, at the onset of this
section we have seen that in a relaxed. nuscle (Crr)_ = L0-? moles/kilogr¿Lm
(experimental resutt). consequently, at least one of the fluxes io, and io,
nust have a positive value!

Equations (2,s-r6), (2.s-r7) and, (2.s-18) are very important since
they can be used in the evaluation of physiological laboratory experiments
and in the deternination of: (1) the numerical value of n (c:; transported
by the calcium punp/ATP split) , (2) the numericar value of the various rate
constants appearing in equations (2.5-74), and (s) the nature of the resting
flux firnctions io, (e), io2(e), and i,r(e) (this can be achieved by conducting
experiments at various nuscle length e ).

The determination and analysis of the carciun tra¡sients Icu1(t)J,
[Ca2(t)], [Ca3(t)], and [C"4(t)] when the E-C coupling system is far" from
chemical equilibrium is as ?reasyrr as extracting a tooth fron an angry baboon,
because lve are hampered by the inherent mathematical linitations of treating
the nonlinear rate expressions (2.s-r4). True, integrated rate laws, i.e.,
exact solutions, can be obtained in a few cases which involve (a) rnaking
assurPtions about the value of constants or aggregates of constants appearing
in equations (2'5-14), or (b) the introduction of sinprified rate expressions
valid under highly sinplified physiological conditions. Although some of
these solutions are very elegant, they will not be included in the present
study because they involve restrictions and sinplifications responsible for
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considerable loss of kinetic infor¡nation, i.e., they merely lepresent an

anusing mathematical exercise which does not contribute nuch to the under-

standing of the physiological problen.

There is, however, one simplified case of practical physiological

inportance that will be considered now. It was mentioned earlier that the

time course of the calcium transient [C"r(t)J (the calciwn level in the

cytoplasnic fluid) can be deternined etperirnentally (e.g. see Fig, 2,5-2,

or Ashley and Ridgway , 1968) . Thus, let [Ca2 (t) ] be a giuen continuous

function of tine. Then, fron equations (2.5-14) it follows that in this
special case, exact integrated rate laws can be obtained for [Cat(t)],
[Ca3(t)], and [C"u(t)] by using stanclard solution nethods. For example,

fron the last equation of equations (2.5-14) we get the first-order
nonhomogeneous linear differential equation with tine-dependent coefficients

d(ca'+) * 1r.1, + r<j tc"r(r) r)(c"q) = kJ (Rps) r[c^2.(t) ], (2.s-le)dtt
which affords no challenge to the analyst since it possesses the simple,

explicit solution
t

-r(t)
e
r(t')lca4(t)l = e lcaq (to ) I * kJ (RPS) 

? lca2 (t') I dt'
to

t

{

= (Rps)* = (Rps) r+ e-.-tt'{r."u(t0) I - (Rps)r[1 + kl. 
I

r (t')
e clt' l )

(2.s-20)

Sini 1ar

to

t
in which r(t) = {kl. +kj [ca2 (u) ] ]du and [c", (t) 1 =

"1 
tP-o:,]

L4

equations an<l solutions can be obtained first for [Ca3(t)] and then for

[Car(t)]. Notice that solution (2.5-20) is also valid when [Ca2(t)] does

not depend on [Ca4 (t) ] (such a physiological situation does exist ! ) .

Thus, we conclude that in physiological situations in which [Ca2(t)]

is either a known function, or a function whose dependence on [Ca3 (t) ] and

[Ca4(t)] can be ignored, the E-C coupling problem is reduced to solving

three first-order linear differential equations for the tra¡sients [Cat (t) ],
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[Ca3(t) ], and [Ca4(t) ] by means of conventional methods, ild these solutions

are easy to obtain. Furthermore, when [Ca2(t)] is given, we can immediately

turn to the analysis of the biochenical activities of rnuscle (see section

2.7), since the time course of the TUABS function tni(t) I can be computed

fron (2.5-20) and (2.5-1a). Finally, it is inrportant to notice that when

the transient [Ca2 (t) ] is controlled and neasured under various experinental

conditions, we can use the erpenimentaLLy measuyed uaLues of the associated

transients [Car (t) ], [Ca3 (t ) ], and [Caq (t) ] to evaluate the different

constants appearing in equations (2.5-14). For example, if we substitute

the experinentally-deternined transients ICa2(t)] and [Ca*(t)] into equation

(2.5-20), we can find the nunerical value of the constants k31, k:3, and(RPS)".

After studying sinplified cases, it should be renarked here that

more general soLutions to the nonlinear rate equations (2.5-L4) can, of

course, be obtained by using various approxination techniques, €.g.,

perturbation rnethods. In fact, vre have used perturbation methods to obtain

some very interesting solutions, but because of space linitations they will
not be included in this thesis and will be published elsewhere.

Next, let us investigate the kinetic behaviour of the calcium

transients[Cat(t)], [Ca2(t)], [Ca3(t)], and [C"u(t)] when the E-C coupling

system is neaz. chenical equilibriurn, i.e., when the perturbations (or

deviations) fron chenical equilibrium are quite snall. This problem is of

considerable inportance since nany qualitative features of the E-C coupling

process and of the unsteady calcium movenents governed by (2.5-14), as well

as methods of calculation, may most easily be appreciated by restricting the

discussion to near equilibrium calciun transients.

The tirne-dependent behaviour of che¡nical systens near equilibriun is
generally described as cheníeaL reLanation, and an exact treatment of such

þhenonrena ís possible. For snal1 perturbations, the rate equations (2.5-I4)

can be linearized and consequently an exact solution to these equations can

always be obtained, regardless of the complexity of the E-C coupling process.

In the following pages, the fundanental thoughts behind this approach and a
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general solution to the problem will be presentecl togetltt'r' tvi th the eqtration

cletcrrnj.ning the chenical relaxation times, i.e ., thc' chcnliclrl r'el¡xation

spectra. In addition, exact solutions, i.€., calcittm transients, will be

obtained for some particularly useful activation functions along with

consideration of some physiologically significant cases.

To set up the linearized nodel, let the system be near chemical

equilibriun or near steady-state calciun kinetics. Then, the calciun leve1s

in compartrnents 1, 21 3, and 4 nay be thought of as having constant

equilibrium (or steady-state) values (C¿1)_, (C¿2)_, (Ca3)_, and (Cru)_ on

which are superposed nuch smaller tine-dependent perturbations with

incrernental values o, (t), c, (t), o, (t), and co (t), respectively, i.e.,

[cal(t) ] = (car)- + c, (t) [ca2(t) ] = (c.z)- + o, (t)
(2.s-21)

[c.r(t)J = (c"s)- + a, (t) [c.u(t)1 = (c.+)- * co (t)

In addition, suppose now that the nuscle is essentially held at a constant

equilibriun (or steady-state) length t- on which aïe superposed very srna11

length changes AZ . Then, the strain is given by e = Êoo + Ae, and we can

approximate the mecha¡ical activation fi¡nctions by

il (e) = ir (e-+Àe) = i, (e-) + Ai, æ i, (e-) * b, (e-e -) (2.s-22a)
i2 (Ê) = i, (e-+Âe) = i, (E-) +ai, oirCe-) +bz (e-e-)

where U, = il (e-) are constants. Similarly, the

electrical activation functions xf(t) and hli(t) may be thought of as having

constant equilibriun (or steady-state) values fìr- and hlr- on which are

superposed very sma11 perturbation conponents hlr (t) and N, (t), respectively.

Then, the electrical activation functions can be approxinated by

xl(tl = Hr- + ft, (t) Hl(r) = Hr- + hì. (t) (2.s-22b)

Expanding now (C"r)n = [(Ca2)-* c, Jn by neans of the binonial theorern,

we get
(c"r)n = [(C"r)-.crìn = (c"r)l*n(c"2)]-to, *qÐ (C.r)l-2ol*... ,

åil ,rgt, = ij (e') = *9.'l
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and since by definition oz ( (C.z)-, we may neglect all the terrns of order
a.2 and higher to obtain the approxi.nation [c.rIt) ]t = (ca2): *r(c.z)l-lc,, (t).
Substituting this approximation and the new variables (2,5-21) and activation
fu¡rctions (2,5-22) into equations (2.s-r4), and then (a) naking use of the

equilibriurn (or steady-state) conditions (2.s-16b), and (b) assuming that
&zqs and ûzoe are negligible compared to other terms in (2.5-14), we obtain
the differential equations for small perturbation of the calcium leve1s fron
chemical equilibriun or fron steady-state calciun kinetics

da, (t) ktIdt
*k;

where the rrnewil rate constants

k;

b2

-k)ro, + kjra, * kjooo + b, e(t) + fì, (t)

k4 4

o¿ + b, e(t) + N, (t)

4

33

a
33

k3t q
22 q'

k
-3

kJ a2

(2.s-23)

(2.s-24)
n-l
æ

k;kr'(ca2):

a
4

k) 
"o,

)(+
3

++
02

,=bro kl, =kj (1-7p) kj, =kjzn+k,' (ca2): = kj, -kj (1-7p)

k: kj kj 2 kJ kt
2

t + C æ

(Caz)

kj +ki (ca2):

kj, =kj t (RPS)r- (c"u)_J=kl,
(ca+)- kjk:, (RPS)? kr'kl, (RPS) 

"(c"r)- kl, +kj (c.z)- kjo

are functions of the "oldr? îate constants and the equilibriun (or steady-state)
cytoplasmic fluid calciun level (C¿2)_ [recall that 7n is a known fimction of
(Ca2)-1. In addition, observe that we have introduced the definition

D- t)

r = i: for the strain, and as a consequence v/e have e-= g. Equations
(2.5-23) nay also be expressed in matrix forrn as

kj, =nk,' [n(PUMp)r,- (ca3)-] (caz)]- t=nrj 
P = kJk; (pr.JMp)rn2
(ca2)_
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ar (t)
c, (t)
c. (t)
ao (t)

-k 0

0

2

0

kr'

kt
3

k;

kJ,

kt21

-kr"

0

kot o

o, (t)

cr, (t)

c. (t)

ao (t)

, e (t) +fl, (t)

b2 E (t) +fì, (t)

0

0

(2.5-23a)

l1

d
æ

0

0

0

+

2

-k44

where tkljl is a square matrix of order 4 of the rrnewrt rate constants.

The rate equations (2.5-23) constitute a set of coupled first-order
linear nonhornogeneous differential equations with constant coefficients in
the four unknowns a, (t), 02 (t), o, (t), and co (t), which may be solved by a

nunber of standard nethods. However, we shall use the nethod of Laplace

transforns since it yields a general solution which is very useful ín (a)

studying various features of the E-C coupling process, (b) studying the

biochenical and other activities of nuscle, and (c) the derivation of the

general equations of motion of nuscle.

Before h¡e proceed, we wish to conment that the nagnitude of the

cytoplasnic fluid calciun level (C¿2)-, which determines the value of the

rate constants (2,5-24), pLays a role of paranount importance in controlling
nany of the physiological responses of the E-c coupling process. As an

example, later we shal1 have several opportunities to see how the magnitude

of (C.2)- deternines whether a nuscle is contracting normally or abnormally.

Now, we shall deternine the perturbation conponents c, (t), 02 (t),
a, (t), md ao (t) induced by lanown length changes e (t) and electrical
perturbations |ì, (t) and fì, (t), by solving the linearized rate equations

(2.5-23) subject to given initial conditions. For sinplicity, it will be

assumed that the system is activated at tine t = 0 by e (t), hì, (t), and hì2 (t),
and that prior to t = 0 the systen is in chenical equilibrium or in a steady

state. Accordingly, the initial conditions are given by

e, (-0) = a2 (-0) = o, (-0) = c¡ (-0) = 0. (2 .S_25)

Now the Laplace transforms of equations (2.5-23) satisfying the initial
conditions (2.5-25) nay be written as
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- (kl, +s)c, (s) +tlra, (s) = -b, õ(s)-ft, (s)

- (kjr+s)d, (s) +t<jrd, (s) +kjo&o (s) = -brð(s)-lr, (s)

kll.ã, (s) - (tjr+s)d, (s) = Q (2.s-26)

t<jre, (s) - (kjo +s)oo (s) = o

where the bar over a variable denotes the Laplace transforn of that variable.

This is a set of four simultaneous linear algebraic equations, called the

subsidiary equations, in the four unknowns õ, (s), d, (s), ã', (s), and oo (s).

The coefficient deterninant of (2.5-26) is a polynonial of degree 4 in s

defined by

- (krr , +s) o k;r o

- (kj, +s) kj, kjo
kj, - (kj¡ +s) o

kj, o -(kjo+s)

(s-s, ) (s-sr) (s-s, ) (s-so ) Q.5-27)0

0

0

where so = -krt, , and s, , s2 , and s. are the roots of the characteristic cubic

equation in s

ra +gcr tz +Eczs*g., = (s-sr)(s-sr)(s-sr) = 0 (2.s-28)

in which g", , Ecr, .nd 9., are given coefficients which can be deternined by

expanding the determinant (2,5-27) into a polynonial and then using definitions

(2.5-24). Hence, we can write

8., =8., [ (ca2)-] = kj , *kj, *kj 
o

8"=8", r(ca2)-r 

=î.;ri;i:ii,.;t,T,,;;,.';ïu-,",-,, (2 s-zs)

8..=8.. [(ca2)-] = k;4 (k;rkjr-kjrkjr-kjrkJr) = k'o [brokr"*k'(1-7p)kJ, ]

Solving now the subsidiary equations (2.5-26) for the unknowns, we obtain
u,ã(s)*R, (s) k,'.kj, (s+k'o ) tbrõ(s)+Ñ, (s)l

d, (s)

d, (s)

o, (s)

+ (s-s, ) (s-s, ) (s-a;) (a:1Is-s
4

(s+kj, ¡ (s+kjo )
[b, ã (s) +hl, (s) J(s-s, ) ¡s-s, ) (s-s, )

kt fs+kt )32' 44'
[b, Ë(s) *Ñ, {s) J d, (s)(s-s, ) (s-s, ) (s-s, )

tj, (s+kj, )
do (s)

kt32=-s+k I
33

ki,
=-s +k¿t 

¿¡s-s, ) (s-sr; ¡s-s, ) [b. è(s)+H, (s) I o, (s)

(2.s-30)
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Notice that the determinant and polynonial defined by equation (2.5-27)

correspond to the characteristic determinant and characteristic polynonial,

respectively, of the matrix of rate coefficients tkij I appearing in the matrix

equation (2.s-23a). Hence, we conclude that the roots srrs2,s3, and s4 are

the eigenvalues of the natrix ttj-: l. Now these eigenvalues are easy to
determine. For one thing, we already know that so - -krt, = -bro (0 is a

negative real nu¡nber. For another, fron the theory of cubic equations (e.g.

see Archbold, L970) it follows that s'Sz, and s, can be readily computed

from the characteristic cubic equation (2.5-28) by using sta¡rdard solution

nethods, md that the nature of s, rs, and s, is deter¡nined by the

discrininant D" of equation (2.5-28)rwhich nay be expressed in terns of the

coefficients gcr , E"r, and gc. in the following forrn:

D" = D"[(ca2)-] - 18ggr B"rg", * E""rg'", -  E'ctE", - 4E'", - 27E2cs Q,s-2Ba)

The discrininant D" dieeninirtates between real and conplex roots of (2.!5-28),

and we conclude that there will be: (1) three real and unequal characteristic
roots, i.e., eigenvalues, when D.)0, (2) three real characteristic roots of
which at least two are equal when D. = 0, and (3) one real characteristic root

and two conjugate complex characteristic roots when D" ( 0. Furthernore,

from the R.H.S. of (2.5-28a) we find that the dÍscrininant D" is a fi¡nction

of (c"2)-, and that D. eøt be positíue, zero, on negatiue depending on the

magnítude of (C^2)-. Thus the transition fron real characteristic roots to
complex characteristic roots occurs at a cr"itieal eaLeiwt LeueL (Caz)_ =

= [ (Caz)-]critical when D" = 0 (the case of nultiple roots) . This important

matter will be discussed again later, but for the ¡no¡nent it will be assumed

that (Caz)- I [ (C"z)-]critical and D. I 0 and that there are no nultiple
characteristic roots, i.e., that s1 rs2,s3, and so are all different.

Now a concise form of equations (2.5-50) nay be obtained by using

transfer fi:nction representation. To do this, we introduce the following
transfer functions along with their expansions into sums of sinrple partial
fractions:



iÞ, (s) =

Õ, (s) =

iÞ, (s) =

{,o (s) =

and

at (t) =

= 3 utt=,
r=1 s-sr
U2rô

-=¿
s-s t
u¡t

+=¿s-sr
U4r

-=¿
s-sr

J

t=

U e
srt

r=l r

ls1

(2. s-31)

(2.s-33a)

k;, kj, (s+ko'o )
s- sr s- Sz s-s¡ S-s¿

(s+kj, ) (s+kjo )
s-sr S- S, s-st

kj. (s+kjo )
(æ

kj, (s+kj. )
-sl s-se s-Ss

""") ui (s) =+=r{"*t}(4
{'ì,u,'

3-\'r=l
3

-sr=l
3

-sr=1

{
S-t

r u2.e

2

>-U.er=l qr

3

"")

where the constants U., are obtained by splitting the tïansfer functions
o, (s), o, (s), Õ, (s) and iÞn (s) up into partial fractions by means of the

formula ui, = [ (s-sr)Õ, (s) ] s=sr e,s_s2)
in which T ranges over 1,2r3r4 for i = 1, and over Lr2rs for each i= 2rsr4.
In terrns of the transfer functions (2,s-s1), the transforms of the
perturbation conponents (2.5-30) nay be expressed as

ä, (s) = \ (s) ¡u,e (s¡+ñ, (s)1 +Õ, (s) ¡urð¡s1+ñ, (s) )

d'i (s) = Q + iÞ, (s) tb, e (s) +\ (s) I i=2 ,, ,o(' 
' 5- 30a)

Finally, using the convolution theoren and. (2.5-J1) we nay fínd the inverse
transforns of equations (2.5-30a),i.e., the perturbation conponents in the
time domain, so that in terms of the known forcing fi.¡nctions e(t), fìr (t),
and fl, (t) the general solution of our initial value problen is given by the
integrals

rt rt
o, (t) = I { (t-t') [b, Ê(r')+hrr (t') ]dt'+l Õ1 (t-t') [bz€(t'1+h{, (t') ]dt, =Joto'

-s, tr -- 4 s-t fe " [bre(t')*h-ì, (t')]dt'llrUrr""'-t
t

¡t
e [bre(t'1+hì, (t')]dt'

-s-tr' [b, e(r')+ft, (r') ]dt'
(2. s- 33b)

where i=2,314. These solutions determine the generaL kinetíc behaviour of
the E-C coupling process near chemical equilibriun. Now by performing the
indicated integrations we can obtain the perturbation components CI, (t) , otz (t) ,
er (t) and oo (t) in epeeiaL eaees characterized by the nature of specific given
forci.ng functions Ê (t), N, (t), and t{, (t). Note, that the nature of these

{tt, C.-.') [b, e (t,) +f{, (t,) ] ¿t , 1årurru""l.t"
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peïturbation components depends on the nature of both the forcing functions

Ê(t) , fll (t) , hl2 (t) and the characteristic roots s'sz ¡s3 ¡54 .

Predictably, a natter of great importance in the analysis of muscle

behaviour is the knowledge of whether or not the E-C coupling systen is

stable, i.e., whether its response to abounded excilation renains bounded

or becornes infinite as t+-, since such instabilities nay indicate muscle

disease. Qualitatively, for the purposes of our discussion, we will say that

the E-C coupling systen is (1) kinetieaLLy stabLe if sna1l impressed

'rdisturbances" e(t), flr (t), and bì, (t), which themselves die out, result in
responses o, (t), a, (t), o, (t), ild ao (t) which deviate only slightly from

the previous condition and eventually also die out, and (2) kineticaLLy

unstabLe if such rrdisturbancesrt result in responses which go on indefinitely

and also depart further and further frorn the previous condition turtil the

increases are linited by the nonlinearities of the E-C coupling process.

Clearly, when the systen is kinetically r¡tstable and can no longer retttrn to

chemical equilibrium in response to short-1ived excitation, we may conclude

that the E-C coupling process is operating abnormally and that the nuscle is

ailing. Now the possibility of relatively short-lived "disturbancesil giving

rise to responses which go on indefinitely at a small valtte is so completely

unlikely on physical grounds that it is r:ninportant. However, for purposes

of classification, we will also call the corresponding systen kinetically

unstab1e.

Let the I'disturbances" e (t) , fìr (t) , and hì, (t) be impressed on the

systern for only a finite length of tine defined by 0(t(to. Then, when

t)to all the integrals appearing in equations (2.5-33) assu¡ne constant

values since e(t) =hl, (t) =hì2 (t) = 0, and as a consequence the time course of

a, (t), o, (t), o, (t), and oo (t) is deternined solely by the nature of

exponentials of the forn "=tt, where r ranges over 1,213,4. In generalrthe

characteristic roots will be complex numbers of the forn s, = ô, * jør, wh.ere

j = Ã. If any s, has a positive real part ôr )0, then solutions (2.5-33)

will contain a corresponding exponentially increasing factor uôtt, and the
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systen will be kineticálly tnstable. In the physically unlikely case that

the real part of a s, should be ôr=0, i.e., in the case of an inaginary

root s, = jor, the corresponding response would be of a steady-state

oscillatory type, and this syste¡n would also be classified as kinetically
unstable. consequently, if, and only if, the real parts of all sr are

negative numbers rr( 0 (r = 1 ,2rS14), the responses e, (t), e2 (t), a3 (t), Ðd
co (t) will ultinately fall offexponentially tending to zeTo as t * -, and

the system will be kinetically stable.

Stated in other words, the kinetic stability or instability of the

systen depends on the location of the poles s1 rs2 rs3 r and so of the transfer
functions (2.5-31) in the complex s-plane. If al1 the poles s1,s2,s3, and

s4 lie to the left of the inaginary axis, we nay say that the system is
kinetically stable. But if one or nore of these poles lie on the imaginary

axis or to the right of it, the systen is kinetically rmstable. Finally,
fron equations (2.5-30a) it foLlows that even if the system is disturbed by

all kinds of Long-Liued fotcing functions e(t) , Nr (r) , and hì, (t) which go

on indefinitely at a snall value, stability of the systen is still soleLy

dependent on the nature of srrs2rs' and so since, by hypothesis, ä(s), ñ(r),
ana Ñ, (s) can have no poles in the right half of the conplex s-plane.

Note, that the definition of kinetic stability that we have adopted

here is, in fact, equivalent to the well-known definition of asyntptotie

stabiLity (e.g. see Sokolnikoff and Redheffer, 1966) in which a system is
said to be stable íf, undtiuen, its rêsponse appïoaches zero as ú+- for
all possible initial states.

Now we recall that so - -kr', = -bro (0. Hence, the stability of our

system depends solely on the nature of s, ,sr, and s, . According to the

Routh-tlurwitz stability criterion (e.g. see pipes and Harvill, 1970) the

necessary and sufficient conditions that all these characteristic roots

have negative real parts are: first, that all the coefficients of the

characteristic cubic equation (2.5-28) are positive, i.e.,
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B"r)0 g"z)0 8"3)0, (2.5-34a)

and second, that

Ect9cz - 8"¡)o (2.5-34b)

Observing now that all the rate constants kl., except kr'r, defined by

relations (2.5-24) are aLuays positive numbers, v/e car use equations

(2.5-29) to conclude: (1) that conditions gcr)O and Ectçcz - gc3 ) 0 are

always fulfilled, and (2) that g", is always larger an* ffi i.e.,
g^r>*1. Hence, conditions (2.5-34a) anð, (2.5-34b) reduce to the sing1e

l\c ¡
condition 8d¡9, and it follows that the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion

kJo

assures stability if

Bc3r0 i.e. if t^< !*broki, -r* urottj*tr'(c.z)ll'
---:-/ w r'ç. 'P k; ki, ui(o*n)l"u;), (."rË | 

(2'5-34c)

This interesting result leads us to an important conclusion, nanely, that

the stability of the systen depends solely on the magnitude of the leakage

flux Irrp = ?pfrr. Under normal conditions when 7p << 1, the system is

kinetically stable since conditions (2.5-34) are readily satisfied. Now

the system is still kinetically stable even if 7p = 1 and Irrp= Irr, i.e.,
even if conditions are abnonnal with all the calciun punped into the'storage

conpartment 1 by the Ca-pump leaking out by means of I':p. However, kinetic

instabilities can occuï when tn Þ L + 
ffi and they are induced by strong

leakage fluxes frrn t Irr. The existence of such strong Leakage fluxes I12n

may be possible on physiological grounds, but in the following it will be

assuned that condition (2.5-34c) is fulfilled and that the system is

kinetically stable. It should, however, be renarked here that this

assumption does not provide an assurance that the systcm is perforrning

normally since, as u¡e shall see below, significant muscle diseases can also

occur in kinetically stable ll-C coupling systens.

The tine has now cone to obtain solutions and to study the nature

of the inportant TUABS function t$(t)l (recall that this is the ultimate

goal of this section). Suppose we denote by (Aä)- and by d"(t) the constant



equilibrium (or steady-state) value and the tine-dependent perturbation

component of [Ai(t)1, respectively. Then, if we substitute (RPS)* = (Cr4) =

= (C.4)-+co (t) into (2,5- la) we can write

tA;(t) I = K,rb"[(ca,+)-+ oo (r) I = (A[)-+d*(r)

where (A;)* = K,rb" (Ca*)- and d * (t) = K*"c,n (t) 
(2 ' 5- 35)

Now, from equations (2.5-30a) we know that do (s) =Õo (s)lbrõ¡s)+Ñ. (s)].
Flence, in terns of the tra¡sforned forcing firnctions ã(s) and Ñ, (s), the

Laplace transforrn of the perturbation component CI*(t) = K*"ao (t) is given

by the operational relation
õ* (r) = K'b"õo (s) = Õ¡"(s) [b, Ë (s) *ñ. (s) ] (2. s-g6)

where ou"(s) = K*"Õ, (s). Using now relations (2.5-31) and (2.5-32) with
í=4, we can express the transfer function rÞ""(s) in the forn

U-Lò

-=¿s-sr
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(2.s-37)ou"(s) =Krrb"Õo(s) =Krr¡= ffi=rå, {'Ë,u'"""¡
wheré the constants U, ,U, r and U, are given by

U, = K,rb"Uo, = K,rb"[ (s-s, ¡oo (s) ]"=", = K*"

(2. s- 38)

u, = t*"uo r = K,rb" [ (s-s¡ )o4 (s) ] s=s, = Krrb" -;}fP*,
Furthermore, it is easy to verify tha

3

"ìrur 
= Ur +U, *u, = Q (2.5-39)

Finally, using the convolution theorem and (2.5-37),we may find the inverse

transform of the operational relation (2.5-36) and the tine course of the

perturbation conponent o*(t) in the forn of the general solution

a*(t) = Kob"on c.l = frl"(r-t,)lbre(r')+].ì2 (t,)ldt, =

#ruru""/o:-""'[br"(t')+hì2 (t') ]dt, ( 2.s-40)

in terrns of the known forcing functions e(t) and ht, (t).
Now the operational relation (2.5-56) plays an important role in the

¡nuscle model developed in this chapter, and it is used as a starting point

u, = **"u0, = K,rbs[(s-sr)Õ4 (s)]s=sr= K.,rb" ,ri::iitriltJ,
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in the biochenical analysis about to follow in section 2. -. Frorn (?.5-3(')

it follows that near chemical equilit'rium rrn Il-C coupling svstem of tlr'r'

level of conplexity may be sinply represented as a "black box" which relates

the transforns oFthe eæeítatíon ínput variable brã(s)+hl, (s) and the

bioeherntcaL output variable o*(s) by neans of the transfer function Õ""(s),

and we indicate this by the simple block diagram shown in Fig. 2.5-7.

Without doubt, the "black box" iÞ""(s) representing the system contains vital

E-C coupling
system

b, e (s ) +lì, (s) input output
d* (s)

Fig. 2.5-7. Block diagran of the E-C coupling systen.

"E-C coupting information" and we shal1 call it the E-C eoupLing tz'ansfer

fwtction. Furthernore, once Õu"(s) has been deterrnined, either theoretically

or through experimental work, the biochemical response c*(t) of the systen

to any known excitation input bre(t)+flr(t) is readily found fron (2.5-40).

Notice that the nature of the ïesponse CI*(t) depends on both e(t), fì2(t)

and the characteristic roots sr ,sz, and s3 .

Predictably, in place of specializing the general solution (2.5-40),

it is generally more convenient in specific cases of interest to derive the

required solutions directly fron the operational relation (2.5-36). To

illustrate the procedure, and also to gain more farniliarity with the actual

E-C coupling process, it is desirable to work out sone exanples and in the

remainder of this section we sha1l examine two physiologically significant

situations: (1) a singLe tuitch induced by a single rectangular input

excitation pulse, and (2) a series of h'titch¿s induced by a train of

rectangular input excitation pulses. We shall restrict ottr attention to

c* (t), but similar results can also be obtained for a, (t), o, (t) , û3 (t) ,

and co (t) .

(1) A single twitch:

o""(s)

In the first physiological situation to be considered, let the system
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be activated by a single rectangular input excitation pulse bre(t)+hi, (t)

having an ampLitude (height) K* and a duration T as is shown in Fig. 2.5-8a.

Then, we can write

b, e(t) + ht, (t) = K*[h(r)-h(t-T) ] and b, e(s) * Ñ, [r) = þtr-"-"t) (2.s-4r)

where h(t) is the Heaviside unit step function. Substituting now the

transform of the excitation impulse (2.5-47) into (z.s-s6), we obtain

ö*(s) = o""(s) [b, e(s)*Ñ, [r) 1 = K*__i, aå-Ct-6"t) (2,s-42)-I.=1 5 ¡s-st,l

where we have used equation (2.5-37). Hence, using Heavisidets shifting
theorem we may find the inverse transform of (2.5-42) so that the response

e*(t) of the systen to a single square pulse is given by

a*(r) = **r-!rå [{r-""")n(t)- (1-esr(t-r)1rrc.-rl] e.s-4s)

Now, this solution and its derivative,i*(t) =

a*(t) - o d*qt1 =6

c*(r) = ** 3-+(1-""")
r=I "r

,i* ¡t¡ =

W may be expressed as

for t(0
3 s-tK*rlrur" - for O<t<T

(2.s-44)

for t>T

andit is readily checked thatCI*(t)"n¿,i:tt) do not have jumps at any time t
and that their values at t = 0 and t = T are given by

o* (r) = **rir*(1-u"tr)"sr(t-r),i* (t) = **rirur{""tt-1)esr(t-r)

a* (-0) = c* (+0) = 0 a* (T-) = c* (T+) = K*rË, $¡r-""tt)
(2. s-4s)

,i* (-o) = ri* ¡+9¡ = 0 .i* G-) = ti* ¡r+¡ = K* 3 u_""ttr=l '
where we have used condition (2.S-g9), i.e., 3 U-=0. We thus reach the- r=l r
concrusion that, regardless of the nature of s, , s, and sr, the solution
oi(t) and its derivative ri*¡t¡ are continuous functions for al1 t.

Let us now see how the nature of the response o* (t) depends on the
nature of the characteristic roots sr, Sz and sr, i.e., oî the nature of
the discrininant D.=D"[(ca2)-] defined by equation (2.5-28a). There are two

distinct cases to consider, naneL)r, Dc > 0 and D".0, and they will be
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discussed separatelY.

Case A. The case of a singLe noz'maL tt¡itch ù)hen Dc[(Ca2)-] > 0.

Since we have assumed that the systern is kinetically stable, we infer that

when D. > 0 all the three roots sr , sz, s¡ are necessarily negative real and

unequal numbers, and we can write

s- = ô* = -a< O r=L,2,3 (2,5-46)t t rt

where the positive constants r, t r z , and r, are the three reLa,æatíon times

that comprise the reLaæatíon speetm,tm of the system. Substituting these

relaxation times into equations (2.5-44) and (2.5-38), we find that the

response c*(t) is now given by

o * (t)=

ubs I
T

T t-T

for t<0

for 0<t<T

for t>T

(2.s-47)

k4'2 (kj, - ll

0

Kx

Kx lrur (1-u"-') 
"- 

ã

3s
r=

3

l=

frur(1

t

where

U =(
k;, (kJ3 !

7, ))

)) k4t2 (k3t3 - IT
\

U =l(2 ubs u, =Kubs
T,

rI
V

I
)

rI
t2 )) ,,

3
)

3

and that it has the appearance of the curve shown graphically in Fig.

2.5-8b. The shape of this curve shows a relatively rapid rise of the

response q*(t) and then a slower exponential decay back to zero as t

approaches infinity. Notice that o* (t) consists entirely of exponentially

decaying terrns generated by the spectrun of three relaxation times 1rrr",

and r, .

Now sinilar solutions can also be obtained for er (t), sz (t), cl¿3 (t),

oo(t). For exanple, it is easily verified that the solution for or(t) is

also given by (2.5-47) provided that all the constants U, are replaced by

Uz, (r = t,2,3)

0

Kx
32r

Accordingly, we can write

r for tSO

,U2r(1-e ') for O<tsT
T t-Tr=l

J

K*Xr
r=l

U- l1-er 2r-

o, (t) =

Tr
)e

Tr for t>T

(2 . s- 48)
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and we conclude that q2 (t) consists entirely of decaying exponentía1s and

that its time course can also be described by the curve shown in Fig. 2.S-Bb.

This is worth going into a little
deeper. First we noticê that the calciun

transients shown in Fig. 2.5-2 are in fact

erpezimentaL eurues describing the

responses c, (t), i.ê., the perturbation

components of the cytoplasnic fluid
calciu¡n level, elicited by single square

pulse excitations (Ashley and Ridgway,

1968). Now conparison of Fig. 2.5-2 and

2.5-8b shows an excellent agreement

between the experimental and theoretical

curves of a, (t). Indeed, in response to

a single square excitation pulse both

curves rise quickly fron zero to a peak,

which occurs at some tine t>T, and then

decay less rapidly and asynptotically

back to zero as t+-. We also observe

that at t=0 the value and slope of both

curves equals zero, í. e., e, (-0) *, (+0)=0

E*uTol'o* \rt- h.e{+)+ N"(t)

T

(o)

0")

(Ðyr
ct

(+)*
0t

T

t

t

(c)

T

and d, (-0)=d2(+0)=0. Furthermore, using Fig. 2.s_g. The tine course of
reast squares curn¡e ritting merhods, we i"Ítà":ij;i::t;;witch'
have fou:rd that the theoretical solution excitatiott,PYlt,", (b) nornal

response, (c) abnor¡nal response,
(2.s-48) can be ritred very accurarery Ëi;;iÏïi.iil1"t"0 rlutter or

to the experimental c, (t) curves of Fig. 2.5-2, naking it 'rexactil in both

the physical and mathenatical sense. It should be of interest to note that

the experi¡nental c, (t) curves nay be approximated very well by an empirical

ft¡nction consisting solely of two decaying exponentials (e.g. see Julian,

1969). Finally, w€ wish to conment that to the best of our knowledge

(2.5-48) is the first publication of ¿ theoretical soLution describing

t
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experimental û2 (t) curves obtained under normal conditions.

We can norv make the inrportant observation that the thcclreti cal sol trtions

o*(t) .n¿ c, (t) [equations (2.5-47) and (2.5-43)] describe events occurring

during a singLe noy,maL tuiteh. Now, 1et us see what happens when conditions

are abnornal!

Case B. The ease of a singLe abnorrnaL osciLLatory tuitch uhen

Dc[(Ca2)_]<0. PossibLy isoLated fLutter or fibriLLation! The case when

D.( 0 furnishes the criterion for the existence of two conjugate conplex

roots and one negative real root. To be specific, let s1 and s, be the

conjugate conplex roots, and s, the negative root. Then, ive can write

sr = -ôo + j@t sz = -ôo - j-t s" =-1 4I Q.5-4g)
" T,

where ôo , c:

unit. Now

ur and u'
-s¡ -sz
quantities

ut=
-S1

f, and r, are Positive constants, and j

frorn definitions (2,5-49) and equations

are conplex conjugates and that { is

are given by

= ,Æ is the imaginary

(2.5-38) we find that

rea1, and that these

t- içvui+u; e- = ur +JrL

frgr e' j9= u, -juz (2.5-50)

k;, t(kj, -ôo )+jo¡J
V="ubs 

(ôo -j@r) (zi,,f)tt{- a, 1+j<^r¡J

k;, t (kJ, -ôo ) -j-fl
-s2

K-ul)s (ôo +jcr¡) ç-zj<,QKl- ô o ) -j<,o¡l
3

u2

u3
-s3 K-

r¡J]s

where the modulus

inaginary part q

kj, (kj¡r, -1)

ki,

T,
(ôo )'*Gt

,Æ'r,'t , argunent (phase angle) g, real part u, , and

of the complex nunber$ are given bY

(kr', -ôo )' * ,'f >2,/Fq Kubs 2cot 63+6]Ðf Co;å f +o?¡J

e = argt (kJ, -ôo ¡+ic^rrJ - argt Çt- u. )+j<-r¡J - arg(ôo -i.Ð -i
ur = lW cosv q = ,E?+3 sinp

(2. s-s 1)

Inserting now the roots (2.5-49) and relations (2.5-50) into solution



(2,5-44) and applying Eulerrs formula, we find that the response o.*(t) is
given by
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for tSO

for 0<tsT

(2.s-sz)

0
t

a*1t1 =

x*{znErÇ [cos v -u*o t.or qrrt* e) ] + ", u, ¡r-"ãi ]

zKx{æt+3 .-ôo(t-r) 
{cos 

trr(t-T) + ç I - e-ôor cos (c,rrt+ ,, } 
-

T t-T
+ K* rru, (1-er3) u "t for t>T

and that it has the oscillatory appearance of the curve shown graphically in
Fig. 2.5-8c. Notice that in both tine intervals O<tST and t>T the

oscillatory response (2.s-s2) is the sum of: (1) a¡ exponentially damped

sinusoidal term, which represents the oscillatory portion of a*(t), stenning

fron the pair of conplex roots s' s2 and consisting of a cosine wave of
angular frequency o, whose magnitude is proportional to e-ôot, where ôo is
the positive danping coefficient, and (2) a simple decaying exponential tern,

-lÈstenning fron the root s3 = - å, whose nagnitude is proportional ao ã4 .

Fron the foregoing discussion it follows that when D"(0, the

resPonse a*(t) to a single rectangular input excitation pulse consists of a

series of isolated oseiLLations of frequency <,,lf which are reduced

continuously with time until they eventually die out as t +-. Evidently,

this is an abnornal response, and we may conclude that (2.5-52) describes

events occurring during a singLe abnormaL tuiteh. Moreover, one night even

hazard the view that the response (2.5-52) nay be used as a possible nodel

of isoLated eavdiae flutter or fíbrLLLation. The reasons for proposing this
nodel will becone apparent ln section 2.6.

(2) A series of twitches:

In the second physiological situation to be considered, let the

systen be activated by a periodic input excitation fi¡nction b, e(t)+fì, (t)
consisting of a train of rectangular input excitation pulses of identical
shape and repeated at regular intervals, as is shown in Fig. 2.s-9a. Here
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the time t is the independent variable, t, is the pulse duration, K* is the

pulse amplitude (height), and T is the period of repetition of the input
'l

pulses (f is the frequency of pulse repetition). Then, this non-sinusoidal

periodic input function and its Laplace transform nay be written as

b, e(r)+N, (t)=K*[h(t)-h(t-rl )+h(t-T)-h(t-T-tr )+h(t-2T)-h(t-2T-t1 )*... ]

a¡d

b, õ(s)*Ñ, {r) = +[t-"-tt 
s+e-rs-e- (r+t1 )t * "-2rs - e- (zl+t, , " * ...]

(2.5-s3a)

(2. s-s3b)

Substituting now (2.5-53b) into (2.5-36), we obtain the transforned response

d*(,)=**,1,#{[r." -Ts+e

(2 . s- s4)

where we have used equation (2.5-37). Hence the response o*(t) of the

systen to a train of rectangular input excitation pulses is given by

o*(t) = *-,1å{[,t-""")h(t)+¡1-esr{t-r) ¡n(t-r)*¡1-esr(t-2r) )h(t-2r)."']-

-[rr-u"t(t-tr))h(t-t,1+¡1-esr(t-r-tt)¡n¡.-r-.,1+¡1-esr(t-2r-tr)n¡.-rr-.,)*...

where we have made use of Heavisiders shifting theorem to obtain

transforn of (2.5-54).

Now the two series inside brackets in solution (2.5-55)

infinite but rather have only a finite nr¡nber of terms when t is

us write out the expressions for q*(t) in the following sepa¡ate

a) mT ( t ( mT+ tr

During the tirne of this interval the input pulse is on, and from

series in (2.5-55) we have the (m+1) terms

(2. s-ss)

the inverse

ç 1- e"tt¡ h ¡t1 + ¡ t-esr 
( t-r) 

) h (t-T) +. . . + (1-e"t (t-mr)
) h (t-tnr¡ =

-s¡ (m+1) Tsrt -sr1I -s¡mT srt
= (n+1)-e ( 1+e +...+e ¡ = (m+1)-e

e-srT

are not

finite. Let

time intervals.

the first

1

whereas fron the second series we only have the m terns

1
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(1-""t1t-tt ) )h(t-tl )+ (1-ssr 
(t-l-t, ) ¡n¡a-r-r, )+. ..+

s-[t-(n-1)r-t. ]+ (1-e '- ' ¡ -)h[t-(n-l)T-t, ] =

= m-e
s¡(t-t1 ) -srT - s¡ (rn-1) r)=m-e( 1+e +...+e

Here each geometric progression in parentheses has been sunmed up in order

to obtain a more convenient expression. Hence, over this tine interval we

have

CI*(t)=-**'i,[+&"-"''J""'.***'l'h['#,"sr(t.mT)].,.5-55a)

transient term steady-state terrn

b) nT+¡, <t< (m+l)T

During the tine of this interval the input pulse is off, and we noticè that

the first series in (2.5-55) remains rurchanged with (n+1) terrns, but the

second series adds another term thus naking it identical with the first
series. Hence, over this interval the response c*(t) is given by

o* (t) = -Kx 3 fy' "-""' -il "'t * ** ;- [-+ #;1""' tt-t, -*rr (2. s-ssb)
,=, LÇ f-tj€ r=r L - r-e J

transient term steady-state tern

Clearly, the first term in either (2.5-55a) or (2.5-55b) represents

the transient part of a*(t), and we can write

s lì' -srtr -l
Trlc* (t) l = -ç i lut " 

-" -11""t',=,l+;ql" (2's-5úa)

Here we observe (a) that Tr[CI*(t)] is the sane function of t in each interval

of tine, (b) rhat Tr[a*(t)] * O as t+*¡ and (c) that Tr[a*(t)] and its
derivative are continuous functions for all t. Now the remaining tr4ro terns

represent the steady-state part of o*(t), ild hre can write
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fr (t*) = f, (t-mT) = Kx )
r=

sr (T-tr )

16.1

(2. s-s6bl

(2.s-s7)

1-e
s¡ (T-t1 )

ur 1-e srt*
e 0(t*-<t

0<t*<tl

tl <t*<T

a

f,(o)=f2(T)=K*ru,
r=I

l-sr 1 - ""tT
,ll_ ,_.=r.tl

12 (r*) = f, (t-mr) = **rlrl=;p1" s, (t*-t1 ) t, <t*(T

where we have replaced the total variable t with the incremental variable

t*=t-mT. It is clear (a) that l, (t*) and lr(t*) are completely independent

of rn and yield. the same set of values over each time intérval, and (b) that

these functions constitute a periodic function of t with period T, the same

as the period of repetition of input excitation pulses, and thus form a

conplete steady-state wave of angular frequen"y .=T. This is so because

no ¡natter: what m may be, as t Tanges from mT to (n+l)T the variable t* always

Tanges from zero to T. Now the derivatives of (2.5-55b) are given by

s, (T-tr )

f,it*)=#.=#=** r-s-TI-e'
J

r=l
1-e srt*

t'

t:

e

f, [t*1 =
(ç dlz

ædt*
2

3

K*Ð
s, (t*-t1 )

e
Ir=

anditis reacli 1y c.hecked that lt (t*), l, (t*) and f, (t*), L (t*) do not have

jumps at any time t* and that at the extremes of the time ranges, i.e., at

t* = 0, t* = t, , and t* = T, these function match and their values are given by

3 [r,
L-+

srtt1-e s, (T-t; )

^ñ
1 - eof'

ef, (0) =f, (T) - K* x
r=1 1- e"tT

(2. s-s8)

f , (t,) = f 2 (t,) = **--i,å # í, (t,) =ír (t,)=-K*_i.rrSJ
1.=l I I-e - f=l l-e

tvhere we have used condition (2.5-39), i.e., 3 U, = O. Thtts, the complete
r=l

steady-state wave formed by f, (t*) and f2 (t*) is continuous and has continuous

derivatives for all t*. Finally, on substituting (2.5-56a) and (2.5-56b) into

(2.5-55a) and (2.5-55b), we find that o*(t) may be expressed as
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and we conclude that, no natter what the nature of s's2,s3 may be, the

response o*(t) and its derivative ri*¡t) are continuous for a1l t.
Let us now see how the nature of the characteristic roots s1 ¡s2 r

and s, determines the nature of c*(t). Again, there are two distinct cases,

nanely, D.)0 and D"(0, which we have to examine separately.

Case C. The ease of a ser"Les of novnaL tuítehes uhen D"[(Ca2)_] >0.

In this case, as in case A, the characteristic roots sr ,'s2, and s, are

determined by the spectrum of three different relaxation tines rt , rz, and

13, respectively. substituting (2.5-46) into solutions (2.s-s6a) and

(2.5-56b), we find that the transient part of d*(t) is

(2. s-59a)

and that the steady-state part is given by the periodic function

'ITrlo*(t)l=-KxÐl"ru,
r=t 

L

_t
""

-1
tt
,f

e

3

fr (t*) = f, (t-nT) = K* ) r.u,
r=l

¡:t

0(t*(tr

1-e
tr
tt

" " tr <t*<T
t*-tr

T-tr_:
1- e 't

-T
1-err

(2 . s- ssb)

3

f2 (t*) = f, (t-mT) = K* Ð
r=l rUr T

1t1-e

The complete response c*¡t¡ is, of course, the sun of the transient part
(2.5-59a) and the steady-state wave (2.s-sgb), and is given by equarions

(2.5-55c)" A graph of a*(t), which consists solely of decaying exponentials,

is shown in Fig. 2.5-9b. Again, as in case A, we conclude that the response

CI*(t) represented by equations (2.5-59) describes events occurring during a

çenùes of norrnaL tuítehes. We now wish to see what happens when conditions

are abnormal.

Caee D. The ease of a sez"Les of aþnoynaL oseillatory ù,titehes uhen

Dc[(Ca2)-] < O. Possí,bLy sustained fLutter on fíbr"LLLatdonl In this case,

as in case B, the characteristic roots s¡ ¡s2, and s, are obtained fron
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T (o)
t,

t, 1lìT mT+t

Fig. 2,5-9. The time course of the response o*(t) in a series of twitches.
(a) Train of rectangular input excitation pulses, (b) nornal
response, (c) abnormal Tesponse, possibly sustained flutter or
fibri 1 1 ation.

(2,5-49) and they depend on the damping coefficient ô6, angular frequency <,r'

and relaxation time r, rnserting now the roots (2.s-49) and relations
(2.5-50) into solutions (2.5-56a) and (2.5-56b) and then trsing Eulerrs

formula, we obtain an oscillatory response o*(t) with a transient part

xpftoli¡rr \t* fu,ett) * NJÐ
4't

-ôo (T-t, )
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cos [<^rr(t-t, ) +f l-

T

i

¿T+2T+t,
I

I

I'l

Ttr (m+r) t
I

I

I

cr\+)

I

I

I

Iì(
or(t)

tl)(

'I\ÀL
t

)(c,

t

t{"-u' r"o, 
¡o,,

- cos [c..r, (t+T) *p ] *eôo \ 
"o, [<.r, (r+T-t, ) +v I ]-x*", u.

-ôo t+9)-e

T

tl
a't

t
T3

e
1

e
T3 -1

(2.5-60a)



rr (t*) =f , (t-mT) =2ur Kx- 
"-6ot{"ôo 

Tcos 
(<,rrr**91+

and a steady-state part which is given by the periodic function

*"-uo 1r-tr los [or(t*-t, ) +9 ] -cos lúrf (t*-T).r r;:1,
t' 

"o, [c.r, {t*+T-t, ) *,r ]}+
t*

+Kxr, u.

*V, U,

-ôo (t*-t, ) ô
-e

t'

o (T-È, )

767

(2. s-60b)

1- e r,
îg o-<t*(1,eT

T31-;

cos (c.:rt*w ) +

*"uo 
t.o, 

[o, (t*- tr ),v ] *"-ôo t' 
"o, [cdf (t *-T) +ç ] - cos [o, (t *-t, -t1 +,1 ¡ ]+

t*-tr
. " tl <t*<TT

1-ert
The conplete oscillatory response a"(t) is the su¡n of (2.S-60a) and (2.S-60b)

and is given by (2.5-55c). Note that the expressions describing Tr[o*(t)],
f r (t*), Ðd f 2 (t*) each has brackets containing four cosine hraves of the sa¡ne

angular frequency o* but of different amplitudes and phase angles, which can

be conbined into a single cosine wave of angular frequency c.rr. Hence, we

conclude that T.[o*(t)], fr (t*), and f2 (t*) each consists of: (1) ant'

exponentially damped sinusoid of angular frequency úrf representing the

oscillatory portion of the corresponding function, and (2) a simple decaying

exponential.

Let <^l = f U" the ft¡nda¡nental angular frequency of the periodic input

excitation function (2.5-53a). Then, when -f1r, the response c*(t) to a

train of rectangular input excitation pulses wilL consist of a series of
sustained oseíLLations of angular frequency c^r* which have the appearance of
the curve shown graphically in Fig. 2.5-9c. Here, during an intial transient
phase, o*(t) rises fron zero and perfonns a series of transient oscillations

e"(t) approaches a steady-state in which it performs sustained oscillations
determined solely by the steady-state wave fr (t*) and f2 (t*). Interestingl)¡,

deternined by Tr[o*(t)], rr (t*), and 12 (t*), Ðd then, as t-]- and Tr[o*(t)]-]0,
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in this case the output oscillates nore rapidly than the input, and this is

clearly an abnormal response. Fina1ly, as in case B, hre (ìonclude that t,ihen

l)..i 6 t¡e I'csponse û*(t) represcntecl by er¡ratiotts (2.5-(r0) desclihes cveltts

occurring cluring a seyLes of abnc.r,mal tuitehas, ancl rve ¿rlso hazi¡r'cl the víetv

that this oscillatory ïesponse nay be used as a model of. susta.ined. cav'díae

fLutter or fibríLLation.

2.6 A POSSIBLE MODEL OF CARDTAC FLUTTER AND FIBRILLATION.

In this section, we wish to deal with the abnormal conditions of flutter

and fibrillation rnore thoroughly since these are matters of great importance

to cardiologists and physiologists. In chapter 1 we have seen: (a) that the

physiological properties of the heart include rhythmicity, conductivity and

excitability, as wel1, of course, as contractility; (b) that all parts of the

specialized conducting tissues and the heart musculature have the inherent

property of rhythmicity, i.e., of initiating the electrical excitation irnpulse,

and (c) that the sino-atrial node has the fastest natural rhythmicity, and

for this reason it is nornally the pacemaker which dominates the heart.

(This is so because there is a gradient in natural frequency of discharge

below the S.A. node. Normally, the faster S.A. node impulses passing down

the conducting pathways supress the activity of slower, potential pacemakers

in the A.V. node, or bundle of His, or Purkinje fibres, or heart musculature,

by discharging them before they can build up sufficiently to form their own

impulses.). Now, in the normally beating heart of a resting human adult, the

S.A. node discharges impulses 60 to 100 tines per minute which are conducted

through the heart in a well-known sequence, causing contraction of the cardiac

chambers and the pumping of blood. Beyond certain limits , ãAy derangement in

the origin of the cardiac inpulse, in its rate, or in its regularity in

discharge results in a clinical disorder of the heart beat, or an arz,hythmia

as it is usually called. For exanple, since all parts of the heart musculature

and conducting system have inherent rhythrnicity, any part can in abnorrnal

conditions become the cardiac pacemaker and an ectopic z,hythm will arise.
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This happens when the S.A. node is depressed, or when an abnonnal eetopie

focus in the atria or ventricles dlscharges faster than the S.A. node. An

ectopic rhythm, by definition, is one in which the pacenaker lies outside the

S.A. node.

Now flutter and fibrillation are arrhythnias involving greatly increased

heart rates, and they represent heart diseases resulting fron nodification of
the nornal physiology of cardiac nuscle cells. It appears to nany observers

that flutter and fibrillation, which consist of extrenely rapid and often

incoordinate depolarizations and contractions of the atria or ventricles, are

different degrees of the sarne arrhythnia. The lower frequency and more

coordinate contractions, with rates of 200 to 300 beats per minute, are

generally called flutter. The high frequency and incoordinate contractions,

which are so fast that the rate is at tines greater than 500 beats per minute,

are called fibrillation. In atrial fibrillation, which often develops from

atrial flutter, the atria no longer achieve a significant punping of blood;

but it turns out that this does not, per se, reduce the output of the heart

greatly since the fi¡nction of the atria is only to heLp fill the ventricles

(see chapter 1). For this reason, atrial fibrillation can continue for many

years without cardiac debility. The nechanisns of ventricular flutter and

fibrillation are similar to those of atrial flutter and fibrillation, but

the clinical inplications in the former are profoundly more grave.

Ventricular fibrillation is the most serious of the cardiac arrhyth¡nias and

usually results in death. It is the terninal event in rnany patients with

coronary artery disease and the nost frequent cause of sudden death in
patients with nyocardial infarcts. Now the arterial blood pressure and the

circulation nay be partially naintained with ventricular flutter. However,

in ventricular fibrillation the ventricles (a) quiver like a jelly and their
volumes remain essentially constant (the fibrillating ventricles, like the

fibrillating atria, feel to the surgeonrs hand like a I'bag of wiggling wormsr?),

and (b) cannot punp blood effectively and the circulation of blood stops.

Therefore, trtless cardiac nassage and a means of defibrillation is at once
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employecl so that the blood flow to vital organs is restorecl, ventricular

fibrillation lasting more than a few ninutes terminates rapirì11. in clerth.

Thus, it is not suryTising that elec.trocardiographic records of hunall

ventricular fibrillation are not readily available for illustration. A

fine account of the main features of flutter and fibrillation can be found

in Bellet (1971) and Guyton (1971).

Flutter and fibrillation have greatly interested physiologists and

cardiologists, and a heated controversy sti11 exists concerning their
mechanism. The following basic theories have been advanced to explain the

underlying nechanism of flutter and fibrillation: (1) A single or nultiple
eetopic foci emitting many inpulses one after another in rapid succession.

Ilere, an area of the heart becomes so irritable that it keeps sending rapid

inpulses in all directions, resulting in rapid rates of contraction. There

is reason to believe that at least sorne instances of atrial flutter result
flon tlt j -s cause. (2) Cireus mouements, in which impulses tTavel around and

around through the heart rnuscle, never stopping. In essence, the idea is
that a wave of depolarization fron a single focus or frorn nany foci nay

travel in a closed loop, returnilìg to the poìnt of or-ig.i rr. If , orr a rri r¡a1

back at ì ts point of or-i gin, it finds the ti ssue eìììerging frorn its re Êráctory

state (see section 1.5), it nay trigger another discharge, and so on (a more

detailed discussion is given in Be11et, I97L; and Guyton, LgTt). Now

according to Bellet (1971) the exact mechanism underlying all cases of

flutter and fibrillation is not known. Furthermore, although an atternpt has

been made to attribute these arrhythnias to a single origin, the unitary

nature of flutter and fibrillation has not yet been established and

presently seems un1ike1y.

Now any Joe Blow will tell you that "you gotta trade in your o1d car

when it canrt nake the hi11s". In following this ad.vice, I'o1der" mechanisms

and models whose design is based on what happens to the uhoLe heart will be

traded for a different nodel in which attention is focused on the pattern

of singLe muscle fibre activity during flutter or fibrillation, since this
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nay well give a nore accurate picture of the ¡nechanism underlying flutter
and fibrillation. Ihus, using the results obtained in section 2.5, we can

now make the following important observations concerning the activity of
in&LuiduaZ muscle fibres during flutter and fibrillation.

First, the oscillatory responses o*(t) defined by equations (2.s-sz)
and (2.5-60) nay be used as possible ¡nathenatical nodels of isolated and

sustained cardiac flutter or fibrillation, respectively, in single muscle

fibres. Recalling now that r,r, is the angular frequency of these

oscillations, we infer that the oscillatory tîesponses q*(t) may be used to
modeL (a) flutter if the angular frequency <,r, is lor,rt, and (b) fibrillation
íf a, is high.

second, fro¡n the study of cases A, B, c, and D at the end of section

2.5 it follows that the discrininant D.[(Caz)-] defined by (2.5-28a) enables

r¡s to discriminate between a normally contracting nuscle and 4 fluttering
or fibrillating muscle, because it discrininates between real and complex

roots of the characteristic cubic equation (2.5-28). Furthernore, since D.

depends on (C"2)-, we conclude that the nagnitude of (Caz)_ determines

whether or not the muscle is contracting normally, i.e., ue eoncLude that

fLutter and fibrillal;ion az,e Linked to t;'he magnitude of (c^r)*) t

Third, particularly significant is the case when D. = 0 and (C"2)* =

= [(C"z)-]critical, because the transition fron normal contraction to

flutter or fibrillation occurs at the critical calcium level [(ca2)_]critiear.
Now [(Ca2)-]critical can, of course, be deternined by substituting the

(C"r)--dependent rate constants kl. defined by (2,5-24) into (2.5-Zg) and

(2,5-28a) and then solving the equation D"[(Ca2)_] = Q.

Fourth, flutter or fibrillation occur when the equilibriun (or steady-

-state) cytoplasrnic fluid calcium level (C"r)- y"ises aboue the eritieaL
l'eueL [(ca2)-]criticat, i.e., when (c"r)- ) [(caz)-]critical. To see this,
h'e note that when (c"z)- is at its lowest level, which is given by (c"r)_=O,

we have D.)0 regardless of the magnitude of the various constants appear-

ing in (2.5-14), because the characteristic cubic equation (2.5-ZB) reduces
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to

(kjr+s)[s'?+(kjr*kjo)s+kjo(k)r-ko'r)]=(kj+s){s2+[bzo+kr.+k'(RPS)rJs+brok]r]=0

ald sr rs, and s. are negative real roots given by

,, ,, = - Iroro *kl. *tj {nls) rl t s. =-kj. =-kj

Now if we increase (Cu2)-, inspection of (2.5-28a) reveals that as long as

(Caz)* ( [(Caz-)-]crj_tical the muscle contracts norrnally since D"Þ 0 and

s'sz ,s3 remain negative real roots. Flowever, when (Crz)-) [ (C-z)-]criticar

we obtain flutter or fibrillation since D.(0 and we have complex

characteristic roots. Indeed, Fukuda (1970; and t972) produced erpenimentaL

euidence showing that raised levels of (C¿2) lead to nultiple firings and

flutter and fibrillation!
Fifth, paeemaking actiuitU, be it by the sino-atrial node or by any

other ectopic foci initiating impulses anywhere in the heart, is essential

for the maintenance of flutter or fibrillation. Moreover, the fluttering

or fibrillating muscle produces oscillations whiclt are faster" than the

pacemaker's pulses even if the pacenaker is a rapidly discharging ectopic

focus. This situation is clearly depicted in Fig. 2.5-9 in which (2.5-9a)

nay be thought of as representing the fast pacernaker pulses and (2.S-9c)the

faster oscillations of the ailing rnuscle. Now, if all pacemaking activities

are halted, flutter and fibrillation nust die out because the E-C coupling

systen is kinetically stable. Indeed, we have already observed: (1) that

a single stinulus is only capable of eliciting a series of isolated

oscillatj.ons q*çt) which eventually die out as t+- [see equation (2.5-52)],

but (2) that repetitive stimulation by a train of square pulses is capable

of eticiting a series of sustained oscillations d*(t) which go on

indefinitely [see equations (2.5-60)], or more precisely until God "te1ls"

the ailing patient to depart fron his rib cage. It is notable that the

experiments of Fukuda (1970) and Fukuda (L972) confirm the first and second

observations, respectively. Fina1ly, arned with the knowledge that halting

all pacemaking activities leads to the rrdeathrr of flutter and fibrillation,

b, o *kl, +kJ (Rps) rl' -b, o kl.
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the cardiologist should be able to devise new methods of cardiac

defibri I lation.
Sixth, as the foregoing observations dealt with the mechanisrns t¡nder-

lying flutter and fibrillation, it is now intriguing to enquire about the

aetiology (the câusation) of these diseases; that is, why should the rhythn

of a normally beating heart suddenly switch to flutter and fibrillation,
and what nechanisns underLie thís ehange from normal to abnormal rhythm?

some of the known aetiologic factors involved in the production of
ventricular flutter and fibrillation in humans include: drugs, trauna

(severe blows to the chest, knife or bullet wounds, etc.), organic heart

diseases (e.g. myocardial infarction), hypoxia (lack of oxygen), anaesthesia

and surgery, electrolyte disturbances, drowning, electrocution, etc. (for
¡nore details see Bellet, t97L). Now, a revealing glimpse at the ¡nechanisn

responsible for the change from normal rhythrn to flutter or fibrillation nay

be obtained by studying the initiation of fibrillation by electrocution. It
is known that stimulation with a relatively weak sinusoidally alternating
current of 60 cycles per second, i.e., of angular frequenc! @=2nxgg #,sec '
alnost invariably throws the ventricles of the experimental animal or the

hunan subject into fibrillation. To understand this phenomenon, the spot-

light now focuses on the calcium fluxes induced by this electrical
stimulation, and on the associated electrical activation fi¡nctions Hf(t) and

Xi(t). We recall: first, that the electrical activation fi:nctions fìf¡t)
and Hi(t) represent the net calciun fluxes entering compartnents I and,2,

respectively, fron other sources in response to an electrical action

potential [see equations (2.s-15)], and second, that the functions

xi (t) = Hr- + N, (t) and lìi (t) = H* * hl, (t) may be thought of as having

constant steady-state values Nr*, Sz- on which are superposed perturbation

components H, (t), hl2 (t), respectively [see equations (2.s-22b)], Now it
seems reasonable to assune: (a) that increasing the rate of muscle fibre
stimulation most probably pernits entry of larger amounts of calciun into
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the fibre, and consequently (b) that periodic stinulation of angular

frequency c¿ induces steady-state c^l-dependent conponentr Hr- = Nr- (@) and

Hr_ = hlr*(o) whose nagnitude increases as co increases. l\rith this in mind,

inspection of equations (2.5-L7) and (2.5-18) reveals that the steady-state

calciun levels (Crt)-, (C¿2)-, (C¿3)-, (C",*)* rise as c¡ and the steady-state

net fluxes Hr- = hìr- (o) and hlr- = bìr- (o) intensify, and we nay conclude that

eLectroeution (stímuLation) uith a reLatiueLy ueak altezvtating euz,z,ent of
uo o'-:-!":" , uhích is about 60 times the noz,rnaL z.ate of diseharge of the s.A.

node, Leads to a buiLd up of the eytopLasmLe fLuid eaLeium Leuel (C.z)-

uhich euentuaLLy results in fibr"LLLatíon uhen (Cur)- > [(Ca2)-]críricar.
Seventh, as we have just seen, fibrillation nay be produced by

electrocution, but, paradoxically, it may also be stopped and converted

back to nornal S.A. rhythrn by adninistering a severe electrical shock to

the heart, as done during the nedical procedure of defibrLLLation. This is

accomplished by passing a very strong electrical current through the heart

for a short interval of tine, stimulating all parts of the heart muscle

essentially sirnultaneously and causing the¡n to becone refractory (see

section 1.5). As a consequence, all excitation and conduction is briefly

arrested and the heart is then quiescent for 3 to 5 seconds, after which it

begins (hopefully) to beat nor¡nally again. Keeping in mind the above fifth

observation that pacenaking activity is absolutely necessary for the

maintenance of flutter or fibrillation, we nay observe that defibriLLation

makes auaiLabLe 3 to 5 crueiaL seeonds uithout anA paeemaking actiuitu

durdng uhieh the cytopLaswic fLuid eaLeiwt LeueL is abLe to faLL beLot¿ the

ez.LticaL LeueL of l(C")-lcritical. Electronic defibrillators are now kept

in most hospital ernergency rooms, and it should be of interest to note that

defibrillation of an eæposedheayt (e.g. during surgery) can be acconplished

by placing electrodes directly on the two sides of the heart and then apply-

ing: (a) a 60 to 100 volts of 60 #alternating current for 0.1 seconds,

or (b) a 1000 volts direct current for a few thousandths of a second. Now
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defibrillation with a cLosed ehest can be effected by application of:
(a) 440 volts of 60 cyc]es alternating curlrent across the longitudinal axis

of the heart, or (b) several thousand volts of clirect current.

Eighth, it is known that a shortened refractory period favours

fibrillation (e.g. see explanations in Guyton, lgTL; and Bellet, 1971).

Now it has been suggested by Morad and Goldnan (t973) that the length of
the refractory period depends on the length of tine needed to replenish

calciun in the storage conpartment 1 after itsrrtriggeredil release, since

conpartment 1 contains little rnore than the anount of calciun required for
one twitch. Hence, a possíbLe. hypothesís as to uhy the refz,actorll period
beeomes greatLy shortened dw'ing fíbr'í.LLat,Lon is that íneneased caLciwn

LeueLs (C.z)- Lead to highly eleuated caLeíum Leuels (C"r)- in the stoz,age

eornpantment 7 [see equations (2.5-17) ]. Convincing experinental evidence

obtained by Fukuda (7972) denonstrated that excess calcium in a solution
bathing cardiac muscle fibres shortens the absolute refractory period.

Ninth, a final observation concerns the role played by the leakage

flux rr rp = yp(c"s)- , induced by elevated carcium levels (c¿1)-, in the

nechanisn of flutter and fibrillation. we recall: (a) that Irzn has been

introduced in section 2.5 to act as a ftsafety valve'preventing excess

loading of the storage compartment 1by the calciurn purnp; (b) that as (car)

increases we get an associated increase in yp[(Cat)-], and as a consequence

(c) the leakage flux Ir zp Brows stronger and stronger resulting in the

'rtriggering, of isolated multiple firing and caLcium release from the

storage compartnent 1, even in the absence of an action potential. Now,

regardless of the distant thunder that always seems to greet any simplific-
ations, we nay hazard the view that these rruLtípLe firLngs lrzp indueed. bg

eæeess (c"r)- pLoa a profound roLe ín the meehanism of fíbriLLation, and,

in eertain eiveumstdnees, aze &ireetLy nesponsibLe for this abnorrnaL nhythm.

Furthennore, these nultiple firings can be compared to the steam release

fron under the hovering lid of vigorously boiling saucepan, which continues
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as long as the stove continues heating the saucepan. Now the stove can be

thought of as analogous to cardiac pacemaking activity, and by turning it

off, the 'tsteann releaseil ceases ttd tr rn fades, reducing multiple firing

and fibrillation. Finally, it should be of interest to note that rapicl

rises in the value of yp quickly lead to D" ( 0 [see equations (2.5-29) and

(2.5-2Ba)1, and that in extreme cases when 6 Þ 7 + 
F* 

u/e may er¡en get

kinetic instabilities Isee equation (2.5-3ac) ] characterized by massiue

calcitm discharges from the storage conpartment 1 and sporadic bursts of

multiple firings t, rn
To conclude this section, we wish to consider for a moment the

predicament of frogs living at the bottom of a well. Despite looking and

looking they only see the same patch of sky, and not until they start to

clinb up out of the well, does their view inprove until, out of the well

completely, they can see the uhoLe sky. In a sense the same situation also

applies to us. Like the frogs, we have been looking at flutter and

fibrillation, possibly from the rtbottom of a wellfr represented by the model

of section 2.5, and with all our looking we nay have only seen a I'patchil of

the real situation. If this is the case, to see rnore would then nean

"climbing upil and developing an inproved and nore sophisticated model, which

is beyond the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, it is hoped that the

observations rnade in this section will be both of some theoretical interest

and of sone practical medical help to the cardiologist.

2.7 A MODEL OF THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF MYOSIN (FII\M S-1) CROSS-BRIDGE
INTERACTION WITH ACTIN. ENZYI'{E KTNETICS AND TFIE CONTRACTILE CYCLE
OF A SINGLE CROSS-BRIDGE

We already know that myosin cross-bridges are the elements producing

forces and rnovements in muscle by undergoing their cycles of attachment to

actin, force generation and rnovernent, breakage, and reattachment. Thus, to

rnodel the contractile behaviour of nuscLe, it is of paramoturt inportance:

(1) to pieee together parts of the contraction cycle of a single cross-

bridge in a forn suitable for calculations , (2) to deternine the rates of
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naking and breaking of nechanical cross-bridges between the thick and thin

filanents, and (3) to deternine the nwnber of attached force-generating

cross-bridges at any instant of time t. In this section, these goals will
be achieved by developing a nodeL of the biochenical activities of the

cross-bridges based on a number of presently accepted bioche¡nical and

structural facts.

Now, as tempting as it may be to elaborate on cross-bridge and nuscle

biochenistry, section 2.5 provides an excellent example of how bulky a

section can become when delving into subsystens of nuscle. Moreover, if
developing an E-C coupling nodel seened difficult, the task of developing

a comprehensive biochemical ¡nuscle nodel can only be described as herculgan,

and would contribute several additional volu¡nes to this already rather long

thesis. To be spared another lengthy section and to keep the analysi.s of

bioche¡nical events tractable, we shall try to get right to the heart of the

I /t
4 ô(

¿-

"y'/ou. no Éo, /
,r;;r;J"i, /,,uf "d fbasonr h,"t"
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matter without "riding the tiger to the endrr. Ac.cordingly, the approat-.h

adopted here will be: first, to avoid giving a long-winded biochemical in-
troduction, and second, to develop a sinplified rnathematical model consist-

ent with retention of the essential biochenical features of cross-bridge ac-

tivity. To readers disliking biochemical details, it should also be a gïeat

relief to know that an attempt will be made throughout this section to be

brief and self-sufficient, with all concepts used to be concisely defined

and, as far as possible, explained. Furtherrnore, some guidance will be giv-

en to readers totally unfamiliar with enz),'mes and enzyme kinetics, but we

shall not go very deeply into this "gui-dance". Instead, references to speci-

alized texts will be given for those wishing to read more about enzyme action.

The working cycle of a single cross-bridge is apparently associated

with a chain of biochemical enzymic y,eacl;ions in which rnyosin, actin, ATp,

C]* and M].* ions are najor participants. Thus, to assist sizing up the bio-acJrL

chemical problen, it is worthwhile at this point to 'rbrush upt' sone known

facts about the rnolecular nature of enzymeS and the nechanisms of their act-

ion. All enzynes are specialized protei,n molecules which have the capacity

to accelerate the rate of biochemical reactions (note that not all proteins

are enzymes ! ) . They have the unique property of not being consumed d¿ring

their ¿rction, so that the anount of enzyne present in the systent renlains

constant at any stage of a biochenical process. An enzyme contributes noth-

ing to the end products of a biochemical process, these derj-ve solely from

tlre reactants on which the enzyme acts. Nor does the enzyme contribute to
alìy energy that nay be liberated during such a process. In these respects,

.rìzvuì('s behave like certain chemical agents known a-s catalysts. (Â catalyst
is defined as a substance that will accelerate the rate of a chemical reaction,
without itself being chemically altered by the reaction it catalyzes. It can

be rrsed repeatedly and only small anounts of catalyst are needed to transfornl

large amounts of reactants into products.) Enzynes are, in fact, complex

organic catalysts pernitting reactions to occur in biological systems under

conditions t"here 1ittle or no response would occur without their presence,
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and in sone cases only a few enzyne molecures are needed to do the task.
For example' although starch will react with water to forrn sugar, it takes
weeks for the conversion to occur. But a trace of ptyalin, an enzyme foundin the saliva' is enough to accelefate this conversion to a biologicalry
useful rate.

when an enzyne cataryzes a specific bioche¡nical reaction, it first
conbines transiently with its s,bstrate, the na¡ne given to the substance onwhich the enzyne acts, to forrn art intevnediate enzyme-substrate eornpleæ
(known also as the Michaelis conrprex). In this conplex there is a r,10ck-
and_keyn fit of the substrate nolecule to â r,patc¡rr on the surface of theusually much larger enzymè ¡norecule. This ,,patch,,, called the aetl,Ue si.teof the enzyne' can only accePt substrate nolecures having a conprementary
geonetricat fit' a'd this explains the high degree of specificity of ¿rn enzymefor a particular substrate' Now in the formation of the intermediate complexthe enzyne molecule is slightly deformed, placing sone strain on the geonetryof the substrate molecule' This renders it susceptibre to attack by H* or oH-ions' or by specific fimctional groups of the enzyne, and. in this nanner thesubstrate molecule is converted to its products which now diffuse away fromthe active site. Next, the enzyne ¡norecule returns to its native shape,

conbines with a second substrate nolecule, and the cycle is repeated again.Ït is known that in one minute a single enzyne nolecule nay carry out fron
100 to as tnany as several nilr-ion such eatalytie eye,,es. rn fact, the effic_iency with which an enzyme can accelerate a reaction is characterized by thisturnouer numbez" i'e., by the nunber of substrate molecules (or mores) whicha single enzyme ¡nolecule (or nole) c¿Ln convert per ¡ninute.

The simplest catalytic cycle involves the following díreet conversionof a substrate Á into products O, = ? 
pr1, where pri i, sone product i, by a¡

enzy¡ne M actíng as a Itclassicalil catalyst:
ki k;

+ M=È¿MÈM + P,
k1, klz

^ (2 .7 -7)
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in which kl, k:r, k;, and k', are rate constants. l{ere.4 combines trarsientil
with lil to form the intermecliate lvfichaeli-s complex ól\1, which then breaks dornn

directly to release the reaction products [), and the original free enzyme M.

Since lt'l remains unchanged at the end cf the reaction, it is now free to
cataTyze fttrther one-step conversions of Á molecules into P. rnolecules. Now,

in real cases the conversion of ,ó into P, is far more complicated than the

sinple one-st,ep reaction (2.7-1) would appear to indicate, because the

Michaelis c:omplex ÁM may generate a considerable nurnber of intermediate com-

plexes lf ing on the reaction path between substrate ¿ and products Pr. Under

these circurnstances, a more general catalytic cycle describing the conversjon

of ¿ into P, and involving an arbitrary number of intermediate.s lrl, (j = I,2 ,

... ,m) may be represented as a series of steps of the form

( 1) (2)
Á + M i:N, Ë-* ...

(j+I) (n) (m+t¡

j-:....:Nm..r:t\{+ P

(j)
N (2 .7 -2)T

where for each numbered step in this cycle there are two rate constants ks,

and k'- (j-1 ,2,...,m+1). Furthermore, the condition of conservation of, the
-l -

total number of enzyme sites demands that

(M)7 = (M).r],(*j), (2.7-3)

where (Ia)r is the total concentration of snzyne present, (luf) is the concen-

tration of free enzyne, and N, is the concentration of the jÍ.h intermediate

(a11 concentrations are expressed in noles per unit volume). Note that for
the sinple cycle (2.7-L) condition (2.7-3) reduces to (NI)r = (l',!) + (N, ),
rvhele (N,) = (áM).

Enzyme molecules, which in sone cases are very elaboratell'adapted for
their frrnction, are the instrurnents for al 1 energy conversions in ce11s, and.

Lt has long been reccgnized that (2,7-2) fa11s far short of clescribing the

reaction schernes of countless more sophisticated enzyme systems. Take for
example two sttch systems found in muscle: (1) The enzyme-substrate-nodífier

systen, tvhere in adclition to the enzyne, substrate, and products there is
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also a rate-nodifying substance, known as therrmodifierrr, which is capable

of profoundly affecting the reaction rate without itself being chemically

altered by the reaction it nodifies. The nodifier of a reaction nay be an

inhibitor, an activator, a netal ion, the hydrogen ion, etc. clepending on

the case under consideration. (2) I\e rruLti-enzyme system, in which enzymes

act in a sequence so that the product of one enzyne becomes the substrate for
the next, and so on. Space does not pennit a detailed review of these systens

here because their kinetic behaviour can be enormously conplex. (To apprec-

iate the mathematical complexities involved, it is sufficient to consider

the "simple case'r of the steady-state kinetics of an enzyme-substrate-modifier

system, e.9., see London, 1968.) Nonetheless, in this section we will be

concerned with certain nodifier effects in an enzyme-substrate-nodifier system,

and for this purpose hte nay visualize an enzynatic rrpatchf' upon the enzyne

nolecule consisting of an active site which binds substrate nolecules and an

adjacent site which binds nodifier nolecules.

Enzyme kinetics is a branch of chemical kinetics concerned with the

study of the velocities of enzynic reactions, i.e., with the rates at which

an enzyme systen noves fron one state to another, and the nechanis¡n by which

these reactions occur. The terns reaetion ueLoeíty and reaetion meehqrLism

will be used to describe the rate at which a chemical change occurs and the

sequence of stepwise reactions by which the over-al1 change occurs, respect-

ively. The significance of enzyne kinetics lies in the fact that it has

developed into a powerful theoretical and experinental tool for the elucid-

ation of nany important aspects of enzynic reactions, and for obtaining a

deeper insight into the nechanisns of enzyme action, a long-standing goal of
biochemistry. To r:nderstand how an enzyne works on a molecular basis, kinetic
information must be obtained for the entire time sequence of the reactions;

that is, the díserete interrnediates ínuoTued i,n the eataLgtí.e eonuersíon of
substrates to pnoduets nast be deteeted and their Lífetimes and modes of
forrnation qnd bneakdoun detennined. When such information, obtained fron

enzyme kinetical studies, is combined with known rnolecular structures of
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enzynes antl substrates, a better understanding of 1-hc' nrolecular nature of

enzyme action may be olrtained. Now kinetic studies liornlally hegin by assun-

ing a reaction scheme [e.g. see (2.7-1) or (2.7-2)] ancì on this basis I'rate

lawsrr, i.e., differential equations, are derived which express the tirne course

of the reactions. These differential equations can sometimes be integrated

analytically in closed forn, yielding the tine course of the concentration of

substrate, intermediate conplexes, products, etc., but usually the situation

is not so favourable and one must resort to numerical nethods. The special

features of these kinetic studies nake it more useful to delay any further

discussion until treatment of cross-bridge enzymic reactions can be used as

an example. Nonetheless, this is an opportune moment to suggest sone

references on enzyrnes and enzyme kinetics. For limited accounts of these

topics, the biochenically disinterested reader is referred, for exanple, to

parts of: chapter 3 in Vander et aI. (1970) ; chapter 4 in Yost (7972) ;

chapter B in Setlow and Pollard (L962); and chapter 11 in West et a1. (1966).

Should, however, his appetite eventually be whetted for more about enzymes

and enzyrne kinetics, then there is the introductory textbook by Gutfreunrl

(1965), or ultimately, the very significant sources of information on these

-subjects by Boyer (1970-I973); Dixon and Webb (1964); and Reiner (1959).

I-laving seen in outline how enzyrnes work, we are norv ready to discuss

the enzymatic behaviour of the nyosin cross-bridges. First, from the brief
consideration given to this subject in section 2.4 we already know that:

(1) The ATP molecule is the nost important store of energy in muscle because

it is the only substance that the cross-briclges can use directly in the

performance of mechanical work. (2) The nyosin nolecule can act enzynatic-

ally to split ATP into ADP and P, with the release of chemical energy [see

equation (2.4-1)] to be used for force generation and cross-bridge rnovernent.

The locus of this ÃTP-q.se activity is in the IINM S-1 "head" of the myosin

molecule. (3) Myosin also binds actin, and the actin binding site is also

in the fll\M S-1 rrheadrr region. (4) The aforesaid two chemically active sites

in the FII'ÍM S-1 "headtr are probably not identical and cari act independently,
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with binding to actin occuring at one, alld splitting of ATp catalyse<l at the
other. Note that a myosin molecule has two FIMM S-1 r'heads,r (Fig. 2.4-La),
but each of the "headsfrhas one ATP splitting site ancl one actin binding
site (Young, 1967). Now on the basis of numerous biochemical studies it
has been established that the ATP-øse activity of purified nyosin alone, in
the presence of magnesiun ions and under physiological ionic conditions such

as occur in contracting muscle, is relatively low. However, under the sarne

conditions, this ÃTP-ase activity is greatly enhanced by the presence of
actin (about 20-fold or nore) and approaches that required to account for
the rate of energy release in muscle. Mrat all this adds up to is: (a) that
myosin perfonns as a Poor enzyme when it catalyses the conversion of its
substrate ATP into products ADP + P1, and (b) that actin can act as a rate-
-nodifying substance, i.e., as a nodifier, capable of greatly activating the
splitting of ATP by myosin. It should be renarked here that although the
exact role played by magnesiun ions is not known, they are essential for
ÃTP-ase activity a¡d contraction, and at least part of their finction appears
to be that of binding ATP to myosin. Under norrnal physiological conditions,
about 90% of the negatively charged ATP molecules are in the forn of Mg.ATp,

which is probably the true substrate of nyosin.

Now there is no need to be blessed with a fine nose to ilsrnell,, that an

understanding of cross-bridge biochernistry begins with an understanding of
the way the enzyme systens nyosin-ATP and myosin-actin-ATp work. Indeed,

these systens have been nuch studied during the last three decades, and an

enor¡nous body of work testifies to the effort and progress rnade in elucid-
ating their structural and enzynatic properties (for detailed reviews and

references see, for example, Taylor, tg7z, l97s; I{¡hite and rhorson, j.g7s).

From this wealth of infor¡nation, we nov¡ wish to pick what is felt necessary
for the ensuing study. Introducing the following notation:

á=ATP P =ADP+Pi M=nyosin A=actin
let us first consider the relatively low ATP-øs e actívity of pure nyosin.
rt may be very tenpting to assume that the sinpLe Michaelis-Menten reaction
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scheme (2.7-L) is sufficient to describe the splitting of AT'p b1'm¡,osin.

llowever, l,ymn and l'ay1or (1970) have concltrsively demonstrated that such a

schene is incornplete and suggestecl the follou'ing 2-intermediate I'eaction

scheme:

T T (2.7-4)

That schene (2.7-4) is also incomplete has been dernonstrated by Trentham

et a1. (1972), who extended it by a further two intermediates (see origì.na1

paper), and an even more elaborate scheme has been developed by Tonomura ancJ

his colleagues (for a detailecl review of the Tonomura schene see Taylor, lg72

and references I2I-730 therein). Flowever, it is felt that in the present

work there is no need to introduce these complex schemes because (2,7-4)
contains all the features essential for our discussion.

Next we turn to the nyosin-actin-ATP systen. First, recall that actin
greatly enhances the ability of nyosin to split ATP, and this means that we

are dealing with an enzyme-nodifier-substrate systen, which, as was noted

earlier, can behave in a very complex manner. Thus, it is not suïpïising to
find that attempts to understand the activation rnechanism of actin have been

largely unsuccessful. Nonetheless through the tedious work of a number of
biochenists, nany apparently disconnected and sonetirnes contradictory features

of the nyosin-actin-ATP system have recently fallen into place, and a patter-n

has begun to take shape. This has led researchers to propose tentative

reaction schenes bearing the marks of concentrated study, progress and

improved understanding - as welI as diuided opínion among these researchersl

In particular, a good deal of controversy has arisen over the exact sequence

of steps involved in the myosin-actin ATP-ase activity. Now it profj_ts not

the non-biochernist to step into this gathering storm of controversy as to
which reaction -schene is better, and for a very simple reason - he may end

as the adventurous fool who thought he could pul1 a lion by the tail and also

get away with it! With this in mind, no attempt will be made to present the

kr' kr'

Á+M=---óM=:M.P
kr, k._,

kr'

=....-N{ + P

kl,
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various reaction schernes, or to discuss their pros and cons. Instead, we

have elected to use one reaction scheme, namely, that of Taylor and his
colleagues, for three reasons: first, it accounts in a sinple manner for
known experinental results, second, it is clear and easy to foltow, and

third, and perhaps most important, it forns a reasonable working hypothesis
on which the construction of our biochenical and structural cross-bridge
nodel can be based. This scheme, proposed by Lynn and raylor in 1971 (see

also reviews in Taylor, 7972 and 1973), consists of the following sequence

of steps:
(7)

PrË AM + Pr

+A

(3)
Pr:M + p,

where for each nunbered step there are two rate constânts k] and k' .

(j = 1,2,..-,7), and Lynn and raylor (1971) suggested the following rough

set of values for the foryard rate constants (temperature 20oc; pH g.0;

ionic srrength o.os - o.t m KCl):

ki = Zxlo' (iEt.J-"""-' q = 100-1s0 sec-' q = 0.05 ,".-t 
^z# = 1O-20sec-1

(2.7 -sa)
k; = 1x106 (äl-."J -' ,""-' k; > 1000 sec-' k: = rx10s ËFJ -, .".-,

Note that the lower line of (2.7-5) is identical to the reaction schene (2.7-4),

rePresenting the splitting of ATP by nyosin alone in the absence of actin,
and that addition of actin brings us to the upper line. Note also that AM

is the rigor complex occuring in nuscle in the absence of ATP; it represents

the fir¡n attachment of HMM s-1 to actin as in death (see section 2.4).
Inspection of (2.7-5) and (2.7-5a) reveals a nr¡nber of important feat-

ures of the myosin-actin-ATP system, and gives t¡s a rrfeelrr for the proposed

reaction schene. First, in the absenee of actin the hydrolysis pathway

consists of binding of Á to M (step 1), hydrolysis and formation of M.p,

(step 2) and product release (step s). since k¡ >> Ë , it follows that

(4)

Á + AM r- ¿Rtrl

(1)
8 + M--

AM.

6)

1r
ÁM

A ( 5

M

(2 .7 -s)
(2)
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hydrolysis proceeds nuch faster than product release, anC that the rate-

detelmining (slowest) step is st.ep 3, i.e., product release. Aclclition of

actin to M.P. leads to the fonnation of M.P, (step ó), lncl thcn to o

greatly enhanced rate of product release (step 7) because fi >> tj . Second,

in the pï,esence of actin the rnajor hydrolysis pathv/ay proceeds via binding

of á to the rigor complex AM to form óAM (step 4), extremely rapid dissocia-

tion of .óAM into actin A plus ÁM (step 5), hydrolysis on the free ÁM complex

and fornation of M'Pr (step 2), reconbination of actin A with M.P, to form

N.P, (step 6), and product release (step 7). Since k; > k; , it follows

that product release is again the rate-determining step. Third, one would

expect AM to be an enzyme and that the fornation of ÁAM (step 4) woulc{ lead

directly to the splitting of ATP. However, step 5 is so fast (Lymn and

Taylor, 1971, found that it is too fast to measure by stop-flow nethods and

assurned that k; > 1000 sec-t) that dissociation of AM occurs very rapiclly

following ATP binding, and it preceeds the hydrolysis of ATP. Thus hydroly-

sis does not take place on AM, it occurs on free lrf (step 2) and rnyosin aLone

is the effectiue enzAme. Furthernore, fron the above it is clear that the

reaction sdrene (2.7-5) accounts for the known dual role of ATP in muscle,

narnely: (1) its furction as a substrate, and (2) its ability to dissociate

the rigor complex AM. Fourth, noting that k; is larger than Ç or k) it
follows that, whether or not actin is present, p::oduct release is the rate-

limiting step in the nyosin-actin-ATP reaction nechanism. That product

release is the rate-liniting step is probably an oversinplification
(Trentham et al., L972), but it is more than adequate for the present dis-

cussion. Fifth, fron the above it is obvious that the internediate complex

M.P, has a "problemr?, it ca:rnot get rid of its products. Flowever, actin

can react with M.Prrrhelping" the prod-ucts to be released at a much faster

rate than from myosin alone. Thus, ae.tin aetiuation of the rnyosin ATP-ase

actiuity does not oecuv at the ATP spLi,tting step; it oecurs at the product

z,eLease step, thez,eby erpLainíng the actiuation mechønism of aetin in greatly

enhanctng pz.oduet reLease. Now since the general idea of a cross-bridge
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contraction cycle requires the bridge to dissociate and recombine once per

cycle, the kinetic sche¡ne (2.7-S) of Taylor and his colleagues fits the

contraction cycle in a natural way, and, as we shall see in a moment, pro_

vides an excellent fra¡nework for relating enzyme reaction nechanisns to
structural cross-bridge rnolecular events occurring during muscle contraction.

All this seeÍ¡s very nice. But it hides a pitfall! First, we note

that the PurPose of biochenical studies is to provide a bioehem¡,caL cross-
bridge cycle whictr will fit in a natural way with a meehøticaZ cross-bridge

cycle. Now bioctremical analysis of intact living muscle has encountered

fornidable obstacles, and Ítost quantitative elçerinents on the contractile
proteins myosin and actin have had to be perforrned ín soLution under sim-

plified laboratory conditions, and unfortrnately, these do not incorporate

various mechanical influences which are perhaps the very essence of cross-

bridge action, a fact well recognized by nuscle biochenists. The nain
problem is, of course, that in the intact sarconere, the myosin and actin
mol.ecules are firmly anchored to the thick and thin fila¡nents respectively,
which thenselves are part of the well organized structure of the sarcomere,

and consequently these nolecules are not free to move rras they pleaseil because

they are subjected to mechanical forces and constraints rpt present in sol-
ution. These forces and constraints restrict the nunber of possibl.e modes

of interaction between myosin and actin, and deternine the nature of the

mechanical cross-bridge cycle which consists of attachnent, force gener-

ation, breakage, and reattachnent. Thus, the reaction scheme and experinent-

al resuLts of E.W. Taylor and his colleagues which were obtained in solution,
and for that matter the results of other proninent rnuscle biochemists, may

have a serious flaw in thern when it comes to (a) matching steps of the bio-
drenical cycle with steps of the mechanical cycre, and (b) corparing para-

meters in solution with those of a contracting sarcornere. For example, one

need not expect to find the sa¡ne nolecular species and internediate conplexes

during mr,¡scLe contraction as in solution. Moreover, one is euen

Tcss LikeLy to find the eame rate eonstøttsl
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What all this adds up to is that extreme cauti-on must be exercised

when comparing e;perirnental results obtained in solution with conditions

occuring in the intact sarcolnere. I{asty comparisons nay be very' nrislead-

ing. Note that all rate constants introduced thus far have a supelscript

"'" attached to them to indicater?in solution'r (e.g. kì, tlr, etc.) for

the purpose of distinguishing then fron rate constants applicable to the

intact living muscle, which are about to become an important subject in

the ensuing study.

After a more-than-anple "dinnerrr of biochemistry in solution, let us

now cautiously use therrin solutionrrscheme (2.7-5) to construct a cross-

bridge enzyme reaction scherne which takes into accomt the properties of

the system in which the cross-bridges ¡nust work, i.e. the properties of the

intact living sarconere. First, it should be enphasized that the rate con-

stants (2.7-5a) are of no value when dealing with the structurally highly

organized sarcomere, because they contain no infornation about the rnechan-

ical forces and constraints to which the cross-bridges are subjected, and

therefore are of no use in the ensuing study. To stress this point, 'rnew"

lrate constants will be introduced and the superscript rtsrrwill be discarded,

for example, instead of k'., nlj we shall use b), lz_r, respectively. Now it

is worth recalling sorne of the important observations made in sections 1.5,

2.4, and 2.5: (1) Sarconere shortening (lengthening) is produced by sliding

of thin actin and thick myosin filanents past each other. (2) Sliding is

brought about by the myosin cross-bridges. Each bridge becomes attached to

¿r rrliberatedrr (unblocked) actin site in the overlap region of the thick and

thin filaments, generates a sliding shearing force Q. and moves so as to pu11

the thin filanent toward the centre of the sarcomere; it is then broken, and

the process is then repeated by cross-bridge reattachment to another unblock-

ed actin site further along the thin filament. (3) The energy for contract-

ion is, of course, derived fron the splitting of ATP by the cross-bridges,

and this process is controlled by the total nunber of unblocked actin bind-

ing sites tA;(r)l (the TUABS function). The nagnitude ot (ni) is, in turn,
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influenced by the cyptoplasnic fluicl calcium trevel (cr2) and the actio'
potential across the cell membrane.

With this in nind, let us introduce some notational changes ancl new

definitions. First, instead of A for actin, we shall use A* to denote rm-

blocked actin binding sites, and instead of M for myosin, il1u "ill be used

to denote nyosin cross-bridges. Furthernore, cross-bridges in the overlap
region can attach to actin and witl be denoted Uy rufr, whereas cross-bridges
in the non overlap region cannot attach to actin and will be denoted by Mp.

Consider not what happens in the overlap region of the thick and thin
filanents. There are two najor catalytic cycles to be considered: Cycle I
involves the splitting of ATp by the myosin-actin system, while cycre rI
involves the splitting of ATP by myosin alone. These two cycles nay be re-
presented in the forn

Cycle I
.Þrbt'f n, + A* .#A*Mäpr*n*l,rfr * n,

l¿h

+^
--S'
.=i-_

l¿-3

b
A*MË,s +uf,r + n*

l¿-4

4

Cycle II

o*"ä

s

$a trllPItr

s rËo Mä +P

(2.7 -6a)

(2.7 -6b)
h

^ t î

In the non overlap region there is only one catalytic cycle, nanely:
cycle III involving the splitting of ATp by nyosin cross-bridges M[ alone

according to the scheme

Cycle III
4+Át' P
t¿_

s Mp^ Mt r r (2.7-6c)
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Note that cycles II and IIr are identical to each other, ancl also to (2,7-4)

or to the lower line in (2,7-5). The cyclic nature of the three reaction

schemes (2.7-6a, b, c) is illustrated in Fig. 2.7-tb. Inspc'ction of tlìis

figure shows that cycles I and II have a common brancll (step 5) ¿urd ¿rre

therefore not entirely independent of one another. Further, noting that

useful work can only be performed in the overlap region in connection with

cycle I, the inclusion of cycle IIr may be causing some puzzlenent since it

concerns ATP splitting by cross-bridges whictr cannot perforn useful work,

and therefore nay appear to be engaged in a purelyrracademic exercise"!

But this is not so because cycles II and IIr are not independent, and are

mechanically linked in the following way. First, recall that the only feat-

ure distinguishing bridges M[ frorn bridges nOB ir location; the forrner are

located in the overlap region and the latter in the non overlap region.

I{owever, biochenically they are identical and we can write

vrfi = rrl¡ $.r = ufa MäPr = MpPr Q.7-7)

Consequently, as the sarcornere shortens or lengthens there is a "flowrr (trans-

lation) of cross-bridges from one region to another which nay be represented

in the form
h r_

r--i-lZ-
-I

where bt= gt ' = qfv and h-, = g-rè = g-fV are "flowt'Tate constants, å = V

is the velocity of lengthening (shortening) in muscle lengths per second

[see equation (2.4-L2)), and q' e_, are displacement parameters to be deter-

mined below. The nechanical link between cycles II and IIr is thus repre-

sented by the I'flow" equations (2.7-8), and this is indicated by the arrows

nrarked (f) in Fig. 2.7-Ib. It should be emphasized here that the nature of

the new "in structure'r rate constants þ), Þ_j (j = 1, 2, ..., 10) anð lz*

fz_, appearing in (2.7-6a, b, c) and (2.7-8) differs profoundly fron that of

the previously nentioned "in solutionir rate constants (2.7-5a). The "in
structuretr rate constants are dependent not only on biochenical paraneters,

M;pMË MË rpo rËn M:P (2.7-8)þr
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Fig. 2.7-L. A proposed nodel for the cycles of a síngLe nyosin HMM-SI cross-
bridge action, which takes into accormt the properties of the systen in
which the bridge must work, i.e., the properties of the intact living
sarconere (see text for a detailed description). (a) The working (contract-
ife) cycle I representing cross-bridge interaction with actin, structural
changes, Ímd the release of nechanical energy (see also Fig. 2.4-S).
(b) Steps in the proposed enzyme reaction scheme consisting of the three
cycles I, II and II'. The splitting of á = ATP into reaction products
Pr = ADP+Pi is induced by the myosin-actin systen during cycle I, and by
mlosin aloñe during cycle II or IIr. Here $ ot S represent nyosin, ild
A* unbLoeked e.cti¡ sit-es-
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but also on mechanica1 parameters such as forces, clisplacenents, \'elocities

and geometry of the sarconeïe. We sha11 have more to say about these hrs

later.

At first glance it may seen that we have stretched, rathcl than

telescoped, the distance to understanding the node of cross-bridge action.

However this is not the case, and as we progress t{e aim tô simplify the

picture so that all the pieces will in due course gently glide into place!

As a start, we wish to acquaint ourselves with the nain features of the

nechano-biochenical reaction schene shown in Fig. 2.7-Lb, and this is best

done by gaining a deeper insight into the nature of its cycles I, II, IIt

[equations (2.7-6a, b, c)]. Since nyosin cross-bridges M[ can contribute

to force generation only when they are conbined with the actin molecules

of the thin filaments, it is clear that cycle I, alone, is linked to the

perfornance of useful work during muscle contraction, and is therefore of

paramount importance to the present nodel. First, we may assunte that sone

structural changes accompany the enzynatic splitting of ATP during cycle I,

and it is necessary to consider the evidence concerning possible cross-

bz,idge mouements during muscle contraction since these bridges precipitate

continuous cyclical and biochemical changes during activity. To relate

structural changes to biochenical events, we nay asstrme that the bridges

need always to go through exactly the same structural cycle during the

splitting of ATP and the performance of mechanical work. In section 2.4,

we have seen that the cross-bridges of insect flight r,uscle take on recog-

nizably different configurations in the presence or absence of ATP (Reedy,

Holmes, ancl Tregear, 1965). In the presence of ATP the bridges are relaxed

and approximately at right-angles to the thick filament, and in its absence,

there is a fornation of the actin-nyosin rigor complex in which the bridges

are bor¡nd to the thin filanents at an angle of about 45o. Corrpled with

studies on living frog muscle (H.E. Iìuxley and Brown, 1967) this has led

to proposals by H.E. Huxley (1969) and Pringle (1967) that the cross-bridges

move the thin filaments past the thick filanent by a kind of I'rowingtraction,
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as illustrated in Fig. 2.7-La; a nodel which has gained general acceptance

as a working hypothesis. A single cross-bridge is presumed to execute a

mechanical structural cycle consisting of the following five steps shown

in Fig. 2.7-La: (L) bindLng of the perpendicurar relaxed cross-bridge

(0"n= 90o) to an unblocked actin site A*t (2) the dr|ue stroke consist-
ing essentially of force generation and HMM S-1 rotation to an angle of
about 0"n= 45o, and during which useful work is performed with the bridge

entering its rigor position; (3) z,emoual of rigor con&Ltíon, the bridge
is still attached to A* at an angle of 0".= 45o, but is now able to detach

itself fron actin; @) rapid &issoeiatíon of the bridge from the thin actin
filament; (5) baek stroke,rnovenent of the free myosin cross-bridge to its
initial perpendicular 0"r= 90o relaxed position. Using a sirnplified ¡nodel

proposed by Lynn and Taylor (1971), we fínd that the 5 rnain steps in the
biochemical enzyme reaction cycle I shown in Fig.Z.Z_lb fit the 5 steps

of the structural cycle in rhe fotlowing way: (r) binåing of $v, to øt
wthLoeked aetì'n site Ax; (2) the díspLaeement of products p _, pronotion
(acceleration) of product release fron A*M[P" during the drive stroke and the
fornation of the rigor complex n*Mfr; $) bíndíng of ATP to the r,ì,gor eompLeæ

A*$, G) rapid dissoeiation of actomyosin, i.e. rapid dissociation of the
Itrigor' conplex n*r'rfrl into A* and Mf,a; (s) the spLittíng of AW on the free
ngosín Mf and formation of the nyosin products conplex SOr, where we again

have the original intermediate conplex, which can noü¡ reco¡nbine with A* and

the biochemical (and structural) cycle I of 5 steps is repeated again.

It may now be ternpting to think that enough has been said about cycle

I. However, stoPping our explanations just now would put us in the same cat-
egory as the shopkeeper, of whon it was related that he was so mean, so rotten;
he once helped an old lady customer across the street - but onLy halfuay!
AccordingLy, a few additional explanatory conments are in order, and, in fact,
are needed to clarify matters. It was earlier suggested (a) that each inter-
nediate complex has a precisely defined structural configuration, (b) that

sone configurational changes take place in each inter¡nediate as a concomitent
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of one part of the cycle of ATP splitting, and (c) that this takes the fornr

of a transition from one to another sharply defined structure. Now, 1et us

consider some of the evidence concerning the unique changes in local con-

forrnation induced by ATP, The existence of two distinct conformational

states of the nyosin enzyme, depending on the presence of either ATP or

products ADP + P' has been denonstrated by several researchers. Morita

(1967) was first to observe that ATP and ADP produce different changes in

the ultravíolet (W) absorption spectrum of HMM, and Cheung (1969) found

that ATP and ADP differ also in their effect on the fluorescence of ANS

(8-anilino-1-naphthalene sulfonate) bound to nyosin, Seidel and Gergely

(1971), using electron spin resonance (ESR) techniques, reported a large

change in the ESR spectrun of spin labelled nryosin specific to ATP; this

change persisted as long as ATP was present, but splitting by myosin led

to depletion of ATP and to a change in the spectrum to that of ADP. More

recently, Werber et al. (1972) studied the interaction between HMM and ATP

by measuring the intrinsic fluorescence of the tryptophan residues of the

protein, and found that fluorescence changes are specific to ATP and cannot

be initated by ADP. Finally, Mannherz et aI. (1973) studied the nornally

transitory conplex M.ATP and concluded (a) that its structure is recogniz-

ably different from that of the rnore stable complex M'ADP'P, , and (b) that

splitting of ATP on the back stroke (step 5) is necessary to put the bridge

into its relaxed right-angled form.

From the above, and fron the observation by Lymn and Taylor (1971)

that rvhen ATP binds to HMM S-1 it is cleaved very rapidly [see[2.5-5a)], it

appears that the cleaving step 5 in cycle I is associated with a local con-

fornationzrl change and a "locking" of the products at the site where they

are forned. The release of these products fron the rllockedil conformation

depends on the rate of dissociation of ADP + P. fron myosin HNß4 S-1. Since

actin has been shown to greatly enhance this rate, an attractive proposition

would be that the energy is stored in HMM S-1 in the forn of the enzyme-

product complex SO, Ot virtue of the local conformational change that has
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taken place in rtfa during the splitting of ATp. Actin A* would then act as

an t'aeeeptov'\\ for this energy, and thereby accelerate the hydrolysis of ATp.

rn sunnary, it appears that during the ATp splitting step, the bridge has

"cockedrt itself with energy for the power (drive) stroke and engaged a 'rcatch
mechanisn'r to prevent the release of this stored energy and of the products.
Binding of actin disengages the I'catch ¡nechanisnrr, releases the products,
and frees the stored energy which is then transnitted throtigh A* and the
thin filament to the Z-line.

Having recently been outwitted in our efforts to catch a rather smart
lnouse, it was of some comfort to realize that an excellent analogy of cross-
bridge activities tluring cycle I can be found in the conmon household

mouse tnap! Consider the rfmouse-traprr shown in Fig. 2.7-2a. Here actin is
lepresented by the nouse; the actin bindíng site by cheese ch; the myosin

cross-bridge by the killing arm C.B.; the products by the catch nechanisn

Pr; and the troponin-tropomyosin systen of regulatory proteins by the entry
door R.P.S. The energy stored in
the relaxed cross-bridge is rep-

resented by the stretched spring,
and its premature release is, of
course, prevented by the catch

mechanism P_. However, when thet

(b)

ATP

N2

(a)
actin
/ m0uA¿
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sp r1n g
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Nl N5

c

Fig. 2.7-2. The nouse-trap analogy of the cross-bridgeworking cycle I (see text for explanations).
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mouse rrattachesil itself to the cheese, the release mechanism rm easily
frces this cnergy by allowing the spring to snap back to its original size.

A closed R.P.S. door prevents the actin nouse fronl reaching the cheese,

but when opened, the mouse can trigger the cyclical -serie-s of eveìtts, Nr,t.-2,.

.. , Nr , Nr shown in Fig. 2.7-2b which is analogous to those sholn in Fig.

2,7-La. The whole process starts when the R.P.S. door is lifted and the

mouse gets ready to rrattach?t itself to the cheese (position N1 ). As con-

tact is made and the catch mechanism is freed (position Nz ), rapid shorten-

ing of the stretched spring and energy release occur, delivering a very

rapid and lethal blow to the nouse which results in the fornation of a

'rrigor complexrr mor:se-killing arm C.B. (position N3 ) fron which the nouse

is unable to move. Next, the householderrs finger ATP moves the killing arn

C.B. slightly, an act which frees the mouse (position tù), and this is
followed by dragging the mouse out by the tail (position N5 ). Finally, ATP

Totation of the killing arn C.B. stretches the spring, and after engaging

the catch mechanism P, the mouse-trap is reset and ready for a repeat

performance (position Nr again) awaiting the arrival of another actin mouse,

Note (a) that in the position Nr the trap is I'cocked" for the kill, and

(b) that the killing blow occurs so rapidly that the mouse is unable to

retreat.

This analogy has not been drawn simply for the sake of drawing an

analogy, but because in addition to elucidating what happens during cycle I,
it contains some hidden infor¡nation concerning the way the cross-bridges

work. First, the tlMM S-1 part of the nyosin rnolecule is usually represented

cliagranunatical1y as an ellipse, but the mouse-trap, technicalLy a very prim-

itive device, already exhibits a degree of sophistication not shown in that
rblliptic headrr. Note that the mouse-trap contains 4 functionally different
parts: a spring, a killing arm, a catch mechanism, and a release mechanism

with cheese. This suggests attractive propositions to muscle biochenists,

namely: (1) to look for similar functional parts or perhaps altogether

different proteins in the HMM S-1rtheadrl, or alternatively (2) if sone new
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proteins have already been found to which no f,unction h¿rs as yet been

ascribed, a start toward defining their role could be nrade by using the

mouse-trap analogy. Second, the speed of the killing btow is also a char-

acteristic of the cross-bridge drive stroke which is very rapid, and of the
very swift energy transfer taking place between HMM S-L and actj.n (see

Pringle, t967; and quantum mechanical model of Mcclare, Lg72 a,b). Third,
mouse-traPs have the habit of lurking for their victins fo:: long periods of
time, staying prepared untiL some hungry mice arrive. The same holds true
for the majority of cross-bridges, These are usually prepared and ncockedrl

with energy, awaiting the opportunity to attach to actin and discharge their
energy. Note, that in the absence of muscular activity this waiting period
may be very long, e.g. as is the case with people enjoying long motionless

siestas.

The focus of attention now shifts to a nore pressing natter. Certainly
an actively working cycle I is of great importance to us, but equally signif-
icant is the fact that cycle I can be arrested by blocking any of the steps

L to 5 ' From an earlier observatiern we already know that in the abence of
ATP step 3 is blocked, and we remain r,r.ith the rigor complex A*Mf as in death.

Now the blocking of steps 1 and 2 warrants special consideration, because

step 1 (binding to actin) is associated with controlling nuscular activity
and step 2 (the drive stroke) with the performance of tseful work. As far
as step 1 goes, in section 2.5 we have seen that Ca ions regulate the activ-
ity of the contractile filaments through the action of the t::oponin-tropo-
myosin systen of regulatory proteins (the RPS). In the absence of Ca ions,
the RPS btocks actin sites on the thin fila¡nents and i¡rhibits the attachnent
of myosin cross-bridges to actin. When caleium is presented to the area of
the contractile filaments, it combines with troponin and as a consequence

the configuration of the RPS is changed so that actin sites become exposed

and attach¡nent of nyosin to actin can take p1ace. In other words, addition
of C!+ leads to an increase ín the number of 'rliberatedtr actin sites A* and

increases the rate of formation of the complex A*Mf.pr, while removal of C!+
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induces relaxation by reclucing the number of "liberatedil sites A* and reduc-

ing the rate of A*Mä.Pr formation, until, in the absence of A*, cycle I is
completely arrested. Thus, the step which is inhibite<t by the removal of
ca ions is step 1, i.e., the combination of $P. with actirr A*, and this
explains how calcium controls muscle contraction. Turning now to step 2,

we recall that during this drive stroke O*tbtP, is converted into the rigor
conplex A*Mfr and that this conversion is acconpanied by force generation,

rotational movenent of the bridge through an angle of about 45o , and the

perfornance of useful work. 0n this basis, we may state that step 2 is a

mechano-chenically coupled step whose rate may depend on nechanical influ-
ences. suppose, for example, that a rnechanicar constraint (e.g., a force)

slows the speed of rotation of the HMM S-Lttheadrr, resulting in the slowing

down of step 2 and the rate of product release. Now, sllppose that this
rnechanical constraint conpletely prevents any rotational movement of the

HMM S-lrrheadrrrelative to the thin filament. In this case step 2 is block-

ed, the performance of useful work is inhibited, and cycle I is completely

arrested. fn summary, when steps 7 o'r 2 are blocked (or for that matter steps

3, or 4, or 5), ATP splitting in cycle I cannot take place. However, it
can take place in cycles II and II t , which now becorne the doninant cycles,

but at a slower rate. Note, that this explains the reasons for including

cycle I and also cycles II and IIrin our reaction scheme.

Noting that the force generated by the cross-bridges is transnitted
through the thin filaments to the Z-lines and then through the nuscle struc-
ture to an external load [see equation (.2.4-LS)], we nay state (a) that the

force generated by the cross-bridges during step 2 is directly coupled to

an erternaL Load, (b) that ATP splitting by the cross bridges in cycle I is
directly coupled to the eætentaL uotk done by noving this external load,

and (c) that the direct cor:pling between external nechanical paraneters and

molecular events determines the natru,e and z,ate of ATP splitting during

cycle r, €.9,, ATP splitting can be halted altogether by applying a large

external force to an actively contracting muscle, causing lengthening of
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this muscle, which, under normal circurnstances, would tend to shorten (this
force blocks, of course, step 2). Gradually, the nessage is coning through

that the conbined effect of all the nechano-chernically coupled steps 2 of act-
iue cross-bridges is of utmost importance because it provides a measure of the
ability of muscle to generate force and perforn extemal work, and we shall
have more to say about this matter later.

Next, using the reaction schene shown in Fig. 2.7-tb, we turn to
deriving ttTate lawsrr, i,e. differential equations, describing the time rate
of change of the various internediate conplexes associated with cycles I,
II, and IIr, and to find nore about the nature of the mysterious nin struc-
turefr rate constants /èr, b-i (j = 1, 2, ..., 10) and h1 l¿-f. we begin by

introducing the following notation for the various intermediate complexes

and their concentrations :

(N,) = 0vräpr) (Nr) = (A*MApr) (Nr) = (A*MA)

(No) = (A*rvfÁ) (N.) = (MËÁ) (Nu) = (MË) Q.7_s)
(\') = (MpPr) (NJ) = (MdÁ) [No'¡ = (Mp)

Here, chenical synbols inside brackets stand for intermediate complexes,

and, for convenience, we have adopted the shorter notation N, (j = l, z,
..' 6) and Nl (i = 1, 5, 6) to represent the nine intermediates appearing

in equations (2,7-6a, b, c) or Fig. 2.2-lb. The round brackets enclosing
these intermediates stand for concentrations, expressed in moles per ¿nit
nuscle volune. SiniLarly, for convenience we shall use the notation

(Á) (ArP) (p) (ADP) (Pi) (2.7-Lo)

Consider now an isometrically contracting nuscle, i.e., a muscle prevented
from changing its length during contraction so that ð = V = 0. predictably

enough, the nature of cycles I, II, and IIr will be influenced by this nech-

anical constraint, and to enphasize this fact we shall write f¿. = ko. and

â-j = klj u = 1, 2, ..., 10) in equations (2.7-6a, b, c). Further, since
V = 0 we nust also have fz., = Qt V = 0 and h_f = e-¡ V = 0, i.e., the rrflowrr

rate constants must vanish, and consequently we can altogether ignore the
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rrflowrr equations (2,7-8) and the arrows marked (f) in Fig, 2,7-Ib. Al1

these facts arc ¿ìccottltnodatecl w ithin thc reaction scheme shown ilr Fig.2. 7-Sa

which is, of course, â simplified version of the original reaction scheme

shown in Fig, 2,7-7b, and we note that use has been made of the concise

notations (2,7-9), (2,7-10). Thus, using Fig. 2.7-sa or equations (2.7-6a,

b, c) with the I'isometric rate constantsrr ui, u]: (i = L, 2, ..., 10), we

obtain the differential rate equations deternining the t.ime course of the

concentrations of the various internediate cornplexes tnder iso¡netric con-

ditions in the overlap region of the thick and thin filaments
u#.') = -tkl (A*) * kl, + kf J(N,) + kor (N2) + r! (N,) * klu (p)(No)

â0'a/= kl (A*) (N, ) - G:, * kl) (Nr) * kl, (p) (N, )

P= k: (N,) - tkl,(p) + kf (a)l(N,) * kl3N4)

*. '= 
k: (,s) (N, ) - (k:, + k: ) (No ) + ko4 (A*) (Ns )

P= k:, (N,) + kl(N4) - tk:4 (A*) * k: * klrl(N,) + ko(a)(N.)

P= r!(r,{,) * kl?(Ns) - [rou(p) + rf (a)](Nu)

and in the non-overlap region of the thick and thin filaments

a{P= -(kl, * kïo)(N,') + k: (NJ) * kl,o(p)(r,1.,)

+. '= koe (N;) - (k; * kl,) oJ) + r! (a) (N.,) (2.7-ttb)

3fNca;)= klo Nr') + ko, (N,,) - tk:,0(p) + r! (l)l(Nr,)

0bserve that (A*) in equations (2,7-LIa) represents the concentration of
free (i.e. unattached) I'RPS-liberatedrr actin sites in the overlap region,

(2.7-t7a)

(2.7-ILc)

and we can write

{4:u. )= -rofii,oT". ko4 (Ns ) I (A*) + iii:tñ,i"1ïi6;i,. q*rattachment

where (A*cg) is the total concentration of I'RPS-liberatedn actin sites phy-
sically capable of binding cross-bridges in the overlap region, and it will
be deternined below' rt is clear that (A*) increases (decreases) when (A*c¡)
increases (decreases) and when cross-bridges detach fron (attach to) the thin
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Figure 2.7-3. (a) and (b) Proposed time-dependent cross-bridge enzyrne kinet-ics in which the sarcomere (or muscle) length e is held consiant. This
represents an rrisometric reaction schenerr based solely on tine changes whilethe length e is 'rfrozen" i.e., held constant ulith è = V = 0, and it corres-
ponds to the partial differential equations (2.7-L1). (c) and (d) proposed
Ae-induced cross-bridge enzyme kinetics in which tine t is held constant.
This Âe-based, triconventional, reaction scheme, in which the length e canvary independently while time t is rrfrozenrr (held constant), coriesponds tothe partial differential equations (2.7-12). See text for more detãils.
Note that (a) and (c) are valid for long sarcomere lengths e ) ez, whereas(b) and (d) are valid for e ( ez when cycle II' no longer exists'(see Figs.2.4-4 and 2.7-l). Note atso rhar (ó) = (ATp) and (p) = (ADp)(pi) -
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fi lanents .

Note that Fig. 2.7-3a is valid for long sarcomere lengths r )., (see

Fig. 2.4 -4), when the ends of the thin filanents are apart and outside

the linits of the M-band. However for e ( ar, i.e., when the ends of the

thin filaments are in the M-band or have crossed the centre of the sarconeïe

with considerable dor¡ble overlap occuring, cycle IIt does not exist any more,

Fig. 2.7-3a is reduced to Fig. 2,7-5b and equations (2.7-Ltb) can be ignored.

Note also that partial derivative notation has been used in equations (2,7-

11) to indicate that no length changes take place (ð = V = 0).

Thus far, we have I'frozent? muscle lengths e and permitted time t to

vary independently. Although there is a nechanical constraint here, the

resulting biochenical changes described by equations (2.7-11a, b, c) can,

in a sense, be considered as conventional, because in nornal test-tube bio-
chemistry the independent variable is usually tine t. Now, let us see what

sort of biochenical changes result frorn rrfreezingl' tine t and pernitting
length changes Ae to take place. Evidently, we are dealing with a bizarte,
unconventional, meehøtieaLLy-indueed bíochewtstty and there is need

to examine first if this is at all possible r¡nder nuch simpler biochenical

conditions than ours - for there is no point in running long distances when

you are on the wrong path! To do this, we recall that a single myosin rnole-

cule can be cleaved by digestion with trypsin or papain into its 3 major

parts; LMM, Iil,flvl S-2, and HMM S-1 (see

Fig. 2.4-La). Suppose nohr that we have

at our disposal a nidget of molecular

dinensions who is also blessed with

very powerful hands. fn fact, so

inunense are the powers of this little

'rSampsonr? that he entertains his nidget

conmtrnity by tearing to shreds nole-

cules bigger than himse¿:' Moreove'

he fi:'-ls it ve4f easy rÕ ,jr the san:e

2. HYosiN
m0LEcULE

s/

14 E cr-rAr.ric ÀL BREAK-
AqE eF ,l.fosì¡,,t rN'ro
hAro( CoÈiPôNENTS

Lh4

\.
s\
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to the two points of weakness in the nyosin molecule, and swiftly tear it
into its 3 major parts, This is unboübtedty a ¡nechanically-induced bio-
chenical reaction because chenical bonds have been broken, and because the
same effect can be produced by attack with trypsin or papain over a longer
period of tine. To stun qp, swift rnechanically-induced biochemical reactions
should be possible by applying substantial local nechanical forces to bio-
molecules which lead to the breakage of chemical bonds; this should then be

equivalent to ordinary biochernistry.

With this in rnind, let us construct a reaction scheme based solely on

length changes Âe with Ât = 0. First, it is reasonable to assrfiie that ae -
based biochenical reactions can only occur in the overlap region in connect-

ion with cycles I and II, but cannot occur in the non-overlap region (cycle

IIt). One reason for naking this assumption is the above mentioned fact
that nechanically-induced reactions can occur in the presence of local nole-

cular forces; such forces do not exist in the non-overlap region, but do

exist in the overlap region and are coupled to the external load inducing

the length changes Ae. There are other reasons, but space does not permit

their discussion. Thus equations (2,7-6a, b) will be included in the reac-

tion schene, but equation (2,7-6c) will be ignored. Furthermore, since

changes Ae lead to translation of bridges fron one region to anotheï, equa-

tions (2.7-8) will also be included in the reaction scheme. Now to empha-

size the fact that we are dealing with length changes Âe, and not with tine
changes At, we shall write þj = gj and /¿_. = Q_j (j = l, 2, r.,, 7) in equa-

tions (2.7-6a, b) and h, = gf, þ-f. = g-, in (2,7-B). Arr these facts are

accom¡nodated within the Ae-based reaction schene shown in Fig, 2.7-Sc and d,

which ca¡ be obtained directly from Fig, 2,7-sa and b, respectively, by re-
placing the rate constants nj, *]i with the dispLaeenent parøneter q., g_j
(j = L,2, ...' 7), ignoring reactions 8, 9, 10, and introducing the displa-
cement Par¿uneters 9¡r Q_¡. Thus, to obtain the partial differential equat-

ions describing the changes in intermediate complex concentrations induced

by changs5 in length e while time t is 'rfrozenrr, Fig. 2,7-3c can be used
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directly and for the overlap region of the thick and thin filanents r^re can

write

.{y = -[q, (A*)*q-r.rq+q¡l(N,) + q-r (N2) * e, {Nr) * q_. (p)(lrr)*t_r(u,,)

+I?-, ' = q, (A*)(Nr) - (q-, * er)(Nr) * e-, (p)(Nr)

P = q3(.ó)(N3) - (q-, + q)(No) * e-o¡R*) ¡ur)

3-(N'ae') = q-s(Nr) + q(No) - [q-n(R*¡+er*e-'+qf](Ns) * 9r{l)(Nu) + q_f(Ns')

3-eae ) = q6(Nl ) * q-?(N5) - [9-o(p)*lr(a)+qrJ(Nu) + q-r(N.')

and in the non-overlap region we have

W = qr(N,) - c-r(N,')

# = er(N,) - e-r(r'ljl

u;=qf(Nó)-t-r(nu')

Finally, changes in (R*) are given by

- -¡er (Nl )+q-4 (Ns)l(A*) * e-, Nr) + eo (No1 * ð(Ôlc¡) (2 .7 -12c)

Inspection of equations (2.7-L7) and (2.7:I2) shows that the dis-
placenent paranetert gj, e_i detennine the rrratert of formation and break-

down of the various intermediate conplexes in response to unit length e

changes, in the s¿rme way .. uj, tlj (i = !, 2, ...,10) do with respect to
r¡rit tine changes- Now a detailed exanination of the displacement parameters

is beyond the scope of this thesis, a¡rd will be published elsewhere. None-

theless, a word concerning the nature of these paranèters is in order here.

In general, the displacement parameters depend on nolecular dinensions, gêo-

netry, and forces; on ae; and on the sign of ae, i.e., on whether the nuscle

shortens (Ae < 0) or legnthens (Ae > 0). Further, in sone cases their value

is equal to zero, or to some constant whose sign and magnitude depend on the

sign of Ae, e.g., changing direction fro¡n shortening to lengthening may cause

some constant qts to become zero and other qrs to change from zero to some

constant. It should also be pointed out that inportant factors in deter-

(2 ,7 -Lzb)

_qf4:l
âe
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mining the nature and nagnitude of the displacenent parameters are: (a) the

¡nean conformational changes that the cross-bridges r.urdergo during cycle I
(see Fig. 2,7-La), and (b) the maximal conformational changes that an arbit-
rary intermediate complex can suffer before it is forced. to pass to the next

state. Now the deternination of the displacenent paraneters e¡, e-¡ is
straightfontrard, and we can write M bandìF-Q¡=Q-r=0 when e(e,
9¡ = Qr(e);g-r = e-f (e) when Ê ) e,

with q, = O;q-f = + for Ae < 0

9¡=Q-¡=0 forAe=0

e

êz

e

q (2 .7 -L3)

From equations (2,7-11-) and (2,7-L2) and from all that has been

said so far, we nay conclude that the various internediate complex con-

centrations and the ftRPS-liberatedrt actin sites concentration A* are fi:n-
ctions of both e and t, so that we can write

1
f e-eI

iq_r=0forAe>0

(Ni) = [*j(e, t)] j = 1,2r...16

i = l, 5, ó

+ll.{i{l+#+r{flflflr+r

ttilfiii{Ffl+t+lt+H+

(A*) = [A* (e, t) ]t
(2 ,7 -t4)(Nj.) = tr.ri (e, t) l

Hence for the entire range of nuscle lengths e, concentration changes in
the overlap region are given by the total tine derivatives

¿tn.l = â(A*) * â(A") ,,dt at âe

$=+t.+tv j=r,2,
where V = å = åå, and in rhe non-overtap region we have

¿CI'¡il
dr V (i = 115,6) for r ) êz

(Ni) = (r.rj) = (No,) - dfNJ) = +S) = ¿EJ;= 0 ror e ( Êz

(2.7-lsb)

(2,7-LSa)
6

!.(IÐ * aoi)
At âe

Thus, nultiplying equations (2,7-12) by å = V and substituting this along

with equations (2,7-17) into the total tine derivatives (2.7-15), we obtain

the final forn of the differential rate eguations deter¡nining the time

course of the various concentrations for the entire ranþe of nuscle lengths
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E so that in the overlap regiolr of the thick and thin filarnents

qddt ) - -lhr(N, )+h-o Ns)l(R*) * f¿-r (N2 I + ho (No) . <þl

P - -lÞr¡R*¡+fz_ r*4*lzrf(N, )+fz_r (N, )+h, (N, )*þ_u (p) (N. 1+fz r(N,t)
d(Nr) - L,.n*\,.^r \ rl^ ,t^ \¡,f,r \ . a r,^rrrr rit- - f¿, (A*) (Nr ) - (h-, +fz, ) (N, ) * Þ_r(p) (N, )

glll-) 
=dt l¿, (N, ) - llz-, (Ð*l¿, (^) I (N. ) +fz_. (No ) Q .7 -t6a)

que. 
' = lzr l,s) (N, ) - (t¿-r*bo) Oo ) * Þ-o(A*) $s )

P = b-r(Nl ) +f¿4 (N4 ) - lÞ-o¡A*; +fz. +lz-r+lzr)(N, ) +h, (Á) (N, ¡ +la ,(lrj )

d(No)-ãt - f¿6 (Nr ) * lz_7 (Nr) - lÞ_u(p)*l¿, ¡l)+fzrJ(N.) + ,¿_f (Nj)

and in the non-overlap region when e > e, we have

¿cn¡j I 
=dt -(h_r+ho+lz_r)(N,') + fzr(Nj) * f¿_,0(p)0.t0') + fzr(N,)

+y = þ-, (N,') - (Þo+lz-r+lz-r)(ur') + f¿B (Á) (Nó') + fzr(N, ) (2.7-16b)

$ = fz,o (N,') * lz-, (Nj) - llz-r+lz-,0 (p)+fz, (Á)l(NJ) + hr(N6)

andwhene(e wehave
2

(NJ) = (N;) = (N,') = agJ; = # = # = Q e.7-L6c)

Under close analysis, it becomes apparent that the various l¿ts in equations

(2.7-16a, b) are, in fact, the'tin structurertrate constants that we have

been looking for, and they are given by

þ., = ko, + e.V l¿ - = ko, + g -V j = Ir 2, r.., 7J7'l-l-)'-l
lz, = erV fz_, = e_rV (2,7-t7)

h. = ko_ h. = ko_ i = g, 9, 10ll-)-J
These rate constants, which have been obtained automatically as a bonus in

the derivation of equations (2.7-16), are destined to an "impressive futurerl

later in this chapter where they will I'rnake their presence feltt'.
Multiplying noh' all the q's in Fig. 2,7-3c and d by è = V and then

placing this on top of Fig. 2,7-3a and b, we obtain therrin structure'r re-
action scherne of cross-bridge biochemical activities when the cross bridges
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Figure 2.7-4. The proposed rrin structurerr enzyme reaction scheme of nyosin
HMM-SI cross-bridges, describing biochernical activities when the cross-
bridges are part of the well-organized structure of the sarcomere (see text
for details). Here (a) is valid for long sarcomere lengths e ) er, when
the ends of the thin filanents are outside the limits of the M-bañd (see
Fig. 2.4-4); and (b) is valid for e ( ez when the ends of the thin filanents
are in the M-bands or have crossed the centre of the sarcornere, Ðd cycle
IIr clearly no longer exists. Note that thisrrin structuretrreaction scheme
corresponds to the r?in structurerr nonlinear differential rate equations
(2.7 -16) .
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are part of the well organized structure of the sarcornere, as shown in Fig.
2.7-4. This reaction scheme corresponds of course to the I'in structuren
differential equations (2,7-L6). Now it is interesting to note that the

velocity è = V has pcrsistently c',ro¡rpccl out in the fepErgoing mlrt¡clll-

atical considerations. First, inspection of equations (2.7-15) shows that
the velocity V acts as a link enabling us to add concentration changes based

solely on tine changes and concentration changes based solely on length

changes, and this explains the rnajor role played W V in obtaining the nin

structurerr reaction schene and differential equations. Second, the nin

structurert Tate constants (2,7-77) depend on the velocity v and they, in
turn, deternine the nature of cross-bridge biochenistry. Thus, on purely

mathematical grounds, we nay observe that the velocity V is an irnportant

quantity which influences the contractile behaviour of nuscle. It should

be renarked here that there is nothing new in this observation since, on

experimental grounds, muscle physiologists have long recognised the import-
ance of V, and an enormous body of work testifies to their efforts to neasure

this velocity under a variety of experimental con<litions.

Having made our way through a mine-field of difficulties, it may be

useful at this point to summarize what has been accomplished so far.' In

the first part of this section [up to equation (2.7-5)J, we have dealt with

'fin solutionrr reaction schemes and have fotnd then inadequate when dealing
with the highly ordered structure of the sarcomere. Next, the inadequate'rin
solutionrrconditions have undergone some alterations and the right set of "in
structure" conditions has come into focus, with a sharp distinction between

"in -solution'r and ?rin structurert beconing appaïent. Using this, our knowledge

has pyrarnided from the I'in solution, reaction scheme (2.7-S) to the,in struc-
ture" Teaction scheme shown in Fig. 2.7-4 and the differential rate equations
(2.7-76), so that now we have some of the najor facts of the'rin structure"
cross-bridge biochemistry story. Further, inspection of the rrin structurerr
rate latr's (2.7-16) and the reaction scherne of Fig. 2.7-4 reveals that they are

of the conventional form used in ensyme kinetics, with the l¿?s playing the role
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of rate constants' All this has been done for convenience. It should be kept
in mind, however, that a conventional approach cannot be used here and that
a new mode of thinking is required, because the various fe,s depend not only
on biochenicar paraneters, but arso on mechanical ones, and are by no neans
ordinary rate constants. Additionally,we wish to point out that of the three
main goals of this section, the first two have already been accomplished,
nanely; that of piecing together parts of the cross-bridge contractíon cycl.e
in a fonn suitable for calculations, and that of detennining the rates of nak-
ing and breaking of cross-bridges between the thick and thin filaments Iequat-
ions (2'7-16)l' Now the third goal is the determination of the concentrations
(or numbers) of attached force-generating cross-bridges (N, ), (N, ), (No ) at any
instant of tine t, and this can be accomplished once equations (2.7-16) have
been solved' Fron this we may then deternine the total concentration (or num-
ber) of attached force-produci'g bridges, which is given by

(Nø) = (Nr) + (Nr) * (N.) ¡2.7_tg)
Finally, we have seen that step 2 of cycre r is a mechano-chernically coupled
step' coupled to an external load, and that the eonbíned, effecú of all the
steps 2 of active cross-bridges is a measure of the ability of muscle to gen-
erate force and perforrn external work.
during steps 2, i.e.,

Accordingly, the rate of produc¡ release

v=Ç(Nr)=ßl+q2V)(N2) e,7_ts)
where we have used (2.7-L7), is a neasure of the rate of energy rerease per ,nit
muscle volune, a'd it is clear that v is about to play a major role in the
derivation of the differentiar equations of tnotion of muscle.

From the rate laws (2.7-16), it forrows that the enzyrne kinetics of
our model of cross-bridge biochemistry is governed by a set of 10 nonlinear
differential equarions in the 12 unknowns (A*), (¿), (p), (Nj) and (Ni), where
j = 1,2,"'6 and i = 1,5,6. Further, the quantity (ni/ is, as we shall see in
a nonent, directly proportional to the TUABS function (A;), and it acts as an
E-c eoupling itput initiating events in our biochenical systen. when (AåB)=0,
no bridge attachment to actin can occu? because (A*) = 0. Now the 10 nonlinear
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cliffercntial equations (2.7-t6) are not independent and are subject to S

constraints. Three of these constraints stem from the conditions of conser-

vation of: (1) the concentration of I'RPS-liberated" actin sites (Aår) physic-

ally capable of binding cross-bridges in the overlap region, which is also

our E-C coupling input function, (2) the concentration of myosin cross-bridges

(MCÐ physically capable of attachment to actin in the overlap region, and

(3) the concentration of myosin cross-bridges (Mr) in the non-overlap region.

From what has been said in sections 2.4 and 2.5, we may first infer that (Mc¡)

and (M¡¡) are knoun functions of e and that (nå¡) ís a knotm function of e and

t provided tA;(t) I is known, and we can write

ln|r(e,t) ì = y""(e) tAä(t) l (1-y*") (Mr) for e ) e,

and lM"(e) J = (2.7-20)

tl't63(e) I = V*r(e) (Mr) 0 for Ê(8,

where V*"(e) and y..(e) are the giuen dinensionless functions of e shown in
Fig. 2.4- 4^, and they represent the yeLatíue eoneenty,atíons of cross-bridges

and actin binding sites, respectively, physically capable of attachment

(binding) in the overlap region. Here, we have used equations (2.4-IS) and

assumed that the entire length of the thin fila¡nents is uniformly activated

by Ca ions, so that there is a uniform distribution of'tRPS-liberated" actin

sites (Aä) along the thin filarnents and the determination of (nåa) needs only

the addition of an asterisk to (Acg) = y".(Az). Thus, the three constraints
demanding the conservation of the three concentrations (2.7-20) are given by

(Aå") = yac(A;) = (A*)+(Nr)+(Nr)+(No)

(M"") = ymy(Mz,) = (N,)'*(Nr)*(Nr)*(No)*Ns)*(Nu) =.i (Ni)
.Il=I

(2.7 -2La)

(2,7-2Lb)

The remaining two constraints concern the unknowns (á) = (ATP) and

(p) = (ADP) (Pi). Thus far we have seen that for nuscle to contract and relax,

ATP must be available for three major reasons: (1) the energy released.from
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ATP splitting is directly coupled to cross-bridge movement, force generation,
and the performance of useful work, (2) binding of ATp to actonyosin without
splitting is necessary to break the actomyosin bond and allow the bridge to
operate cyclically, and (3) energy released fron ATp splitting is utilized by
the sarcoplasnic reticulum to trap ca ions and thus induce relaxation. Now

in spite of its inportance, the concentration (,s) of ATp in striated nuscle
is relatively small, approxinateTy 2 ao o nicrg#oles , enough for only a few
twitches. However, the rest of the chernical nachinery of nuscle is arranged
so as to prevent this concentration fron falling, and during contraction other
sources of energy in muscle serve to replenish ATP as it is broken down,

(recall that if (Á) falls appreciably, the nuscle ceases to contract and goes

into rigor, as happens when rigor mortis sets in after death). Normally, ADp

is reconverted to ATp by neans of metaboli-c processes, ê.g., oxidation of
glucose to carbon dioxide. Although metabolic processes are slow, they can
provide energy for a few thousand twitches. rf an isolated muscle is given
an adequate supply of orygen and a source of nutrients, such as glucose, the
breakdown of which provides ATP, it continues to give a series of twitch
responses to low-frequency stinulation for an indefinitely long tirne. Under
these conditions, the nuscle is able to synthesize ATp at a rate sufficient
to keep up with the rate of ATP splitting by the contractile protein systen
nyosin-actin. During intensive rnuscular activity, that is, twitch responses
to high-frequency stimulation, the increase in the rate of ATp utilization is
far greater than the rates of netabolic processes, which becone too sl"ow tc
maintain adequate I'evels of ATP. As a result, twitch responses soon begin
to grow weaker and eventually fall to zeto. This drop in tension following
prolonged stimulation is known as m,rseLe fatigue. rn a completety fatigued
nuscle the concentration of ATp is very low, and its ability to produce
tension is lost (e.g., the tiredness after very long distance running).
Accordingly, unless there are means other than metabolic processes, the supply
of ATP is quickly exhausted and the muscle ceases to contract. rt is of
great importance, therefore, that such a supprenentar source of energy is
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indeed available in the form of creatine ythosphate (or phosphoeneati.ne), an

immense reservoir of energy readily transferable to ADP, which through the

action of an enzyme restores the depleted ATP as follows:
ATP regeneration

Creatine phosphate + ADP -<:=:-::=-= _- ATp + Creatine (2,7-22)

This so-called Lohnann reaction (see page 163 in Bendall, 1969) is reversible.

but in practice, during rnuscle contra-ction the point of equilibriun lies far
to the right and is poised in such a manner as to keep essentially all the

ADP phosphorylated as ATP at all times, at the expense of phosphocreatine.

Moreover, the z,apidity of this reaction ensures that as quickly as ADP is
forned it i-s rephosphorylated to ATP. In effect, the ATP concentration in
muscle is normally maintained at a eonstant steady-state leve1 and the ADP

concentration at a ueï,U Lou LeveI, and this is due to the relatively high

concentration of phosphocreatine. In skeletal muscle, for example, there rnay

be 20 micrg:noles of this high-energy phosphate compound, providing a stoïe
cm"

of energy for about 100 twitches. Taking note of the above, hre may assume

that in a healthy and normal muscle

(Á) = (ATP) = (Á)o = consr. (p) = (ADp)(pi) = Q (2.7-23)

and this furnishes us with the last tr.vo constraints.

It is clear: (1) that use of the two const-raints (2.7-23) reduces the

nurnber of unknowns in equations (2.7-L6) from 12 to 10, (2) that use of the

tI^Io constraints (2.7-21a) permits elimination of two of the variables in
equations (2.7-16a) with the result that 5 differential equations in 5 unkno¡ns

irre obtained, and (3) that use of the single constraint (2.7-2Lb) permits elirn-

ination of one variable in equations (2.7-16b) with the result that two cliff-
erential equations in two unknowns are obtained. We may thus conclude that in
a healthy and normally contracting muscle, equations (2.7-76) constitute a set

of 10 nonlinear differential equations in the 10 unknowns (A*), (¡{¡) and (Ni)

(rvhere j = 1,2,-..,6 and i= 1,516), and that these 10 equations are not inde-

pendent. Seven of then can be combined with the three conseïvation equations

(2.7-27a,b) to give ten equations which can be solved simultaneously for the
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aforesaid ten unknowns. Note, however, that to obtain such solutions !üe must

first know how the velocity V and the variorrstrin structure, rate constants
(2.7-17) depend on tine t. Note also that even if this information is avail-
able, the nonlinear differential equations (2.7-L6) do not possess a general
analytical solution.

Thus if we pause to think, we can easily see that as a result of hav-
ing an I'open rnindrt, tve are not{ stuck with a formidable set of differential
equations which do indeed incorporate all sorts of interesting biochernical
and mechanical phenonena, but as the english author and critic G.K. Chesterton
once observed: rrMerely having an open mind is nothing; the object of opening
the nind, as of opening the nouth, is to shut it again on sonething solid'r.
Taking note, we intend in the rernainder of this section to use equations
(2.7-16) in a manner which will enable us to rrshut our nind,, on some pretty
solid facts. It should be pointed out at the outset that the '?nonlinearity
linitation, can, of course, be surmoturted by using analogue or digital conputer
nethods to obtain nunerical solutions to the complex equations (2.7-L6). But
these methods will not be discussed here. rnstead, we shall introduce a number

of sinplifications, and then study the behaviour of our biochemical system

under these simplified conditions when the systen is: (1) in a time-indepenclent
steady-state, and (2) near steady-state, with the corresponding tine-dependent
deviations fron steady-state being quite snall.

To begin with, suPpose that a healthy and norrnal muscle is confined
to contracting within the range of lengths e, ( . n ez, so that the ends of
the thin filaments are within the limits of the M-band and the sarconeres are
confined to lengths z" in the ,plateaufr region of the ymy ,rd y." curves (see

Fig. 2.4' 4A). Then, using equations (2.4-r0), (2.l-ts), (2,7-16c), (z.T-tT) ,
(2.7-20), (2.7-2la,b), and (2.7'23), we obtain the following set of sirnplified
conditions:

Y.y = [Y*r]*.* = 1.0 Y".
(¿) = (ó)e = const. (P) = 0

lv I = 0.65'ac-max

'þf= b-f= 0

(Mr) = (N,') = (¡¡J ) = (r,¡j ) = dálÐ- = u,äP = oálr' = o

(2.7-24a)



(Aå")

(%r)
tn]"(t) I = 0.6stA;(t) 1 = (A*)+(N, )+(N, )+(No )

(Mz) = (N, )*(Nr)*(Nr)*(No )*(N, )*(Nu) = const.
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(2.7-24b)

Here we note that y*y, yu.", (McB) and (A|") do not depend on e. Thus, the
problem has been reduced to solving equations (2.7-I6a) subject to the simpli-
fied conditions (2.7-24a,b), and we note that equations (2.2-L6b) can be

ignored altogether. Although this effects some reduction in complexity, the
problem still remains far from simple. In fact, if someone told us that
solutions are now any easier to obtain, we would have been convinced that he

needed to be hospitalized. Accordingly, further simplifications are needed,

and we have decided to examine two sinplified cases, namely: (1) the case of
cross-bridge biochemistry governed by the two intermediate complexes N1, Nz,

and (2) the case of cross-bridge biochemistry governed by the three intermed-

iate complexes Nr, Nz, N3, where in each case al1 other interrnediates are

either non-existent or exist in vanishingly sna11 amounts. The reasons for
adopting this approach are: first, that the results obtained frorn examining

these cases can be generalized to an arbitrary number of intermediates, and

second, that it enables us to gain more familiarity with the actual process

of cross-bridge biochemistry.

Case 1, The case of eross-br"Ldge bíochenrLstz,g gouerned by the h¡o

intenmedLate cornpLeæes N, ønd Nr, uhene aLL othez, intey,meiates are either
non-eæ'Lstent, or erLst in uanishingLy smalL emo¿mts,

NIn this case, the fonvard steps 3, 4,5, and 7 ate

L)erA fast and the reaction schene shown in Fig.

2,7-4b reduces to the much simpler 2-interrnedjate

scherne shown in Fig. 2.7-5, because the inter-
mediate complexes N., No, N, and N, can exist
only in very small amounts, Hence, b/e can write

h t (A*) lz
-1

2

N
I

Fig. 2,7-5

l¿
2

= 0, (2 ,7 -25)(N. ) = (No )= (N, ) = (N. )=P=dáT' )=Ht =P
Furthermore, using conditions (z,i-24) and (2,7-zs), we find that one equat-
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conservation equations (2,7-24b) to give the following sinplifiecl set of
3 equations in the S tmknowns (A*) , (N, ) , and (N, ) :

(A*) = 0.6stA; (t) l- (N, ) (N, ) = (Mr) _ (N, )

*. ,= -qþ)= /¿, (A") (N, )- (b_r*þ,) (N, ) = ( 2,7-26)

' þ, t0.6s(A;) - (N, ) lt (Me) - (N, ) l- (þ_, +Ç ) (N, )

Clear1y, the two unknowns (A*) and (Nr) can easily be deternined from (2,7-
26) provided (Nr) is a known quantity. Now when the systern is in a steady-

state condition and r:nder the influence of a constant TUABS fturction
(A*r) = (A*r)- = const, and a constant velocity V, and the various concen-

trations are held at the constant steady-state levels

(A*) = (A*)- (Nr) = (Nr)_ (Nr) = (Nr)_, (2,7-27a)

we can use Q.7-26), to obtain the foll0wing steady-state equations:

(4")- = 0.65 (A;) -- (N, ) - (*, )_ = (Mr) - (N, )_ (2,7-27b)

Consider first what happens when the nuscle is fuLLy aetiuated, Here we can

assune that (A;)-Þ (Nr)-, and as a consequence the quadratic equation (2,7-
27c) in the r¡rknown (N, )- reduces to a simple linear equation which can be

used to obtain the following steady-state concentrations:

(A*)- = 0.65¡ni)--(Nr)_ = 0.65(A;)_t1 br l+

2t5

(2.7-28)lL +(N, )- = (Mr)- (N, )- =
æ(Nr)-=ffi

substituting now (N, ) = (N, )-, where (N, )- is the expression appearing in
(2,7-28), into the relation v = fz, (N2) [see equation (z.z-lg)J, we find that
r¡¡der steady-state conditions and when the muscle is fu1ly activated, the

important rate of product release v = v_ is given by

V- = v-(v) = hr(Nr)- = ffi ffi.";v' (2,7-29)
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where, u-sing the I'in structurerr rate constants h, =kl*Q, V; þ_, =kl, *e_, Vi and
.oÞr=kr+qrY Isee equations (2.7-17)f, we have the paraneters

oäl* o,' = 0 ,65 (kf q, *to ql ) (M") (A;)_

= 0,65q, q, (M?) COI)*

Coä)- uj = Q-,*9r*0,osq, (n|)-

k2
I

âo
0= 0.65k )(rMt?

(*, )- - , ur_ [1-

I

(2 ,7 -30)

= kl, +kl+o.6skl

Note that V- depends on the velocity V = co¡St. ¡ and we shall return to this
important quantity at the end of this section.

Now, when the muscle is not fully activated and the intensity of excit-
ation is such that coi)- is of the same order of nagnitude as (N, )_, the so1-
ution of the quadratic equation (2,7-27c) yierds the following general express-
ion for (N, )_:

l (2 ,7 -31)

where u,- = (Ilr)+0.escnî,). 
+ and pr- = 0,65(M")Coä)_ Q,7-3ra)

Here in solving (2,7-27c) we have chosen the minus sign in front of the square
loot, and discarded the plus sign because it leads to the physical impossib-
ility (*r)- > (Mr). Ob-ser've that wtren (A|)- ) (Nr)_, solution (2,7-sr) red_
uces to the sarne expression for (Nr)- as obtained before in equations (2,7-2g),

Next' we wish to examine the transient behaviour of our simplifiecl
system (2.7-26), First, let us rewrite the differential equation appearing
ín (2.7-26) in the form

g-q?-) = ,it- = 0.6s1¿r (M") (A;) -{b_r*br*þrt(Mr)+0,65(A;)r}(Nr)+fz, (Nr)2 (2,7_32)

c1ear1y, this is the well-known generaLíz.ed. Riccati equation anð it can be

solvecl by a number of conventional method.s for the unknown (N, ) (e.g. see

Davis, 1962; Murphy, i960), but unfortunately, space lirnitations do not per-
mit discussion of these methods here. Instead, we shall set up a linearized.
model for the purposes of investigating the transient behaviour of our system.
To do this, let the three concentrations (A*), (\), and (Nr) be thought of
as having constant steady-state varues (A*)-, (N, )-, and (N, )* on which are
superposed much smaller time-dependent perturbations with incremental values

t)
0

- (4u2 * / vl, *)
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ßo (t), ß, (t), and ß, (t), respectively, so that we can write

(A*) = ¡A*;-+Bo (t) (N, ) = (\ )_+ß, (t) (Nr) = (Nr)_+ß, (t) (2,7-s3)

Suppose that this situation results fron the systen being driven by a TAUBS

f,wrction tn|(t)l = (Af)-+o*(t), consisting of a constant sready-state coÍrpo-

nent (A;)- on which is superposed a very snall tine-depentent perturbation
comPonent q"(t) [see equations (2.5-55)]. Hence, using equations (2,7-24),
we obtain the E-c cor:pling input to our biochemical systen

(AåJ = [yaJ*a*(A;) = 0,6s[(nf)-+c*qt¡] (2,7-s4)

Recall that the perturbation conponent s*(t) or (ni) has already been studied
extensively in section 2,5. Now for convenience, t{e shall consider only the

case of snall velocities V in which

qrv << kl q-rv << k:r QrV ( ¡o (2,7-SSa)

so that the frin structurerr Tate constants can be approxinated by

b, - kÏ l¿_t - kl, Þ, o kZ (2,7-ssb)

substituting now the new variables (2,7-ss) and E-c coupling input (2,7-34)
into equations (2,7-26), and then (a) naking use of the steady-state condit-
ions (2.7-2Tb, c) and the sirnplified rate constants (2,7-SSb), and (b) assun-

ing that the quantities a*ß, and ß?, are negligible conpared to other terns,
we obtain the equations for smaLl perturbations of (A*), (\ ), (N, ) from

steady-state conditions

ß0 (r) = 0.65o*(r)-ß, (t) ßr (t) = -ß, (r) (2.7-36a)

@.¿Q ='-ko 2ß2(t)*ul0*(t) (2,7-s6b)

where the trnewrr rate constant k!, and the forcing term constant ul are always

positive quantities given by

k:, = k1, +rf +rf t (Mr) +0 . 65 @;) __2(N2 )_l > 0

u: =o.osklt(Mr)-(Nr)_l>o Q'7-36c)

Now to deternine the perturbation corponents ßo (t), ß, (t), and ß, (t), we only
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need to solve the elenentary first-order linear nonhonogeneous differential
equation (2,7-36b), and then substitute the result into (2,7-36a). Although

equation (2.7-36b) possesses a well-known sirnple explicit solution, it is
advantageous to solve it here by the methocl of Laplace transforms because it
provides expressions which will soon prove useful in studying bíochemical

and various other muscle activities, and in the derivation of the equations

of motion of ¡nuscle. For simplicit)¡¡ wê shall assume that our biochenical

system is activated at tine t = 0 by the forcing function o*¡t), and that
prior to t = 0 the systen is in a steady state, Accordingly, the initial
conditions are given by

ßo (-0) = ßr (-0) = ß, (-0) = Q (2.7-37)

and the Laplace transform of (2.7-36b) sarisfying ß, (-0) = 0 is

q crl = ;$- o*(r) = ¡$ o*(r) = o, (s)ä*(r) (2.7-3Ba)
22 5

o

where s, = -ko, and Õs(s) = 
=s 

- f{"l"ttt} (2.7-38b)
5

Regarding notation, s, has been used here since it directly follows the pole

So appearing in section 2,5, where we had 4 calciun coÍpartments. Now using

the convolution theoren we can easily obtain the inverse transforn of (2,7-

SBa) , . so that in terms of the forcing function o* (t) the solution of equation

(2.7-36b) is given by the integral

(t) = il*, (t-t,)o*¡t,¡d¡, = u:es'tit"-"t'o*(.r)dtr (2.7-3s)J6' ' J o

whích upon substitution into (2,7-36a) yields ßo (t) and B, (t), Furthermore,

substituting lz, - k: and (Nr) = (Nr)- *ßr(t) into equation (2.7-19), we find
that under transient conditions and for snall deviations fron steady state,
the important rate of product release function v takes the form

V= f¿, (N, ) = v(t) = klt(N2)-+ß2 (t)l = vo+

v3" = v-(o) = k: (Nr)- and ß*(t) = k:ß, (t)
(2.7 -40)

where

Here vf, = const. and ßt(t) stands for the steady-state coÍponent [see equat-

ion (2,7-29)l and the time-clependent perturbation component of v = v(t),

ß* (t)
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respectively. Finally, since B*(r) = tld, {s), equation (2,7-Sga) can be usecl

to obtain the following important opeïational relatiorì bc.trvecn i-l*qs) anct t¡e
transforned forcing function ä* ¡s¡ :

ã*(t) = klB, (s) = o""[s)õ*(s) (2.7-4ta)

in which o""(s) = rlo, (s) = s+ Q.7-4rb)

is the bioehew\eaL transfen ftmetion.
It should be renarked here that by perforning the integration indicat-

ed in (2,7-39), u¡e can deter¡nine ß, (t) and then ß*(t) = tlß, (t) in special
cases characterized by the nature of the forcing function o*(t), However, in
place of specializing solution (2.7-39), it is more convenient in specific
cases of interest to derive the required solutions directly fron the operat-

ional relations (2,7-38a) or (2,7-4la), and this will be done at the end of
this sectlon.

Case 2, The ease of eross-bridge bíoehemistry gouetned by the three

interrrcdiate compLeæes Nr, Nz, and Nr, t)here aLL

other intennediates are either non-erLstent, or

erist in uarúshirrgLa smaLL ønounts, In this case,

the fon¡¡ard steps 4, 5, and 7 are ÐenJ fasú and the

reaction schene shown in Fig. 2,7-4b reduces to the

N, 4 iN,
t\ (^)

NI

nuch sinpler 3-interrnediate schene shown in Fig , 2,7-6, Fig' 2'7-6

because the inter¡nediate complexes No , Nr, and N. can exist only in very small

amounts. Hence, we can write

(No) = (N,) = (No¡ = S= 
dáIt')= dáþ) = Q Q,7-42)

Furthernore, using conditions (2,7-24) and (2,7-42), we find that two equat-

ions of the set (2.7-t6a) can be conbined with the two eonservation equations

(2.7-24b) to give the following simplified set of 4 equations in the 4 un-

knowns (A*) , (\ ), (N, ), and (N, ):

(A*) = 0.6stA;(t)l - (Nr) - (Nr) (N,) = (Mr)-(Nr)-(N3)

(2,7-43)
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d(Nr)_ d(Nr) d(No)-ãt '= -i-i ' Ë' = f¿r (A*) (N, )- (t'-r*br) (Nr) =

= lz, [0.6s(A;)-(t't, )- (N, ) ]t(Mr)-(N, )- (N. ) l- (þ_, +h, ) (N, )

d(N. ) r^ ,r, \ t ¡.\ ,r, \ Q.7-43)---r= h, (N, ) -fz, (a)o (N, )

Clearly, the 4 unknowns can be deternined by first solving the two different-
ial equations appearing in (2,7-43) for (N, ) and (N, ), and then substituting
the result into the erpressions for (A*) and (\ ).

Now following the same procedures as in case 1, let us begin by exan-

ining the behaviour of our sinplified system under steady-state conditions.

Here, the various concentrations are held at the constant steady-state levels

A* (Nr) = (Nr)-

(2.7 -44a)

)((A*) æ

so that using (2.7-43) we obtain the steady state equations

(A*)_ = 0. 6s (A;)-- (N, )*- (N, )- (N, )_ = (Mr) - (N, )_- (N. )_ (2,7 -44b)

g@dË ) = h., [0.6s(A;)--(Nr)--(N3)-]t(Mr)-(Nr)--(N3 )-l- (lr_r*br) (Nr)-=0

@dt ) = h, (Nr)--þ, (Á)o (N. )- = 0 Q'7-44c)

consider first what happens when the rnuscle is fulLy actiuated and

(A;)* >> (Nr)-+(Nr)*. Here, equations (2,7-44b, c) reduce to a sinple set of
linear algebraic equations, the solution of which yields the steady-state

concentTations

(A*)- = 0.65(A;)- {t ¡

(*r )- = 
(2,7-4s)

(N, )- 0
0.65 4 (t)o (M") (Aä)-

+
^

(N, ) = (t, )- (N, ) = (N, )-

o -1
+ +

*
+æ +

-1

æ 2

(N. )- =
0 .65

substituting now (Nr) = (Nr)-, where (Nr)- is the expression appearing in
(2.7-45), into v = hr(Nr) [see equation (2,7-79)J, we obtain the steady-state

rate of product release v = v_ for a fuIly activated muscle

æ

^
0

(N, )- =
0



?-2I

v_ = v-(v) = b, (N, )_ = 0,65
0.6

+
f¿t

0 -l

ad + ârrV + ajv2 + ¿,f Y3
^

*
æ

+ +0 .6
3 2

(2.7 -46)

tl *% V, we have

bJ + b,rv + trjV2

= ¡o+q,V¡ Þ_, = klr*tr.V; Þ, = k!+qV; Þ,Here, using fz,

the paraneters

a^t = ¡o ¡o ¡o 
"tto l2t 0 "J = g, gr g, af' "j' = 0,65(Á)0 (M

ai = (Q, kf r<l +q, nT nl .q ko kl ) a;' ") = (k: e, e, *k q, % *kl e, e, ) "l'
bj = ninlbf'+ko (Á)o tk:, +ko +t<obl'J bl' = o.6s(A;)_

bJ = (kl a, *kl e, ) bf'+ 1¡o [q_, *% *q, bå' ]+q, [ko , +k0 +kf ti'] ] qa ) o

) (A;)*
TL

(2 ,7 -47)

bj = Q, Qrbl'*q. (a)o [g-, +q, +q, bj'J

Now when the nuscle is not fully activated and (Af)- is of the sane order of
nagnitude as (Nr)- (Nr)- = tr.4-fu1(Nr)-, equations (2,7-44c) reduce ro a

simple quadratic equation in the unknown (*, )_, the solution of which is
given by

(N, )- = L"lr-tl- ræ;nil) I C 2.7-48)

where u,- = {tr.uftr,lt(Mr)+0,65rnil-t.s }t1.8fr I ' (2,7-48a)

xr- = o.ó5(M?) (n|)-tr* 6furrr-'
Here we have chosen the minus sign in front of the square root, because the
plus sign leads to the physical impossibility (N, )_ t> (Mr) . Note that upon

substitution of solution (2,7-48) for (Nr)_ into equations (2,7-44b, c), we

can easily deternine (A*)_, (N, )_, and (*, )_.
Next, to exa¡nine the near steady-state transient behaviour of our

sirrplified systen, let (A*), (\), (Nr)r (Nr) be thought of as having const-
ant steady-state values (A*)-, (N, )-, (N, )-, (N, )- on which are sr4lerposed

nuch snaller time-dependent perturbation conponents go (t), ßr (t) , ß2 (t), ß3 (t),
respectively, so that we can write

(A*) = ¡A*)_+60 (t) and (N:) (Nr)_+ß, (t) j = l, 2, 3 (2,7-49)
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Again, for convenience, we sha11 consider only the case of snall velocities

V where

q,V'< ko q_rv <'{ k:r qV <K k0 %V 
<< k0 (2,7-50a)

so that the t'in structurerr rate constants nay be approximated by

l¿t - k: Þ-, o k1, b, - ko, b, - k: (2'7-5ob)

Substituting now the new variables (2,7-49) and E-C coupling input (2,7-34)

into equations (2,7-43), and then' (a) naking use of the steady-state condit-

ions (2.7-44b, c) and the simplified rate constants (2.7-50b), and (b) assun-

ing that terns of order 6¿*(ß, * ß.) and (ß, + ß3)2 aTe negligible compared to

other terms, we obtain the equations for snall perturbations of (A*) , (N, ) ,

(N2 ) , (N. ) from steady-state conditions

ßo (t) = o.65cr,*(t)-ß, (t)-ß. (t) ßr (t) = -ßr(t)-ß, (t) (2,7-5La)

$,p. - -k:2ß2 (t)-kl, ß, (t)+ulcx*(t)
(2.7 -stb)

ry = kl,ß, (t)-ko3 ß3 (r)

in which ul and the rrneu¡'t Tate constants klr, kl., klr, kl3 are always posit-
2

ive constants given by

k:, = kl, +ko+ko, 2 o k:, = k,0[(Mr)+o,65(A;)-- z(N)*-2(N3 )-] > 0 (2,7-5tc)

k:-=ko)0 ko =k0 l¿) >o u: =0.65k:t(Mr)-(Nr)--(Nr)-J)o-32 2 33 3 - '0

Now to deternine the perturbation corponents ßo (t), ßr (t), ß, (t), ß. (t), we

need first to solve the two linear nonhonogeneous differential equations (2,7-

51b), which may also be expressed in natrix form as

l.Id
Ar

ß, (t)
ß3 (t)

ko
2

ko
1

3 ß, (t)
ß3 (t)

u! o* ¡t1
(2,7-51b ' )0

3

where tk:-l is a square rnatrix of order 2 of the rtnewtr rate constants, and
r-l

then strbstitute the computed ß, (t), ß. (t) into (2,7-57a) ' Let the initial

conditions be given by

ßo (-0) = ß, (-o) = ß, (-0) = ß, (-0) = Q . (2 ,7 -52)



Then, the Laplace transforns of equations (2,7-51b) satisfying the initial
conditions (2,7-52) nay be written as

- (kl, +s) d, (s) -tl, O, ts) = -.rl ä* (, )
(2,7 -53)tf,ô, {s) - (k3,*r)ã, (r) = Q

where the bar over a variable denotes the Lapalce transforn of that variable.
This is a set of two sinultaneous linear algebraic equations (the subsidiary
equations) in the two r¡nknorttr ã, (s), F, (s), The coefficient deterninant of
(2,7'53) is a polynomial of degree 2 in s (the characteristic polynonial)
defined by

(s-s, ¡ (s-so )

, t!, +tl. kf
') l
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(2 ,7 -54)

(2,7 -55)

(2.7-55a)

(2 ,7 -56)

(2.7-58)

, *kl, )' -4

6

u..

lk0' 22
ko

3

t. ,, = Lrl- (ko 
2 

+k:3 ) t

+s) -kl,
(kl, +s)

where s, and s, are the two roots of the quadratic equation

s2 * (k:r+klr)s + (k:3k: r*kf,"rf.) = o

1. e,

Solving now the sr.rbsidiary equations (2.7-53) for the unknowns, we obtain

ß, t') = ä-*9-çä*(=) = Õ, (s)õ,*(r)

ã, {r) =

where we have introduced the transfer functions

o (t3, +s) u¡or (s) = þ=¡:ç¡ = ;{. 3|* = r{us,es't*u,u"tot}
(2,7 -57)

o,(s) = ¡s=$iþ.1 = 3s. #= 'c{uo,""t*u.ou"t}
Here the constants urr, ur., u¿s, uø6 are easity obtained by expanding Õr(s)

and Õu (s) into sums of sirnple partial fractions, and we have

U "l fd¡ +s¡ ) U5 5 s .S
5 6

ua, =
t3, ul
ss =sc = klr lrl = -uSo =ss 65

Thus, using the convolution theorem and (2.7-57) we may find the inverse



transforrns of equations (2,7-56), i,ê,, the pertur.bation components in t¡e
time dornain, so that in terrns of the forcing function o*(t) the solution of
equations (2,7-5Ib) is given by the integrals

¡t6¡t
ß, (r) = Jo 

*, (t-r')o*(t')dt' =rrrru="t" .|;" 
.'on(r,)dt,

¡t 6 rt 
(2 '7 -59)

ß3 (t) = | Õ6 (t-trlo*(t,)dt, = f u- ""t ft"-,rt'o*(.r)dtr- )0 " t rXs"6t" Jo"

which upon substitution into (2.7-sra) yield ßo (t) and p, (t), Furtherrnore

in this case, as in case 1, we find that the transient rate of product re-
lease v(t) is again given by equation (2,7-40) and we have v(t) = yo+g*¡t),
where vl = v-(0) = tl(Nr)- ancl ß*(t) = k:ßr(t) stand for the constant-steady
state component and tine-clependent perturbation component of v = v(t), re-
spectively. Finally, using ß*(r) = tlß¡s) and equations (2,7-56), we again

obtain the following operational relation between d*(t) and ã*(r),

ß* (r ) = tl ß, (s) = þ 
Bc(s ) cr* ¡s ) (2 ,7 -60a)

which is the sane relation as (2,7-47a), but in this case the biochemical

transfer function is given by

Õ""(s) = t<lÕ, (s) = = klurl * kluru
s -s, s -so

where we have used equations (2,7-57) and constants (2.7-Sg).

Perhaps all this seens to provide a rather small gain for the invested

effort, and it rnay appear so obvious, that one can hardly stifle a yawn. But

if we pause to think, we soon arrive at the conclusion that this is far from

being the case and that our efforts have not been wasted, since the foregoing

rrtalysis has left in its wake significant results and nore possibilities than

cxi.stccl beFore. Specifical 1y, sever:a1 features of cross-bridge biochernistry

have ernerged ancl a pattern has begun to take shape which puts us in a position
to make the following important concluding observations:

(i) The foregoing investigation of cases 7 and 2, i.e., the cases of cross-
bridge biochemistry governed by 2-inteïnediate and 3-intermediate conplexes,

respectively, provides pertinent and practical guidance in (a) sizing up the

')')Å

(2.7 -60b)
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biochenicar problen, and (b) extending the analysis to include 4, s, 6, etc.,
internediate complexes. Now, as the extension of the analysis to include
nore and nore intermediate conplexes would clearly lead to progressively more

complicated biochenistry and more conplicated mathematical expressions, it is
indeed fortutate that sone of the results obtained in the investigation of
cases 1 and 2 can easily be generalized to a number of n inter¡nediate con-

plexes. One such exanple is the deternination of the inportant quantity v,
which describes the tine rate of product release by active crossbridges during
step 2 of cycle I (see Fig. 2.7-l), when the systen is in a steady-state (or
in equilibrium) or subjected to sma1l perturbations fron a steady-state (i.e.,
near steady-state). We recall that v reptesents the conbined effect of all
the mechano-chenically coupled steps 2 of active crossbridges during the work-

ing cycle I, and it provides a neasure of the ability of muscle to generate

force and perform mechanical work, i.e., it provides a measure of the rate of
energy release per trrit rnuscle volune.

(ii) Under steady-state conditions, it is clear that equations (Z.Z-2g) and

(2.7-46) can be generalized to give the following general expression for the
steady-state late of product release v = V- in case of a fully activated
muscle contracting within the range of lengths e, < e ( e, (see Fig, 2.4-4):

aj*ajv*ajv'*ajv'*. . . *"ivt
(2.7 -6r)

bot +brtv+brtv2+. . . *b t _, v^- t

Here we note that v- is a rational ft¡nction represented as a ratio of 2 poly-
nonials in V, where the degree of the polynonial appearing in the numerator

is at rnost equal to m and the degree of the polynonial appearing in the denom-

inator is at rnost equal to n-1 (n is the nunber of intermediates considered).
The coefficients "J,"r' ai and ¡J,¡r',...,0,1r_, , are fi.nctions of the ,,iso_

netric rate constants' k: ,k; r. . . and displacernent pararneters gr ,e, ,... , etc. ,

as illustrated for example by equations (2.7-s0) and (2.7-47).
(iii) For small deviations from steady-state, let us consider the time-dep-
endent perturbation component ß*(t) of the rate of product release V = V(t)
(similar considerations also apply to perturbation components of other inter-
mediate conplexes). rnspection of equations (2.2-4ta) and, (2.7-60a) shows

voo = væ(v) = Þ, (N, )_ =



:lo
that the Laplace transforn of the perturbation component ß*(t) = tfß, tt) is
always given by the following important operational relation between ß*(s)

and the transformed forcing function o"(r) [repre-senting the perturbation com-

ponent of the driving TUABS function (A*) determinecl in section 2.51:

Here Õ
BC

(s)

B* (s) = tl B, is) = rÞr"(s),r* (r) (2.7-62)

= tio, {s) represents the generaliz ed bíochemícal transfen function.
Plainly, Õr"(s) depends on Õs (s), which in turn, as illustrated by equations

(2.7-38b) and (2.7-57), is determined by the number m of intermediate com-

plexes included in the analysis. Furthermore, it is clear that the number of
poles of the biochemical transfer function iÞ""(s) is equal to m-l, and that
it can be expressed in the forn

n+3 U
(Þ

BC
(s) = koo rsl2 5'. I r =,l'i' .'""'l

["=r ' jS-Sr=5 T

where the constants u, ,uu ,... ru¡+r are obtained by splitting Õ"a

partial fractions by neans of the forrnula

(2.7-63)

(s) up into

r = ¡ (s_sr) iÞ
BC (2 .7 -64)

in which r ranges over 5 ,6,...,m+3. Now following the sarne reasoning as in

section 2.5 [see the operational relation (2.5-36) and Fig. 2.5-7], the opeï-

ational relation (2.7-62) indicates that near steady-state (or equilibrium) a

cross-bridge enzyme biochernical system of øny level of cornplexity may be sinply

represented as a rrblack boxrr relating the Laplace transforms of the bioehemical

input variable õ,*(t) and the biochemicaL output variable (response) ß*(s) by

means of the biochernical transfer function rÞr"(s). This is illustrated by the

sinple block diagram shown in Fig. 2.7-7

biochenical
system

input output
o* (s) ß* (s)

(s) J r=,
T

U

(s)o
BC

Fig. 2.7-7. Block diagran of the cross-bridge biochemical system.
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without doubt, the I'black 6o*'r iÞu"(s) representing the systen contains vital
rrbiochemical informationrr, and once iÞ""(s) has been determined, either theor-
etically or experimentally, we can use relation (2.7-62) along rvith (2.7-63)
and the convolution theorem to re¿lrl .i ly rlcternrine the rate of procluct release
ß*(t) in response to an arbitrary input o*(t), as follows:

ß*(t) = k:ß, (t) =

where this equation is valid for ¡n intermediates. so far, so good, but of
equal significance is the fact that there is a h'ay to directly conpute ß*(t)
in response to an arbitrary E-c coupling excitation input bre(t)+|ì, (t). ûsing
relation (2 .5-96) , i. e. , õ* (r) = iÞ""(s) tb, õ ¡s1 *ñ, {s) I , we obtain the following
operational relation between B*(r) and the transforned E_C coupling forcing
input U, ð ¡s¡ +hì, (s) [ see also Fig. 2.2 -Bal:

ß-"(t) = or"(s)ä*(s) = rÞ""(s)iÞu"(s) [b, e¡s¡*ñ (s) ] = iÞr(s) tb, e¡s¡*ñ, [r)]
(2 .7 -66)

ttere tÞ"(s) = Õ""(s)Õu"(s) rePresents a conbined transfer function which clearly
contains both vital 'rE-c coupling information. and vital "biochemical inforrn-
ationrf, i.e., it incorporates properties of both the E-C coupling system and

the biochenical system, and it nay be sinply represented as a rfblack boxn

relating the excitation input tre¡s¡*Ñr[r) and the biochemical output ã*(r),
as is indicated by the sinple block diagram shown in Fig . 2.7 -gb

b, e (s) +N, (s) input o* (s)
(a)

b, e (s) +fl, (s) output *

Fig. 2.7-8. Block diagram of the conbined E_C coupling

and biochemical systens.

t
f*
)
o

-t

""(t-tr)s*(t,)dt, 
= 

*l'u""trtie-trt'o*(t,)dt, 
(2.7-65)

r=5 á

output
ß* (r)

(s)ß

(s)o
EC (s)o

BC

(b)
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The transfer function Õa(s) nray be expressed in

m+3 B

the form

, tlerl,)(r)Òøc(r) I T i
m+5

in which the constants B, ,82,... ,B¡*, are obtained by splitting o"(s) up into
partial fractions by means of the formula

oB (s) o
BC =! B

r= 1
S-Sr=1 f'

I

aÞ (s) l = [ (s-s") (s) (s)ls=s i Bo(Þ o
ECB s=s r r

m+3

t2.7 -67)

0 (2.7 -68)

tt
[bre(tt1+fì, (t')]dt'

(2 .7 -6s)

B ¡ (s-s")
BCr

where, in this case, r ranges fron 1 to m+3. Note, that Bo = 0 because the

transfer function Õ""(s) has 3 poles s, , sz, s, , but does not have a pole so ,

as can be seen fron (2.5-37). Now, hre can proceed to readily determine the

time-dependent biochenical response ß*(t) of the systen to an arbitrary E-C

coupling excitation input bre(t)+bl, (t), by using the operational relation
(2.7-66) along with equation (2.7-67) and the convolution theorem, as follows

ß*(t) ÕB (t-t ') [b' e (r ' ) +hl2 (r') ]dr'
ts tl -sT le r

)
0

t
=I Berr=1

and again this equation is valid for rn intermediates.

(iv) Generally, the investigation of the tine-dependent kinetic behaviour of
biochemical enzyme systems near steady-state (or near equilibrium), generally

clescribed as ehemicaL reLanatíon, is a problen of considerable inportance to

biochemists since nany qualitative features of the system, as well as methods

of calculation, flâI most easily be appreciated by restricting the discussion

to near steady-state intermediate conplex transients. Indeed, when viewed in

this light, the case of our crossbridge near steady-state enzyme kinetical
behaviour is no eæeeption. For small perturbations, i.e., when the corres-

ponding intermediate complex tine-dependent deviations from steady-state are

quite sma11, the rate equations (2.7-16) can be linearized and consequently

an exact solution to these equations can aLuags be obtained, regardless of
the complexity of the biochenical processes involved. We have already seen

how this works when only two intermediates or three internediates were

included in the analysis, and we point out that the sane holds true in the

analysis of an arbitrary number of m interrnediates. Now, turning back to the



perturbation conponent ß*(t) of the

rate of product release v, a quantity
of great importance, it is clear that
ß*(t) can be conputed fron (2.2-65)

by performing the indicated integ-
ration when the forcing input o*(t)
is known, or frorn (2.7-69) by per-

forning the indicated integration
when the forcing excitation input

'b, e (t) +hl, (t) is given. predictably

enough, in place of specializing the

general solutions (2.7-65) or (2.7-69),

it is generally more convenient in
specific cases of interest to derive

the required solution directly fron
the operational relation (2.7-62) oï
(2.7-66), respectively; depending of
course on whether õ*¡s1 or

Urels¡*Ñ, {s) is given. To itlustrate
the procedure, we shall now work out

an exanple and examine one physio-

logically significant situation,
nanely: the transient perturbation

ß*(t), in a cross-bridge enzyme

systen of n inter¡nediates, induced

by a single rectangular input excit-

Fig.2.7-9. Schenatic representation oftransient perturbation responses of
the E-C coupling system and the cross-
bridge biochemical system during a
single norrnaL tt¡iteh. (a) Rectangular
input excitation pulse inducing the
responses. (b) o*(t) the perturbation
coÍponent (P.C.) of the total nunber
(concentration) of unblocked actinsites in the thin filaments. (c) ß*(r)the perturbation component (p.C.) of
the rate of product ADP+Pi release (or
of ATP splitting) during the working
cycle I (see Fig. 2.2-t).

b, e (t) +|1, (t)

T

(a)

¿xeít.atíon ytut-.t e

P.C

(c)
P.C. of rate of

(b)
. of unblocked
actin sites,or
a;. bouhd to RpS.
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product rele-
aseror of ATP

splitting.

t
T

cI,* (r)

t

ß* (t)
T

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t

ation pulse bre(t)+flr(t) during a síngLe h¡itch. Recalling that at the end of
section 2.5 we have already exarnined a sirnilar situation and determined the
E-C coupling response o*(t) to such a rectangular input pulse (see Fig. 2.S-g),
it seems logical to examine further this already faniliar problem and to gain
additional insight into this physiological situation. Let the systen be act-
i-vated by a single rectangular input excitation pulse b2e(t)+ht, (t) having an

K x



anlpLitude (height) K* and a duration T as is shown in Fig. 2

ì'ig. 2.7 -9a. Then rewriting equation (2.5-4I), we have

b,e(t)+N, (t) = K*[h(r)-h(r-T)] and tr-(s)*Ñ, {r) = ?

5-8a or

( 1-e -sT) (2 .7 -70)

) 7(\

and

Sub-

relat-

(2.7-71)

where h(t) i-s lìeavisicle's unit step function. We already know that o*(s)
o.* (t) are given by equations (2.5-42) and (2.s-4s o-r 44), respectively.
stituting now the transforned input pulse (2.7-70) into the operational
ion (2.7-66), and using (2.7-67), we obtain

ß* (s) = oB(s) [b, e (s) +N, (s) J

m+3
K'xt-ï=l

( 1-e -sT
)

Tlrus, using Heavisiders shifting theorem and assuning, as in section 2.5, that

'l'u(s) has no multiple poles, we may readily find the inverse transform of
(2.7-71) so that the Tesponse of our biochenical system to a single square

input excitation pulse is given by

m+3 B
T

-sr=1 r
which may also be expressed as

ß* (t) K
X I !r-""t)n (t) - (1-esr 

(t -r) 
) r, ct -rrl (2 .7 -72a)

for t(0

for O<t(T (2 .7 -72b)

(2 .7 -73)

0

fn+s B

tj (tl KTX!
ttt1'

( 1-e-s )
ï= T

m+3

1

KT
T=I

T

3 ,t-"ttt)"sr(t-r) for t>Tr

C1ear1y, the nature of S*(t) depends on the nature of the characteristic roots

S, ,s2,s3 and sr rs6,...rsm*r. Restricting the analysis to a healthy muscle per-

fornring a single norrnaL twitch, and assurning that both the E-C coupling system

and the m-i.ntermediates biochenical system are kinetically stable, we nay infer
that all the characteristic roots are negative real nunbers which nay be

expressed as

1 <0 I,2 ,3 and 5 ,6 , , .. ,m+3S r=r r
where tlre positive constants r, ,Tz rT3 and 'r, ,T6 r... rT¡+3 are the z,eLaæation

times cornprising the z'eLanation speetm,m of both the E-C coupling and the
biochenical systems. Now, "r O"(s) has no multiple poles, (2.7-75) contains
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no multiple relaxation tines and it is clear that the E-c coupling response
cx*(t) is given by equation (2.5-47), and thar it has the appearance of the
curve shown in Fig. 2.5-8b or Fig. 2.7-gb. FurthermoTe, substituting no¡ the
relaxation times (2.7-73) into equation (2.7-72b), we finally find that r.nder
norrnal conditions the response ß*(t) to a square i4put excitation pulse is
given by

for t(0
t

ß* (r) K t B fl-e1]|' for 0<t(T (2 .7 -74)

_ t-T
T

0

3

1

3

m+

*l
m+

Tt)

T
Tt)Kx 'rB ( 1-eI r

r=1 I for t>T

and that it has the appearance of the cuïve shown graphically in Fig. 2.7-9c,
clearly, the response ß*(t) to a square input excitation pulse (a) consists
entirely of exponentially decaying terrns generated by the relaxation spectrun
(2-7-73), and (b) is derayecl with respect to the response o*(t). From the
shape of the a*(t) and ß*(t) curves shown in Fig. 2.7-g, u/e see that both
curves rise relatively rapidly fro¡n zero to a peak, but ß*(t) at a srower
rate than q*(t), Ímd then they decay less rapidly and exponentially back to
zelo as t approaches infinity. Observe that the peak of ß*(t) occurs at sone

time t after the peak of q,*(t), and, of course, at some time t>T.
Lastly we wish to conunent that to the best of our knowledge solution

(2'7-74) is the first publication of a theoretical solution describing the
transient perturbation $*(t) of the Tate of product release v in a muscle
contracting r:nder normal conditions.
(v) rt is apparent that near steady-state the nature of the transient pertur-
bations induced in our cross-bridge biochenical syste¡n depends solely on the
nature of (a) the poles ss,sor...rs¡+3 of the transfer function Õ""(s) when

the E-c coupling input o*(t) is given, and (b) the pores sr ,Sz,S¡ and

ss ,sc r...rs¡¡+3 of iÞ"(s) when the input excitation bre¡t¡+fl, (t) is given [".g.,
see operational relation (2,7-66) and Fig. 2.7-8f. This observation is aLuays

true, regardless of how the input forcing perturbation is applied. As an

eI
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exalnple, we have exarnined above the response ß*(t) to a single square input
excitnt-ion pulse bre (t)+H, (t) (Itig. 2.7-9a), but it is clear that the same

poles wjll deterntine the nature of the response ß*(t) to an arbitrary long_

1j vecl or short-lived small forcing input impressecl on ouï bioc¡emic¡1 s1,,s¡s¡.

(vì) Fron tlte investigation of the cases of the 2-intermecliates ancl 3-inter-
nledi¡¡tes cross-bridge biochenistry induced by o*(t), we may infer the fo1low-
ing: the poles ss,se r...,s¡+3 of the transfer function Õ""(s) are fturctions
of the t'isometrLc v'ate constantst' u: , ut_¡ (j=1, 2,. . .,etc. ) and the steadg-
stctte (on equiLibz'íun) concentrations of the m interntediate compLeæes includecl
in thc analysis Ie.g., see equations (2.7-s6c) , (2.7-3gb) and (2.7-51c),
(2.7-55a)f" It is worth noting: first, that for 2-intermediates s, ( 0

Iequations (2.7-36c) and (2.7-3Bb)1, and second, that for 3-intermediates the
real parts of sr,s, are arways negative numbers. Hence, in these two cases

the systen is always kinetically stable.
(vii) In the case of a normally contracting muscle let us assune, as in section
2.5, that our biochemical system is kinetically stable and exclude, on physio-
logical gro,nds, oscilratory transient perturbation responses ß*(t). Then, the
near ste¿tdy-st-ate transient kinetic behaviour of the system will depend solel¡,
on the spectrum of relaxation times (2.7-73). Now from section 2.S, we already
knotv lhat the E-C coupling response o*(t) of a normally contracting muscle is
kinetically stable, is not oscillatory, and depends on the three relaxation
times rr,Tr,Tn (e.g., see cases A and c along with Figs , z,s-g and 9 at the end

of section 2.5). Clearry, the biochenical response ß*(t) induced by such a

lcinetically stable input c!*(t) will depend on the spectrurn of relaxation times
r- ,r .r of the biochemical transfer ftnction or"(s), and from observation)- 6' - m+3

(vi) above we may infer that these relaxation times are functions of the "iso-
metric rate constants, to-,, Lo, (j=1 ,2 r... retc.) and the steady-state concentrat-J' -J
ions of the n intermediates included in the analysis. Similarly, the response

ßn(t) j-nduce<l hy an excitation input bre(t)+fì, (t) will depend on the relaxation
spectrum (2 "7-7s) of Õ"(s) , i.e. , orì T1 r T, ,Tt and T, ,T5 ,.. . :T¡+3 , where
'1:r,rr,r, are relaxation times known fron the properties of the E_c coupling
.-system' It is appropriate to rnake the following remark here: generalry in
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enzymic systems, to a good approximation in dilute solutions, relaxation tines
do not depend on the type of forcing peTturbation applied, a.Ithough in prin-
ciple relaxation tines depend slightty on the thernrodyrramlc variables being
held constant (for nore details on this topic, see p. D. Boyer, 1970, vol. II,
pages 86 and 99-108 and references therein).
(viii) Unquestionably, a complete and meaningful description of a cross-bridge
biochenical cycle, which is one of the rnost basic and sought-after goals of
rnuscle biochemists' rnay offer a deeper insight into the nature of the contract-
ile behaviour of nuscle. Fro¡n what has been said at the outset of this section,
'we already know: first, that tedious work by a nunber of researchers has 1ed

the¡n to proPose tentative reaction schemes but that the actual details of the
biochenical cycle are not yet known with any certainty in spite of the progress

made, and second, that we have elected to use the reaction schene proposed by

Taylor and his colleagues Isee Lynn and Taylor 1971 or scheme (2.7-s)J,with the
rationale behind this choice having already been outlined. Now Lymn and Taylor
(1971) have fourd experimentally that the dissociation rate of the intermediate
conplex ÁAM is extremely rapid Isee step 5 in the reaction scheme (2.7-S)
tr' > rooo ,""-t l, and therefore they have excluded it from their proposed con-
tractile working cycle of a single cross-bridge, which consists of only four
internediates. Thus, it may cause some puzzlenent why we have selected a cross-
bridge working cycle consisting of five internediates, in which we have included
the intermediate ÁAM (see Fig. 2.7-L). The reason for this is that one nust be

cautious in using the results of L¡mr and Taylor (1971), which weïe obtained in
solution rmder sinplified laboratory conditions, as a guide to events occurring
in a living muscle cell; because it is quite possible that in a contracting liv-
ing sarconere this rate of dissociation is not so fast, and so áAM cannot be

ignored. Moreover, for similar reasons, the ilin structurerr reaction schene

shown in Fig. 2.7-t includes a nunber of additional feasible features.
Happily' the foregoing observations lead to the following somewhat ,weight-

ierrr conclusions and results:
1' In studying the steady-state and near steady-state kinetic behaviour

of the cross-bridge biochenical system, onLg aggtegates (clusters) of
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"isometric rate constantsil with displacement parameters and I'isometric

rate constantsrt with steady-state internrediate concentrltions, rçspect-

ive1y, are needed Isee observations (ii) to (vii) above]. For exantple,

the general equation (2.7-61) indicates tlìat to study the stead/:state

rate of product release væ, we only need the coefficients ro'rrrt,...,rå
and bj,b,',.. .,bå_, , which thernselves depend only on clusters of 'riso-
metric rate constantstt and displacenent parameters; whereas the operat-

ional relations (2.7-62 or 66) indicate that to study the corresponding

perturbation component ß*(t), we only need the poles S, ,s. :. . .rsJ¡+3 (or

in case of a normally contracting muscle, the relaxation times rs,To

trn, ) of the biochenical transfer fimctior Õ""(s) , which depend on clus-
ters of trisornetric rate constants" and concentrations of steady-state

intermediates. Moreover, the reader may verify for hinself that'the
general equation (2.7-6I) deternining V- and the operational relations
(2.7-62 or 66) determining ð*(s) are valid for numerous reaction schemes,

i.e., their form is indifferent to many possible reaction schemes since

the only change that a different scherne can introduce is a change in the

numerical value of coefficients appearing in these expressions. Hence

these expressions may therefore, in a sense, be regarded as rgeneral

laws". When viewed in this 1ight, there is (perhaps?) no need to know

the exact reaction scheme when confining the analysis to steady-state or

near steady-state models.

There is a way to experinentally deterrnine the 'risonetric rate con-

stants" ancl displacement parameters appearing in equations (2.7-I1),
(2.7-72), ancl so to determine the rrin structurett rate constants (2.7-17)

appearing in the general nonlinear differential rate equations (2.7-16)

of our cross-bridge biochenistry mode1. In steady-state, the general

expression (2.7-6I) for voo can be used to determine the various coeffic-
ients ao',arr afr and bJ,bi,...,bri,_r, by conducting a series of combined

physiological and biochenical laboratory experiments in which: (a) the

steady-state velocity V is a quantity known fron the rnechanical set-up

of the experiment and can be controlled and measured over a wide range
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of velocities, and (b) tl'¡e corresponcling r.ate of product release v- is
also a known quantity, since the rate of ATp splitting can nowadays be

deternined with preclslon in biochenical experinents by measuring the
rate of disappearance of phosphocreatine [".g., see equation (2.7-22)].
Now since the reaction schene is known, the manner in which the various
coefficients aoi ,a\,...,afi and bor,brr,...,b,i,_, depend on ko' k1. æd e.,J -J 'J'
q-j (j=1,2,...,etc.) is also known Isee equations (2.7-30) and (2.7-47)f ,
and so the I'isonetric rate constantsrr and the displacernent paraïeters nay
readily be deternined fron these coefficients. Next, when near steady_
state transient perturbations are controlled and rneasured wrder a variety
of experimental conditions, the experinentally neasured values of these

transients can be used to evaluate the rrisonetiic rate constants" appear-

ing in equations (2.7-lr). For exanple, consider the case of a healthy
and norrnally contracting muscle. From observation (iv) and (vii) above

we already know that the near steady-state kinetic behaviour of our bio-
chemical system depends solely on the spectrtrn of relaxation tines
Ts,To '...,t *., which themselves depend on therrisometric rate constants'l
nl, oil (j=1,2,...,etc.) and the steady-stare concentrations of the rn

internediates included in the analysis. Now as the various relaxation,
times have different dependencies on the t'isometric rate constants'? and

steady-state concentrations, they can be readily distinguished if a wide

enough range of intermediate conplex steady-state concentrations are

investigated, and then be used to determine the various rtisometric rate
consta¡tsrr.

More importantly, there is a way to use the foregoing results to
experimentally determine the correct rrin structure'r cross-bridge bio-
chemical reaction scheme, by using the experinental procedures outlined
in conclusion 2 above. For exanple, by experimentally determining the
steady-state rate of product rerease v* and using the general equation
(2.7-67). one very significant ,spin-off, from this is that it might
(perhaps?) settle, once and for all, the controversy between muscle

bioche¡nist as to which of the nultitude of tentative reaction schemes
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proposecl in the literature best describes the biochemical processes

involved in muscle contraction.

To top it off, there may be some general lessons to be learned front

what has been saicl so far, and, in adclition, some attlactive propositions

to biochenists and tl'reoretical biologists may now be rnade. .At the beginn-

ing of this section it was mentioned that biochemical experinìents per-

formed in solution do not incorporate the nechanical influences which are

perhaps the very essence of cross-bridge action, &d that extreme caution

must be exercised when comparing experinental results obtained in solution

with conditions occuiring in a living muscle because, for example,

(a) steps occurring in solution rnay not occur in a living cell and vice

versa, and (b) the ïate constants may vary significantly in character.

Thus, there is no need to know everything that happens in solution because

in mu.scle (or other biological systems) things are much more well defined

and restricted than in solution and there is great value in pursuing

theoretical considerati.ons leading to rrgeneral 1aws", and then from these

"general laws'? to go back and determine the exact I'in structurerr reaction

scherne and rate constants. It should be remarked here that actin-myosin

systems occur in many other, non-nuscular, biological systens (e.g.,

ribosomes, bacteria, etc., see also H. E. Huxley, 1973 for other examples),

and so what has been said just now applies also to such biological systens.
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2.8 A SIMPLE I\,foDEt OF MECHANO-CHEMICAL ENERGY CONVERSION BY A SINGLE I{YOSIN
CROSS.BRIDGE AI{D DEFINITION OF I I

In the preceding section we pieced together parts of the contractile

cycle of a single nyosin (HMM S-1) cross-bridge, and developed a ¡nodel of the

biochenistry of nyosin (HMM S-1) cross-bridges interacting with actin molec-

ules. This biochemical nodel provided us with equations for deternining the

following important variables: (1) tlr^e total nunber (Nf) (i.e., the total
concentration, expressed in noles per unit muscle volume) of attached cross-

bridges involved ín aetioe or passiue force-generation at arLy instant of time

t [see equation (2.7-tB)], and (2) the totaL rate (total reaction velocity) v

of all the mechano-chemically coupled chemical reactions taking place in a

urit nuscle cube by actíue cross-bridges at any instant of time t [see equat-

io¡r (2.7-fg), Ðd cases l and 2 at the end of section 2.71. Recall that the

rnechano-chemically coupled step in the working cycle of a single cross-bridge

(step 2 in Fig. 2.7-I) is also the step of products ADP + Pi release, and so v

may be taken as the total rate of product release expressed, for exanple, in

¡noles of products ADP + P./muscle volune/time. Now if we pause to think, we

can easily see that [Nr(t)] and v(t) represent the eonbined effeeú of attached

myosin cross-bridges in a rnit muscle cube, and are closely related to the

ability of muscle to generate extemal force and perform external nechanical

work. On this basis, it is intuitively clear that [Nr(t)] and v(t) are about

to play a significant role in the derivation of the differential equations of

motion of muscle.

Consider now the total rate of nechano-chemicatly coupled reactions v(t).

First we note that it provides a neasure of the tine aate at which a rnit

muscle cube converts che¡nical energy (obtained fron the splitting of ATP) into

external mechanical work and heat. Further, if we denote Uy Êi(t) = þat an"

rate at which a¡r arbitrary active síngLe cross-bridge i in a unit nuscle cube

undergoes its nechano-chemically coupled step, i.e., its power (or drive)

stroke, then v(t) is sinply obtained by forning the following sum of all these

=li
individual rates:

v (t) årc.l (2.8-1)
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where the sun is, of course, to be taken just over cross-bridges engaged in

mechano-chenical energy conversion in a r¡rit nuscle cube.

Ttrus, on the basis of what has been said so far, it appeaîs that the next

natural step in the process of nodelling the contractile behaviour of nuscle

is to acquire knowledge of, and then model, the mechanisn whereby chenical

energy is converted into nechanical work by a síngLe nyosin cross-bridge.

Regrettably, however, this is much easier said than done because, as was al-

ready nentioned in section 2.4, in searching for knowledge about this nechan-

ism of energy conversion sone of the outstanding nysteries of ¡nolecular bio-

logy are encorntered. One of the main reasons for this is that, in spite of

significant advances which have taken place in molecular biology during the

last decade, we Laek a simple (let alone a detailed) conceptual nodel of the

various nolecular events taking place during the energy transduction process.

Actually, when all is said and done, one fact stands taller than all others,

nanely: that the problen of nechano-chenical energy conversion by a single

cross-bridge (or by a whole anatonical nuscle) is so head and shoulders above

other muscle problems that it is not only beyond the scope of this thesis,

but at present is also beyond the scope of the nost searching and eminent

scientific ninds of our tines.

In this connection, it nay be appropriate at this point to nention that

the trernendous difficulties associated with elucidating the nechanism of bio-

logical energy conversion is not confined to muscle alone, but are at present

encorntered in nunerous biological systens and processes. For example, this

conversion is carried out by many highly specialized protein systens involved

in processes such as: cytoplasnic streaning, cellular notility, cel1 cleav-

age in cell division, cilia and flagellar movenent, active transport through

membranes, enzymatic catalysis, electron transport (transfer), nerve trans-

mission, etc. Thus, we may loosely speak of arrcrisis in bioenergeticsr?.

Indeed, if evidence is needed for such a I'crisis'r and for the sorry state of

present ignorance in solving crucial bioenergetical problerns, one need only

witness the conflict of opinion and absence of agreernent and conclusion at

the New York conference on the 'rMechanisn of Energy Transduction in Biological
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Systemsu held in Irebnrary 1973 (for a sunnary of this neeting see D. E. Green,

L¡TS). This conference, in which some 60 researchers drawn fron all Parts of

the vrorld and representing all facets of bio-energetics participated, revolved

aror.nd, as Green (1g7S) su¡nnarized,rrthree basic questions: Is there a crisis

in bioenergetics?; What is the nature of the postulated crisis?; and How

can the crisis be resolved?rr He further adds that one grouP of researchers

were convinced that wrless nev¡ dinensions vJere added to the present conceptual

franework of bioenergetics, progress would grind to a halt.

lrtith this in nind, let us no$r look f.or a simplified energy transduction

nodel based on theories which lie outside the present conceptual framework of

bioenergetics. A possible candidate is a quantun ¡nechanical model of energy

transduction based on resonant molecular oscillations at the site of acto-

nyosin coupling in muscle proposed by c. ll¡. F. McClare (t972 a,b), a vely act-

ive participant in the above nentioned conference. Mcclare challenges the

adequacy of the present conventional approach to enelgy transduction and pro-

poses that nuscle is a rtmolecular energyrr nachine, i.ê., â machine that oper-

ates at the rnolecular level, and that only a molecular nachine can achieve the

high efficiency of energy conversion observed in nuscle. According to Mcclar€'

the fmdanental principle is to produce a molecular excitation by neans of a

chenical reaction, ild then to transfer this energy lesonantly where it can be

used. The sequence of events is the following: when ATP is split the inter-

nal energy is first released as a bond vibration and then transferred reson-

antly to a special electronic oscillator in the active site of HMM 51' In

the actin molecule there is an identical electronic oscillator and the excit-

ation is then shared between the two oscillators as an excited diner, or

excimer. The energy, trapped in the exci¡ner state between the two oscillators,

is finally converted into external nechanical work as the two electronic

oscillatoTs approach each other when HMM 51 tilts, Ðd so we get a relaxation

of the energized state by the perfornance of nechanical work' The general

direction in which the model leads is quite attractive, and it is quite poss-

ible that nolecular vibrations and their interactions pLay a major role in

energy transduction in muscle and in other bioLogical systens' Llnfortunately'
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however, McClarers model cannot be used in its present forn for ¡nathe¡natical

nodelling because: first, it is highly speculative, as McClare hinsel.f con-

fesses, second, it has absolutely no experinental backing, and third, it has

been subject to a number of valid criticisms and objections.

There are of course other conventional a¡rd unconventional theories which

are worth considering, but we have decided not to use them for sinilar reas-

ons. (For a review of some of the conventional theories put fonrard, see

White and Thorson, L973; Hill, t974 and 1975.) In conclusion, it seems that

we are confronted with formidable obstacles.

In light of this sornewhat gloony introduction, the first thought that

cones to nind is that we have reached a critical point in our path to produc-

ing a muscle rnodel and that, strictly speaking, our theoretical activities

should end at this point. However, as we shall soon see, this rrtpleasant

fate can be avoided as the situation is not entirely hopel.ess, for it is

possible to find a suitable conceptual nodel that can be used to consttuct a

simplified ¡nathematical procedure for nodelling energy transduction by a

single cross-bridge. Now before going any furtheT, a word of caution is

appropriate conceming the choosing of a candidate to serve as a 'tsuitablerr

conceptual model. As hre are dealing with a nolecular biological problen of

innense conpJ-exity, the adoption of any particular candidate is susceptible

to the introduction of hypotheses whose correctness cannot be adequately

tested, and it nay be so speculative that it will have only the merest pre-

tence of being accourtable to nolecular and energy transduction events that

actually take place. Consequently, it is inperative to choose a candidate

which has some experimental backing. Any other candidate is likely to be

viewed with very healthy skepticism by bioenergeticists.

Using established ideas and experimental results (to be described later)

from the fieLd of protein chenistry, we have chosen as our conceptual model a

protein folding process coupled, artd dyiuifrg, a nechanical process. Stated

nore precisely, our central hypothesis is as follows; mechano-ehemieaL energy

eonueysion by a síngLe rnyosin (HMØ er,oss-brídge, md henee meehøt'íeaL fonee

genez,atíon qnd. mouemento are indueed by a, pvogrØrmed (guided) proteín foLdLng
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process uhieh is eoupLed, øtd driuee, the meeltøtieaL proeess. The ¡neaning of

all this, and in particular of the term I'a programned (guided) protein folding

processrr, will becone apparent later. This h¡ryothesis will eventually lead us

to a sinple mathematical model based on non-equilibrium therrnodynamics (the

therrnodynamics of irreversible processes). We wish to renark that the adopt-

ion of this line was a very tine consuning and agonizing process, since adopt-

ing a specific procedure fixes ideas and determines the nature of the ensuing

muscle ¡nodel. Admittedly, one cannot avoid fearing the possibility that this

may still not be the right approach, ãtd one can alnost see Benjanin Franklin

peering over his bifocals and croaking I'I told you sotr.

Now, let us first acquaint ourselves with the nature and structure of

proteins and with protein foLding. Although the chemical conposition and

structure of proteins and their behaviour are extrenely complicated, their

role in energy conversion by a single cross-bridge is r.rrintelligible unless

we have a nrdimentary knowledge of the nature of these amazing ¡nacro-nolec-

ules. Much has been written about protein structure and fimction, but kte can

only take roon here to mention their nost salient features and what is needed

for future discussion. More details and relatively short accor.nts on the sub-

ject can be for.rrd in alnost any Iecent text on biology or physiology. For

detailed accorÍlts see texts on biochenistry, €.8., Lehninger (1975) (perhaps

the finest introductory bioche¡nistry text available at present).

The term protein cones from the Greek wotd prcteios neaning rrprinaryrr or

I'holding first placerr, which aptly describes their inportance since proteins

are basic to both stmrctuy,e and funetion of living naterial. Proteins, the

most conplex chenical compor¡rds to exist, constitute the largest part of the

dry naterial of all living cells (e.g., they accoutt for roughly SÙeo of the

organic materiaL in the hunan body). No other class of organic rnolecules

plays so nany finctional roles in living organisns, ild it is their complic-

ated chemical composition and three-dimensional structure that enables then

to do this. In their structural roles, proteins serve as basic block rnits

of subcellular, cellular, and organic architecture, giving shape and form to

cells and organelles (e.g., take animal stTuctures such as skin, hair, liga-
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ments, tendons, bone, etc.)" Considering their dynanic roles, alnost all
chenical reactions taking place in celIs are catalized by enzymes (a11 enzynes

are proteins), which control the rates of all biological reactions. An indiv-

idual cell contains perhaps 1,000 different kinds of enzymes, each catalyzing

a different and specific reaction. Many chenical nessengers in the body,

known as hor¡nones (e.g., insulin), are proteins acting as regulators of physio-

logical fi¡nctions " Proteins also serve as carriers of essential substances

within a living organisrn, e.g., haernoglobin is a protein which carries otqfgen

fro¡n the lung to the body tissues. This partial list cannot begin to suggest

the large variety of protein fi:nctions; but it is clear that proteins have a

unique role in biology, and that to a large extent, the complexity and divers-

ity of life itself are dependent on the conplexity and diversity of proteins.

Some basic facts about the way proteins are constructed are fairly well

r.nderstood. A protein nolecule nay consist of -thousands of atoms, but its
basic structure is actually quite simple. All protein nacro-nolecules are

composed of relatively few (about twenty) snaller nolecules, known as amLno-

aeí,ds. These amino acids are the subunits of protein architecture, they are

organic acids, and they all have the following basic fornula:

carbo:cyl group (acid)
amlno group

(2.8-2)

A structural property corunon to all a¡nino-acids is that they each have an

arnino group NFI and a carboxyl (acid) group C00H attached to an ordinary car-

bon aton, the so-called a-carbon or C-.. Ttre individual anino acids differ
only in the chenical conposition of the group, which nay have any of

threnty or so structures, and so a particular l-ñ-l- group characterizes a

particular anino-acid (see chapter 4 in Lehninger, 1975). For exanple, I * l-
may be very simple, as in glycine, where it is only a hydrogen aton, or it nay

H

I

0

0
ll
C -OH
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be very complex, as in tr¡ltophan, where it includes two ring structures.

The nost conunonly encorntered amino- Table Z.g-t Amino_acid symbols

acids are listed in table 2.8-1.

Proteins are nade of long

chains (polymers) of the twenty-odd

anino-acids. Any two amino-acids

can join together through a so-

called peptide bond by a process

called condensation. T'he carboxyl

group - C00H of one amino acid

readily reacts with the amino

group - NH, of the other amino

acid, with the elimination of one

molecule of water $0, and this

leads to the linking of the two

groups and to the formation of

the linked structure

peptide bond

Anino acid
Three letter

s¡nbol
One letter

symbol

Alanine
Arginine
Asparagine
Aspartic acid
Asn and/or Asp
Cysteine
Glutamine
Gluta¡nic acid
Gln and/or Glu
Glycine
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Proline
Serine
Threonine
Tr¡rytophan
Tyrosine
Valine

AIa
Arg
Asn
Asp
Asx
cys
Gln
Glu
Glx
Glv
His
Ile
Leu
Lys
Met
Phe
Pro
Ser
Thr
Trp
Tyr
Val

A
R

N
D

B
c
a
E
z
G

H
I
L
K
M
F
P

s
T
W

Y
V

\ r0rltrc tr,co
,/l\lH

,

I

X\
-0HC

ll
o

rNrl\H0

NH, (2.8-3)

Note that the molecule resulting from the linking of two anino acids has an

amino group NH, at one end and a carboxyl group C00H at the other. Now each

of these groups can forn further peptide bonds with other amino acids and

thus lengthen the chain of amino acids indefinitely as follows:

H
I

C

o
ll
C

H
I

N
2

H
I \,/,/\ C -OH

ll
0

c d

C,/ l"
H C

il
o

N
I

H

cd

NH

a polypeptide

(2.8-4)
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Short chains of amino acids are called peptides. Two amino acids linked tog-

ether constitute a dipept¿dp, three a tripeptide, md a large nunber a poLy-

peptíde, Not r¡rtil there is a great nunber of amino acids is it called a

protein. Most proteins contain hrndreds, even thousands of a¡nino acids and

they form from one or nore polyaeptides combining together. Note that any

polypeptide [e.g., (2,8-4)] has an anino groqp at one end and a carboxyl

groqp at the other, and that it has a central spine of -C-C-N-C-C-N- atons'

i.e.,

(2 .8-s)

with the [ã-|-groups sticking out sideways. Later we shall see that this

central spine readily folds into innr¡nerable confornations.

In the long polypeptide chains of a protein the amino acids occur in a

specific linear sequence. For each protein the ørrLno aeíd sequenee is tmique,

i.e., there is only one such sequence, ffid it is known as the pr|mary struet-

ure of the protein. Genetic information about protein prirnary structure is

stored in a linear one dinensional code (a specific base sequence) in the well-

knov¡n DNA rnolecules of chronosones. In fact, the only infoûnation coded in a

DNA molecule is the wrique a¡nino acid sequence of a protein chain, and this

sequence deternines both the final shape (folded conformation) and the spec-

ific biological finction of that protein. This follows because it is only in

the native folded conformation that the protein nolecule possesses its spec-

ific fr¡lction or activity.
Although all proteins are ¡nade fron ordered Línean aw.ays of linked anino

acids, their final three-dinensional structure (confornation) can be extrenely

conplicated due to the fact that polypeptide chains can fold into all sorts of

geometrical shapes, e.g., rods, helical coils (helices), sheets, shells, glob-

ules, etc. So, in the case of a particular protein the polypeptide chain is

fol,ded into a specific conformation, which is required for its specific bio-

logical function or activity. We now come to the problen of how does a pro-

tein chain fold. Since a protein chain can rotate about each of its peptide

bonds [bond shown in (2.S-3)], it is not a rigid rod but ¡nore like an ordinary

c
CI

Nc

CNca
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chain of many links. In illustration, just as an ordinary chain of several

hurdred links can be looped and twisted into innunerable three-dinensional

structures, so may a polypeptide chain be looped, coiled, and twined into a

very large number of protein nolecular shapes. lhese three-dinensional

structures, stabilized by several kinds of forces between the amino acids

themselves and between the anino acids and the solvent systen, have detailed

molecular geographies which deternine the overall physical and chemical prop-

erties of the protein, as welL as its specific biological function. Now to

obtain a rough idea of the mechanism driving the folding process, we note

that since the [i- groups (side chains) of the various amino acids differ
in size, shape, polarit)¡, and charge, each anino acid in the protein chain

tends to arrange itself in relationship to its neighbours in such a way that

the chain has the least energy content. These trF group interactions along

with other interactions (e.g., between the protein chain and its solvent

environment) cause the central spine (2.8-5) of the chain to coil and fold

and to allow eacn fþ group to seek a stable arrangement. In this nanner

the entire protein chain stabilizes itself into a characteristii and inevit-

able three-dinensional folded structure, which is nothing but the result of

all systems to seek that state which has Least ene?gA,

As protein folding is central to our energy transduction nodel, let us

mention more about the elenentary concepts rnderlying the process, and get

an idea of how a linear pol¡ryeptide chain folds into the characteristic

three-dinensional confor¡nation of a native protein. Consider first the nat-

ure of a peptide bond [see (2.8-3)]. In every protein whose atonic structure

is known from X-ray analysis, the four atoms C, 0, N, H, of the pePtide bond

along with the two adjacent o carbons, Co, always lie in a single plane

which tends to be rigid. This six atom cluster Co, C, 0, N, H, Co [each

outlined by dotted lines in polypeptide (2.8-6)l is a rigid planar unit and

consequently the only degrees of freedom allowed to a protein chain are the

swivelling of this planar r.nit about the bonds connecting it to its o car-

bons, Co, as shown by the aïrohrs in the polypeptide (2.8-6). Thds suiueLL-

íng of the plønar unít about 'íts a eaxbons is the most intpontont singLe pr|n-
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ciple of pzotein ehain foLding. Thus a pol¡peptide chain nay be pictured as

a series of rigid planes separated by, and free to rotate about, its c-carbons

C It is to be noted that constraints and considerable lirnitations are
CI

inposed on these rotations (e.g., if the trÞ groups are large enough they

interfere in the process), but we shall not discuss the¡n here.

To visualize art entire folding process, consider first a single ot catbon,

Co, in the central spine (back bone) of the polypeptide (2.8-5). This Co

divides the polypeptide chain into two long parts. Since the backbone bonds

C -N and C -C are theoretically free to rotate, it is clear that each suchd0

part of the chain can rotate (as a whole rnit) independently of the other

part. For exanple, the part lying on the Co-C side is free to rotate about

the C^.-C axis and the other part is free to rotate about the C-.-N axis as
ct

follows (see arrows):

(2.8-7)

From (2.8-6) we note that this involves the rotation of all rigid planar

r¡rits on one side of Co, and an independent rotation of all other planes on

the other side of Co. Theoretically, then, we have two degrees of freedom

for each s carbon, i.ê., for each amino acid in the protein chain. Conse-

quentl.y, the foregoing process can be repeated for every Co in the chain,

leading to the final protein confornation.

The final conformation of a protein tells us not only what the molecule

looks like, but also how it works. It is now generally accepted that the

actðon of a protein cqnnot be tmd.erstood mtiL its three-dimensíonaL struet'

ure is knou¡n. Take for exanple the physiological process of breathing which

(l
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seems sinple, yet it owes its existence to the interplay of many kinds of
atons in haemoglobin, a giant protein nolecule of vast complexity consisting

of 574 amino acids and about 10,000 atons. It took M. F. Perutz (1964) sone

25 years to study its detailed structure and then get an idea of how it works.

Thus it would be indeed difficult to overstate the biological importance of

protein structure.

Turning now to nyosin and actin, the contractile proteins of muscle, a

rather disnal picture emerges. Myosin alone seems to contain over 4r500 amino

acids. It has two identical polypeptide chains, calLed heavy chains, which

are the longest single polypeptide chains known to occur biologically, with

each having about 1,800 amino acids. Their conplete amino acid sequence has

not yet been established, and its deternination renains a huge task. Further,

the HMM-SI head of nyosin contains four snaller, light polypeptide chains so

that altogether nyosin contains six chains. What is so discouraging about all
this, is that not even the prinary structure of rnyosin is knov¡n, let alone the

three-dinensional structure of the nolecule and how it finctions. (Recal1

that it took about 25 yeats to detemine the three-dinensional structure of

haenoglobin, with only 574 anino acids whose sequence was known.) As far as

actin goes, we know that it consists of a single pollryeptide chain, and that

the cornplete sequence of 574 anino acids of actin from rabbit skeletal muscle

has recently been deternined by Collins and Elzinga (1975), but nothing else

is known. Additionally, rnyosin and actin are known to contain three trtusual

amino acids (in nyosin these are located in the HMM-SI head of the molecule),

and presunably they play sone specialized fr¡rctional role. On the basis of

these observations, it is easy to appreciate the nonunental difficulties
involved in elucidating the mechanisn of energy transduction by a single

nyosin cross-bridge.

Having had a nore-than-ample I'dinneril of proteins, let us now cautiously

set up our single cross-bridge rnechano-chenical energy conversion model.

Recall that the central hypothesis on which it is based is that energy con-

version is induced by a progranned (guided) protein folding process coupled,

and driving, the necha¡rical process. There are a number of expe rinent al 1Y
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backed reasons which have notivated us to choose a protein folding process to

drive a nechanical process, but we shall mention only the thto nost inportaat

ones:

(l) There is a substantial body of erperimental evidence for conformationaL

changes and for tilting of the HMM-SI head of the myosin ¡nolecule, sone of

which has already.been reviewed in sections 2.4 and 2.7 (e.9.' see pages 103-

107 and 194 and references therein). Clearly, these conformational changes

inply changes in protein ctrain folding.

(2) It is now well established that great quantities of intracellular lr'ater

are released during muscle contraction [e.g., see Bratton et al., (1965) and

Szent-Györg)¡i, (Ig74) and references thereinl. Further, there is good reason

to believe that the HMM part of the myosin molecule is responsible for this

reversible dehydration (Szent-GyÜrgyi , lg74), i.e., for the freeing of water

during contraction and the binding of water during relaxation of a single HMM

cross-bridge. Now, it is our belief that water release and uptake by HMM, a

phenonenon which should not be disregarded when constructing nuscle nodels,

reflect futdanental HMM protein chain folding processes.

To r.nderstand this, let us say sonething about the interactions of cert-

ain anino acids and water. Ttre following eight amino acids, with non polar

tr- groups: alanine, leucine, isoleucine, valine, proline, phenylalanine,

tr¡rtophan, ild methionine are aLL hydrophobie. They are rrgteasyrf non-polar

structures which dislike water. They are nore stable when rernoved fron an

aqueous solution and tend to fold into the interior of a protein nolecule.

On introduction of hydrophobic [ì-|- groups into water, the water molecules

surrormding these groups tend to orientate thenselves to forn a cage arrange-

nent or highly organized water layer arornd the hydrophobic grot¡ps (the water

¡nolecules do not actually directly bind to these groups). These water nolec-

ules aror.nd hydrophobic groups are mote ordered thart elsewhere in the solut-

ion, and, in thermodynarnic terms, their entropy relative to water not contain-

ing such groups is decreased. During folding, hydrophobi" ff l- groups are

being driven together or even completely renoved fron contact with water and

into the interior of the protein. As a result, so¡ne or all of the orientated
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water layer is released, and the entroPy of the solution increases due to the

gain in freedon of these water molecules. From stuclies it is now clear that

,'hydrophobic interactíonsrr between water and hydrophobic tr]- gÌol¡ps are the

prinary interactions resppnsible for protein folding (e.g., see Lehninger,

1975, page L42). Most proteins contain from 30 to 50% of hydrophobic amino

acids and nearly aLI of them are in the interior of the nolecule.

With this in mind, the following sequence of events e:çlaining the rel-

ationship between HMM protein chain folding and water release and uptake, and,

in general, the role of water in muscle contraction seems plausible (see fig.

2.8-1). In its resting state a single bridge is energízed and tnattached to

stabilizing,
highly organized
(imnobile)
r¡¡atel layer

bic
groups

in water
cages

organlze water lost

water gain

Fig. 2.8-1. Possible water release and urptake during the cycle of a
single HMM cross-bridge.

actin (as explained in section 2.7). In this state it has organized water

Iayers or cages I'bourdrr to elposed hydrophobic [þ groups on the surface of

HMM. During the power stroke, when the bridge is attached to actin, a HMM

protein chaín folding process takes place during which these hydrophobic

tr- groups cone together or are rnoved to the interior of HMM away from con-

tact with water, leading to a substantial release of organized water. This

water nay well account for the experimentally observed release of water dur-

ing muscle contraction. At the end of the power stroke the bridge is de-

DE-ENERGTZED

DEHYDRATED

HMM CROSS-

BRIDGE

ENERGI ZED

HYDRATED

HMM CROSS-

BRIDGE

POWER STROKE
(contact with actin, energy release)

RETURN STROKE
(ATP splitting, energy gain)
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energized and dehydrated. During the return stroke (recovery phase of the

cross-bridge cycle) ATP splitting takes place along with a HMM folding pro-

cess that forces the above nentioned hydrophobi. l-!-l- groups to be re-intro-

duced to the surface of HMM and re-erposed to water with the subsequent

refor¡nation of organized water layers, i.e., water is again immobilized. The

bridge is now energized again, it is in its resting state and ready for the

next cycle.

It is important to note that the rrforcingrt of hydrophobic groups

out fron the interior of HMM and rnaintaining then exposed to water on the HMM

surface is definitely a Process requiring energy. This energy cones of

course from the splitting of ATP. Observe also that what has been said above

is conpatible with the working cycle of a single cross-bridge and the rnouse-

trap analogy discussed in section 2.7, and it implies that during the power

stroke HMM polypeptide chains nove from one folding pattern of a given free

energy content to another folding pattern of lower free energy content. Fin-

ally, other nechanisrns e:çlaining the role of l^iater release in muscle con-

traction can of course be fornd. The above nerely presents a simple intuitive

concept.

Now, in the ensuing analysis we shall be concerned only with these Poly-

peptide regions in HMM where nechano-chemical energy conversion takes place.

So, to fix ideas, let us define xt eLementary energy eonÐersion mít of HMM,

or simply an EECU, as that part of HMM (in its given solvent system and

environment) where protein chain folding induces nechanical effects. Note

that the EECU may contain polypeptide chain segnents belonging to HMM-S1 and/

or HMM-S2. Furtheîrnore, seg¡nents of actin, and perhaps of other as yet

turidentified polypeptide chains¡ Dây also be part of the EECU. Introducing

the definition of a¡ EECU in this nanner sinplifies matters and will prove

advantageous as we proceed. An EECU is a nrLev,oseopie entity acting as a

mechano-chenical energy converter. The combined effect or rrsuJnrr of the act-

ion of all EECUts, say for exanpLe in a rmit rnuscle cube, accounts for the

macroseopie conttactile behaviour of a whole anato¡nical muscle. It should

be understood in all that follows that an EECU exists only when it acts as a
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mechano-che¡nical energy converter whil.e it is attached to actin. Its Life-

time cones to an end at the end of the po!{er stroke. Note that the lifetine
of an EECU may be extremely brief, a very small fraction of a second only.

To model mathenatically the behaviour of an EECU, we need to understand

the rnechanisn wrderlying protein chain folding. Llnfortrnately, this nechan-

isnrwhich has rniversal biological significance, is far nore complicated than

our introductory coments on proteins nay have suggested. The direct study

of the nechanisn of protein folding, Ðd discovering the relationship between

protein prirnary structure and three-dimensional structure, has been a goal of

protein chemists for ¡nore than two decades, In spite of intensive experinent-

al and theoretical investigations, protein chernistry is still far from

explaining exactly how a protein folds. Nonetheless, considerable progress

has been achieved in recent years, ffid in what follows we intend to use sone

of the newly discovered concepts. It would indeed be very tempting to dis-

cuss the nechanisn of protein folding here, but limitations of space prevent

us fron doing so. The following references should supply an adequate per-

spective. A good introduction to the nechanisn of protein folding is given

by Lehninger (1975). A critical review of a1l approaches to the study of

protein folding is provided by Weltlaufer and Ristow (1973). More recent and

informative reviews are given by Anfinsen and Scheraga (1975) and Baldwin

(1e7s) .

In constructing an EECU model, we shall first take note of the following

observations nade by Anfinsen and Scheraga (1975), which will enable us to

begin treating the folding process theoretically: rrlt is currently believed

that the three-dirnensional structure of the native protein in a given envir-

onment (solvent, pH, ionic strength, presence of other components, tenperat-

ure, etc.) is one in which the Gibbs free energ)'of theuhoLe system is a

minimun with respect to all degrees of freedom, i.e., that the native con-

fornation is determined by the various interatomic interactions and hence by

the amino acid sequence, in a gduen enüinúLment. l{hether or not this rrlocalrt

mininun in the free energy hyperspace is the global one is at present an

ursettled question.rf
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It is known that nost living systems (processes) operate w¡der constant

temperature and pressure, and so the Gibbs free energy is very useful in

treating such systens (e.g., see Katchalsky and Curran, 1965; Lehninger,

l97L; Wilkie and Woledge, 1967). In this connection, we nention that these

systens also operate rmder constant volune conditions (ratio of volune change

to original volune is roughly 10-t ), and rnder constant temperature and vol-

ume conditions the Hel¡nholtz free energy is very useful in treating these

systems. In fact, rnder constant tenperature, pressure and volune conditions

the Gibbs and Helmholtz free energy frnctions are identical.

Note that the Gibbs free energy function is a therrnodynøtric potentíaT.

Correspondingly, r{e are concerned here with the ability to perform work

rather than with the work done itself.
l{rith all this in nind, our starting point is to consider changes in the

Gibbs free energy of an EECU, and only during the life-tirne of the EECU, due

to irreversible protein chain folding processes occurring sinuLtaneously with

rnechanical work. Let us denote b/ G.."rr, or simply b)r Ge, the free energ)'of

a ¡nechano-chenical elementary energy conversion r¡nit, i.e., of an EECU. In

such a systen, protein chain folding enelgy is directly transfonned into

mechanical work (see Fig. 2.8-2), and so wrder conditions of constant press-

áz ço\ dtnX o\ EEcu þolgþeþtide cholns

z+

exberncl otency
E ECU

Fig, 2.8-2. Schematic representation of an EECU exerting a force Q and per-
forning work dwq = Qdz on an external agency by neans of its pro-
tein chain folding processes.

ure p and constant teq)erature T, a very snall change in the Gi.bbs free energy

fi¡rction nay be expressed as

dG.=(dce)p,T=ü0*dE.(o (2.8-8)
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in which the inequality applies to irreversible processes occurring during the

life-time of the EECU, and the equality at equiLibriun. Here the quantity dEô

tepresents snall Gibbs free energy changes due to nechanical work done by the

EECU on an extemal agency, ild dEa represents small Gibbs free energy changes

of protein chain segnents belonging to the EECU while rrtdergoing an infinit-
esimal folding process.

Let Q be a force acting in a given direction, say the z direction, ild
suppose this force is exerted by the EECU on an exteÍial agency restricted to

nove only in this direction (see Fig. 2.8-2). Then the nechanical work done

by the EECU while noving the external agency a snall distance dz is equal to

d*O = Qdz, resulting in a loss of dW, in the ability of the EECU to perform

work and to the following decrease in the EECU Gibbs free energy:

dE = -dW -- 'þdz (2. 8-s)
0 0

Next, consider a vector T which adequately specifies the geonetry of the EECU.

Or, more precisely, let there be a vector I with conponents

r, (i =l,2,3r...,Nfreedom) which specify all the generalized coordinates which

together deternine the geometry of portein chain segments of the EECU. In

addition, let Et(i) be the sun of free energy contributions due to the follow-

lng interatonic interactions: bond torsional angle twisting, bond stretching,

angle bending, protein chain - solvent system (or environment) interactions,

non-bonded interactions of alL the bonds and atons of the EECU, etc. Then,

as the EECU undergoes an infinitesi¡nal folding process to a new conformation,

the change in Ea is given bY

t L
(2.8-10)

i = 112r3r..'rN freedon

Here dr. represents a very small change in the generalized coordinates rr, and

f. represents a corresponding conjugate interatomic force acting along an axis

parallel to dr,. Substituting now ex¡rressions (2.S-9) and (2.8-10) into

(2.S-8) we obtain the following form for a very snall change in the EECU Gibbs

free energy:

dr=If.?r-
1

+(r)dEtdE
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dG.=-þdz+ f.
1

dr <0
I

e = Q at equilibriun (end of Power stroke) (2 . 8- 11)

G =Qe
at equilibriun (end of pol\Ier stroke) (2.8-t2)

Ti
dG

i = 1r2r3r"'rNfreedon

Inspection of equation (2.8-11) soon reveals that in this forn it is of

Iittle use to us for the following reasons: first, there is a very large nun-

ber of degrees of freedon r. and the sun in (2.8-11) nay consist of many teflns,

second, specifying the geonetry of the EECU is far from easy, and third, Ðd

perhaps the nost significant, the mathenatical deternination of the inter-

ato¡nic forces f. is rather complicated and for sone such forces nethods qf
t-

treating the¡r theoretically have not yet been established. (The determination

of interatonic forces relies on methods of modern chenical physics and nost of

these nethods are based on quantum mechanics and are quite complex nathematic-

al1y, ê.g., to get an idea see Walton and Blackwell, 1973, Biopolymers.)

However, introducing tirne t into our considerations changes the situation

dramatically as will be seen in a nonent. Differentiating equation (2.8-11)

with respect to tine, we obtain an e)q)ression for the time rate of change of

the EECU Gibbs free energy

dG å*Ir.i'.<o:]-1
1

G =-i=-Oedt

i = 1r2r3r"'rNfreedon

where rr.rr represents derivatives with TesPect to tine, i.ê.,

dz dr ].z=- and r.
t- drdt

Focussing attention on the kinetics of protein chain folding and on the time

rate of change C" of the Gibbs free energ)¡¡ an intriguing Picture emer'ges

which will enable us to sinplify rnatters considerably.

A particularly critical aspect of protein folding into a final conformat-

ion is the very high rate at which the folding must occul biologically. Us-

ing arguments suggested by C. Levinthal (see references nunber 20 and 2L ín
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weltlaufer and Ristow, L973; and appendix in weltlaufer, 1973), let us look

at the average tine required for a pol¡peptide composed of n a¡nino acids to

randonly sample its possible structures and return to the initial structure.

Suppose each anino acid has two bonds capable of rotation [see polypeptide

(2,8-6,7)7, and suppose also that there are three energetically equal poss-

ible positions for each angle of rotation, implying that there are three poss-

ible conformations for each rotatable bond in the pollpeptide backbone. Ttren,

the total nr¡mber of possible pollryeptide conformations is 32n, which can be

approxinated for convenience to lon. Now if each singl.e bond cari rotate ind-

ependently in about 10-tt ,""., or perform 10t3 sr.rch rotations per second,

then the nrmrber of confornations sanpled Per second is 2n r 1013. Thus the

time required for a pol¡peptide of n anrino acids to @ try out at randon

every possible conforrnation is given by the sirnplified relation

(tn) 
rorurr,*

(2 . 8- 13)

From this it follows that for a pol¡ryeptide with n = 10 amino acids this time

is only

(tro)folding = to. " 10-6 sec. = 50 nicroseconds (2'8-13a)

But for a chain of n = 100 amino acids this tine would be much nuch longer

(troo ) = 5 " 1084 sec. È1.58 x 1077 years . (2.8-13b)
folding

To drive the message homè, observe that this ti¡ne of the order of 10" y"^,',

taken by a pollpeptide of 100 amino acids to once sarnple at randon all conform-

ations, is a truly astronomical time which is, by far, longer than the age of

the solar system (estimated to be 4.7 billion years). Yet, it is known that

staphylococcal nuclease, aî eîzylne comPosed of 149 amino acids, requires at

nost 0.1 - 0.2 seconds to regain its native conformation after conplete denat-

uration (disorganization of structure) with acid. In fact, it is a biological

necessity that proteins should fold very rapidly if they are to be of any use

to living systems, Ðd proteins do indeed fold in biologically useful tines'

The nost reasonabl.e resolution of this disparity of tine scales is that as

10n
= 

- 

SeCOndS
2n t 1013
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a protein folds to its final confornation, it salrples only a very snall fract-

ion of all its possible structures and it folds through a kinetically con-

trolted faoouned patlaaY.

Ttre process of protein folding has long been thought to be a thernodynan-

ically contÎolled process. In contrast, several Pretty strong argunents st¡pp-

orting the concept of kinetie eontroL of protein folding have emerged in the

past few years. To begin with, C. levinthal challenged the concept of thermo-

dynanic control of folding by arguing that it would be impossible to search

all conformations of even s¡nall proteins in biologically feasible times. He

reasoned that to reduce the nr¡mber of structutes or conformations searched,

there should be sone event which by directing (guiding) the folding Process

greatly lirnits the nr¡nber of confornations sampled. Llnder such conditions,

protein folding could of course be conpleted in seconds, i.e., in a biologic-

ally useful time. Now, if folding proceeds thîough a favoured limited search

process and not at randon, one should theoretically be able to find transitory

characteristic intenrediate protein structures. Indeed, in the last five

years fast reaction techniques have denonstrated that transitory folding

internediates do exist and can be characterized (see recent review on inter-

nediates in protein folding by Baldwin, 1975). It is possible that these

intermediates will provide infor¡nation about the mechanisn of protein folding.

Now therrnodynanics deals with path-independent states, and by introducing

a path linitation in the folding process, one goes beyond thermodynamic con-

straints. Ttris would nean that the final conformation of a protein is a free

energy ¡ninimum; but this may not be the structure of the lowest Gibbs free

energy (the global nrinirnum). The reason for this is that if all stnrctures

are not sampled, there is no guarantee that the final structure is the global

Gibbs free energy minimun; but it is, of course, a conformation of free

energy nininun, the lowest free energy nininum of the path linited kinetically

accessible confornations. In surunary, the final confornation would be, to be

sure, a Gibbs free energy mininun. However it is rnlikely that one can have

it both ways: a kinetically controlled path linited folding Process a¡d a

global Gibbs free energy ninimum. FinallY, it should be renarked here that
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it seems that despite barriers in the confornational sPace a polypeptide chain

can find its way aroutd these barriers to reach the structure of ¡nininun free

energy, and that the interatonric interactions within the chain and between the

chain and the solvent system dictate the folding process (Anfinsen and

Scheraga 1975).

Taking note of above, we now returi to our molecular energy converter,

the EECU. Since tine, and in particular fast folding time, is an extremely

iÍportant factor, it is clear that the EECU pollpeptide chains make use of

sophisticated fast search procedures and rapidly sanple only a limited nu¡nber

of conformations during a cross-bridge power stîoke. This enables them to

nove swiftly frour an initial non-equilibriun conformation at the onset of

the power stroke to a final equilibrium conformation at the end of the pouler

stroke, at a biologically useful ti¡ne for a contracting nuscle cell. Now if
only a linited ntrmber of EECU chain çonformations are searched through rapid-

ly, rhe time rate of change G. [se" (2.5-12)] of the Gibbs free energy will
be hígh, and G. will reach its nininun at a biologically useful tine when

dc = è = Q.ee
To translate this into mathematical terms, let us assune that there

exists a guiding nechanis¡n which ensures fast folding by dictating a specific

kinetically controlLed prognønned patTatay of faet foLding which the EECU

chains must follow. The term, rra prograrnned pathway of foldingttis used here

to inply the existence of a well-defined sequenee of eonfot'rnations which

follow one another so as to carty the EECU chains from their initial conforn-

ation to their final conformation at the end of the Power stroke. To produce

a simple nathematical procedure for nodelling an arbitrarA programned pathway

of folding, let us introduce an important time-dependent variable, nameLy:

the degree of advancenent E = E(t) of the protein folding Process occurring

in the EECU. E(t) may be taken to represent hot^t far chain folding has pro-

gressed during the power stroke, o1, nore specifically, it nay correspond

exactly to the degree of advancement (as it is known in chemistry) of the

che¡nical step 2 of products ADP + P. release (see Fig. 2.7'l). Assuning now

that all generalized coordinates r, of the EECU depend on E¡ we find that an
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arbitrary prograruned pathway of folding is sinply represented by

l. rr(Ð i = tr2rSr"'rNfreedomr (2.8-14)

nris is so because q(t) dictates the value that eaeh r. nust take at a part-

icular state of the folding process, Ðd hence the values that each r. takes

as tine progresses. The conbined effect is that the set of fi,urctions

rr(t) = rrtt(t)J = rr(t) di.ctates a well-defined time sequence of conforrnat-

ions which follow one another so as to carry the EECU chains to their final

conformation. Note that all generalized coordinates r. are novt rrcoupledil

through Ç, sinplifying natters considerably since we are now concerned with

only one variable, Ç, instead of the much larger nunber Nfreedo¡n of independ-

ent variables encorntered before.

An idea about the mathenatical nature and the biological significance of

the set of fi¡rctions rr(E), where i = 1r2,3r"'rNfr""dom, maY be obtained by

examining the rate ð" at which free energy decreases during the Po!\ter stroke.

Equation (2.8-t2) shows that this rate depends to a large extent on the sun

appearing in this equation, because this sun rePresents protein folding

energy used by the EECU to driue a nechanical process and it vanishes at

the end of the power stroke when free energy is no longer available. Under

the nost general conditions, when the EECU chains can search nany confor:nat-

ions at randon, this sum nust decrease but it may do so very slowly, perhaps

even in years [see equation (2.8-13b)J, because as sone of its terms decrease

others nay increase so as to keep the su¡n value almost stationary for a Long

period of time. Ttre introduction of an anbítrotg Progranmed pathway of fold-

ing linits the nu¡nber of conformations searched and clearly reduces folding

time, but there is no guarantee that this will occur at a late useful to a

muscle cell, i.e., the su¡n of equation (2.8-12) nay not vanish rapidly

enough. There must therefore be a partieuLat Progralruned pathway, and not

just any arbitrary progla¡Nned pathway, that will meet the folding tine

requirements of a contracting nuscle celI.

We nay thus conclude that there erists a fauoured set of funetions rt(E),

where i = 1 ,2 13 r. . . ,Nf""" dom, sPeaifying a partieuLan prognanmed pathtuay of
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foLding, and that there is so¡æthing special about this set of firtctions,

nanely: these ate t,ehoeen ffinetionltt seLected during evolution to enable the

EECU folding process to proceed at a biologically useful rate for a contract-

ing nuscle cell. Ttris irnplies, of course, that the sum in equation (2.8-12)

will vanish at the required time. In what follows it will be assumed that

all favoured rr(E) are la¿ourt fi¡¡rctions, but' as we shall see, it will not be

necessary to specify then e:çlicitly ín this thesis.

To gain rfnileagerr out of all this, we now focus attention on dG^ an¿ ö^ee
and on sinptifying the corresponding equations (2.8-11), (2.8-12)' Using the

set of favoured finctions r. = rr(E), we can express the quantities dr. and

i', appearing in these equations as follows:

. d"i drr(Ð
1',=-=-t=rtdtdt t (t) E

for all degrees of freedon i = 1r2r3r"'rNfreedom

dr. (E)
d"i = drr(E) = Ë dt = r*(Ç)dE

Itr'El-

f¡ _ IG- = -02 * lL f* r,eLir.r

dG" = õ. = 0 at equilibriu¡n (end of Power stroke)

= ß r. "lcel]dE 
< o

ôdz=o Li I r-

where r
dr, (E)

(Ð=:
dt

.dE
and t=-

dt¡.

(2.8-1s)

(2 .8-16)

(2.8-t7)

Inserting (2.8-15) into equations (2.8-11) and (2.8-12), we obtain,

dG"=-Qdz+ i(E)]dE < o

cel]Ë < o

i = 11213r"'rNfteedo¡n

Consider now a snall decrease in free energy G" due to chain folding only in

an EECU which does not perform nechanical work. Putting þdz = 0 in equat-

ion (2.8-16) gives
(2.8-18)(dce)

since dE is a positive quantity reptesenting a small advancement of the fold-
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ing process, vüe ¡nust have

I t,. "i.(E) < o (2.8-1e)
i

Now as long as the su¡n in equation (2.8-18) has a negative value, folding in

the positive direction will take place. At equilibriun, the equality sign in

equation (2.3-18) holds and, as dE is arbitrary, this sr¡n must vanish. So,

introducing the definition
dr, (E)

(2.8-20)
for i = 1,2r3r"'rNfreedon '

it is clear that the sun X may be viewed as a stm¿etut'aL dríuíng foz'ee for the

foldLng process, ild that folding cones to a halt when X = g. Inserting now

(Z.B-20) inro (2.8-16) and (2.8-17) we obtain the following sinplified EECU

Gibbs free energy relations:
(2.8-I6a)

(2.8-l7a)

where in each relation v¡e are now concerned with four variables only. For

exanple, ð" d"p"nds on the nechanical force Q, the nechanical velocity à, th.

structural foLding force Xr and the velocity (rate) of protein chain folding

E.

The existence of direet eotqLing between the protein folding process and

the nechanical process is crucial for realizing nechano-chenical energy con-

version by our nolecular energy converter, the EECU. Insight into the mech-

ano-chemical direct coupling properties of the EECU nay be obtained by con-

sidering first a small free energy change dG" as expressed by relation

(2.8-16a), which, as hre recall, is valid rnder constant temperature and

pressure conditions. ClearlY,

x=-ltr"j.(E)=-lt,
11 dE

=Ç =QedGe

dG.= -Qdz -Xd6<0

ð"=-oå-xË<o
at equilibriun (end of Power stroke)

t-,j t*l0=- and X (2.8-2L)
E L

These relations provide a fornal definition, in terms of the Gibbs free
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energy G", of (Í) thê nechøtieaL fonee $ exerted by the EECU on an external

agency (Fig. 2.8-Z), ild (ii) the stm¿eturaL foldí.ng fonee X which drives

protein chain folding procesges in the EECU. Taking partial derivatives of

Q with respect to E ¿nd of X witt¡ resPect to Z aîd then using (2.8-21), we

obtain the cross relafions

l'9 =-t'o'=|,9 (z.s-zz)
tâtj, ðzâE [rrJ q

These cross relations illustrate significant urechano-chenical direct coupling
a2G-

properties of the EECU when ' ¡ 0, nanely: that a change in the degree of
èzàE

advancenent of protein folding I will affect the mechanical force $ exerted

by the EECU and that, Íp turn, mechanical novenents of the EECU in the z dir-

ection will affect the structur4l protein folding force 1. It should be

renarked here that this dlrect coupling is not necessarily complete, because

EECUproteinfoldingn¡ayproceedeveniftheexternal4gencyisprevented

fron noving and dz = 0 (see Fig. 2.8-2). On a macroscopic level, one can

intuitively accept that this is so beeause it is erçerinentally known that

ATP splitting in nusclp c4fi proceed even when nuscle movernents are PÌevented

(isometric contraction). We will have occasions to discuss conplete and

incomplete direct coupling later.

To facilitate present and futr¡re discussion of both the EECU nechano-

chenical diroct corrpling properties and th.e aetiue rote pl'ayed by the EECU in

driving a nechanipal prqcess; it is convenient to introduce the simple phys-

ical ¡nodel shown in Fig. 2,g-3 and to think of an EECU as a box of oaníable

Length z containing protein chains which is capable of generating tension Q

and shorten tmder this stretching force as a consequence of a protein folding

process, characterized by the folding force X and velocity i, t"t ittg pLace

inside the box. Clearly w\en this EECU box shortens by an anowit -dz r.rrder a

stretching fgrce O, iç performs useful mechanical work 'Qdz on an external

agency. fire variable length z of the box nay be taken as sone charactefistic

length associatgd with confornatlonal changes occurring during the working

cycle (the power stroke) of a single nyosin cross-bridge.
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In addition, it is useful

at this point to introduce the

EECU dissipation finction

D.."rr, or sinply 0., which is

a quantity lePresenting the

free energy deg?adntion into

heat per r¡rit tine bY virtue

of the couPled non-equilibriun

irreversible Processes taking

place within the EECU. Foll-

owing the fornulations of non-

equilibriu¡n thernodYnanics, or

the thernodYnamics of irrev-

ersible processes (e.g.r see

Katchalsky and Curran, 1965;

or Caplan, 1971), hte ¡nay

write the general relation

+ EECU
Þ

z

z

x

a

P[otei n
c hcrtns

Fig. 2.8-3.. A sinple nodel of an elenentary
cnergy conversion unit (the EECU) in the
forn-of a box of variable length z. The
curly structure inside the box represents
protein chain segnents capable of: active
iolding, driving a mechanical process, and
performing work on an extemal agency as
îhe bo* sñortens (see text for details) '

++

(2.8-23)

Here T is the constant tenPerature at which the irreversible processes take

place, ild 
t=J "r- 

o represents the inner entropv created in the EECU per

unit tine by the occulrence of irreversible processes, i.e., the tine rate of
l¿, sl

inrernal entropy production (increase) in the EECU. The fact that tÈl > 0'Idti"
i.e. is either positive or zero, is in accord with the second law of themo-

dynanics and with the well-known principle of the inenease of entropy, and ís

simply an exPression of the fact that irreversible entroPy is non conservative

and increases with the progress of non-equilibriun processes in the EECU (the

heat Td.S is known as the I'unconpensated heatrr of Clausius).' Note that both
t ' -------r ---- - 

fa. sì
rhe dissipation function D. and the entropy production 

i;;-j. """ larger than

zero in irreversible processes, and beco¡ne zero when equilibriun is attained'

Thus the dissipation finction of our EECU, in which two directly coupled

D =r[u,'.l =-ut.=,ä^>o-e lu.J" dt e



non equilibriun processes take place (a protein folding process and a nech-

anical process) , is obtained by inserting relati-on (2.8'l7a) into the general

relation (2,8.23) to give the following sr.un of two products of conjugated

velocities and forces:

=-ö =fe =þz+XE>0
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(2. B-24)D

tHle
ô

where D. represents, of course, the time rate at which free energy is being

degraded into heat by virtue of these two coupled irreversible Processes, Ðd

it nay be expressed in Lnits of power, e.g., in watts if convenient.

The EECU dissipation furction (2.8-24) contains the conditions for direct

coupling and enelgy conversion to take place, and for realizing a protein

folding plocess which .drives a nechanical process. consider closely the

requirement D. ) 0. At first glance this seems to be a trivial condition,

since we might expect every velocity to fol.low the direction of its conjugated

force. Indeed it is true that when Qå = 0, i.e., when no rnechanical work is

done, the folding force X and velocity E "t", by definition, positive quant-

ities and their product XÈ > O and so D" is greater than zero' Similarly

when XÈ = 0, i.e., when no folding free energy changes take place, ure have a

sirnple mechanical system in which both the force 0 and the velocíty L are in

the sa¡ne direction and have the same sign, i.e., a stretching force Q ) 0 will

cause elongation of the EECU ; > 0 (see Fig. 2.8-3), Ðd consequently the Pro-

duct Qi ) 0 and D" is again greater than zero. However, when active folding

and nechano chemical energy conversion take place, i.e., when both terms are

,,alive,, with XË I 0 and OL * o, we find that the EECU will shorten with å < 0

despite the operation of a stretching force 0 > 0 exerted by the external

agency on the EECU, and so the product O; is negative. This is intriguing

since the existence of a negative teÏn in the dissipation finction implies

the existence of an entropy z'edueing pnoeess in the EECU, seeningly in appar-

ent contradiction to the second law of therrnodynanics. There is, however, no

contradiction since equation (2.8-24) does not require both terns to be posit-

ive sepaTateLy; it is only their sum which has to be greater than zeTo' Thus'

the second Iaw of thernodynamics pernits an entlopy-reducing nechanical pro-
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cess in our energy converter, the EECU, if, and only if, there exists a

eoupLed entropy-producing protein folding process which provides the dissipat-

ion to nake D_ ) 0. Clearly in this case the entroPy-producing folding pro-
e

cess is drksing the entropy-reducing nechanical process against the stretching

force Q. Note that the driven nechanical process produces useful work.

Let us now sumnarize sone of the output poul€r^= Qi ao
important EECU features discussed thus

far. the EECU is a nolecular energy

converteT in which two independent

non-equilibriun Processes take place,

a protein folding Process and a nech-

anical Process, md it gives rise to x
a two-tern dissipation ft¡nction input pou,el =%Ë r O

D" =. Oå + Xå > O. At equilibrium

D. = 0. Bur during the power stroke, tti;,r';ir-Tr?;Ëi:"#::i; :::i:ïilil;
rhe tine rate of free energy dissipat- lii::il ;:Tf;l"i;lHt:tÎ!;r3ì ?.

ion into heat is always positive, T;ii.Ë,fru"idi: i:î::Tli"coupled
i.e., D" t 0, ild the condition exists Í":i:äiÌå äÍ:lrij $"i::,:n"iilu
thar ir, and only ir, rhe two pro- t"2lårîi!n'il:il:"i"i'ä:"tl3:X"1,.-

cesses ate eoupled, ís it possible ror iirSî:3tîtJ,:"ï'ini"!li!tÍT"å.-
the nechanicar power rerm oå in ttre 1":i) ^ynt"h 

serves as an energy in-u¡¡v put and the nonspontaneous nechan-

sun D. to be negative. rn rhis case ;iî1"Ë;ï:.(ï:Ï:t;i irT:f"i"n""-
the nechanical process described by sents the EECU output'

the negative power tern Qz is going in the opposite direction fron that in

which it would proceed spontaneously, and is thus drLuen by the plotein fold-

ing process which gives rise to the positive power t"rt XE. Since the folding

process gives rise to a por^ler XË > 0 it nay be regarded as the energy source

or ttinputfr while the nechanical process generally gives rise to a power pi < O

and hence it constitutes the ttoutputtt of the EECU, as is shown diagrarnmatic-

ally in Fig. 2.8-4. In this figure, cor4lling between the folding and mechan-

ical processes takes place within an EECU 'rblack boxtr of variable length z by

neans of an incompletely r-rrderstood rnechano-chemical mechanismr represented by

+

\ T
zI- 

Þt-

I
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the dashed lines. Note rhat the neaning of XÈ ) 0 is that the input folding

velocity Ë always takes place in a spontaneous direction which is in accord

with the direction of its conjugate force X, and this spontaneous plocess

would take place in the same direction euen if the meehøtieaL proeess üere

absent (O; = 0). 0n the other hand, Oi < O inplies that the output nechanical

velocity å takes place against its conjugate force Q, and this occurrence is

nade possible only by the coupling to the folding plocess. Furthernore,

Oå < O indicates that free energy is withdrawn from the EECU into the surl-

ornrdings. Thus one part of the free energy expended by, and characteristic

of, the protein folding process is converted into nechanical work or energy,

while the other part is being degraded into heat at a rate D..

Since the dissipation fi¡nction D. can never be negative, output can never

exceed input. This is so because the mechanical process consumes energy at

the expense of the protein folding process. Thus it is intuitively clear that

effeetiue energy conversion by the EECU requires tight coupling between the

two processes with nininun dissipation of free energy. Accordingly, the eff-

iciency of the EECU as an energy converter nay be specified by the dissipation

function D = qà + XE as follows:
e

n='eecu _ outPut Power = -y= 1 - þ
input pol^¡er XE XE

where 0 < n (lwhenXE>0;Qz(0
eecu

(2.8-2s)

i.e. whenever the folding process drives
the nechanical Process

This molecular efficiency rnay be of great inportance since it is experiment-

ally known that a whole anatomical nuscle is a Itmachineil that achieves a high

efficiency of energy conversion. However, we shall not devote nuch attention

to it in this thesis.

So far we have seen that the realization of ¡nechanochemical energy con-

version by the EECU, i.e., teaLizatíon of a driving entropy-producing folding

process and a driven entropy-reducing mechanical process, depends on the

existence of coupling between the velocities i and i, U,t no neasure of coupl-



ing has yet been introduced. To e:çress coupling in a quantitative nanner,

we first notice that the velocities å and È "t" indueed by the forces 0 and X

and that these velocities uqnieh when the forces vanish at equilibrium, i.e.,

the velocities ; = ¿ = 0 when the forces 0 = X = 0 at equilibrium. This is

so because all processes nust stop at equilibriun, and for the two irrevers-

ible processes rnder consideration we sinultaneously have: X = 0, å = 0 for

the protein folding process, ild 0 = 0, à = 0 for the nechanical process.

Accordingly, it is quite reasonable to assume that the velocities å and È tn"y

be expanded in a Maclaurin series in powers of the forces 0 and X about the

equilibrium values 0 = 0 and X = 0 as follows:
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(2.8-26)

; = ;(0,Ð = "/i,. ß=r]"qi o . [fJ"qi x

. å(,+]uqi o . [#J"0,,* . å[,*Juo, *' *

+ higher order terns

È = Ë(o,x t = 
/,oot 

. 
[,drl "or, 

. [,ïl 
"0, 

* .

.+[#J"qi o . [#å]uo, **.å[,+Juo, *'*

+ higher order terrns

in which the equilibriun velocities are equal to zero, i.e. ¿^^, = L(0,0) = 0- eqI

*d Èuqi = Ë(0,0) = 0. Here the subscript rreqirr (standing for equilibrium)

attached to the partial derivatives indicates that these ate equíLibrLun

eoefficíents whose value is deternined by taking derivatives at 0 = 0 and

X = 0.

The velocity power series expansions (2.8-26) provide us with two non-

linear erpLieít eorrelations between the EECU velocities ),8 ana forces S,X.

Here each velocity depends in a direet and nonlinear nanner on its conjugate

force and also on a non-conjugated force, ensuring the existence of direct

coupling between velocities of one t¡Ae and forces of anothel type' For
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exanple, when 0 = 0 the relation for the velocity L reduces to a series in

powers of the force X only, and we thus have mechanical movements å induced

solely by the non-conjugated protein folding force X.

At this point it is appropriate to note that the description of the EECU

non-equilibriun (i.e. irreversible) processes by neans of the dissipation

firrcrion D. = 0å * XÈ > 0 [see (2.5-24)] is of little direct practical value

in studying these non-equilibriun processes themselves. However introduction

of the velocity series expansions (2.8-26) has changed the situation rnarkedly,

because we now have an eryLíeit quø.titatíoe deeev"iptiart of the two non-equi-

librium processes taking place in the EECU which is of considerable practical

value. Indeed, once the equilibrium (or phenomenological) coefficients in the

velocity e:çansions (2.8-26) are known we can (a) study the nature of the EECU

non-equilibriun processes, ild (b) nodel the EECU behaviour as artblack box"

with input variabl", Ë,X and output variables L,ç, ^t is shown in Fig. 2.8-4.

Inspection of the velocity-force relations (2.8-26) shows that for snall

deviations from equilibriun, i.e. when the EECU operates near equLLibríun, tli.e

second and higher order terns (i.e., the nonlinear terns) in the power series

erpansions (2.8-26) nay be dropped, leaving t}re Linear phenomenoLogicaL z'eLat-

íons (or Onsagerrs phenomenological equations, as they are known in linear

non -equi I ib rium thermodyn alni cs )

L = Lrr0 - lr.X ì
È=-rr,, *'ir"* I t2'8-27)

where we have introduced the following notation for the equilibriun, or phen-

omenological coe fficients :

eql
l3ål
LâOI Ö=0

X=0

1,,

- 1,, = [9eqi H*=,

-!,,= [rÉr]eqi H*=,

1"" = [irr]"*, = IFJ 
1=B

(2.8-28)
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Here we have introduced, for convenience, the ¡ninus sign in - L* and - 1r,

for reasons which will becone apparent shortly. Now it is clear that when

the EECU operates far fnom equiLibrium and we have ¡nore than just snall dev-

iations from equilibriurn, the analysis nust be extended past the range of

validity of the linear phenonenological reLations (2,8-27) to include nonlin-

ear te¡ms [second, third, and perhaps other higher order terms appearing in

(2.8-26)l in our velocity-force relations.

The phenomenological coefficients 1.. (2.8-28) and, of course, coeffic-

ients of second and higher order poÌ¡ers of the forces 0 and X in e:ipansions

(2.8-26), are chataeteristie propertdee of the EECU at equilibriun. They

depend on the nature of the EECU protein chains in their given solvent systen

and environment when the EECU is in a state of equilibrium with 0 = X = 0.

Note that in all cases these coefficients must be independent of the rate of

change of characteristic EECU paraneters of state, Ðd are thus not Plopert-

ies of the velocities L,i *d forces Q,X that they relate.

Now it is easy to see that a mathenatical analysis of muscle properties

which is based on the general nonlinear EECU velocity e:çansions (2.8-26)

would be extrenely conplex, and would lead to formidable ¡nathematical express-

ions and to a rather intractable model of the contractile behaviour of nuscle.

It is, therefore, crucially irnportant to have an answer to the question as to

which are the Leadíng tenns in the velocity expansions (2.8-26), since this

may sinplify natters considerably. Now the answer to this question depends,

of course, on how rtf,rarrr from equilibriun do the EECU processes take place.

Regrettably, such knowledge is presently unavailable, i.e., Do criterion for

closeness to equilibriun has yet been worked out. Thus' hre Inay conveniently

subdivide the problen into two parts, namely: (1) construct neat equiLibv"Lun

EECU nodels in which only linear terns in the velocity erpansions (2.8-26)

are retained; (2) construct far from eqaLLibriwn EECU models in which nonlin-

ear ter¡ns in the velocity expansions are retained (valid of course for deviat-

ions which are nore than just snall fron equilibriun) '

In this thesis we shall limit the analysis to near equilibriun plocesses

and use a linear EECU model in which each velocity is expressed as a linear
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fi¡rction of the two forces Q and X. To be specific, in this thesis we shall

use the linear phenomenological relations (2.8-27) to nodel the contractile

behaviour of nuscle. Should, however, this approach prove inadequate in the

future in the sense that it leads to utuscle ¡rodels whose predictions are not

borne out by e:çeriments; then the second approach of extending the analysis

to an EECU nonlinear region will have to be tried, i.e. constructing far fron

equilibriun EECU models by including nonlinear tems in the EECU velocity-

force relations to be used in the nodelting of muscle behaviour.

Now it might be thought that the region of linearity would be too narrow

for the simple linear relations (2.8-27) to be of practical usefulness. Gen-

erally, however, the criterion of closeiless to equilibrium and for linearity

is enpirical, and for nrany living and nonliving processes (systems) linearity

is often observed over a surprisingly wide range of nagnitudes of the forces

involved (e.g., see Katchalsky and Curran, 1965; Caplan, l97t; Prigogine, L967;

de Groot and Mazur , 1962; and references appearing in these works) '

In this connection, it is appropriate to nention that the nethods of

linear non-equilibriurn thernodynanics have already been applied with sone

degree of success to a whole anato¡nical muscle contracting r:nder steady-state

conditions (but not to a single crossbridge operating r:nder transient condit-

ions). In 1966 Caplan demonstrated the value of considering a whole anatom-

ical muscle rrrder steady-state conditions as a linear energy converter, ild

showed that the predictions of his theory are borne out by experinent.

Bornhorst and Minardi (1969) utilized an integrated forn of Caplanrs chemical

rate equation and fowrd excellent agreement between experimental chenical data

and Caplanrs theory. For a review of various other efforts in this field see

Caplan (1971). Now although v¡e are considering in this section a single

crossbridge operating rnder transient conditions, the above nentioned facts

may be viewed as encouraging.

There is one further comment concerning the velocity series expansions

(2.8-26), with nonlinear terms included, which is worth making. In the event

that the EECU turns out to be a rrsymnetric entity" in the sense that a rev-

ersal of the forces leads to a reversal of the velocities, ol, more precisely'
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if a change in sign (but not uragnitude) of the two forces 0,X leads to a

change in sign (but not nagnitude) of the two velocities i,Ë; tnen the veloc-

ity expansion (2 "8-26) will contain only odd powers of the forces Q,X. In

this case, it is clear that the second and other even terns must be identic-

ally equal to zero.

Now the rather sinple and elegant set of EECU equations (2.8-27) lepres-

ents the linear phenomenol.ogical relations of a Lineax ellerry eonuerter with

two coupled velocities. At a near equilibrium stationary state, all quantit-

ies in (2.g-27) are tine independent. When the EECU approaches equilibriun,

the velocities à,t ^d forces QrX are fi¡nctions of time t (but not the phen-

onenological coefficients trj), and to emphasize this fact we rewrite (2.8-27)

as follows:

àG)=rrro(t)-rr2x(t)

Ër.l - - Lzro(t) + rrrX(r)
(2.8-27a)

where z = E = 0 = X = 0 at equilibriun

The same set of time independent phenomenological coefficients 1.. applies to

all non-equilibriun states in the neighbourhood of the sane equilibrium state

at the end of the crossbridge power-stroke. Hence specia1 choices of the

forces 0,X and velocitiet L,E nay be used to nake general deductions about

these coefficients. fire physical significance of the terms 1rr0 aad lr.X is

obvious: each represents a velocity arising in resPonse to its rro!{lltr conjug-

ate force. Thus, 1r, is a sttaLght eoeffi,cient relating the velocLty L to

its conjugate force Q, and L* is a straight coefficient relating the veloc-

ity å to its conjugate force X. The terns - lrrX and - 1rr0 rePresent veloc-

ities induced by non-conjugated forces. Thus, - 1r, it a "c?oss't ot ttcot4t-

Lingt,coefficient relating å and ¡, it discloses the fact that the nechanical

velocity L ^ y be driven by the protein folding force X even if the ¡nechan-

ical force 0 = 0, while - I^ is a "couplingil or 'rcross" coefficient relating

å ""d 0.

Fron the dissipation function D^ = çL + Xi> O ttuu (2.8-24)l it follows
e

that the straight coefficients 1r, and 1r, must always be positive. For
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exanple, when X = 0, the velocity L and force Q rnust have the sane sign to

satisfy D. = 0i Þ 0, and so Irr rnust be positive because under these condit-

ions we have from (2.8-27) L = Lrr0 (e.8., a stretching force $ in the absence

of a folding force X will cause an extension of the EECU, see Fig. 2'8-3) '

Similarly, fron the special case X = 0 ltle can deduce that 1r2 must always be

positive. 0n the other hand, it will now be shown that the rfcrossil coeffic-

ients - 1 and-1 are negative. When $ = 0, we have from (2'B-27)
L2 2l

1r, ) o I >022

I

; = - lrrx for the changes induced in the EECU characteristic length z as a

result of the action of the folding force X. Now we know fron what has been

said earLier that a positive force X induces contraction of the EECU with

å < O, when 0 = 0. Thus, - 112 nust be negative to produce the expected

mechano-che¡nical effect. Similarly, fron the case X = 0 we can deduce that

- lr,, ( 0 becaur" i = - 1rr0 nust be negative (a stretching force $ will rev-

erse the fotding Process if X = g¡.

Fron the foregoing discussion it follows that the four coefficients 1rr,

lrr,lzr, âtd lr. must alL be positive, thus explaining why we have introduced,

for convenience, the ninus sign in equations (2.8-27,28). Now the phenoneno-

logical coefficients are independent, but the magnitude of the rrcross't or

'rcoupling'r coefficients Lr"J", is restricted by the nagnitude of the straight

coefficients I tt,Izz because of the positive-definite nature of the dissipat-

ion function D., i.ê., because D" nust be positive for all positive or negat-

ive values of the forces QrX, except ltlhen 0 = X = 0 in which case D" vanishes'

Inserting the expressions (2.5-27a) for the velocitiet i(t),È(a) into the

dissipation frmction (2.8-24), we obtain the following quadratic forn for Du:

D" = Du(t) = lrrto(t)12 - (lrr*12r)o(t)x(t) + lrr[x(t)]t > o
(2.8-2e)

D" = 0 when S = X = o at equilibriun

The necessary and suf,ficient conditions which nust be satisfied by the coeff-

icients 1.. in order that the quadratic forn (2.8-29) be positive definiterl
are well known (e.g., see text on linear algebra by Hadley' 1961), they are

-1
-1

It
2T 1

l2
22

=l I 22 rrrLrt = 1 ,rrrr(l-q:) >0
(2 . 8- 30)
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and they provide the restrictions imposed on the possible nagnitudes of the

rrcrossrr or trcouplingrt coefficients Ira

dinensionless parameter:

and I Here we have introduced the2l

2
1112 2L=-aII,t1r, (2 . 8- 51)

which, as we shall soon see, provides a measure of how t'tightil is the coupling

between the velocities L ena E, and in general how I'tightrr is the coupling

between the two EECU non-equilibrium processes shown in Fig. 2.8-4 (for a det-

ailed discussion of two coupled processes see Keden and Caplan' 1965).

The coefficients lrrrl tzrLzt,Izz represent velocities induced by unit

forces (with dimensions of velocity per rmit force), and may thus be viewed

as generalized eonduetances or mobiLities. As a consequence of the linearity

of relations (2.8-27a), there is an alternative way of formulating the EECU

Iinear phenonenological relations " Each force (0 or X) may be expressed as a

linear function of the two velocities L and, Ë, thrx making use of resistance

rather than conductance coefficients. Solving equations (2.8-27a) for the

forces 0 and X¡ we obtain

ô(t)=rrrz(t)nrr2E(t)
(2.8-32)

X(t) = r, ,z (t) + r r"E(t)

in which the relations between the coefficients r. . and 1. . are given by

qe

I
22

1 t 1rr1, t

1

= )0
1 r r (1-q:)

2

= -et to
r, , { r-e])

2

= o" to
1 r, (1-q:)

1= >0
L22G-q:)

I 22

1 l2

1 2L

1 2t
1

1 ll

1
2L

1 I

,,,
L ,,L,, 1

11t2 2l11Il 22

111tl 22

2

2

,,,
2

where we have used conditions (2.8-30, 31)

(2 . 8- 53)
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Fron the above it follows that the four coefficients rrtrrr2,T2t,r22 nust

all be positive, ild that they tepresent forces inducing tnit velocities (with

dimensions of force per r¡nit velocity) and nay thus be viewed as generalized

z,esistøtees or frietíone. Further¡nore, it is readily verified that the set of

necessary and sufficient thermodynamic restrictions which nr¡st be satisfied by

the coefficients "rj ir order that the dissipation finction D" (2.8-2 ) be

positive-definite is conpletely analogous to the set (2.8-30, 31), nanely

r >0 1 >0tl 22
(2 . B- 30a)

=ï

in which we again have the dimensionless paraneter of coupling

I1 ll

T r.,

2

Tzz ' ,"t r. = t, ,tr, (1-t!) > ortl 22

2qe - 
Ttztzt 

- 
1rr1r, 

4 .,

1rrre, LrrL",
(2.8-3La)

(2.8-34)

where we have used relations (2.S-33) and (2.8-31).

Inserting the resistances r.. (2.8-33) into a rearranged form of the

linear phenomenological relations (2.8-32), we obtain the following useful

expressions for the EECU mechanical velocity àG) which explicitly contain

the coupling parameter q2:

2G) = {oc.l -;t,., = 1,,cr-qåloctl -}t",

å¡t¡ = f*c.l -;trct = r,,$xctl - þt,.,
e

From these equations it is apparent that the nearer the value of the coupling
2parameter t" is to unity, the slighter is the dependence of the relationship

between å(t) an¿ È(t) on the force.s Q(t) or X(t). Higher values of q: indic-

aterrtighterrrcoupling between the velocities i(t) and i(t), and in general

between the two EECU non-equilibriurn processes. In the idealized case of
2,

Q" = r, 1.e.,

" 
r rrr,,e.=f,L,=t
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we have eoïpLete eoupT¿ng, and the two relations (2.8-34) reduce to a síngLe

direct relationship between the two velocities with forces excluded given by

(2.8-3s)

So, when ql = 1 we find: (a) that the velocity å(t) is proportional to the

vefocity i(t) regardless of what is the nagnitude of the forces Q(t) and X(t)

(conplete coupling as in geared systens, €.8., one gear wheel coupled and

driving another gear wheel); (b) that z decreases and the EECU shortens (Fig.

2.8-3) as the protein folding process Ç progresses with time t, because

å(t)<0when åC.) >, 
[ # = -*.0j, and (c) thatnechanicalmovenents

2CÐ cannot take place when protein folding stoPs, i.e., when [(t) = 0, and

this is so regardless of the nagnitude of forces 0(t),X(t). 0n the other

hand, in the absenee of coupling we have 1 ,, = Ir, = 0 and so qå = O. In this

case, the two EECU irreversible processes are independent of each other, Ðd

from (2.8-27a) it follows that each velocity is proportional to its I'ownrr con-

jugate force tå(t) = lrrQ(t) and i(t) = lrrx(t)l without any influence by the

other force, inplying that each velocity is not influenced by the other veloc-

ity. In illustration, in the absence of coupling mechanical novements are

dictated Uy å(t) = lrrQ(t), and it nakes no difference whether folding E(t)

occurs freely or is stopped completely.

We rnention here that steady-state energy conversion in macroscopic linear

systems, described by the linear rel-ations of non-equilibrium thermodynamics,

has been discussed at length by Kedem and Caplan (1965) and Caplan (1965,

1966). It was shown that the linear phenonenological description of two

coupled processes leads directly to a definition of their degree of coupling

(a generalization of the coefficient of coupling used in electrical networks)

which is a dimensionless paraneter of considerable usefulness in describing

these processes. This degree of coupling is readily neasurable and it detel-

nines uniquely the naxinun efficiency of energy conversion.

At this point, it is inportant to note that we now have three equivalent

sets of 1inear phenomenological relations for describing and nodeLLing t}le

å(t)=-fiÈ,.,=-|Ë,.,
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behaviour of the EECU, narnely, (2.5'27a), (2.8-32), (2.8-34). These three

sets are equivalent in the sense that it is always possible to pass from one

set to the other by neans of elementary algebraic nanipulations. Now the

choice of which set should be used later to examine, describe, or nodel EECU

properties and behaviour is dictated solely by considerations of physical

clarity and convenience.

In using the linear phenonenological relations, a fimdanental EECU prop-

erty should not be lost sight of, namely: that the EECU has tuo degtees of

freedorn, since there is good reason to believe that it is an inconpletely

coupled fli t 1) energy converter (see discussion below). Take for example

the linear relations (2.8-27a). In the case of incomplete coupling, {" * t,
it is clear that these relations describe an EECU which has two degrees of

freedom, because two of the four variables appearing in these relations nust

be "fixedil in order to define the state of the EECU.

Incomplete coupling is actually a desirable EECU feature, since in the

event of cornplete coupling, q: = 1, discussed earlier [see equations (2.8-55)],

the two velocities i(t),å(a) are proportional to each other regardless of the

folding force X(t) and nechanical load 0(t). Intuitively, such a conpletely

coupled i'machine" may be considered inferior to man-made nachines (e.g., dir-

ect current rnotors) since it cannot adjust its velocity to the load as these

nan-nade ¡nachines can. Later in this chapter we shall see that when q2 = 1

(complete coupling), there is no reLation between the steady-state velocity

of shortening of a whole anatonical nuscle and the load that it nust lift,
and that rnder steacly-state conditions all loads are lifted at the same veloc-

ity. Life in this case would be really miserable for any hard working person

as he would very quickly find hinself in an exhausted state. Accepting, as

an interim step, the considerations of Caplan (1966) and Oplatka (t972) '
relating to a whole anatomical ¡nuscle contracting under steady-state condit-

ions, vle nay tentatively get a rough idea of the magnitude of Q!, nanetl

2qå = o.g (CaPlan, 1966)

or
2al = o's¿ (oPlatka, L972)
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A few words should now be said about the nunerical deternination of the

coefficients lrl,lrz rLr, ^d Lrr. It is well known that thermodynamics cannot

provide explicit numerical values for characteristic physical and chemical

propefties of natter or phenomena. From a purely therrnodynamic point of view

such values nust be neasured experinentally (e.g., the coefficients of heat

and electricity conduction). Accordingly, thermodynanics cannot provide

explicit nunerical values for characteristic EECU properties, ild so the eval-

uation of the coefficients 1. . requires (i) erçlicit nodels of EECU protein

chain folding and energy conversion nechanisms, and then (ii) treatnent by

means of kinetic theories. In principle such kinetic treatment would be the

¡nost satisfactory fron the point of view of biophysicists and protein chem-

ists, because they would give a complete accotrtt of EECU processes and nech-

anisms and would lead to the evaluation of the coefficients 1... Unfortunat-

ely, we cannot proceed with kinetic calculations because, as was nentioned

earlier in this section, we lack explicit nodels of protein folding and energy

conversion nechanisns. Thus, as we are not yet in a position to develop a

conprehensive theory of the EECU non-equilibriwn Processes, the coefficients

1.. must be deternined fron laboratory elqlerinents on muscle. The way to dorl
this, i.e., to compute the value of the coefficients lrrrlrz,l2lrlrr, bY using

data obtained from experiments on muscle, will be outlined later in this chap-

ter. Note that rnder these circumstances, EECU phenomena are described by

relations Isee (2.8-27) ] which nay be regarded as trtruly phenomenologicalrr in

the sense of being experinentalLy backed relations, but not yet part of a con-

prehensive theory of EECU non-equilibriu¡n Processes.

Before we continue, it should be pointed out that the description of non-

linear processes by neans of linear phenonenological relations usually inplies

that the system is characterized by Onsagerrs reciprocity relations between

the phenonenological coefficients, which in our case would inply 1r, = 1rr.

Now the proof of Onsagerrs reciprocal relations is based on statistical mech-

a¡ical considerations that hold for processes (systems) close to equilibriun,

and fron a purely thernodynarnic point of view they nust be tested experinent-

ally. Indeed, Onsagerrs law has been confir¡ned by experiment for a large num-
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ber of phenonena (e.g., see Miller, 1960; Wendt, 1962) and rnay therefore be

regarded as a well-established law, but of a more linited validity than the

first and second laws of thennodynanics. In the case of linear nechano-chem-

ical energy converters, there does not yet seem to be a satisfactory general

theoretical backing to justify Onsagerrs laï, nor are there sufficient experi-

nental studies of energy converters from which to evaluate the conditions for

which it holds. On this basis, it is clear that in the case of our EECU

Onsagerrs reciprocal relations must first be tested experinentally, a¡rd so in

the considerations to be outlined in this thesis it l{¡ill not be assuned that

these relations, i.e., 1r 2 = L2L, are necessarily valid.

Having introduced tirne t explicitLy into our considerations, it is now

possible to illustrate how to establish a fra¡nework within which patterns of

EECU behaviour can be examined, and how to fornulate a time-dependent des-

cription of the two EECU non-equilibriu¡n processes, i.e., how to formulate

explicit rrequations of evolution[ describing in precise tenns the way in which

the EECU irreversible processes "evolveil with tirne t as the EECU rrages'r. To

do this we will first derive expressions relating the forces 0(t),X(t) to the

characteristic EECU variables of state z(t) and E(t). Taking note of the fact

that as the EECU approaches equilibriun during the crossbridge power stroke,

the length z(t) decreases to r"qi and the degree of advancement of folding

E(t) increases to E"qi, let the positive quantities

Lz=z-z.qi>0 and aE=E"qi-E>0 (2'8-36)

denote small departures fron equilibriun of the EECU characteristic length

z(t) and degree of advancement [(t) at some tine t. Then, for these snall

departures the EECU Gibbs free energy may be written as G" = G.(Âz,AE) and

expanded in a Mclaurin series in powers of the deviations Az and A[, with

only first and second order terms retained, as follows:
0

aE*
qi

1
2+

(¿'c
le

F;'
2 2

+

eql
(az)

fa'c I

|'*l eqi
LzL.Ç + (^E)



1.e G" = G"(Â2,ÂÇ) = G"(0,0) *åtrr(Âz)'* grrLzLE*!fr"(AE)2 (2.8-37)

=Q =Q (2.8-38a)

eq1 eq1

Here we have introduced, for convenience, the notations
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>0. (2.8-38b)

(2 .8-40)

in which Ge(OrO) = (G")eqi const., iÐd since the Gibbs free enerÐ¡ Ge of the

EECU has a mininum at equilibriun, its first partial derivatives (taken at

equilibrium with 0 = X = 0) must vanish so that

t*l t-,J

('=òll >0 or=è12 <0t#l
fu'o"l
lr-rleql eql

The conditions that the second partial derivatives (2.8-38b) nust satisfy in

order that G"(Az,À[) (a fwrction of two variables) will have a minimum at

0 = X = 0 are well known (e.g., see Pipes andHarvill, 1970), they are

oo-oÞllo2z o

gr, ) o and

Taking now partial derivatives of (2.8-37) with respect to z and E, and then

using the force-free energy relations (2,8-2I), we obtain the following

explicit correlations between each force (0 or X) and the deviations Az and

AE:

-0=
i-,J

= g,,Az * trrOt

eql

X

ðG

ðE

e

r

= - 8, 
"L' 

' ErrLE

Now we recall that the EECU has two degrees of freedon, and that in the

general case two conditions must be specified in order to define the state of

the EECU. So, to be specific we shall examine the special case of a freely

contracting rurloaded EECU; this should serve as an illustration of how to

derive rrequations of evolutionrr and solve them for z(t) and E(t), thus provid-

ing a description of the way the EECU non-equilibrium processes r?evolverl'
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The two added conditions associated with an rmloaded EECU contraction are:

(i) the force 0 = 0, and (ii) all other EECU variables can ctrange fneeLy as

the EECU approaches equilibrium and I'agesrr with time t. Putting Q(t) = 0 in

equations (2.8-27a) and (2.8-40) leads to the two sets of equations

z(t) = - lr2x(t)
(2 . 8-4 1)

E(t) = lrrx(t)

and

0=BrrÀr*grrAE
(2 .8-42)

X = Br rL, * ErrLE

respectively. Now from equations (2.8-42) we find the following two relations,

which show how the folding force X(t) depends on each of the deviations Az(t)

or ÀE(t) in the case of 0 = 0:

x(t) = g
E rt9rr.

12<¡ è12
Az (t) (0 = 0)

(ô=o)

eq1 (0=o)

(Q=o)

>o (o=o)

(ô=o)

Q.8-a2a)

(2.8-43)

(2.8-44)

8,,
x(t) =

E (t)

^E(t)
8,, oor r

Inserting equations (2.8-42a) into (2.8-41), we obtain the EECU tutloaded con-

traction reLaxation equo,tions (or kinetic equations)

dz(t)2G)=-=-
dt

z(t) -z
0

Tz

dt(t) E(t) -Eeqi
dt

in which we have introduced the (positive) reLanation times

0

"t

0

z 1 8rz
l2
I

-1

-l

>0

T

Er"0
,E 1

o--è22 
ctèll

1

2

22

Thus if z(0) and E(0) are the values of z and E at tine t = 0, respectively,
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exponential ti¡ne variations of z(t) and E(t):

z(t) -z = lz(o) - z I expeqi eq1
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(2.8-4s)
t

E(t)-Eeqi = tE(o) - E"o1J exP
0

T
E

These solutions describe in precise terns the rrevolutiontr of the EECU non-

equilibrium processes fron initial departure Az(0) = z(0) - r"qi *d

^E(0) 
= Euqi - E(0) and are valid for t Þ 0. Note that Err l 0 [see equation

(2.8-22)J, since the force Q increases with f when à = 0. So, from condit-

ions (2.8-39) it is readiLy established that the two relaxation times 'c0 and

.! a"fittudby (2.8-44) are positive constants. The physical significance of

these relaxation tines is that they represent the tine required for each

I'perturbedrt EECU process to return to e-l - 0 .37 of its departure frorn equil-

ibrium. Knowledge of these tines may provide valuable infornation about the

nature of the EECU and of a whole anatomical contracting muscle, ild about the

evaluation of kinetic EECU paraneters.

On the basis of the results obtained thus far in this section, we not{

wish to make a nunber of observations.

First, it is now apparent that the contractile elenent used in sections

2.2 and2.3 to construct a theory of linear viscoelastic models nay be viewed

as a linear energy converter with two completely coupled processes (Cl = t¡,

in which the two velocities are proportional to each other [equation (2.8-35)]

and it nakes no difference what is the magnitude of the forces acting in the

system. In fact, z(t) was considered to be a given fimction of time, in part-

icular not depending on the mechanical load. More about the linear visco-

elastic muscle nodels of sections 2.2,2,3 will be said later in this chapter.

Second, consider the case of an ttisometrLe eontraetiontt (force develop-

ment) of an EECU whose length z remains constant (Fig. 2.8-3) and å = 0.

Llnder isometric conditions the EECU will develop a stretching force Q as a

consequence of protein chain folding processes in spite of the fact that
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à = 0. Indeed we may intuitively see that this is so from Fig . 2.8-2, since

the EECU protein folding process may proceed even if novements in the z dir-

ection are prevented. When å = 0, we obtain fron the phenomenological equat-

ions (2.8-27a) and (2.S-34) the reduced expressions

,,
tô(r)].^=t" t 

q'

z=t) 1,, x(t)l¿=s = ffi 
¡i¡t)J¿=s (2'8-46)

índicating that under isonetric conditions the mechanical stretching force

increases with the force X and velocity E of the folding process. It should

be remarked here that isonetric contraction of an EECU does not correspond to

isometric contraction of a whole anatomical muscle (see next section). This

is so because at the ¡nolecular level the EECU is attached at one end to the

thin actin filanent and at the other to a viscoelastic element which is, in

tur1, attached to the thick filament, thus permitting conformational changes

of a single crossbridge even if sarcomere movenents are prevented (as in iso-

netric contraction of a whole anatonical muscle). In fa.ct to prevent rnove-

ments of an EECU, it is actually necessary to streteh a whole anatonical

muscle r.rrdergoing active contraction.

Third, consider again the case of an r.nloaded contraction of the EECU in

which shortening occurs in the absence of a load Q. When þ = 0, üte obtain

from the phenomenological equations (2.8-34) the reduced elçression

tå (t) l
t12

(2.8-47)tE(t) l0=o rn 0=o

From this expression vre may infer that Vmax, the maximun velocity of shorten-

ing of an unloaded whole anatomical muscle, is a significant parameter for

characterizing ¡nuscle contractile properties and behaviour. Backing this

inference is the reasonable assurnption that Vr"* it related to the maxirnun

velocity of EECU protein chain folding, and to the time a single EECU needs

to nrelaxr and complete its protein folding processes. An idea of this time

rnay be obtained from solutions (2.8-45) , which are valid for an EECU contract-

ing without load S, provided the relaxation ti¡nes (2.8-44) are known'

It should be remarked here that vr"* has already been fourd, on the
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basis of experiments, to be a sensitive indicator of nuscle contractility; it

seems to reflect findamental contractile properties and to be invaluable as

an empirical index. In fact, nuscle physiologists and cardiologists have,

for sone time now, considet"d Vr"* as a prine candidate for defining the con-

tractile propelties of nuscle.' However, a frequently posed question is:

l,tlhat exactly is the physical significance and practical inportance of Vr"*?

Hypotheses that Vr"* both does and does not reflect fi.urdanental properties of

the contractile processes have been proposed, and on the basis of existing

conflicting evidence (experimental and theoretical) the ftnda¡nental value of

V_-__- as a contractility index cannot yet be trtequivocally established. For
max

a discussion of the subject and references see, for exanple, Langer and Brady

(1974); Donald et al. (7972).

Fourth, the EECU linear phenonenological relations lead to some inter-

esting expressions (which nay, perhaps, prove useful in the future?). From

equations (2.8-54) and (2,8-27a) we obtain the following reduced expressions

IËCti lå=o = L z2T-q:Jix(t) l¿=6 (isometric relation)
(2.8-48)

tE(t)lo=o = trr[x(t)]q=o (no load relation)

which after suitable manipulation provide us with the relation

fåPl f-PJ - 1-q: (2.8-4s)
Lx(t)J ¿=o LE(t)l 

4=s

So, if v¡e can determine the quantities appearing on the left hand side of

(2.8-4g) from isonetric and unloaded contraction extrlerinents with an EECU,

then the possibility emerges of evaluating nu¡nerically the paraneter of coup-

ling q2 (this nay, however, be nuch easier said than done!). In a similar

nanner !{e can obtain fron equations (2.8-34) and (2.8-27a) the reduced

expressions

tå(t)lË=0 = lrr(1-q:)tQ(t)l¿=s (no folding relation)
(2. 8-s0)

fà tlx=' = lrrtÔ(t)J*=g (no driving force relation)

which nay be used to give a relation analogous lo (2.8-49) , narnely
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(2 . 8-s 1)=t -qe

Here, again, it may perhaps be possible to use (2.8-51) to evaluate q2 from

experinents? Note that in deriving relations (2.8-49) and (2.8-51) it was

necessary to assune li t t Now conparison of these two relations leads to

the following interesting single relation, the validity of which is independ-

ent of knowledge of the phenonenological coefficients 1rr,1r z,Lzt,Lzzi

[*Itì] ,=, t#ì10=0 [å81,=o [98]*=o (2'B-s2)

The interesting synmetry shown in the above relation is a property of the

linear dependence between the EECU two forces and velocities. Now the pract-

ical or theoretical applications of (2.8-52) remain at present utknown.

Thus far the EECU behaviour has been described in terns of two coupled

processes (a protein folding process coupled and driving a nechanical process).

Such a two-process EECU may be viewed as a restricted case of a multiple-pro-

cess EECU, ild may perhaps prove to be of linited value. Accordingly, we

shall now extend the analysis to a (perhaps nore realistic?) EECU in which

more than two coupled processes take place simultaneously, and the procedure

involved will be analogous to the one already used in this section for des-

cribing the thro-process EECU. To be specific, we shall extend the analysis

to an EECU with n+1 processes in which a set of n protein folding processes

is coupled and drives a nechanical process. This will obviously give rise to

a n+1 terms dissipation function D. (indicating the simultaneous occullence

of n+1 non-equilibriun processes) , expressed in tems of the nechanical force

0 and velocity L and n folding forces Xr,Xr,...,\n and n folding velocities

E -Ë -... "å . We conveniently begin by writing a geneïal expression for theÞlrt2, ,tm'

dissipation function D^. Inserting (2.8-L2) into the general relation

(2.8-23) gives

De

= Q at equilibriun (end of power stroke)D
e

i = 11213r.'.rNfreedon

(2 . 8-s 3)



in which, as we recall, the r, (i = 7r2r5r"',Nfr""do*) rePresent the large

number Nfr"edon of generalized co-ordinates which together deternine the

geornetry of the EECU protein chain segments. Next, let us divide the EECU

protein chain segments into ¡n functional parts ot regions capable of inde-

pendent folding if necessary. This will clearly inprove the performance of

the EECU as an energy converter in the sane manner that more sophisticated

man-made machines are superior to their more primitive counterpart with less

components. To describe the generalized co-ordinates r. belonging to each

region we shall use the notation

m freedon

j

J

t12r"'r[r

t12r"'¡l 2
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(2. B-s4)

(2 . 8-ss)

first region ttj

,rj

= ttj (E r)

(82)second region: ,rj

th
m

where we must clearlY have

n+n +...+n = }rJ

regionr t.j = t*,(E*) J t12,"',lm

2

Here we have introduced the degrees of advancemetta Er = Et(t),

E, = Er(t), ..., E* = En(t) of the protein folding processes taking place in

the m regions of the EECU. Each En nay be taken to represent how far protein

chain folding has progressed in the EECU region rtkrr during the crossbridge

pouJer stroke, ild it dictates the value that each generalized coordinate

t*j (j = 1 ,2,...,rk) must take at a particular stage of the folding process

in the region rrftrr, i.e., it dictates the value that each rO, takes irr llrat

region as tine t progresses. The combined effect is that El(t),82(t) t"',li,n(t)

dictate a well defined time sequence of conformations which follow one t''tti'.ìtcr

so as to caÎry the protein chains of each region frorn their initial to their

final conformation at theend of the polrler stroke. Recall that this limits

the nunber of conformations sanpled by the EECU chains, and so the "favoured

ftmctionsr, (2.8-54) enable the EECU processes to proceed at a biologically

useful rate for a contracting muscle cell (G. reaches its equilibrium minimum
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value at the required tirne). All this is, of coutse' true if

nr.¡mber of regions n (( Nfreedo, , (2.8-56)

a condition which ensures fast folding. Now fron the favoured fi.nctions

(2.8-54), it follows that

first regiont trj Ë, {.) j = 1,2,"'rîl

second region:

resron: r"ml

j = 112r"'rî2

rh
m

È, {tl

SË*,., j=1,2,...,f

rmljff .r^.l'f

fr. rlj (Er) = -

(2.8-s7)

(2.8-s8)

(2 . 8-se)

m

Thus, inserting (2.5-57) into (2.8-53) we obtain the m+l terrns dissipation

ftnction
N

D =þz-e

n
m

I
j=1

donfree

þz

i
i=1

f.r.al

+Xrå,+

f2

I
j=1

f.l=þz- ttj
Dt

Ij=1

trt

I
j =1

nm

Ij=1

x2 E2 LE*> o++

D = Q at equilibrium (end of power stroke)
e

in which we have defined the following n structural folding forces

j

f.
J

I r.
ilr l

ût
Ij=L

ûz

ij=L

îz
xz= - ¡i, 

fi'li(Erl = -

I

xm

n
m

(f.rl E*)mj

To e:çress coupling in a quantitative anner, we again note that the velocit-



ies i,Èr,trr...rË* "t" induced by the forces Q,X1,X2,'..,\, and that these

velocities vanish when the forces vanish at equilibrium (al1 the EECU irrev-

ersible processes stop at equilibrium). Thus, we nay elçand the velocities

in a Mclaurin series in poü¡ers of the forces about the equilibriun values

0 = X, = X, = = Ln = 0, with onl.y linear term retained, to obtain the

following near equilibriun linear phenonenological relations of a n+1 process

EECU:

+1 * 1r,** t&(t)

E2(t) = lrrQ(t)

+ lr rx. (t)

+ 1r,x, (t)

* 1r,**tL(t)

I t,** txm(t)
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(2.8-60)

z (t) = 1r r0(t) + l rrX, (t)

12r0(r) + lrrxr(t)E1(t)

t,rx, (t)

+
r 3x2 (t)

lm+1, 1o(t) * lrn*l,2xr(t)

+

+

+ +

Em(t) * 1** 
r , eX2 

(t) l** l,** rç(t)+ +

We now have n+1 explicit linear relations between the velocities and the

forces, ild (rn+l) (n+1) phenonenological coefficients 1, .. For a discussion

of the properties and degrees of coupling of such nultiple-velocity energy

converters see Caplan (1966). Note that here a velocity may be influenced

by its rror^mrr conjugate force only, or also by nonconjugated forces.

In the renainder of this section we shall be concerned nainly with point-

ing out long range lines of research, the main purpose of which is the con-

struction of inrproved nodels of crossbridge energy conversion units (EECUs).

We begin by nentioning again that, although the dissipation functions

(2.8-24) æd (2.8-58) hold for far fron equilibrium states, the linear phen-

ornenological equations derived in this section [e.g., (2.8-27) and (2.8-60)]

are applicable only near equilibrium, since second and higher order terms in

the velocity expansions in powers of the forces have been dropped fron these

expansions. It is known that in biology this may, in sone cases, be a ser-

ious limitation.
Thus as the concepts of thernodynanic equilibriu¡n and reversible and

irreversible processes are central to the considerations of this section, let

us restate them as they are stated in elenentary texts on physics. If a
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system is left undisturbed for a sufficiently long time, it eventually reaches

a state in which no changes in its properties are perceptible, no natter how

long one waits. The systen is then said to be in a state of thenmodynamic

equiLibrLør, since the values of the variables specifying its state are time

independent. Now a y,euez,sì,bLe process is exactly what the tern implies: it

is a process which nay occur in either direction, i.e., it may Proceed from

state A to state B and then exactly retracted (reversed) fron state B through

al1 the intermediate states to state A, without producing any changes in the

surrounding rrworl drr .

A reversible process is art ídeaLized proeess that occurs without disturb-

ing equilibriurn: it carries a system through a continuous sequence of equil-

ibriuns so that a systen initially in equilibrium will also be in equilibrium

in every stage of the process. To be precise, a reversible process takes

place in the absence of equilibriun disturbing effects (e.g., temperature

gradients) and of dissipative effects (e.g., friction, electrical resistance),

and if these conditions are not fulfilled the process is irreversible. Now

eveïy reaL process is in one way or another irreversible, depending on how far

away from equilibriun its intermediate states are. After all, equilibriun is

by definition the last state arrived at by an unperturbecl system; it is in a

sense a ¡niversal rarity. Intuitively, the irreversibility of real processes

is easy to grasp since we know fro¡n everyday experience that every establish-

nent of equilibriun is irreversible. For example, a pendulun can retrace its

path exactly only in the absence of friction, but since friction is always

present it will cone to a rest and its last energy is irrecoverable; gases

and liquids left by thenselves will nix and reach equilibriwn, but cannot

tmmix; the release of a compressed spring to its rrrdeforned state cannot by

itself be retraced because the released energy is irrecoverable.

Broadly speaking, the power of classical thermodynanics and of non-equil-

ibriun thernodynamics (both in the linear and non-linear regions) lies in

their ability to predict correlations arnong properties observable by measure-

ments in the absence of detailed knowledge of the structure of the system

tnder investigation. Classical thermodynarnics treats alnost exclusively
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(a) systens in a state of equilibriurn, and (b) systems undergoing transitions

fron one equilibrir¡m state to another, i.e., systems undergoing hypothetical

idealized reversible processes which do not disturb equilibriun. Its methods

are useful in many cases of interest, when the differences between the real

a¡rd idealized reversible processes is insignificant. It all depends on the

time required for a perturbed system to rrrelax't to its equilibrium state.

(This tine varies within a very wide range: fron a fraction of a second for

pressure to equalize in a honogenous gas, to rninutes, hours, or even weeks

for processes involving heterogeneous substances). Take, for example, a gas

being compressed in a cylinder and suppose that the process takes one second.

Clearly the relaxation tine for pressure to equalize ín the cylinder is an

insignificant fraction of one second, and we may thetefore consider the con-

pression to be reversible (consisting of a sequence of equilibriuns) ' In

general, real processes in which the relaxation times are snall with respect

to the duration of the entire process nay be considered to differ insignific-

antly fron idealized reversible processes.

phenomena studied in biology are irreversible and take place away from

equilibriun, and classical therrnodynamics is seriousl.y linited in describing

such irreversible processes (since it is based on ideal,ized hypothetical

reversible processes occurring without disturbing equilibriun). In the case

of irreversible biological processes, classical thermodynanics provides a

set of inequalities describing only the direction of change; they contain

statenents about the trend toward equilibriun only. To bring irreversibility

to a sharper focus we nust have "equations of evolution" describing in prec-

ise terms the way the irreversible processes "evolve". Indeed, the nethods

of non-equilibriun thennodynanics extend and conplement the classical nethods

by the explicit introduction of time. They replace the inequalities of class-

ical thernodynanics with equalities, and enable one to fornulate a descript-

ion of a real process, rather than an idealized reversible plocess'

Non-equilibrium thennodynamics in the linear region is today a rrclass-

icalrrsubject of great beauty and usefulness (e.g., see Katchalsky and

Curran, 1965; Prigogine, 1967). However many inportant phenomena occur in
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the non-linear region, ffid it is therefore a subject of obvious importance to

extend the methods of non-equilibrium thermodyna¡nics to the non-linear region.

Indeed, nuch effort has been devoted in recent years to throwing light on this

problen and to investigating non-linear processes. A general pattern has not

yet energed but sone progress has recently been made (e.g., see results in

Prigogine , L967; and the work on dissipative structures and life by Prigogine,

1969). More recently the powerful tool of network thernodynanics has been

developed by the late Professor Aharon Katchalsky and his colleagues, provid-

ing a theory which is specifically designed for the treatment of coupled non-

linear tine dependent processes in heterogeneous nedia, such as are frequently

encountered in biological systens, Ðd its general fornalisn enphasizes the

topological relations of the system under investigation (Oster, Perelson,

Katchalsky, 1971, and L973; see also review by Perelson in Thermodynanics of

living systens , L975 and references therein). It seems quite reasonable to

believe that the methods of network thermodynanics may be useful in studying

EECU properties and behaviour.

To conclude this section we wish to discuss briefly a very tine consuning

long-range line of research, namely: attacking the problen of energy convers-

ion in its "full gloryrr by establishing first the identity of protein chain

segrnents belonging to the EECU, and then using suitable powerful nethods of

theoretical physic.s and modern physical chenistry to study the nature of the

EECU and to theoretically work out the mechanisn of energy conversion in

muscle. Plainly this is a head-on r.:onfrontation with the problem, but it

seems potentially to be the most promising and perhaps the I'correctr? line of

research.

It is quite possible that the EECU is an energy transduction device used

by many notile systems including, of course, muscle. Motile systems use

highly specialized protein systens to carry out energy conversion, and there

exists some evidence of y,eLatednes,s anong the various contractile systems and

evidence for evolution fron conmon ancestral proteins ( l\leltnan and Dowben,

tgTS). If this evolutionary argunent is correct, one nay assume a basic

common rrrdertfir:g process of energy transduction which has been conserved in
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various notile biological systens, in spite of the evolutionary changes which

have taken place with tine. Accordingly, the EECU nay be highly unique in

structure, naturerand sequence of anino acids, Ðd it should be theoretically

possibte to establish its identity by conparing amino acid sequences of diff-
erent proteins, each belonging to a particular motile systen. ISuch anino

acid sequence comparisons aïe a conmon tool used by biochenists to establish

si¡nilarities (honologies) and relatedness anongst proteins, o.8.' see

I\1. 0. Dayhoff (t972-1976) Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure.l Once the

EECU identity (protein chains) has been established, one may apply suitable

theoretical nethods to work out its properties.

As a matter of fact we have already expended sone considerable tine to

research along these lines, but the complex picture which has emerged pernits

us to report only briefly, and chronologicallL ori our efforts in this field

and on sone interesting findings. First we followed the obvious and looked

for suitable proteins for the purpose of comparison. tlnfortunately the amino

acid sequence of nyosin has not yet been established (as was mentioned earlier

in this section), neither has the amino acid sequence of other important con-

tractile proteins such as tubulin and the enzyme dynein (involved in Cilia

rnovements), etc., )¡et been established. So we conpared the anino acid

sequence of aetin fron rabbit skeletal muscle (established recently by Col1íns

and Elzínga,1975) and the sequence of flagelLin from Bacillus subtilis (est-

ablished recently by De Lange et al., 1976), where we note that flagellin is

a protein involved in bacteria propulsion, and fornd the following picture:

Actin (frorn rabbit skeletal rnuscle)

raminorI L\group/ D-.-SGL
I tl+

AGDDA
22

/carboxvl\| 't-ts\ group ' 974
(2.8-61)

Flagellin (fron Bacillus subtilis)

-s 
GL .... AGD DA-.

32 39

arboxyl
group

_)R
30 ¡+

lanlnol_ M\group/ t

("
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Clearly, the group of three anino acids S-G-L (serine-glycine-leucine, see

tabLe 2.8-1) appears in this order in both proteins, ild in addition, the

group of five amino acids A-G-D-D-A (alanine-glycine-aspartic acid-aspartic

acid-alanine, see table 2.8-I) also appears in this order in both proteins.

We may now ask the obvious question: is this pattern significant or not?

That is, is the occurrence of the group S-G-L, or the groqp A-G-D-D-A, or

both groups S-G-L A-G-D-D-A significant or not? The answer to this

question depends on working out the probabilities that such sequences (groups)

of amino acids in two distinctly different proteins should occur at røtdom.

If the probabilities of finding these groups at randon is high, then these

groups nay clearly be considered insignificant. On the other hand, if the

probability of finding these groups at random is low, then these groups may

have some turknown significance. For exanple, if it turns out that the prob-

ability of finding the sequence of five anino acids A-G-D-D-A at random is

low, then the possibility arises that they signify "sonethingtt yet to be dis-

covered.

In trying to work out these probabilities we for.rrd ourselves deeply

involved in (a) rather difficult problens in co¡nbinatorial analysis, and

(b) urexpected difficulties arising fron the general nature of protein struct-

ure. A description of these difficulties would lead us too far afield, and

will therefore not be given here. These difficulties had, however, the rrte:rp-

ected effect of reorientating our thinking as follows. Instead of comparing

amino acid sequences of two different proteins for the purPose of detecting

as mútu sinilarities (hornologies) as possible, we for.rrd that pursuing exactly

ttne opposite cotttse, namely, that comparing sequences of so-called unrelated

proteins (e.g., vinrs proteins and actin) and looking for Least sinilarities

has considerable nerit since it provides basic infornation about: (i) struct-

ural properties comnon to all proteins, which (ii) influence the methods of

working out probabilities.

The infornation obtained by conparing so-cal1ed r.rrrelated proteins for

least similarities may be summarized as follows. Let S". b" a set of n* ( 20

"specialr' amino acids which we shal1 represent as
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S {a ,a acn* ln* ( 20Ì (2.8-62)
c2

It appears that one (or nore) menbers of the set Sac occurs in every ten or

so positions along the entire length of a polypeptide chain of øty protein

and that this occurïence is not I'negotiablert. This "dividesrr a polypeptide

chain into nany parts, with each part consisting of ten or so amino acids.

If it can be assuned that nenbers of S." actually divide the protein chain

into parts which are capable of folding independently of each other, then the

occurrence of nenbers of S." r"y reflect very fundamental protein folding

properties and explain how very long protein chains can fold in a biologic-

ally useful time. this is so because short protein chains can at randorn

search through rapidly all their possible conformations in a vety short tine

[a few microseconds for 10 aníno acids, see folding tine (2.8-15a)] to reach

a stable conformation; and since this tine is available for all the independ-

ent short parts of a long protein, it is easy to see that once these inde-

pendent parts stabilize and then come together, folding is completed in a bio-

logically useful tine. In surnmary, as proteins are discharged by ribosomes

(subcellular protein I'factoriesr') the above-mentioned nechanism nakes it poss-

ible for then to fold rapidly, enabling the living cell to naintain life

fi-rnctions.

Now as far as probabilities are concerned, we first notice that the tern

"comparison of r.rrrelated proteins" is meaningless since all proteins in liv-

ing organísms ay,e yelated by their ability to fold to their final conform-

ation in a biologically useful tine. One can, however, speak of fwtctionaLLy

unrelated proteins. Such a tern is neaningful, and should be borne in mind

when working out probabilities of random occurrences.

Next, ignoring for the rnoment the existence of the'rspecial'r amino acids

(2.8-62), it is clear that the total nunber of proteins which can be con-

structed from n amino acids is N" = 20n. However, the sanple space N" becornes

smaller if thertspecialrramino acids (2.8-62) are taken into accornt when cal-

culating probabilities. Take for exanple a chain of n = 100 amino acids and

assume that n* = 7. Here the sanple reduces fron 20too to 7r0 " 20s0' More

ac Ic
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importantly, there is good reason to believe that the sanple space is much.

snaller than this because of other limitations not nentioned in this thesis.

If we take a chain of n = 300 (which is about average for proteins), then

when no linitations are posed we should theoretically be able to rrseetr 20300

different proteins. This, however, seems far from being true since no one

has ever rrseenn such a large number of proteins. In fact, up to now, the

nunber of proteins known to biochemists is of the order of only a few ten

thousands, i.€., much nuch smaller than 20n.

The implications are clear, when working out probabilities it is of ut-

nost importance to focus attention on the number of proteins N" in the sample

space.

In this connection, we wish to nention that physiologists and biochem-

i.sts have the habit of explaining the large range of functions performed by

¡rroteins by stating that from n anino acids it is possible to construct 20n

different proteins (e.g., see pages 22-26 in Vander et al., 1970). Such

statements are clearly false and need to be avoided.

Now on the basis of conputer results it see¡ns that the a¡nino acids

aLqnine, gLyeine, aspaz'tie aeíd, UaLine, serLne, Leueine, isoleueíne are men-

bers of Su, (2.8-62) . The coïrectness of this tentative proposition nust be

tested by further thorough conputations along with considering the possibil-

ity that there exist additional ne¡nbers of Su..

Finally, how does all this, i.e., the fact that we are dealing with a

restricted sample space N" and the fact that there exists a special set of

amino acids S^- (2.8-62), affect probability considerations whose ultinate
ac

purpose is to find the identity of protein chains belonging to the EECU.

There is not room here for a lengthy discussion, but a few very sinple exam-

ples should drive the message hone. l,rte begin by considering a protein chain

consisting ofn amino acids, and by focussing attention on one specífic

anino acid 4., which can be, sàY, proline, serine or any other anino acid

appearing in table (2.8-1). Let M(1,n) be the number of possible proteins

of length n which contain at Least one amino acid 4". Then ignoring first

the existence of Sac (2.5-62) and any other restrictions, we have the largest
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possible samPle space Ns = 20t and we ca¡r write

M(1,n) = N"-19t z}n-1gn (2.8-63)

and so the probability of finding at least one A" in a singLe plotein chain

of length n which is randomLy eonstnucted may be expressed generally as

Mf1.nl froìnPr(l,nJ=:-=t-lj1l (2.8-64)- nn -- f2oj

To be specific, if n = 11 this probability is

pr(1,11) - I - fgtt o 1 - 0.s688 = 0.43!2
\2 0J

Now consider this probability when the sample space N" is smaller and the

existence of S _ (2.8-62) is taken into accourt with n* = 7 amino acids.
ac

Thus if n = 11 and we have a rnember of the set S". in only one position in

the chain, the salnple space is N- = 7 x 2010 and the probability of finding
S

at least one A^ in a single chain of length n = 11 which is røtdomLy con-
c

stm,rcted and has a member of S _ in one position is given by
ac

È 0.4868 ) Pr(1,11) ! A" is menber of S".

¡:0.4013 ( Pr(L,11) i A" is not nenber of Sr"

Note the necessity of working out two probabilities when S." is taken int.o

accor¡t, md the noticeable differences between the three probabilities.

Next, consider a gloup of two anino acids A"r-4", , sãY proline - setine,

and let M(2,n) be the number of possible proteins of length n containíng at

Least one such group A"r-4"r. Ignoring first (as before) Sr" *d other res-

trictions, the sanple space is N= = 20n and it is readily fourd that M(2,n)

satisfies the difference equation

M(2,n+1) = 20M(2,n) + 20n-t - ¡l(z,n-1) (2.8-65)

wher:e 20n-l - M(2,n-1) is the nunber of proteins which have a single A"r-4.,

group at their far end in the nth *d (n+l)th positions. Clearly the differ-

ence equation (2.8-65) must satisfy the initial conditions

M(2 ,1) = Q M(2,2) = | (2 . 8-66)



Frorr this it follows that the probability of finding at least one group

A"r-A", in a single protein chain of length n which is tøtdomLy eonstzweted

is pr(2,D) = M(2,n) /20n and it satisfies the difference equation

Pr(2,n+1) = Pr(2,n) . Ufu'tt - Pt(2,n-1)J

Pr(Z,I) = Q

2

Pr(Z,2) = 400
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(2.8-67)

(2. 8-68)

(2.8-72)

with initial conditions
I

t

The difference equation (2.8-67) has the exact solution

Pr(2,n)=1+.rtl *.rtl

= Trt * 
-o.ss¡ 

= 0.99749572 (rorxrded off to 8 decinals)
in which

(2 . 8-6e)

(2.8-70)

r'-r*#-=O , (2.8-7t)

arechosensoastosatisfytheinitialconditions

m

^, = |G - ,-o.ss1 = 0.00250628 (rounded off to 8 decinals)

are the roots of the characteristic equation

and the constants c, and

(2.8-68) to give

c

cc
m.

=-i<0,Ñg

Thus inserting equations (2.8-70), (2.8-72) into (2.8-69); it follows that,

in the m,,estrieted. case, the probability of finding at Least one specific

group A",-A., in a single protein chain of length n which is y,øl'domLy con-

stntcted nay be explicitly expressed as

n+l n+Iflz - ¡nl
Pr(2,n) = 1 +

'ñg (2.8-69a)

To get an idea of the nature of the probabilities associated with ran-

domly constructed protein chains, we use equations (2.8-64) anð (2'8-69a) to

obtain values and curves of pr(l,n) and Pr(2,n) for various chains of length

rlcr - ñ.-gõll'*t - tlcr . 'ro'gg) l'*'

2
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n, as is shown in Fig. 2.8-5. Here hte note that Pr(l,n) very rapidly app-

loaches the value of 1.0 (practically 1.0 for n = 100), indicating a very

Probability (randonly constructed chains)
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values of the probabilities Pr(1,n) and
d finding a group of two a¡nino acids
single protein chain of length n which

high probability of finding a celtain amino acid A- in short protein chains,

say of n = 10 - 100. 0n the other hand, we note that Pr(2,n) increases at a

slower rate and passes the 0.5 nark at n ^' 300; irnplying that if we examined

one hundred tqnd.omLg consttweted proteins of nediu¡n length n ^' 300, we can

expect fifty of then to have the amino acid group A.r-4.r. For long proteins

this probability increases, as is to be expected; for example, for chain

length n = 1000 u¡e can expect to find the anino acid group A.r-4", in 92 out

of 100 randonly constructed proteins.

Now to be specific consider (as before) chains of length n = 11' When

the sample space is not restricted and N" = 20tt' th" probability of finding

the anino acid group A.r-4", is computed fro¡n (2'8-69a) to give

M(2,11)pr(Z,11) = '# = 0.02477585 (rounded off to 8 decinals) (2.8-73)

[a much snaller value than Pr(1r11), P'*C1,11) given on page 294)' Now the



situation changes narkedly when the existence of the rtspecialrr amino acids

(2.5-62) is taken into account with n* = 7 a¡nino acids, because the sample

space becomes restricted and is now s¡naller. Let us consider chains of

tength n = 11 with a member S"" occupying the 10th position.

a rnenber of Sr" (n* = 7)

in this position
t
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(2.8-74)*-*-*-*-*-*'-*-*'-*-
L23r{56789

ds A Sac' c

l0 -* rl

Here the snaller sanple consists of N" = 7 x 20t0 protein chains' and we nust

now work out four probabilities instead of one as in the case of the unres-

tricted sample space. To do this we first deternine four values of I"l* (2,LL)

co¡responding to the following four cases, where in each case M*(2,tL) is the

nu¡nber of possible protein chains of length 11 which contain at Least one

amino acid grouP A"r-A"z:

case 1. A 4c 2 ac

In this case both A

the aid of (2.8'74)

case 2. A A

*d O", are not menbers of the set Sr", and with

can write

M* (2,10) = 7M(2 ,9)

M*(2,11) = 20M*(2,t0) 7 x 20M(2,9) (2.8-75a)

cl
!ve

ds€s acc2ac

In this case A", is a member of the set S"", but A'"" is not' Hence'

u* ¡2 , to¡ 7M(2,9)

M*(2,11) = 20M*(2,10) +2os -M(2,9) = 139M(2,9) *20e (2 .8-7sb)

case 3. A S A €S

c

c2 ac

In this case A is not a nenber of the set S ,butA is . Ilence,
cl ac c2

4 acc

t,t* ¡z , 101 = 7M(2 ,9) + 208 - M(2 ,8)

M*(2,11) = 2OM*(2,10) = 7 x 20M(2,9) + 20
9 - 2oM(2,8) Q.8-75c)



case 4. A A €Sac' ac
€S
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(2.8-76)

cl c2

In this case both A and A are members of the set S Hence,cl 2 ac

I

c

M* (2 , 10) = 7M(2 ,9) + 2o - M(2 ,8)

M*(2,11) = 20M*(2,10) + 20s - M(2,9) = 139M(2,9) + 2x2os '2oM(2,8)- (2.8-75d)

Using now (2.8-69a) we can conpute the two probabilities Pr(2,8) and Pr(2,9) '
which are vatid when the sanple space is not restricted, to give

Pr(2,8) = "('':) = 0.01740639 (rotnded off to 8 decimals)
208

(rornded off to 8 decimals)

Thus inserting the probabilities (2.8-76) into the four equations (2.8-75a,b'

c,d), which determine the four values of M*(2,tt) in cases I,2,3,4 above; it

follows that, in the z,estrieted case, the probability of finding at Least one

specific group A"r-4", in a. single protein chain of length n = 11 which is
rh

M(2,9)
Pr(2,9) =A =0.01986904

z,ætdomLy eonstrueted and has a nenber of the set S in the 10

given by the four values

position is

Pr(2,9) = 0.019869¡ ( Pr(2,L7)

if A ÉScI ac

Stttno" (2,s) + 1l = 0.0268700 ) Pr(2,11)

ifA CI ac' Ac2 ac

A €S
ac c2 ac

ac

:A GS'c2 ac

ÉsES

Pr*(2,11) =Y = (2.8-77)
pr(2,9) . frf1 - Pr(2,8)l = 0.0268876 ) Pr(2,11)

if A dscl

frttrnn"(z,g) + 2 - pt(2,8)l = 0.0ss888s ) Pr(2,11)

ac A ES
c2tif A EScl

Comparing these restricted probabilities with the probability Pr(2'tt) =

0.0247758 (70) of the r.mrestricted sample space, we find that



0 . 8020 Pr (2 ,1 1) when

1.0845 Pr(2,11) when 4., ' Su"i 4., d t".

1.0852 Pr(2 ,11) when O., d t

A ds :A #scl ac' c2 ac

299

(2.8-78)Pr*¡2,11¡ =

t.3678 Pr(2,11) when

ac

ac
€S

ac

acSA€cl t

A €S
c2

Ac2

clearly the restricted probabilities Pr* (2,LI) are different from the rnlles-

tricted probability Pt(2,It) in all four cases, and !{e can make the following

interesting observations: (a) Pr*(2,11) decreases with respect to Pr(2'11)

in case 1, but increases in the other three cases 213,4; (b) the decrease is

by about 2o% ín case 1; (c) the increase is narginal in cases 2 and 3' about

8.5%, but it is interesting to note that it is larger in case 3 (8'52e") than

it is in case 2 (8,as\; (d) in case 4 there is a substantial increase of

about 37%.

Fron the above it is clear how evaluating probabilities becones mo1.e

complicated depending on the nature of the problens posed' In fact' if work-

ing out probabilities in even such sinple cases as considered above already

leads to conplications and diffelences' one can readily inagine how the sit-

uation would look like when the really hard probtens will have to be tackled'

For exanple: (1) working out probabilities when we have to take into account

a few dozen ne¡nbers of S.. (2.8-62) in long plotein chains (say' with n = 500

amino acids), posing considerable restrictions on the size of the sanple

space, ild leading to hard problens in conbinatorial analysis; (2) working

out probabitiries of two groups [e.g., S-c-L and A-G-D-D-A, see (2'8-61)] or

nany groups occurring in long protein chains; (3) finding the probability of

one group (say A-G-D-D-A) of anino acids occurring in two different proteins'

which can also be of different lengths n, and nr; (4) finding the probability

that an arbitrary group (or nore) of anino acids (whose identity is r'rrknown)

should occur eæaetLy once, ot at Least once, in two (or nore) proteins which

can be of different lengths (e.g., probability of finding at least once a

sinilar group of six amino acids in two different proteins) '

These are actually the types of problens which are of interest irr trying
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to find the identity (protein chain segnents) of the EECU, and they renain to

be explored in the future.
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2.9 THE DIFFERENTIAL E ONS 0F I"ÍOTION 0F A SINGLE I'ÍYOSIN CROSS-

The nechanical behaviour of polyrners is markedly influenced by their nol-

ecular st1ucture. It is generally known that high molecular weight polymers

exlribit a eonbination of viscous and elastic responses; i.e., o¿seoeLastic

Tesporlses. [For exanple I'silIy puttyt', a silicone polyner, exhibits high

elasticity when stressed rapidly (e.g., when bounced against a wall); but when

stressed over a long period of time (e.g., when stuck on the waIl for a long

tine) it flows slowly with high viscosity. J Now the behaviour of such poly-

mers is explained with the aid of a viscoelastic model of moLeeuLar mouements,

and their response to stress is usualLy represented by a mechanical analogy of

an assembly of springs and dash-pots connected in series and in parallel with

one another (e.g., see Flügge, 1967; Rosen, l97L; Hayden et al., 1965). Here

the springs represent Tecol)eyabLe eLastie responses (or instantaneous elastic

responses), and the dashpots represent elenents in the nolecular structure

giving rise to t'u'Lseous dz'ag".

Biopolyners are no exception since they are a subclass of the large

Itfanily" of polyners. So, a single nyosin cross-bridge, which is constructed

of the biopolymer heavy meromyosin HMM-SI and HMM-S2, should also be viewed

in this light. Accordingly it is not r.nreasonable to believe that a single

cross-bridge can be stz,etehed and that it has an elastic element with recover-

able elastic responses (or instantaneous elastic responses) since, for ex¿Lm-

ple, HMM-S2 is a two-chain o-helix which could lengthen tmder tension by the

breakage of some hydrogen bonds. Indeed, the elegant laboratory experiments

of A. F. Huxley and Sinnons (1971) seem to reflect cross-bridge nechanical

properties of an undarnped elastic element connected in series with a Kelvin-

Voigt element (a well-known viscoelastic element). In this connection, hle

mention that Sinnons and Huxley discuss qualitatively (in nuscle contraction

at Cold Spring Harbor, lg72) and quantitatively (1971) an interesting theory

of cross-bridge mechanical properties and a review of their considerations

a¡d other references related to this subject are given by White and Thorson

(ls73) .
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With this in ¡nind, md on the basis of what has been said earlier in

sections 2.4, 2.7 and 2,8, Lt will be assumed in this thesis that a cross-

bridge rnay be represented by a physical model of an elementary mechano-chem-

ical energy conversion rnit (the EECU considered in section 2.8) connected in

series to a linear viscoelastic solid (shortened to LVS), as is shown in Fig.

2.9-1 A. In setting up this physical cross-bridge nodel it is ensured that

EEcu = rlvru*\u,1 *,J*^A'-o[*"01 ,"tlh.to.,.¡r¡!nÀ,..ôn *I
LVS = tr.\u,,til¡\r -\^,^h n*\"*,r,^'\*.X*n\*,\"ù" ¡nþ\^ra { nnm--.t,.

T
z

EECU

3(t) %(+)

(P,l

LVS

þ

z \rn¿

ì

--+ 

àir."\ràn bJ sorrorher?- sl.,orlrnin{ ---

+ lhin Ìrn {i\ùment

EECU LVS (r)

buck Lone'oç ìhi.k *'losin 1:\orninl

Fig. Z,g-1. (A) A physical model of a síngZe nyosin cross-bridge represented
ás a¡ EECU (elenentary energy conversion rnit, section 2.8) connected in
series to an LVS (linear viscoelastic solid). The LVS incorporates the vis-
coelastic properties of both HMM-S1 and HMM-S2. The EECU has the ploperties
of: ¡nechano-chenical energy conversion (section 2.8); biochemical activit-
ies (sections 2.4,2.7); the ability to attach to the actin filament (sect-
ion 2.4). (B) A cross-bridge occupying its natural position in the sarco-
mere. Here as the EECU shortens a stretching force Q is developed in the
cross-bridge which helps move the thin actin filanent toward the centre of
the sarconere. Note: (i) that the force Q is the same in the EECU and the
LVS because the two are connected in series, Ðd (ii) that during the power
stroke the cross-bridge is r.nder tension, but if the bridge remains attached
to the actin filanent after the end of the power stroke, the bridge becones
a passive viscoelastic r.rrit and as the sarconere continues to shorten a con-
prãssion force Q is developed whicþ has the effect of hindering shortening
äf tfte sarcomere, i.e., an attached cross-bridge after the power stroke
induces a braking force.
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it possesses sone of the basic properties required of a single cross-bridge.

Indeed when this cross-bridge occupies its natural position in a sarcomere

(Fig. 2,9-L B), we find that as the EECU length z shortens during the cross-

bridge power stroke, a stretching force Q is developed in the bridge which

helps move the thin filarnent tohrard the centre of the sarcomeÌe. Note that

this stretching force is the same in both the EECU and the LVS because the

two are connected in series. It is also easy to see that this cross-bridge

nodel has the capability to develop tension during an iso¡netric contraction

of a whole anatomical muscle. For example if we hold the cross-bridge at a

constant length y, the EECU can still shorten t slY by an anourt Az, leading

to the stretching of the linear viscoelastic solid by an amowit Âz and to the

generation of force. Further, it is clear that nechanical work is performed

by the EECU as it stretches the LVS in spite of the fact that the sarcomere

and the whole anatomical nuscle remain at consfa¡t length; this is in acc-,

ordance with the well-known ex¡rerinental fact that ATP is split during iso-

netric contraction of a whole anatonical nuscle. Now regardless of what

happens on the nacroscopic level, as the EECU shortens by an amormt Az, the

bridge always perfonns mechanical work $Âz which is divided into: (a) pro-

ducing useful external work by acting on a ¡noving thin actin fila¡nent, md

(b) stretching the LVS.

Evidently, such a cross-bridge is an agency which aetiueLy shortens dut'

ing the bridges power stroke, ild the force $ developed by it at any instant

of time t depends on the ¡novernents of the thin filament and on the visco-

elastic properties of the LVS connected in series to the EECU.

It is extrenely important to note that the linear viscoelastic solid

(LVS) incorporates the viscoelastic properties of both the HMM-SI and HW!-S2

parts of a single heavy neronyosin HlrlM cross-bridge. Further, note also that

the EECU has the following ptoperties of: (a) nechano-chemical energy con-

version (section 2.8), (b) biochemical activities (sections 2.4 md 2.7) '
and (c) the ability to attach to actin nolecules on the thin filanent (sect-

ion 2.4) .

Now as we would expect to find a rr¡nixturerr of elastic and viscous cross-
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bridge nechanical properties, depending of course, on the nature of the bio-

polymer HMM, we shall construct both sirnple and complex physical and mathe-

natical cross-bridge nodels in this section. This will be done by connecting

an EECU in series with various viscoelastic solids. To be specific, we shall

first find the governing differential equations of notion of a single cross-

bridge by considering the three sinple cases of: (i) an EECU connected in

series to a linear massless eLastíc spring, with spring constant E, (ii) an

EECU connected in series to a massless MafineLL soLid, md (iii) an EECU conn-

ected in series to a KeLtLn-Voigt soLid. Then we shall extend the analysis

to the more general case of an EECU coupled to a "general linear viscoelastic

solid'r.

To describe the behaviour of the EECU, we shall use the phenonenological

relations (2.8-34) and (2,8-27a), which for easy reference will be rewritten

here as

Lçtl = 1,1(1-q:) o(t) - þt,.,L,,

l-o2
å(t) =1,,**,.,-þt,.,

qe '21

(2.s-1)

and

LrÐ = 1, ,0(t) - 1r2x(r)
(2.s-2)

E(r) - - r2r0(t) + lrrx(t)

respect ive ly.

case 1. An EECU connected in series to a rnassless linear eLastie spring, with

spring constant E (Fig. 2.9-2).

If x is the length of the spring at some tine t, ild x__ is its constant refer-

ence length when 0 = 0, then ü/e can write

0(t) = EAx(t) = E[x(t) - *r] = Bo[x(t) - *r] (2 . e-3)

where we have introduced the notation go = E' Now fron Fig' 2'9-2 it follows

that the cross-bridge length is
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(2.s-6)

z :-)C ---

ò(t) Qttt

E(t) x
Fig. 2.9-2. A cross-bridge nodel constructed fron an EECU in series

with a linear elastic sPring.

y(t) = x(t) + z(t) (2.9-4)

So, differentiating equations (2.9-3) and (2.9-4) once with respect to time t,

we obtain the firndanental relation

$$= ô = Boi= so(i-¿) (2.e-s)

Fron this relation and the phenomenological relations (2.9-I) and (2.9-2), we

obtain the following two sets of cross-bridge differential equations of motion

by elininating LG):

E

('. )

[sor'cr-{) . ftroc.l = soi(t) . s, fiÈc.l

. 
+,1]*,., 

= soi(t) . 
[r, * . i fl r,.,qe

2
1 -o'e

2

and

soi(t) = (eot,, * #.)o(.1 - Bo1r2x(t)
(2 .s -7)

E(t) = - 12r0(t) + lr.X(t)

Note that the choice of which set, (2.9-6) or (2.9-7), should be used to math-

enatically examine and describe the properties and behaviour of this cross-

bridge model, is dictated solely by considerations of physical clarity and

convenience.
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case Z. An EECU connected in series to a massless Man¡eLL soLid (Fig. 2.9-3),

ï
x

x L

Qri <:--o
^AAA.

l-¿-+Q(rì

ittt q,(t'l

Fig. Z.g-5. A cross-bridge nodel constructed fron an EECU in series
with a Maxwell solid.

Here we have a Maxwell solid consisting of a linear elastic spring (with

spring constant E*) connected in series to a linear dashpot (with viscosity

constant î*), and so the force $ generated by the EECU nust be the same in

both the spring and the dashpot. Hence, on the basis of relations 2 '2-l and

2.2-2 (see page 59, section 2.2) we can write

,\
rñE

m

0(t) =Er[xr(t) -*rr] 0(t) = n 2 
(r) (2.e-8)x

m

where xr(t) is the length of the spring and xr(t) the length of the dashpot

at some tine t (Fig. 2.9-3), ffid *r, it the constant length of the spring

when $ = g. Now if x(t) = xr(t) + xr(t) is the length of the Maxwell element,

then from Fig. 2,9-3 the length of the cross-bridge at time t is

y(t) = x(t) + z(t) = x, (t) + x, (t) + z(t) , (2.9-9)

and so,from equations (2.9-8) and (2.9-9) we obtain the fundanental relation

=i(t)=ir[t)*ir[t)=** 0 (2.e-to)
m n

or

dx
ãî

0*b $f=*,i=',ci-ål

m
= y-z

(2.e-11)



where we have introduced the notation O, = þ *¿ gr = l*. Fron the fi:nda-
m

nental relation (2.9-11) and the phenomenological relations (2.9-I) and

(2.g-2) we obtain, by elininating LG), the following two sets of differential

equations of notion of the cross-bridge shown in Fig. 2.9-3:

[s,1,,Cr-r]) + 1+b, foroC.l = sri(t) . s, ]ÈC.l

+

2t 2l

Ir_f
1\
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(2.s-r2)

(2.s-t3)

21_ge Ln

- 
+- 1+b

1
I
\ lJ]-t"=s,i(t).['

I
11 1+bI 'l

¿tJ
E (t)

2qe 2

and

sri(t) = þ,r,, + 1+b I år]l*,., - 8,1,2x(t)

E(t) = - lrr0(t) + lrrx(t)

case 3. An EECU connected in series to a massLess Keloin-Voigt soLid

(Fig. 2.s-4) .

z

{tq Qttt

E(t) l(t)

T
)c

E \r

1 \¡

Fig. 2.9-4. A cross-bridge constructed fron an EECU in series
with a Kelvin-Voigt solid.

Here we have the Kelvin or voigt solid consisting of a linear elastic spring

(with spring constant Err) connected in parallel to a linear dashpot (with

viscosity constant nv). If x(t) is the length of the Kelvin-Voigt solid,

then at all tines t the length of the spring and the dashpot must also be

equal to x(t); but the total force 0(t) genelated by the EECU is split into



Or(t) (spring) and þ.(t) (dashpot) in whichever way is necessary to make x(t)

the sarne and so using relations (2.2-t) and (2.2-2) we can write

0r(t) =f, tx(t) xlr 02 (t) = n x(t)vv

-xl+ n i(t)V

308

(2.e-14)

(2.s-L7)

and

0(t)=0r(t)*0r(t) =f, tx(t)v

t

+

t

or

0 (r) eo Ix(t; xl+ g rx(t)

in which we have introduced the notation 8o = E., *¿ 8r = l.r, and x, is the

length of the spring when Qt = 0. Now from Fig. 2.9-4 we again find that the

cross-bridge length is
y(x) = x(t) + z(t) (2.9-1s)

So, differentiating equations (2.9-14) and (2.9-15) once with respect to time

t, hre obtain the fundamental relation

(2.e-16)

Fron this relation and the phenornenological relations (2.9-l) and (2.9-2) we

finally obtain, by elininating àG), the following two sets of differential

equations of motion of the cross-bridge shown in Fig. 2.9'4:.

ô = [r, . ,, fJ* = [r, . t, ful riJt

{r,,cr-e],[ro. r, fuJ . åri*,., [" s, foli'c.r +

1 t2
I,, [*, . s, fJËc.r

[,,

( aì r dì
[',."-.J .t,*i*c'r + I

dt,l
CÞ v (t) +

rì
d.,l

and

ð (t)
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[*, . ,, Ljit.r = Bo * B, #J . å-l*,., - 1,,[r, . e, SJxctl
(2.s-18)

E(t) = - l2r0(t) + lrrx(t)

In the above three cases we derived the differential equations of motion

of a single cross-bridge with the aid of simple nodel representation of the

bridgers viscoelastic properties (i.e., bY using sinple viscoelastic models

to represent the properties of the LVS shown in Fig. 2.9-I). These differ-

ential equations nay fall short of describing what happens in an actual cross-

bridge, Ðd so we shall now extend the analysis and study the more generalized

case of a¡r EECU connected in series to a rrgeneral linear viscoelastic solid".

To do this we first note that in cases 2 and 3 we considered LVS nodels which

had only one relaxation or retardation time, but it is known that the visco-

elastic properties of polymers nay only be satisfactorily reproduced by a

spectlum of relaxation (retardation) tines. This can of course be achieved

by construction of physical LVS nodels which consist of a netlork of nany

springs and dashPots.

Thus a generalization of the results obtained in cases L,2 and 3, i'e',

derivation of the general differential equations of notion of a single nyosin

cross-briclge, begins by considering an LVS nade of nany springs and dashpots'

This procedure leads to the following welI-known stress-strain relation (con-

stitutive differential equations) of a 'rgeneral linear viscoelastic solidrl

(see any text on classical viscoelasticity, 01. equation 2.3-4, page 68) and

hence to the constitutive equation of the LVS (or cross-bridge) :

So + bróo *bröo * = Sorb * 9rè¡ * 9rä¡ + "' (2'9-19)

where the brs and grs are constants characterizing the viscoelastic behaviour

of a single cross-bridge. Here so is the stress across the LVS (or across the

cross-bridge) and eO is the strain (elongation) of the LVS, ild they are

defined by
x(t) - x

so=so(t)=# i E¡=eo(t)=!J Q's-20)
t- ref
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in which the constants (\)""f and x, are some LVS (or myosin cross-bridge)

reference cross*sectional area and characterj-stic length, respectively. Now

the constitutive equation (2.9-19) is a Linear diffenentíaL operatot equation

which nay also be written symboLically and conpactly in operator form, giving

the operator equation

B.u{s¡(t)} = G.o{eo(t)} (2-9-2r)

Here B . and G. are Línear dífferentiaL opevatons with respect to time t,cb cÞ

rvhich represent the single cross-bridgets linear viscoelastic time-derivative

(or rate) operators, defined bY

d

dt
gltò

cb

cb

B

G

1+b

+
0

{*b
dtI

d2
2 dt2

3

dt3
d

+n b,
(2.9-22)

+ crÞ2
ð2

-+dt2

â
d"

G
5 dt3

We renark, again, that the b.rs and grts appearing in these linear operators

ate eonstøtt coef.f]cients which depend on characteristic properties of the

biopolymer heavy neronyosin HMM of which the cross-bridge is constructed.

they can, if desired, be determined from experiments on the biopolymer heavy

meronyosin tll4M-Sl and HMM-S2.

The constitutive differential equatíon (2.9-19) relates the stress SO

across the LVS (or myosin cross-bridge) to its elongation eb at any instant

of time t, and from (2.9-20) we find that they also relate the cross-hriclge

force $(t) and the LVS length x(t) as follows:

O(t) +u,ôtt) *brö + "' = k"¡{Botx(t) -xrJ+eri¡t) +gri¡t) + "'} (2'9'23)

in which
(\)

ref (2.e-24)
cb x

is a characteristic rnyosin cross-bridge eonstant patameter.' This constant

ratio of a cross-bridgers characteristic reference cross-sectional area to

reference length can, if desired, be determined fron the cross-bridgers phys-

ical dinensions by using data obtained from neasuÏements at the microscopic

k
t
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nolecular level (e.g., data obtained fro¡n eLectron microscopy, X-ray diffract-

ion and other procedures). Now, as above, the linear differential equation

(2.9-23), relating the force s(t) and LVS length x(t), may also be expressed

symbolically and compactly ín operator forn as

Bcb{O(r)} = k.¡ G"o{x(t) - *r} (2.9-25)

in which again B"U *d G"O are the linear differential operators defined by

(2.s-22) .

Consider now the rrgeneralrr case of a cross-bridge constructed fron an

EECU connected in series to a massless "generatr linear viscoelastic solid'r,

as shown in Fig. 2.g-5. Fron the considerations and procedures outlined in

7 )c -_*>
î

-{--..---- -

EECU LVS

l¡ ocro\ \tntorOQ
ò

{ttl Q{t)

ËCtl Ì,(t) v¡scoe\o's\ic s"o\i å"

A general cross-bridge model consttucted fron an EECU in series
with a massless rrgeneral linear viscoelastic solidr''Fig. 2 "9-5.

cases 1, 2 and 3 above, a Pattern for deriving the differential equations of

motion of a single cross-bridge for various LVS had energed' We shall now

make use of this pattern and derive the rrgeneI.âltr differential equation of

motion of the cross-bridge shown in Fig. 2.9-5. From this figure we note

that the tr ength of the cross-bridge at any instant of time t is aLways given

by

y(t) = x(t) + z(t) Q'9'26)

t_

and so

i(t) = i(r) - å(tl (2.s-27)
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Next, depending on the viscoelastic properties of the LVS, it is clear that

we must examine sepatately two cases, nanely: (A) 8o = 0 in the force-length

relation (2.9-23), as is the case when the LVS is a Max¿ell solid (see case 2,

page 306); (B) go f 0 in the force-length relation (2.9-23), as is the case

when the LVS is a linear elastic spring (see case 1, page 504) or a Kelvin-

Voigt solid (see case 3, Page 307).

case A. Bo = 0 (as in case 2 above)

In this case equation (2.9'23) may be written as

b + +d

dt
d2 dd2t'+('-+oòt o, dt ou dt,

i(t) . (2.s-zB)

(2.e-30)

1+b
' dt'

G

0(t) = ft

+ttÞ

+ cb

Introducing now the linear tine-derivative oPer.ators (2.9-22), equation

(Z.g-28) may be written compactly in operator forn to give the fundarnental

cross-bridge relation

Bcb{O(t)} = k.b elo{iCtl} = k"b elo{rftl - å(t)} (2.e-2e)

where we have used equation (2.9-27). Here the utnewrr linear tine rate oper-

ator G'o is defined by

ð, d2

-+ 
o2 dt "' dt'

case B. g^ I 0 (as in cases L and 3 above)
u

In this case we nust first differentiate equation (2.9-23) once ruith

respect to tine t, Yielding

g +
Gc¡

i-
ãT

cb

þ.0, #*u, 4. ...]*r'l = k"blro * *, s, #. "']lc.l Q'e-31)d
dt

Thus, introducÍng again the linear time-clerivative operators (2.9-22) and us-

ing equation (Z.g-27), we find that equation (2.9-37) may be written compactly

ín operator form to give the fundanental cross-bridge telation

B:b{ó(t)} = k.¡ G"u{i(t)} = kcb Gcb{i(t) - å(t)} (2's-32)

Here the rrnewrt linear time fate operator BtO is defined by



d
B

d2o' ã7 .ãFdt+b + ... = B

when go I 0

3t3

(2.e-33)

(2 . e-36)

d

cb dt .b dt

Inspection of the two fi¡ndanental relations (2,9'29) artd (2.9'32) reveals

that they have the sa¡ne form, Ðd so the rrgeneraltt fi.r¡danental relation of a

single cross-bridge (Fig. 2.9-5) may be e:çressed as

B:b{O(t)} = kcb G:b{i(t)} = kcb G'b{i(t) - à(t)} (2's-s4)

in which the linear time-derivative operators BtO and GtO are related to the

noldrr rate operators B"U *d G* [eeuations (2.9-22)] in a simple rnannel' and

are defined bY

d2

-¿
z dt2

when go = 0

(2. s-3s)I
B

clc

B"b = 1 + b, h . o

'"o h =:; - b, å; - b, å; + "'

G.cbr-
ãT

('o2 dt
+ o 

-+
o, dt2

when go = 0

and

L",

d2d
=o+Þl

Gcb
d d2G.b=8o*8,E*grãF+"' when go I 0

Finally, by using the EECU phenonenological relations (2.9-1) and (2'9-2) we

can elininate å(t) fron the fundanental cross-bridge relation (2.9-34), to

obtain the following two sets of the trgeneralrt differential equations of

¡notion of a single cross-bridge (Fig. 2.9-5):

L,,
f r,, (r-cl)k"u Gl¡ * B'bl{O(t) } = t<"o e 'o{i[t) ] Lzz

kcb c:b{E(t) }

2

2
1-o'e

-
qe

ll ,*,., ] = k"b cio{i{t) } +Gk

"lG

1
+ 

-B1r,

and

clÒ cb L,,
B

+
[rI rt
Lç

kcb cb {Ectl }

(2.e-37)
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kcb c'b{i(t)} = [1,, k"u Gl, * B;r{o(t)} - rrz k.r, e]o{xrtl}
(2.s-38)

E(t) = - !2¡0(t) + l.rx(t)

It nr.¡st be elphasized at this point that t}l.e choíc¿ of which of the two sets

(2.9-57) and (2.9-38) and fo¡ that natter, even a single equation belonging

to one of these sets, should be used to nathenatically exanine, describe, and

model the properties and behaviour of a single cross-bridge is dictated solely

by considerations of physical clarity and convenience.

A litt1e reflection should indicate the importance of having at our dis-

posal the differential equations of notion of a single cross-bridge, because

they open up a nunber of possibilities.

First, ild perhaps one of the ¡nost important, the general cross-bridge

differential equation of ¡notion (2.9-37) or (2.9-38) lnay serve as a starting

point in the construction of a rnathe¡natical model of a whole anatomical

muscle. In fact, this is exactly what we intend to do in the next section.

Second, we can now evaluate important EECU and cross-bridge parameters'

which occur with the progress of the powet stroke, such as the time-dependent

¡nechanical force Q(t) generated by the EECU (or cross-bridge), the EECU pro-

tein folding force X(t), and the EECU state variables z(t) and [(t) which'

in turn, deternine the nechanical velocity z(t) and protein folding velocity

ECtl. We begin by considering a bridge just before it attaches to the thin

actin filament. This bridge is in thermodynanic equilibriun and its EECU

Gibbs free energy has a minimum which corresPonds to the equilibriun state

existing prior to attachnent to actin (see cross-bridge in position N,

Fig. 2.7-!a, or Fig. 2.7-2 or Fig. 2.7-4 in section 2.7 which deals with the

biochemistry and contractile cycle of a single cross-bridge). Next, suPpose

that attachment of this rrenergizedil bridge has occurred at time t = 0, a¡d

as a consequence the bridge now I'seesrt a neh¡ EECU Gibbs free energy ¡ninimun

corresponding to the state of thernodynamic equilibriun existj.ng at the end

of the power stroke, as is shown schenatically in Fig. 2.9-64. This attach-

nent narks of course the onset of the cross-bridge power stroke, and it

induces I'jumpsrt in the equilibrium values t"qi *d E"qi of the EECU state
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(A)

(B)

x
bô
f.{
o)
Éo
c)
(¡)
F.tl+l

vl
F€
.F{
C9

U
tJ.¡
t¡l

initial equilibriu¡n state
(before attachnent to actin)

Progress of power stroke

final equilibrium state
(after attachment, end of

power stroke

E-eq1

E (o*)
eq1

Eeqi (o-)

T
overall free energy

change of power
stroke

Aqeql

after
attachment t

(2.e-3e)

(0-)

Lz eqr

before
attachnent

after
attachnent before

attachnent

z

eq1

z
e

1eq

, (o+)

t0 time 0 time

variables, as is shown diagranmatically in Fig.2.9-68. At time t = 0-

Fig. Z.9-6" (A) Diagran of EECU (elenentary energy conversion rnit) Gibbs
ire" "ne"gy 

changei during a single cross-bridge power stroke. Note trans-
ition fron an initiaf Gibbs free energy rnininum (prior to cross-bridge att-
achnent to actin) to fínal Gibbs free energy mininwn (after attachnent to
actin) at the end of the power stroke. (B) Changes ("jumps") in -z"Oi and
E^^¡ fthe eouitibriu¡n values of the EECU state variables) induced at' the
#tä"i of cross-bridge attachment to actin. Note that Àzeqi and A["Oi are
the differences betwãen the pre- and post-attachment equilibriun vaIües
z"Oi and 6"qi, resPectivelY.

ã .10-) = const.-eqI 'z .10-) = const.eql -

are given constant equilibrium values of the EECU state variables z and f,
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corfesponding to the equilibrium state existing before the bridge attaches to

the thin actin filanent (just before t'he onset of the power stroke) ' Now at

time t = 0+ these values rrjunPrt to

z"Or(0+)=const. ; E"Or(0*)=const' ; (2'9-40)

which are given constant equilibrium values induced at the noment of cross-

bridge attachnent to actin, where these vaLues renain, of course, constant

throughout the Pov¡e1 stloke. Next r{'e note that attachnent has no sudden

influence on the values of z and E at tine t = 0, i.e.,

z(0-)=z(0+)=z"or(0-) ; E(0-)=[(0+)=Eeqi(Q-) , (2'9-41)

and that the pre-attactrn¡ent departtæes fro¡n equilibriun of the EECU state

variables are of course equal to zero, i'e',

Àz(0-) =z(0-) -r"qi(0-) =0 ; 
^E(0-) 

=Eeqi(o-) -E(0-) =0 (2'9'42)

neaning of course that the two EECU forces must also vanish, i'e., 0(0-) = Q

and x(0-) = Q. flowever, the situation changes markedly when attachment of

the cross-bridge to actin has occurred, because we now have indueed depatt-

utes from equilibriun at tine t = Q+ given by the positive quantities

Àz(0+) = z(0+) - z"Or(0+) = r"qi(O

Àt(0+) = Eeqi(O+) - E(0*) = E"qi(O

where we have used equations (2'S-36) and (2'9-41) ' Here Àt"qi *¿ A6eqi

represent differences between Pre- and post-attachment equilibriun values

,"qi *d E"qi, respectively, as is shown in Fig' 2'9-68' Plainly' this

incluces a concomitant jurnp in the value of the two EECU forces' which occurs

at t = 0 when the bridge attaches to actin, so that inserting the induced

departures (2.9-43) into equations (2.8-40) we find that at time t = 0+ these

forces have the fotlowing I'neül'r known values:

0(0*) = - grrAz(0+) - SrrAE(O+¡ =' grr^z"qi - ErrAE"qi

X(0*) = BrrÀz(0+) + grrA[(0+) = Etr\'.q, * ErrAE"qi

(2.e-44)

in which the constants glr,grz ,Ezz ara defined by equations (2'S-38b) ' ild
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they represent second partial derivatives of the EECU Gibbs free energY Ge

taken at the after-attachment to actin equílibrium state (end of Powet stroke

equilibriun state).

Before we continue, we wish to indicate why the equilibriun values

z"or(0-), zeqi(O*), Eeqi(0-), Euor(O*) and hence Ár"qi *d AE"qi nay be con-

sidered as known quantities. For exanple in section 2.4 (e.g., see pages

104-107 and Fig. 2.4-6) it was mentioned that during the cross-bridge power

stroke there is an aetioe change in the orientation 0", of the HMM-SI rrheadrr

with respect to the thin actin filament; from a relaxed configuration 0r=90o

at the onset of the power stroke to a tilted configuration 0"t = 45o at the

end of the power stroke (recall that this was established on the basis of the

elegant experinents of Reed, Holmes and Tregear, 1.965). So, if we assume the

characteristic EECU length z is explicitly related to esr, then it is clear

that z"Or(0-) and zuOr(O+) are known quantities. If we take, by way of

illustration z = 0", in our calculations, then we can write z"Oi(O-) = 90o,

z"Or(0+) = 450 *d Ar"qi = 45o. Now as far "t E"qi goes, $re Inay arbitrarily

assume for exanpl" E"qi(0-) = 0 ancl E"Or(0*) = 1, and then make provisions

for this assumption in determining the varior¡s constants appearing in the

EECUTs equations derived in section 2.8.

In outlining how to evaluate the time dependent variables z(t) ' 6(t),

O(t), ¡(t) rrevolvingrr durùng the progress of the cross-bridge povrer stroke,

we first nake some generaL comnents. Suppose that during the power stroke

the quantities

Az = Az(r) = z(t) - z"or(0+) and ÂE = ÀE(t) = E"or(0+) - E(t) (2.9-45)

are s¡nall depattunee (dpuiations) fro¡n the state of equilibriurn at the end of

the cross-bridge power stroke (post-attach¡nent to actin equilibrium) of the

EECU characteristic length z(t) and degree of advancement 6(t) at sone tine

t Isee departures (2.8-36)]. Then, insertion of the clepartures (2.9-45) into

the force relations (2.8-40) and rearranging, we obtain the following two

general relations which are valid regardtess of what cross-bridge differential

cquations of motion we intend to use:



O(t) + grlz(t) - grz13) = B,rz"or(0+) - errE"Ol(O+)

x(t)' gL2z(t) + E2zE(t) = - Errteqi(O*) + SrrE"oa(O+)

z(0+) = z (0-) E(0*) = E"Or(0-)eqi

i¡o*¡=ä(o+)=...=Q E(0+) = [(0+) = "' = Q

0(0*) = 0(0+) = "' = $ i(o*)=XlO+)=" -0
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(2.s-46)

(2.e-47 a)

(2.e-47b)

Ihese are two equations in the four r¡nknowns 0(t), x(t) , z(t), E(t), and the

two additional equations required to deternine elçlicitly these r.rtknowns are

of course provided by the differential equatio¡rs of rnotion of a single cross-

bridge. Further fron equations (2.9-41) and (2 "9-44) we obtain the initial

conditions that these wtknowns must satisfy at tine t = 0t, narnely,

t

0(0*) = - BlrÂruqi - Br.AE"qi x(o+) = Brra""qi * 8rrÀE"qi

and

Now inspection of Fig. 2.g-l shows that the mechanical velocity i(t) , which

represents the tine rate of change of the cross-bridge characteristic length

y, must be equal to the velocity jv" wittr which a thin actj.n filanent slides

past a thick myosin filament (see pages 91-93 in section 2.4), and so,lle can

write

ictl = þ"(t) = fL"ctl (2.e-48)

dL
wlrere v = Ì! = -j is the velocity with which a single sarcomere of Lengthssdt
{." lengthens (see Fig. 2.4-2). Note: (i) that relation (2.9-48) is valid

for aLL cross-bridges in a given sarcomele, i.e., all cross-bridges in a

given sarco¡rcre change their length y with the sane velocity i(t) = jv"(t),

and (ii) thar i(t) = þ"ta) remains almost constøtt during the power stroke,

because the duration of the power stroke is very short (a small fraction of

a second) compared to the duration of a twitch of a whole anatonical muscle

(of the order of one second) so that v= (t) remains alnost stationary during

the bridgers power stroke.

Now the actual procedures involved in deterrnining the tine-dependent
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variables z(t), E(t), 0(t), X(t) are best illustrated by rneans of a sirnple

exanple. Extension of the results to the general case is, as we shaLl see,

straightfon¡ard. Consider the case of a cross-bridge constructed fron an

EECU connected in series to a Maxwell solid (case 2, page 306) . Such a bridge

has an instantaneous elastic response, as is presunably the case in a real

cross-bridge (4. F. Huxley and Si¡rmrons, 1971). Denoting by f {iCtl} and i"ts)
the Laplace transforrns of y(t¡ and v"(t), respectively, the Laplace transform

of equation (2.9-48) is sinply given by

r {i(r) } = þ" tr) ( z.s-4s)

Denoting now by õ(r), i(r), i(r) an¿ E(s) the Laplace transfor¡ns of O(t),

X(t), z(t) and E(t), respectively, we readily find that the Laplace transforms

of equations (2,9-12) and (2"9-46) satisfying the initial conditions (2.9-47a),

nay be written in the form of the four algebraic equations

ar,(s)0(s) - 
"ru 

(s) E(s) = f , (s)

arr(s)X(s) - ^ru(s) E(s) = f, (s)

* Sr rZ ¡s¡ - srrE(s)
(2 . e-so)

0 (s)

x(s) - s ã(r) + s t (s)
l2 22

with s-dependent coefficients defined by

arr(s) = Brlrrtr-cl) + 1+br.s a (s)=g
-s, L,,

I
a.u(s) = 

-[(grlrr 
* 1)s +brs2]

12(s) = *g,i"(s) +b, f *,0.,

= fr(s)

= fu (s)

I t2
ltI

2
(2.s-s1)

(2. s-5la)

ar, (s) = grl
1 -qe

12 2qe
*þqr*u

I,', rs)

and eonstøt equiLibrium coefficients Err,g¡2,8* defined by equations

(2.8-3Sb). Here the transforned I'forcing termstr appearing on the right-hand

side of equations (2.9-50) are defined by

r¡(s) = js,i"{r) +b,0(o+)

f3 (s) - [Bi rzeqi (0*) - grrE"qi (0.)]å fq (s) = [- grzzeqi(0+) + g"rl"qí(O.)]+

t

t

(2.s-s1b)



where we have made use of equation (2.9-49). The systen of four algebraic

equations nay also be elçressed in natrix forn as
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(2.e-s2)

(2. s-s4)

0a, 
r 
(s)

ar, (s)0

O *r,

0 -a

0 -a

0 -a

0 -a

8,, z (s)

E (s)

llr

ll+
(s)

f 1(s)Q (s)(s)

f2 (s)

f3(s)

f ,* 
(s)

i('),n(t)

The set of four sinultaneous linear algebraic equations (2'9'52) i'e', the

,n(t)

1

0 t -8rz En

subsidiary equations, in the four unknowns õ(t), i(t), i(t), E(t) tt"t a coeff-

icient deterninant

P3(s) =

ar, (s) o

0

0

ar, (s)
(' .# (' .# (' .+J (2.e-ss)

1

0

8rt - 8r,

1 -8r, En

which is a polynomial of degree three in s, known also as the characteristic

potynomial, and the three relaxation tines tb,, Tb, *d to, are of course

determined fron the loots of the characteristic cubic polynonial

R,(s) = (
1

s+- tb,
11)['*-J('.-J"h2 'b s

=Q

It is important to realize that these telaxation times are determined by the

phenomenological coefficients lrr,lr zrlzt,L* anð the constants grr'8r 2'822t

which are all EECU post-attachment to actin equilibrium values, along r+ith

the constants b, *d g, which characterize the cross-bridge viscoelastic

properties [that this is so is easily verified by inserting coefficients

(2.9-51) into the characteristic polynoniaL (2.9-55)l' Now for the sake of

brevity we shall not examine the nature of these relaxation times in this

section; but in the event that they are unequal and when the velocity

iCtl = þ"ia) may be considered to remain constant during the lifetine of

the power stroke, it is readily verified that in the tine donain each of the



furctíons O(t), X(t), z(t), E(t) is erpressed as a linear combination of the

three decaying exponential terns

-t/raz -t/rb¡
e e (2 . s -ss)

_t/ru 
r

e

1+bs+b when go = 0

when go I 0
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(2.e-s7)

(2 . e-s 8)

stenning from the three positive cross-bridge relaxation tines tbr, -b, *d

,bu. We wish to renark here that even in this simple case of a cross-bridge

constructed from an EECU in series with a Maxvell solid, we obtain solutions,

curves and results which have significant physical interpretations concerning

the behaviour and Ploperties of a single cross-bridge.

Now extension of the results to the general case of a cross-bridge des-

cribed by the differential equations of notion (2.9-37) Leads precisely to

the same system of equations (2.9-50) or (2.9-52) with the same coefficients

g1¡,g¡2 rE* and. with the transforned forcing telms f3(S) and fu(s) renaining

tpchanged and defined by equations (2.9-51b); but with new values for all

other coefficients and transforned forcing terms. The values of the new

coefficients is defined bY

a,,(s) = 1,,(1-q:)kcbc:b(s) +B'o(s) ! .,,0(s) = 
*n"o 

s G'o[s)

(2 . e-s6)
s

k*Gt(s) + B'oCr)r r,,t2
G

cb cb ¡s; *!3lzr cb a fs)=[12\' ' Il(s)ar, (s) =f

in which fron equations (2.9-35) and (2.9-56) we find that

+-3+bs
2

zs+I 2.

B (s) =cb

(] (s) =cb

s + brs 2

2
tè

g

n 8rt * grt when Bo = 0+
I

0
* Itu * 8rt when go I 02 +

Assuming now that the velocity i - þ= = 1y'"0 = const. remains constant dur-

ing the lifetirne of the cross-bridge povrer stroke, which seems to be a leason-

able assumption because as wå.s nentioned above the duration of the power



stroke is but a smal.l fraction of the duration of a single twitch of a whole

anatomical muscle" Note also that the velocity i(t) =]v=(t) is not influ-
enced only by the nolecular events occurring in a single cross-bridge. It is,
in fact, a rrforcing varíabl.eil whose nagnitude is dictated by the action of

aLl crass-bridges in a single sarcomere, and not nerely by the action of a

lone cross-bridge. Puttj.ng i = åu*o = const. in equations (2.g-37), we find

that the values of the new transformed forcing terms fr(s) and fr(s) are def-

ined by

if go=0
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(2. s-se)

(2 . s-60)

rr(s) = #"oslo jooto*) r2(s) = #"¡s o båo fi *,0.,
V

SO

-+ 
D

5

r vso

in which b

cbs

and (fÞcb are constants defined as follows

if Bo=0
and

if gol0

cb

={:'ctr
b slo = f 

*,

l.,, if Bolo

Clearly, in this case the coefficient deterninant of the subsidiary equations

(2.9-52) is a polynomial of degree, sa)¡ k, in the Laplace t.ransfor¡n variable

s, where k is of course larger than three and we can write

pk(s) = (s + *, ,. . f,) (.. !,oJ t'. # (2.s-61)

in which the k relaxation times tbrrtbr,Tlr3r"'rTbk are, of course, determined

fron the roots of PO(s) = Q" Thus it is readily verified that in the tinre

donrain eaeh of the fr.mctions Q(t), X(t), z(t) and E(t) is explicitly expressed

as a linear combination of the k decaying exponential terns

-t/r br -t/'tyz -t/r b3 -t/rbk (2.s-62)

stemming fron the k positive ctos-s-bridge relaxation times.

To conclucle this section we wish to remark on the obvious, namely, that

in principle, a kinetic treatment leading to the determination of the time-

depenrlent variables 0(t), X(t), z(t) , E(t) is the nost satisfactory because

it provides us with a cornpLete aeeot¡nt of EECU and cross-bridge processes

and phenomena, and we are not{ in a positi.on to study time-dependent nolecular

events occurring during the power stroke at the molecular level of the EËCU

;e ;e
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and the cross-bridge. This may hopefully lead to the discovery of 'rhiddenrf

nectranisns responsible for EECU and cross-bridge fr.rrction, and to the inter-

pretation of the physical significance of various firtcti.onal components of

the EECU and cross-bridge.
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2.10. DERIVATTON OF THE ONE*ÐIhMNSIONAI, NON*LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL ION OF

MOTION THE ON IBRILS F 1.5-
REVI

In this section we shall derive the one-dimensional equation of motion of

muscle, basecl on the one-dimensi.olral stress S due to the uni-directional

forces generated in the myofibrils. fui extension of the equations to the one-

dimensional and then to tTre tìrree-dilnensional state of stress and strain

(i.e., the constitutive equations of motion of muscle) which takes into acc-

ount stresses induced in the soft biologícøL tíssue surrounding the myofibrils

will be given in section 2.L2.

In section 1.5 we have seen that a adng\e ntyoflbrLL is a rod, about one

rnicron in dianeter, which runs from one encl of a muscle fibre to the other,

as is shown in Fig" 1.5-1 and Fig. L.5-5, and is composed of serially conn-

ecteci sarcomeres with thin partjtions (Z-lines) interposed between each sarco-

rnere and its neighbour" We recall. that the sarcomere is the fi:ndanental

structural and functional uni.t of contraction in all striaterl nuscle includ-

ingn of course, cardiac muscle, ffid that sarcomere movements and forces are

the direct result of the action of the myosin cross-bridge, as discussed in

sections 1.5 and 2.4 (see also Fig. 2.4*2,516).

Aicordingly, the deri.vation of the one-di.mensional equation of motion of

a uhoLe anatomical muscle is based on molecular or biolgical considerations,

and our analysis begins with the different,ial equations of notion of a síngLe

myosin HIr{M cross-bridge. T<¡ be specific, in this section we shal1 use the

first equation of the set (2.9-37) which, can be written in the forn

tr,, (1-nl)k"¡Gåo + B'bl {,1(t) } = }.oclo{uu (t) } +
1r,

Ç cbk.G
CD

{ÈCtl} . (2.10-1)

Here we have used equation (2"9--48) to replace the velocity y(t) with the

velocit¡r of sarcomere lengthening v^(t) = ,L.- t¿"fined by (2.4-3)1. The ïeason" s- " s

for doing ttris is, as was alreacly mentioned in section 2.9, that aLL ctoss-

bridges in a given sarcomere change their length y with the same velocity
1=7s 

(t)v(r)
Now the overall effect- of sarcomere or myofibril, activity depends on the
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anatornical relationship between these contracting turits, particularly whether

the sarconeïes are connected in eev|es or ín paraLLeL. Wtren arranged in

parallel (e.g,, all sarcomeres in parallel, between the two Z-planes shown in

Fig. 2.10-1a), the force generated try each sarconere (or nyofibril) is addit-

z -lines (Þlone s)
I / r+t(t)

o)( m¡oçìb rils

s (t)
L

S(t>

L

(b)

(t)*\

tr ({)

++ (t)-I
Z- line z-line

o sio,5\c \hi.\.
mSosin 1i\nrnenl

Fig. 2.10-1. (a) A macroscopic r.uiit muscle cube. Flere e is elongation of
ñyofibrils a¡rd S is the myofib::il stress, i"e., fotce generated by the nyo-
flbrils per unit ay:ea, which is equal to the force generated b-y all the
sa".om*rls in parallei between tire two Z-planes shown in the figure. (b) A

single thick rryosin filament between two lines. Here Zu represents the
,arðo,n"t" tengln and rþ**r(t) is the force acting in the óentre of the thick
filament, whiðh is of öð.rtse the sum of individual forces generatecl by cross-
bridges j.n o.t* half of a thick filamçnt only (see equation 2-4-6).

ive producing a total force¡ sây S, proportional to the nunber of contracting

units in paral.let.. Now when the sarcomeres are in series, the force in a

single nryofibril is equal to tl'ìat generated by a singl.e sarcomere regardless

of the number of sarcomeres in series in this rnyofibril. These anatomical

relationships exert, however, quite a different effect on the extent and vel-

ocity of lengthenì-ng or shortening. No matter how many sarcomeres in panaLLeL

contract together, the extent and velocity are the same as vthen one sarcomere

contracts (e.g., it makes no diffelence how many sarcomeres are in parallel

,Ít

I

¡

m
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between the two Z-planes shown in Fig. 2.10-1a, the distance and:cate of

change of distance between these two planes will always be the same); but

both the extent and velocity of lengtheníng or shortening are proportional to

the number of contracting sarcomeres in series. We nay thus sunmarise:

(i) that long nuscles tend to change their l"ength at a rate faster than short

muscles and, (ii) that thick muscles exert more tension than thin muscles.

Clearly, these differences disappear: when all values are expressed per unit

muscle length and Cross-sectional area, i.e", per unit muscle cube, since

this renoves particular values of muscle length and area from our consider-

ations. Thus, in what follows, we shall put all quantities on a per wtit

muscî.e cube basts as is shown in Fig. 2.10-1, and later in this section we

shall use strain e (length changes/length), strain rate V = è = ft' (vetocitf/

lelgth, i.e., muscle lengths per second) and rnyofibrils stress (force per tnit

area) to describe whole anatonrical nruscle length changes, velocity, and force,

respectiveLy. Símilarly all biochevnical a¡rd other similar quantities will

then apply a macroscopic unit nuscle cube.

Consider the nuscle cube shown in Fig. 2"I}-ta" For sinplicity we shall

asslrne that the thin Z-lines dividing the myofibril into sarcomeres may be

considered, to a goocl approximation, also as Z-pLøtes as is shown in Fig.

2.I0-1a, and that this is true throughout the unit nuscle cube (i.e", the

t¡nit muscle cube is divicled into $ ".1,r"1 
parts along the di::ection of the

"ref
nyofibrils by Z-pl¿ules, where {T*f ir a reference sarcomere length, see sect-

ion 2.4). Under these circumsta¡rces all sarcomeres between any two Z-planes

of a unit nuscle cube will change their length at the sane velocity
"dLv"(t) = Z" = t' ; and the nyofibrils stress S(t) acting in the centre of

these sarconteres will be the sum of individual forces generated by cross-

briclges in only one haLf of a sarcomere of all sarcomeres between the ttvo

Z-planes, in the same way that the force Qmy(t) acting in the centre of a

single thick nyosin filament (see Fig" 2.10--1b) ís the sun of individual

forces generated by cross-bridges in one haLf af a thick filament only. Now

in dctermining the rnyofibrils stress S(t) we must exami.ne two cases separ-

ately: (A) stresse$ generated hy actiue attachecl cross-bridges during the
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power stroke, and (B) stresses generated by passive cross-bridges renaining

attached after the end of the power strokeo which nay induce braking forces.

case A. Aetiue attached cross-bri.dges during the powe1. stroke.

Consider all sarcomeres between two Z-planes of a unit muscle cube (Fig.

2,L}-La), Ðd let 2n+o(t) be the total nunber of cross-bridges in these

sarcomeres which act;iueZy generate forces during the power stroke at some

rime r. Then if Oi(t) is the force *d Èï(t) the protein folding velocity

in an arbitrary aetiue cross-bridge i, we can use equation (2.10-1) to obtain

the following system of n*o[t) differential equations of motion of actiue

cross-bridges which are required to deterrnine active stresses in a unit

muscle cube:

(2.r0-2)
rl,, (r-qåtk"ucåu . B;:l {olrtl } = it"oclo{'"(t) } o 

}*.oulotålctl
+i = 11213r...rû t )cb

t,et S+ (t) denote the stress in a r¡nit ¡nuscle cube due to the action of active

cross-bridges, and let {=Cal be the combined time rate of protein folding

processes occurring in one half of all the active cross-bridges between two

Z-planes. Then we can write

(

F''hs

for i = 7r2r3r""rnlo(

tr,, (r-rl)k"ocåo * Blol {s* (t) } =ån"ouåo{nlo(t) vs(t) } +

ol ctl=li
¿

s' (t) , I elc.l
l_

t)
(2.10-3)

Now because of the linearit¡, properties of the systen of equations (2.I0-2)'

ial equation
1 t2
T; cb

they can be summecl up for i = !,2,3,...,rrn.[t) to give the single different-

G

(2.10-4)

where we have used- relations (2.10-5).

case B. passiue cross-bridges which remain attached to actin after the power
stroke.

tËi"ctl Ì
cb

k

Consider again all sarcomeres between two Z-planes of a writ nuscle cube
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(Fig. 2.10-1a), and let zn](tJ he the total number of cross-bridges in these

sarcomeres which paseiueLy genetatÈ forces at sonte time t while they renain

att.ached to the thin actin fiLanent" For such bridges which are still att-

ached after the power stroke, it seems plausible to assume that the EECU pro-

tein chains have reached a stable confornation and that the velocity of pro-

tein fotding E(t) equals to zero for an arbi.trary paasíue cross-bridge j,

that is

6(.) = Ë.(.) = å:(.) = Q , for attaehed bridges after power stroke. (2.10-5)
J_)

The reason behind making this assunption is that the substances ADP and P,

are usually at a low concentration in a healthy and nornal muscle, i.e.,

(ADP) æ 0 and (Oi) * û (see section 2.7 dealing with the biochemistry of the

cross-bridges and in particttlar, page 212 and Fig. 2.7-l), ild so the reverse

reaction of synthesizing ATP is highly improbable which therefore suggests

that Ë-(t) is unlikely to be negative. So, in what follows it l.rlill be ass-
J

umed that assunption (2.10-5) holds. Now tet Q.(t) be the force generated

a passive cross-bridee j, then from equation Cz]fo-fl and assumption (2.10-5)

we obtain the following system of n-O(t) differential equations of notion of

passioe cross-brLdges wltich are required to determine passive stresses in a

unit muscle cube:

tt,,(l-el)k.uclo * B'o1 {O;(t) } = åk.oc!{v=(t) }

j = 11213r"'rn-o(t)

(2. 10-6)

Next, let S-(t) be the stress i.n a tulit nuscle cube due to the action of

passivcr cross-bridges, then we can write

s-(t)=lo]ctl , for j=1,2,3,""n-o(t) (2'10-7)
jt

Again because of t-he lineariEy properties of the systen of equations (2.10-6),

they can be surnmed up for j = 1,2,3,...,n-o(t) to give the single different-

ial equation

ol) u.ocJo * B'oJ {s- (t) } = }"oc'o{n.n it) v" (t) }[1r r 
(1-

where we have used relation (2.10-7).

(2.10-8)
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Sensing the kilt, rrthe adrenaline is certainly risingrr as we are now

ready to derive the one-dinensional differential equation of ¡notion of muscle

with the aid of equations (2.10-4) and (2.10-8). To do this we first make

sone prelirninary preparations. First note that the r.rri-directional stress

(force) generated by rnyofibrils in a unit nuscl.e cube, due to the action of

both active and non-active cross-bridges, is given by

S(r) = Sn(t) + S-(t) (2.10-e)

Further, Let N.(t) be the totaL number of attached force-generating, both
v

actively and passively, cross-bridges in a urit nuscle cube, and let Ziuf bu

some sarcomere reference Length. Then we can wrj-te

+

cb
(r) + 2n"o(t) =# tnioctl *nltt)Ì

1 -ref
2n

N (t) = (2.10-10)
0 D5¿ref

Dividing now equation (2.10-10) by Avogadrors numb"t *rug = 6.023 x 1023

(number of molecules per mole), we find that the total concentration of att-

ached force-generating cross-bridges in a tnit muscle cube (expressed in noles

per unit muscle volurne) is given by

N,(t) 1 t
l-Nô(t)l = f.l- = I;- O'-{n-o{t) + n-o(t)} Q"10-11)

' avg T "xef avg

Recalt that the concentïation tNO(t)l of attached cross-bridges involved in

aetíue 3¡td passì.ue force generation at an arbitrary instant of tj-me t has

already been cletermined in section 2.7 [e.g., see equation (2.7-18)] when we

co¡sidered the biochenistry of nyosin cross-bridges. In a sinilar mannel, we

find tliat the total velocity at which protein folding pTocesses occur in all

actiue attached cross-briclges in a unit muscle cube during the power stroke,

is given by

Ë-. rrltn 
.- (.) = -hs' ' (2.r0-rz)Eto" L os

T *ref
23

so, dividing equation (2"10-1.2) by Avogadrors nunber *rug = 6.023 x 10

(nrmber of nolecules per mole), we obtain the total reaction velocity v(t)

of all nrechano-chenically coupled chenieal reactions taking place in a unit
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¡nuscle cube by actioe attached cross-bridges at an arbitrary instant of time

t

(2 . 10- 13)

Recall that v(t) (expressed in ¡noles per urit nuscle volune per r-urit tine)

has already been discussed in detail in section 2.7 and is explicitly given

by equation (2.7-tg) (see al.so cases 1 a¡rd 2 at the end of section 2'7)'

Finally, equation (2,4-t2) provides us with an explicit correlation between

the micloscopie sarcomele velocity v=(t) and the velocity of lengthening of

a macroscopl:c unit nuscle cube, and we can write

.1v(r) = ó(t) = 7=: v.(t) (2.10-14)
-ref

llaving got the machinery reacly, we no$¡ add equations (2.10'4) and

(2.10-B) to obtain the rrprized" one-di¡nensional differential equation of

motion of a whole anatonical muscle

(2 " 1o-1s)

In the derivation of the differential equation (2'10-15) we have used relat-

ions (2"10-9), (2,10-11), (2.10-13) and (2.10-14). Here we have introduced

the coefficient
1

k (2.10-16)

avg

along with the phenomenological coefficients L, . of a macroseopic r'nit nuscle

cube acting as an energy convertet, where the relation between the trj *o

the phenomenological coefficients I ' . (discussed extensively in section 2 ' 8)

of a sing!e mieroseopùc molecular enelgy converter (the EECU) are sinply

v(r) = 
Ëlo.ctl =: I 

ål-c.l
'"u* I ri.r*"u, n

k"b c| z;"rl' ru
cb

o < tNo(r) I < (*r)^"* - (No)total

L
It 2I2 I I GG { ttrtG B-q ) L òcb

+
cb cb cb+k

where

{v (t) }l{S(t)}[Lr¡(1
22ô(r)lv(t))

definecl by
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1 I (å ¿i"r) *",,,1r.L L,,
2

trr(T ¿iur)' *"u,

t +t1e f) avgN

(2.L0-77)
L,,

t-
'22' , t-

'2r -
+ 1e f) avgN

Fron these definitions it follows that the paraneter of coupling q2 of a

single microscopic EECU, which is defined by equation (2.8-31), is equal to

the parameter of coupling qt of a macroscopic unit muscle cube because

LrrLr, lrrrr, 2 ,q=fiü= ---:=q;<1 (2.10-18)

This interesting observation has irnportant implications because this para-

meter of coupling (which 0platka, t972 regards as a rniversal ¡nolecular con-

stant) may clearly be deteflnined fro¡n experiments on a whole anato¡nical

nuscle; thus providing information of the degree of coupling and the nechano-

chenical energy conversion properties of a single cross-bridge at the nolec-

ular level.

Let (*o)r"* - (No)total be the total number (concentration) of myosin

FIMlvl cross-bridges present in a tmit nuscle cube (expressed in noles per unit

¡nuscle volume), where it makes no difference whether they are attached to the

thin actin filament or renain detached. It is clear that the total nu¡nber

tN,(t)l of attached force-generating cross-bridges at a given instant of time
I

t can be larger than zero, but can never exceed (*O)*"* - (NO)total in equat-

ion (2.10-15) . It is now instructive to exanine two trLuùaL cases in which

tN,(t)l assumes two extleme values, namely: (i) the extrene value of
I

l-N'(t)l = 0, and (ii) the extreme value of [N*(t)] * (*O)ru*.

case 1.. A, eompLeteLy z'eLa.ned muscle with tNr(t)l = Q.

In a completely relaxed muscle tN'(t)l = v(t) = S(t) = 0 because all

cross-bridges are detached, and so force generation and ATP splitting cannot

take place [see discussions in section 2.7 and in particular equati,¡ns

(2.7-18) and (2.7-19)1. Indeed, it is readily verified that the differential

sL
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equarion (2.10-15) is satisfied when tN.(t)l = v(t) = S(t) = 0, and we note

with interest that this is true whatever the velocity of nuscle lengthening

V(t) may be. The implícations are clear, a completely relaxed muscle can be

elongated or shortened at any velocity V(t) while the force S(t) that it

exerts is practically equal to zero. This is, of course, in accord with our

everyday experience. T'o visualize this at the molecular level consider the

single sarconere shown in Fig. 2.4-2. In a completely relaxed nuscle no

cross-bridges are attached to the thin filanents, and the sarcomere could,

theoretically, be completely pulled apart without resistance as it is elong-

ated and the distance between the two Z-lines increases.

Thus equation (2.10-15) correctly predicts the behaviour of a completely

relaxed muscle.

case 2. A eompLeteLy d.ead muscle with [Nr(t)] * (*O)r"*.

In a conpletely dead nuscle, the cycle of every single cross-bridge is

stcrpped at the rigor eonpleæ nyosin HMM-S1-actin (see section 2.7). In this

case the majority of cross-bridges in a muscle tend to becone pernanently

attached to the thin filanents in a tilted position after the end of the

poweT stroke, as is illustrated in position N, Fig. 2.7'Ia. Under these

circumstances, we have

tNr(t)] = (N6)aeath* (*O)*"*
(2.10-le)

and v(t) = 0

Inserting the values (2.10-19) into equations (2.10-15), we obtain the death

differential equation of motion of nuscle

[r,,, {1-Q2l Glo * k'oB'r] {sa"otl",[t) ] = G:b{ (N0) ¿"".r, v¿"".¡(t) } ' (2 'Lo-20)

From equation (2.10-20) it is clear that the larger the nunber (N*)death of

cross-bridges permanently attached in a dead nuscle, the snaller will be the

velocity of lengthening V¿urtt(t) for a given stretching force, i'e" it

beco¡nes harder to stretch a dead muscle because it becomes rrstiffelrr as a

result of the large nu¡nber of permanently attached cross-bridges' This is

in accord with the well-known phenomena of 'rdeath stiffness" or r"í'gor mo?bís,
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c.o¡nmonly observed for about three days after the death of a person has occ-

urred.

Interestingly, equation (2.10-15) is also capable of predicting correctly

what happens in a completel"y dead ¡nuscle. The rrmacabre'r rnuscle nodel

(2.10-20) is of course of no interest to us in this thesis and should only be

viewed as an rranusing casert.

Next let us examine the properties of the mathematical nuscle nodel

(2.10-15) in the same manner that nuscle physiologists examine the Ploperties

of real living nuscle, namely, by conducting e:çeriments involving isornetric

(constant tength) and isotonic (constant load or stress) rnuscle contractions.

These are not ,'anusing casesrr, ild they have significant practical inplicat-

10ns.

case 3. Constant length (isometric) nuscle contlaction with V(t) = 9'

In this case muscle contraction induces stlesses Sisonetri"(t) wttite the

nuscle length is hetd constant, ild so putting V(t) = 0 in equation (2'10-15) '

we obtain the following differential equation of isonetric ¡nuscle contract-

ion describing the relation betweut Siror"tric(t) *d uiroretric(t) ' rvhich

are two tine-dependent quantities easily deternined by experiment:

(2.10-21)

casg4_. Constant load or stress (isotonic) nuscle contraction with

s¡t¡ = sisotonic = const.

In this case, nuscle shortens under a constant load S = S" = Sisotonic =

= const. with vel0city v(t) = visotoni.(t) and rel'easing products ADP + P'

at a rate v(t) = visotoni.(t), where the constant load S" is given and the

time-dependent quantities virotoni"(t) md Visotorri.(t) are easily determined

by experiment. so putting all these quantities into equation (2'10-15), we

obtain the differential equation of motion of isotonic muscle contraction

krS, = Gob{[N0(t) ]V(t) ]isotonic - "#Glo{ui"otoni"(r) } ( 2.LO'22)

[r,,, (1-92lGlo * tloa]oI {Siro*"rri.(t) } = "üGlo{urro*"tri"(t) }
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in whictt

when go = 0

t. -!.r\ - Ã.L lSOtOnlC
(2.t0-2s)

BoL, , 
(r-qt) when go I 0

Note that tN.(t)lisotonic may be deterrnined by methods outlined in section

2.7 on the biochenistry of muscle, ild that atrl other tine-dependent quantit-

ies appearing in equations (2.10-21) and (2,10-22) may be determined frorn

mechanical (physiological) erçerinents on a contracting nuscle utder isonetric

and isotonic conditions. Thus equations (2.L0-2L) and (2.L0-22) nay, for

example, be used to nunerically evaluate various important Parameters and con-

stants mentioned earlier in this thesis and incorporated in the one-dinens-

ional differential equation of motion of nuscle (2.10-15).

In the renainder of this chapter, and in the ensuing chapters, the use-

fulness of the one-dinensional differential equation of notion of ¡nuscle

(2.10-15) will becone apparent as it is applied to cases of interest in the

investigation of the behaviour of muscle and of aninal hearts.

In sunmary, in this section we have moved away from the ninute details

of molecular structure and activity, Ðd we are now able to consider what

happens to a whol.e anatomical nuscle and its fibres during contraction and

relaxation by using the one-dinensional differential equations of notion

(2.10-lS) . Generally the success of any theory ultinately resides in the

future experiments it stinulates. If the present mathenatical nuscle model

and theory enable physiologists, biochemists, bioenergeticists, and others

to develop rneaningful experinents to test its predictions against existing

structural, biochemical, ild bioenergetical knowledge, it will have clone val-

uable serivce to ¡nuscle research, whatever their fate in the archives of

nuscle models and theories-

grlrr(r-qt) * kåo
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2.IT DERIVATION OF THE GENE RAL ONE-DIMENSIONAL FORCE.VELOCITY RELATION OF

MUSCLE CONTRACTING T'NDER STEADY.STATE CONDITIONS.

tlnder steady-state conditions the variables S, V, V and (Nt), which

characterize the one-dimensional contractile behaviour of muscle [see equat-

ion (2.10-15)J, becone independent of time and assu¡ne ttre eonstøtt values S-,

V-, V_ and (N*)@, respectively, where throughout this section we shall use

the subscfipt rr-rr to denote steady-state conditions. Inserting these steady-

state constant values of the characteristic variables into the one-dimensional-

differential equation of motion of nuscle (2.10-15) , we obtain the steady-

state relation

[1,,,(l-Q2)Glo * r*ajor{S-} = G'b{Oo)- v-} + fi eioru-r Q.11-1)

Substituting the linear time-rate operators Bto and Gto [defined by equations

(2.9-3S) and (2.9-36)l into the steady-state relation (2.11-1), we obtain the

two steady-state conditions
L

er{tlr,{t-e2) +k'oJs- - (No)- v- - ü u-} = o when 8o = 0i 8,

[,*r,- u- *rv

go{1,,(1-o )s- - ,^*r- v- - * u-} = 0 when Bo I 0

Inspection of these two conditions shows that they lead to the following

single condition, which nay be regarded as a fundanental relation describing

the properties of muscle contracting under steady-state conditions:

L

Js
lz
22

lo
(2.11-2)

(2.LL-s)

(2.t1-4)

in which

1

t rr(1-e2) *klu

k il

cb
{:

cb when Bo = 0

when g lo
0

Fron the analysis of the biochenistry of myosin HMM-S1 cross-bridges

interacting with actin molecules, given in section 2.7, it follows that the

steady-state rate of products ADP + P. release v- depends on the velocity
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V = V- and so $Ie can write v- = v-(V-) [e.g., see equations (2.7-29), (2-7-46)

and, (2.7-61)1. Similarly, fron the results of section 2.7 it is clear that

the total steady-state nwbe.r (Nr)- (expressed in moles Per rnit volune) of

attached cross-bridges involved in aetiue and passiue fotce generation is also

dependent on the steady-state velocity V = V-, and so we can write (Nö)- =

= [*0(V_)]_. So, as both v- and ,trr- are fwtctions of the steady-state ve1-

ocity V*, it is clear that the right-hand side of equation (2.11-3) is a

function of V_ only. Correspondingly, equation (2.11-3) nay be used to eval-

uate the steady-state force (stress) S-, and to derive the imPortant steady-

state generaL foz,ee-ueLoeíty z,eLatíon S- = S-(V-) of muscle by using results

obtained in section 2.7.

To illustrate how to derive the general force-velocity relation of muscle,

we begin by considering again case 1 and case 2 studied at the end of section

2.7 (see pages 274-216 and 2I9-22t) .

case 1 (see Daqe 214). The case of cross-bridge biochemistry governed by the

two internediate conplexes N, and Nr, where all other

intermediates are either non-existent or exist in

vanishingly snalt amounts (see general Fig. 2.7-4 and

Fig. 2.7-S applicable to this case).

In this case, we find fron equations (2.7-L8), (2.7-28) and (2.7-I7) that

the total steady-state number of attached cross-bridges involved in force

generation is given bY

(k!+c,v-) (Mr) (A;)-
(2 . 1 1-s)

0.65
(N ) )(N

0 @ 2 @ 0(k +q V + (k!+r.V-) + 0.65 (k1*qrv-) (A;)-)-l -l æ

and that the steady-state rate of products ADP + P. release is given by equat-

ion (2.7-29)
ai *aiv-*ai 2

æV

v- = v_(V-) (k!+trv-) (Nr)- = (2.t1-6)

where the coefficients al, ^'r, ^;, bl, Ol, which depend on excitation-con-

traction coupling and also on closs-bridge biochemistry paraneters are def-

Vb+b I
0
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ined by equations (2.7-30). Inserting now expressions (2.11-5) and (2.11-6)

into the fundamental steady-state relation (2.11-3), we obtain the steady-

state force-velocity relation corresponding to the two intermediate complexes

cross-bridge biochemical cycle shown in Fig. 2.7-s

S
cr,o + 0¡V- + dzv2 (2.tt-7)

ßo* ß rV-

in which the coefficients Oo, ol, d2, ß0, ßr, which depend on (a) excitation

contraction coupling parameters, (b) cross-bridge biochemistry paraneters,

(c) nechanochenical energy conversion parameters and (d) nechanical paranet-

ers, are defined by

@

L t20o = âo 
Ç = u.6skorkl (M/ (A;)- 

*

o, = o.6skl (M?) (A;)- . ^i*= o.6s 
[k

rI ,.0, F-J * klq, *],",, (A;)-

o, = 0.65Qr(M")(A;)- . ';"å= 0.6sq,I M, A*ìT'@
(2.11-8)

ßo = [t,r, It-e2) + k"olbl = tt,, It-e2) + k"oJ tkl, * k0 + 0.65k0 (A;)-]

ß, = [Lrr{t-e2) +k"rlbl = tlrr[1-e2) +k"oJ[q-r *g, *0.usQr(A;)-]

case 2 (see page 219') . The case of cross-bridge biochenistry governed by the

three intermediate conplexes Nr, Nz and Nr, where all

other intermediates ale either nonexistent or exist

in vanishingly snall amounts (see general Fig. 2'7-4

and Fig. 2.7-6 applicable to this case).

In this case, we find from equations (2.7-L8), (2.7-45) and (2 '7-t7) that

the total steady-state number of attached cross-bridges involved in force gen-

eration is given bY

)(
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(2.11-s)

(2.11-11)

o 3 @

where

o.6sf¿ rl¿3 
(á) 

o 
(Mr) (A;)-

(Nr)- =
0.6s1¿rþ2(A;)* + lz.(ó) o[þ_, * Þ, 0.6sf¿r(A;)-]

o.6st¿rl¿2(Mr) (A;)_l¿2
(Nr)- = f¿3;(Nr)- = 0.651¿rl¿2(A;)- + þ3(Á) o[þ_, * hr* 0.651¿r(A;)-]

in which

Iz = ko+o VI I 'l æ
¡o q_r

33
Vv+ l¿= ko +o V2 '2@ ql¿ l¿

æ

(kl * q2v-) (Nr)- =

Cì¿

b; +b V +b 2
V

co

2I @

The steady-state rate of products ADP + P, release is now given by equation

(2.7-46), narnely

af*alv-*")vl "1v'5æv =vfVlæ æ' æ' (2.11-10)
+

2

where the coefficients af, a", at, "1, b;, bl, ol in this equation depend on

both excitation-contraction coupling parameters and cross-bridge biochemistry

paraneters, and are defined by equations (2.7-47). Inserting now extrlressions

(2.11-9) and (2.11-10) into the fundamental steady-state relation (2.11-3),

we obtain the steady-state force-velocity relation corresponding to the three-

intermediate complexes cross-bridge biochemical cycle shown in Fig. 2.7-6.

+o,V *oV2*oV3
1æ2@3@0

S

v
2o

ß 2æ ß+Vß+
0 @

in which the coeffi.cients o0, ot , or, or, ßo ,

fi-C coupling, biochemicaL, energy conversion,

now defined as follows:

ßr, ßr; which also depend on

and mechanical parameters are

il
a

0
= 0.65(á)o(M")(A;)-
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0

cx

= ^; *= o .cskTkåkg (á) 
o @r) (o;) - *

Lr 12atÇ

359

(2.tt-rz)

T

ll

t-
+oko +l3a

0

kinll
GI-'J

I
+ko q +

3

kft, * klt,
(Á) 

o

L
c[ +

I
a

2

l2
L

222

+q
qrqJ
fÁ),1

+a
L¡12r22

ßo=[lrr{1-e2)*t"oJul

3

ß1 tL r, (1-q2) +k bcb I
It l

ß [t r,(1-e21 + t"olu]
2

j.n which the coefficients al, a'j, "\, "), tl, bå, bi'ul are defined by equat-

ions (2.7-47).

The foregoing analysis of the two increasingly complex cases has left in

its wake two significant increasingly cornplex force-velocity relations ' and

ir now opens up a possibility which did not exist before. Indeed, inductive

reasoning suggests that the force-velocity relations (2't7-7) and (2'11-11)

may be generalized to give the following irnportant, Ðd nuch sought after by

muscle physiologists, genez'aL one'dí.mensímaL Fonee-VeLoeitg t'eLation of

muscle contracting under steady-state conditions:

ct +crV +ct
O Iæ

2
V

3+crV3æ + + o, V*mæ
S

26

Þ + ßlV- + ß2 V2 + + ß vm- r
0 m-I 6

(2.LL-rs)

Here we note that the steady-state force S- is a rational function' expressed

as a ratio of the two polynonials in the steady-state velocity v*, where the

degree of the polynomial appearing in the nurnerator is at most equal to rn and

the degree of the polynomial appearing in the denominator is at nost equal to

m-l (here m is the nunber of internecliate complexes considered' we wish to

stress that the coefficients clo,Olroar...rom ancl ßorßrrß, t"'sßm-r appearing

in the force-velocity relation (2.11-13) rnay be interpreted in terms of
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(a) excitation-contraction coupling parameters, (b) cross-bridge biochenical

parameters, (c) energy transduction paraneters, (d) mechanical paraneters '
and (e) cross'bridge geonetrical dimensions paraneters.

Before proceeding, w€ wish to nake a number of com¡nents. At present,

the fundamental basis of the velocity-related forces is poorly understood in

both skeletal and cardiac nuscle (see review in Langer and Brady ' 1974).

Historically, the steady-state force-velocity relation of muscle has long

been known to be an important characteristic of the contractile behaviour of

muscle, and nuch thought has been e:çended in an effort to find out what it

is v,'hat makes muscles behave in this way. Accurate measurements have shown

v-

{heoreÌical h'¡þe rbolos
(n.v. HìII )

eXPer\\'nq ntol

¡

Uq,
VI
vl

4'6''
c
o¡

ê,
!,

)
É,

- IJo
ol

a
a

a
t'

a
t a

)

âat ¿

l¡

I ta
? a a

ta t l a. aa,

Fig. 2"L¡-t Diagranmatic representation of three typical Force-Velocity
ipeak) curves fion a single heart muscle contracting from 3 initial lengths.
riãtn poi"ts and curves aie shown as crosses connected by solid lines, and
the tñeoretical hyperbolas (4.V. Hill) are shown by dotted lines' Note
the large deviation of the ex¡lerimental curves fron the theoretical hyper-
bolas at the larger forces doirain (e.g., Btutsaert and Sonnenblick, 1971).
Note also the siãnificant non-h¡rerbolic nature of the experinental curves'
even after the oñission of the upper quarter of the force domain, as was

pointed out by Donald et al - (1972).

-1 c.t aa

Force (stregS) Soo

that the steady-state force-velocity experimental curve is non-linear, and

it was established that a nurnber of equations can be fitted reasonably well

to the experirnental curve. The most intelesting one is A. V' Hillts equation

(Hil1, 1938) derived fron experinents on tetanized skeletal nuscle' which
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fits part of a theoretical h¡lperbola to the e:çerinental force-velocity curve,

as is shown in Fig, 2.ll-1. The force-velocity relation proposed by A.V. Hill
(lgSS) is a h¡2erbolic fi¡rction, which fits erperimental points for skelètal

muscle reasonably well, Ðd it rnay be written in either of the forms

@

(A. V. Hi11, 1958) (2.11-14)

V
@

and it is based on a mechano-chenical energy transfor¡nation concept which has

since become the focus of study for muscle physiologists. Here S- and V- ate

of course thè steady-state force and velocity, respectively; (S-) o is the

ntetanic isonetric tension'r, i.e., the isonetric force developed by a contract-

ing nuscle held at a constant length and prevented from moving; (V-)rn is the

rxrloaded maxinum velocity of nuscle contraction in the absence of load; and

a and b are constants derived fron the force-velocity plot. Clearly, the

force-velocity relation proposed by A. V. Hill (for skeletal nuscle) repre-

sents a t4ique inuerse relation between a steady-state load and the velocity

with which the load is lifted. It has been fornd by Hill as a result of

studying the thermodynamic properties of muscle using extrenely sensitive

electrocalorinetric nethods. To be precise, Hill studied the heat evolution

of muscle during its contraction at definite velocities and under different

Ioads and foturd the sirnple hyperbolic force-velocity relations (2.Lt-14).

[T¡e British physiologist Archibald Vivion Hill contributed valuable

research in physiology and biophysics, and for his work on the production of

lactic acid associated with the expenditure of energy in rnuscular activity

an<l for discoveries relating to the production of heat in muscle, he shared

the L922 Nobel príze in medicine and physiology with the German physiologist

Otto Meyerhof. l
So far so good, but it should be renembered that the hyperbolic tlillrs

force-velocity equation (2.t1-L4) is empirical in the sense that its constants

cannot be easily interpreted in telns of any real muscle pararneters ' I\lhat is
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can be described by the h¡ryerboIic A. V. Hittrs equation (see Brady, 1965 and

Nobel et al., 1969). As is well-known (e.g., Brutsaert and Sonnenblick, l97L),

the experinental force-velocity relation of heart nuscle ís inuerse but not

truly hyperbolic especially with large loads. Furthermore, the results of

Donald et al . (Lg72) indicate that experinental force-velocity curves are in

fact significantly non-hyperbolic even after onission of the upper quarter of

the force donain. All this is illustrated diagramnatically in Fig. 2.It'L.

Turning now to the general one-dinensional force-velocity relation of

¡nuscle (2.11-13) derived in this section, we shall now remark on the insight

it offers into the contractile properties of rnuscle, its im¡nense practical

value and the possibilities that it offers.

First, when the coefficients o0, ol, ß0, ß, are not equal to zero and

all coefficients o, and ß, in equation (2.11-13) are identically equal to

zero, it is clear that the general force-velocity relation (2.11-13) reduces

to the hyperbolic A. V. Hillts equation (2.t1-14), and ule can write

S
o¿o + dlvó

(2 . 11- 1s)
ßo * ßrv-

in which

o

342

(2. 11-16)
0, =alV)0 - @'m

ßo = b

0

ß

_-d

=l

t

From this we nay conclude that A. V. Hillrs equation is a simple special case

of the general force-velocity relation of reaL muscle, Ðd is thus lin-

ited in its applicability to more conplex cases, which is cLearly obvious

frorn Fig.2.tl-L. Happily, however, the constants appearing in A. V. Hillrs

equation (2.L1-14) now receive physical interpretation in terrns of real muscle

parameters [c.f. equations (2.11-S) and (2.11-12)] i.e., in terms of E-C

coupling, biochenical, energy transduction, Ðd nechanical nuscle paraneters.

Second, il¡r erperimentaLLy obtained steady-state force-velocity relation

can be approximated with great precision by equation (2.11-13) . This is so
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because it is well-known that general rational finctions can fit almost any

e:rperinental data points, ê.g., Kotn and Korn (1965), Ralston (1965), and

Ralston and wilf (1967). In fact, we have already used the force-velocity

relations (2.L1-7) nd (2.11-11) to approxinate with great precision published

experinental force-velocity data points [e.g., of Donald et al ' (I972)l' For

ex¿unple, given the experinentally deternined points S-(V-j) = S-j

(j = t,2,3r...), where the neasured velocities V-¡rV-zrV-3"" need not nec-

essarily be equally spaced, one can obtain a continued-fraction expansion

approxinating the experimental curve by the theoreticaL xationaL finction

(2.11-13) which assumes the given erperimental values S-r,S-2'S-3,"'for

V- = V-t,V-2rV-sr "' (e.g., Thielers Interpolation Fornula) '

Third, A. v. Hillrs force-velocity relation (2.11-14) has become a focus

of attention for studying nuscle properties and for constructing mathe¡natical

rnuscle nodels. A word of caution is appropriate here! since A' V' Hillrs

hyperbolic force-velocity relation does not always correctly predict the tvue

force-velocity relation of muscle (e.g., see Fig. 2.Lt't), it nay lead to

false conclusions. For exarnple, several researchers have used A' V' Hillfs

equation to predict the bioche¡nistry and number of force-generating cross-

bridges <luring contraction, e.g., Bornhorst and Minardi (1970a, b); Oplatka

(tg72); Volkenstein (1969, 1970); Deshcherevskii (196s); etc' clearly' using

a ,,wrongn force-velocity relation leads to a rrwrongl description of biochen-

ical events, i.e., one canrt have it both ltlays; a correct description of bio-

chemical events whilst using an inaccurate force-velocity relation' As far

as consttucting rnuscle modeLs based on A. V. Hillts equation goes [e'g" Fung

(1970); Bornhorst and Minardi (1970a, b); caplan (1968a, b); Deshcherevskii

(1968); etc.J, one can again expect not to have it both ways; a colrect muscle

model based on an incorrect force-velocity relation'

Fourth, the results of this section enable us to find interpretations to

the coefficients cr, and ß, appearing in the general force-velocity relation

(2.11-13)te.g.,seeequations(2.11-s)anð,(2.tL-72)]internsof¡nolecular

andothernicroscopiceventsoccurringatthecellularlevel.
To concrude this section we observe (i) that the general force-velocity
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relation (2.11-13) of muscle provides an explicit general correlation between

mechanical (physiological) quantities observable by e:çeriments; i.e., between

S* and V_ for the entire range of forces and velocities; (ii) that S- and V-

are related by means of the coefficients oororro.r"' and ß0,ßrrßr,"'i and

(iii) that these coefficients o, and ß, nay be interpreted in terms of E-C

coupling parameters, biochenical cross-bridge paraneters, energy transduction

parameters and viscoelastic and mechani.cal paraneters Ie.g.' see coefficients

o. and ß, definecl by equations (2.11-8) and (2.11-12)1. Thus, as far as the

muscle nodel developed in this thesis is concerned, the force-velocity relat-

ion (2.11-15) is invaluable in the sense that it may be used to nwnerùcaLLy

euaLuate the numerous constants associated with this rnuscle model by means of

orclinary maeToseopic mechanical (physiological) experinents, t^rithout any need

to be concerned with the finer miez,oseopie structure and properties of rnuscle.

More significantly yet, to accomplish this (evaluate numerically model

constants), we need not perforn a singLe experiment, since they have already

been performed for us! Indeed, experimentalists have filled volunes of pub-

lished literature with curves and nurnbers during the past 50 years, describ-

ing the contractile steady-state behaviour of nuscle. This "stamp collectionrt

of dornant data can now be readily exploited to numerically evaluate all the

constants that we desire.
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2.L2 THE LINEAR THREE -DIMENSIONAL CONSTITUTIVE
E LE.

ONS IFFERENTIAL

In this section we shall first derive a linearized forn of the one-din-

ensional differential equation of notion of muscle (2.10-15), which represents

t¡e action of the nyofibrils, and then extend the results to the linearized

one-dimensional and three-dimensional differential equation of notion of

rnuscle. In short, we shall derive the linearized constitutive equations,

i.e., the three-dirnensional linear stress-st¡ain differential equations, of

muscle. These linearized differential constitutive equations of muscle will

be used in the remainder of this thesis to construct nathematical models of

the tubular and chambered hearts of animals '

To set up the linearized model, suppose the muscle is confined to con-

tracting (or producing twitches) near a certain given steady-state' Then,

during a singLe m,¿sele ü¡iteh stalting from zero velocity, the tíme-dependent

stress S(t), total nunber of attached cross-bridges tN*(t)1, velocity of

elongation V(t), and rate of products ADP + P. release V(t) nay be thought of

as having constøtt steady-state values S-, V- = 0, (Nq)-, and v* on which are

superposed rnuch smaller tíme-depend.ent deviations (perturbations) with incre-

nental values o(t), å(t), AtNô(t)1, and ß*(t), respectively, and we can write

s(r)=$*+o(t) ; v(t)=v-*å(t)=å(t)

[N^(t)J =,*rr-+ÀtNr(t)J ; v(t) =v-*B*(t) 
't2-L)

I

Inserting now the ,,newn variables (2,12-t) into the differential equation of

motion of nuscle (2.10-15) and then (a) making use of the steady-state relat-

ion (2.11-1) and (b) assuming that A[N*(t)]¿(t) is negligible conpared to

other terms in equation (2.10-15) and putting (Nr)v- = Â[Nr(t)]V- = 0 (v- = 0

by definition), we obtain the one-dimensional differential equation of notion

of muscle, due to the action of the nyofibrils only, for snall deviations

(perturbations) of the characteristic muscle variables frorn equilibriun

L

Ir.,,(1-e2lGlo * rjotjor{o(t1} = (Nô)_G:b{r(tl} . üe'o{ß*[t)] (2.tz_z)

o<(No)_*(*r)r"*
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It is inportant to note that the steady-state nunber of attached cross-bridges

(N)- can vary from zeTo, which is the case during conplete nuscle relaxation,

to (*O)r"* for a fully activated rnuscle. Accordingly, ttte å(t) term in equat-

ion (2 .12-2) vanishes completely during conplete relaxation, and "incleases"

with the steady-state number of attached cross-bridges.

Let us now consider the description of a singLe ¡ruseLe tuitch by means

of equation (2 .12-2). Assuning that the nuscle is activated at time t = 0 by

the forcing function ß*(t), which elicits a muscle twitch at times t > 0, üd

that prior to tine t = 0 the muscle is in a rrrelaxedrrsteady-state' Then'

the initial conditions for the velocity perturbation e(t) are given by

åco-l=i1s*¡=6 (2't2-3)

inplying that the Laplace transform of the velocity pertulbation å¡t1 satis-

fying the initial conditions (2,L2-3) is

¡{ð(t)} = ðe(s) Q't2-4)

where ã(s) denotes the t,aplace transform of muscle strain defined by equation

(2.4-lta). Thus using equation (2.12-4), we find that the Laplace transform

of the differential equation of motion of muscle for snal1 perturbations may

be written as
L

Ir,,,{r-e2)G'b(s) * nloBlo(s)]õ(s) = (No)-rGlo(s)e(s) . #G' (')ß*(t)
(2.r2-s)

o<(No)_((No)r"*

where AIOCs) ana Gjr(s) are polynomials in the Laplace transform variable s

and they are defined by equations (2.9-57) and (2.9-58), respectively (see

page 321). Here the bar over a variable denotes the Laplace transform of

that variable. Now the algebraic equation (2.12-5) may be conveniently

written in the comPact form

õ(r) - (No)-Emc(s)e(s) + Õr"(s)ß*(s)

o<(No)-((No)r"*

l{ere we have introduced the following notations:

(2 . t2-6)
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(s)

t rr{1-e')G'o[r) . kloBlo (s)

L L2r* cb

sG
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(2 . t2-7)

E lsl=mc' -

(s)G

Lr r (1-q2)elocs) + t'oBjo(s)

where iÞ""(s) Tepresents a "mechanical and energy transduction" transfer finct-

ion, which clearly contains vital '?viscoelastic and energy conversion inform-

ationil of the nyosin cross-bridges.

Next from the important operational relation (2.7-66) (see page 227), we

find that ã*(r) [the Laplace transform of the perturbation conponent B*(t) of

the rate of products release v(t)J may be eliminated fron the (algebraic)

operational equation (2.12-6) to give

õqs¡ = (*o)-r*"(s)õ(s) + tÞr"(s) Õr"(s) o*(s) =

= (NO)-E*" (s) e (s) + iÞr"(s) Õ""(s) ou"(s) tbre (s) + hl, (s)l (2.L2-8a)

o<(No)_((No)r"*

which may also be exPressed as

õ(s) = (NO)-8..(s)ë(s) + iÞ(s) tbre¡s) * Ñ, It) ]
(2.t2-8b)

o((Nr)-*(*o)r"*

Here we have introduced tlne eonbíned trøtsfen finetion'

Õ(s) = .Þr"(s) Õr"(s) iÞu"(s) Q.I2-9)

consisting of a product of three transfer fi.rrctions, where iÞ(s) clearly con-

tains vital: (a) "viscoelastic and energy conversion information rtof the

rnyosin cross-bridges, (b) 'rbiochemical infor¡nationrr, and (c) I'excitation-

contraction coupling (E-C coupling) information". Now let us define the

dinensionless constant

(s)Õ
MC

!o= where 0(Po(1 (2.r2-ro)
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Inserting the const*t lro into equation (2.12-8b) and rearranging, we finally

obtain the important opelational nyofibril stress-strain relation

o ( s ) UoE (s) e (s ) + Õ¡s¡ Ñ¡s)

0(po(1
(2.t?-tta)

in which we have defined a so-called "transform Yorngrs modulusil of nyofiþril

action

E (s) - (NO)rn"*E*.(r) * po turols¡ (2.12-Lz)

Here N(s) = Nr(s) is the Laplace transforn of the eLeetrieaL actiuation fmct-
ionl\(t) = N2(t) which was defined in section 2.5 page L46. Note that N2(t)

is a snall perturbation fi¡rction.

Consider now a constant length isometric twitch. LJnder iso¡netric condit-

ions, the perturbation e(t) = 0 throughout the twitch, and so inserting

ð(r) = 0 into the operational relation (2.72-Lta) we obtain

õu{s) = ols¡ Ñ(s) (2.r2-Ls)

Here õo(s) is the Laplace transform of the force (stress) ou(t) which the

muscle develops during a constant length isometric contraction. Thus insert-

ing (2.t2-13) into relation (2.LZ-lLa), we obtain another useful forn of the

important operational nyofibril stress-strain relation

uoE(s)ð(s1 oo (s)o(s) +

0(po(1
(2.tz-rrb)

Either form of the operational nyofibril stress-strain relation (2.L2-1la) or

(2.Lz-t¡b) can be used in the ensuing chapters for the modelling of animal

hearts. The ehoiee of which relation is to be used is dictated solely by

considerations of physical clarity and convenience'

At the beginning of section 2.4 we posed the question: Howrrgood" are

the nuscle models developed in sections 2.2 and 2.3? At that early stage we

were not able to give a straightforward answer to this question' However,
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the situation has now narkedly changed and an answer is available. Ihe oper-

ational equation (2.12-ttb) has the same foîm as the operational equation

(2.3-17), the only difference being the constÐt uo, a dinensionless number

representing the steady-state fraction of attached cross-bridges in a unit mus-

cle cube. clearly, U¡ represents the steady-state number of attached cross-

bridges engaged in active or passive force-generation, ild so the nodels of

sections 2.2 and 2.3 apply only to cases when U I 0, i.e., these nodels are

ngood,,only for muscles which have a I'tonerr, meaning that they are already in

a steady-state of contraction prior to the initiation of twitches. Interest-

ingly, this seens to be the case in real nuscle because' as was nentioned in

the introduction to this chapter (section 2.1), all real nuscles seen to have

a ilresting toneil. Happily, then, all the results of sections 2.2 and 2.3 are

valid, provided we include the steady-state fraction yo I 0 in our consider-

ations.

Following the same reasoning as in pages 225-231, it is clear fron the

operational relation Q.f2-73) that ¡nuscle activity during an isonetric twitch

nay be sinply represented as a "black boxrr relating the Laplace transforms of

the electrical input variable Ñ(s) and the mechanical output variable (res-

ponse) õois) by means of the overall transfer fwrction <Þ(s), which contains

all the I'information" concerning events occurring in the muscle. This is

illustrated by the sirnple block diagran shown in Fig.2.l2-ta. Now fron

equation (2.I2-g), it is specifically c.lear that iÞ(s) incorporates Properties

of the muscle E-C coupling system, biochenical system, and energy conversion

and viscoelastic mechanical systen. Accordingly, nuscle action during an

isometric twitch may alternatively be represented as a conbined block diagran

consisting of three "black boxes", which incorporate infornation concerning

the above three systens, relating the transforms of the electrical input

variabte Ñ1si and nechanical output variabfe õU(s), as is illustrated by the

simple block diagran shown in Fig. 2.Lz-tb.

Now if the overall transfer function Õ(s) [equation (2'I2-9)] has, sal

p poles strs2rs3, "rsp it nay be expressed in the forn
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(a)

(b)

(2.12-14)

(2.t2-t6)

bl (s)

ñ(r)

o u{s)

input o g-. (r)(s
õu (s)

le corttractile activity. (b) Muscle
ck diagra¡ns of 'tne n-c coupling systen
and energy conversion and viscoelastic

C, rP s.tl
- r- = r{ I c.e t }s-S, fr', L )I \1=I

p
o(s) = I

i=1

in which the constants cr,cz,c3,. ",cn are obtained by splitting iÞ(s) up into

particl fractions by means of elementary conventional nethods. Thus, using

the operational relation (2,L2-I3) along with equation (2.t2-t4) and the con-

volution theorem, we find that the isometric tension developed during a single

twitch is simply given bY

oo(t) =

-s.tl
J- (2.12-Ls)e b\(tr)dtl

Predictably, in place of specializing the general isonetric tension expression

(2.12-15), it is more convenient to study a special case of interest, nanely,

the isometric tension induced by a single rectangular excitation pulse of dur-

ation T and height K* shown in Fig. 2.12-2a (see also page 229) ' Restricting

the analysis to a healthy nuscle performing a nonnaZ twitch, u'e may assune

that all the p poles of the overall transfer frmction iÞ(s) may be expressed

AS

tP s.t
I c.e t

1=I 0

s = - !< oT.l-1

where the positiuø constants

(s)o
MC

(s)o
BCo""(s)

T l-
>0 for i=1rZrTr"'rP (2.L2-t7)
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are the neLanation times conprising the relaxation spectrun of the muscle.

so following the sane procedures as outlined on pages 230-23L, we find that

the iso¡netric tension developnent during a single twitch in response to a

single square input excitation pulse (Fig. 2.L2-2a) rnay be expressed by an

equation analogous to equation (2,7-74), and is explicitly given by

N (t) (o)

e\ecl rico\ actìrloiron
f un<{ r'on

t
T

coQcium to*+ tound ìo
ocl rn ¡ i{o ments

rote of producls
ADP+ Pi r"leose

is,orn e{ ric {

(b)

(c)

(d)
enSton

+
*

p (t)
T,

t
Ît

ç.(t)

t
T3

Fig. 2.t2-2. Schematic representation of transient perturbation responses of
itr" ¡-C coupling systen, the cross-bridge biochenical system and the closs-

taðtic system during a singLe notmal
nput excitation pulse of duration T
), g.(t), os(t). (b) cll*(t) the pertur-
of unblocked actin binding sites in the

T. (c) ß*(t) the perturbation conponent
of the rate of products ADP + Pi release during the working cycle I of a

cross-bridge (säe Fig. 2.7-I), Ëu"k of curve occurs, at T, )-T, ) T.
(d) o[(t) fsonetric fension devèloped during a I'weakrrtv¡itch, peak of curve
occurl at T, > T2 > T, ) T.
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for t<0

for 0<t<T (2.72-18)

t

or(t) = 1-et.C.rL
P

K'x .t-I=I

Pt

,1, "ttI
xK

T,
l-

T t-T
T.

l-
T.

]- for t>T1-e e

and we note that it has the appearance of the curve shown in Fig. 2.L2'2d.

We wish to co¡nnent that to the best of our knowledge this is the first public-

ation of a theoretieaL eæpressioz describing the time course of a single iso-

netric twitch. Note that the theoretical curves of Fig. 2.12'2 have the sane

appearance as the experimental curves obtained by Ashley and Ridgway (1968)

(see Fig. 2.5-2). There is however one exception, their experimental curves

do not include the rate of products ADP + P. release $*(t) which has been

calculated in sectÍ:on 2.7 (see Fig. 2.7-9 and of course Fig. 2.L2-2c),

Needless to say, the theoretical isonetric tension develoPnent equation

(2.I2-L8) rnay pïove useful in studying twitches observed by experinent.

Next, 1et us consider the three-dinensional state of stress and straín

in nuscle, and derive the linear three-dimensional stress-strain differential

equations (constitutive equations) of muscle. Recall that, physiologically,

muscle rnay be thought to consist of nyofibrils (nf) capable of aetiue tension

development enbedded in a passioe medium of soft biological tissue (sbt), as

is shown in Fig. 2.L2-3a. Recall also that the myofibrils, which are applox-

inately 1 micron (10-t metres) in dianeter, are the long cylindrical subunits

(substructures) of nuscle fibres which appear like "rodsil rtnning from one

end of the fibre to the other, and they are the substructures that actually

contract since they are made up of serially repeating sarcomeres.

In what follows, we shall consider muscle as an anisotropic fibre-rein-

forced conposite naterial. The theory of fibre-reinforced conposites is

extrernely cornplex, and any detailed considerations of muscle by rneans of

established theories of fibre-reinforced composites would surely add another

volurne to this thesis. Accordingly, we shall adopt a sirnple approach to the
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V\Tôf ïbríls ( -f )

sotl bio\oXico\ tì ssue ( sbt)

c.t

(o)

(l")

x 3

C..

X¿

xl

= ({,)'.t* ({,)rutcI

Fig. Z.lZ-5. (a) A cross-section of a nuscle fibre showing aetíue nyofibrils
lnf) enbedded in a passiue medium of soft biological tissue (sbt). (b) A

unit muscle cube, showing notation and positive sense of normal stresses
ot* oe2, a3' and shearing stresses 6t2, ot3, azt,623'03t' o3z.

problem in this section, leaving the "hard" details for future investigation.

Before doing so, this is an appropriate noment to rnention a number of relevant

references which deal with the properties of anisotropic fibre-reinforced

composites. An excellent introduction to the subject is given by Slayter

(Lg62), and advanced concepts and theories can be foutd, for exanple, in

Leklrnitskii (1963), Schwartz and Schwartz (1968), Chen and Cheng (1970) ' A

very fine and detailed account of the subject is given by Hashin (7972) '

Consider the turit muscle cube shown in Fig. 2.t2-3b. Here we asstlme

that this nuscle cube is an anisotropie fibre-z'einfonced eonposite materi.al,

with transverse isotropy of fibres and natrix (soft biologicat tissue). Fur-

ther, let the axis x, point be in the fibre direction, i.e., in the direction

of the myofibril, ild let the axes x2rx, be in the transverse direction' Then

using cquation (2.12-11b), it follows that the stress (force per unit area)

a , a aa

a
a

a

a

a

a
oro

eooog
{':

oo
0o

o
o

o
ëto
ë4

g.
re
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generated by the nyofibrils nay be expressed in operational forn as

torr(s)lrf = uoE(s)ärr(s) öo{s)
(2.12-rs)

0(yo(1

Next, using the generaLized Hookers law, ure can determine the stresses in the

soft biological tissue, which we consider here as an orthotropic elastic med-

ium. For such a fibre-reinforced conposite ¡naterial with transverse isotropy

of both fibres and matrix, we can write

(t) + +

nornal
o rr(t) +

stresses

+

ec[o,r(t)1r0. ceft)t2 33'-ceft)t2 22' '

", ,t, , (t)t rr.t ,r(t)
tart r, (t)

t r.õ, , 
(t)crrõrr(s)", ,t, , (t)

c, ,õ, , (s)t rre r.r(t)

trrE,r(t)tr rõr, (t)

I

"rrt,,(t)

2.uu.t3(t)6

(c ,r-c zr) e. , (t)o. , (t)

= 2truerr(s)orr(s)

(" rr-. zr) ð, , [s)õr, [s)

+

o, , (t) = cr2Êrr(a) + c2se22(t)

=2c e (r)

+

(2. 12-20)

o r, (t) l+l+ 2I
shearing

stresses
(t)

3

These are the time-dependent equations of an oz,thotropi.e and transüev'seLy iso-

tyopie composite ¡naterial with two mutually orthogonal planes of syrrunetry.

Clearly the properties of this composite ¡naterial are deterrnined by the trans-

versely isotropic rnyofibrils and elastic soft biological tissue. Taking

Laplace transforms of equations (2.12-20), yields

bt + +

or. (s) = cr2Err(t)

tõrr(s)ls

+ +

õrr[s) = .rrêrr(r) +

(2.r2-2t)
õ r, [s) = 2. 

uud ,, [r)

+

where the bar over a variable denotes the Laplace transforn of that variable.
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In what follows it will be assumed that the c. . rs appearing in equations

(2.L2-20) and (2.72-21) are gíoen eonstøtts.

Frorn Fig. 2.L2-3 we see that the stresses acting on the faces of a unit

nuscle cube fall into tt^Jo classes: time-dependent normaL stnesses orr(t),

orr(t), 033(t), and time-dependent shearing stresses ol2(t), or3(t), ozt(t),

orr(t), o3l(t), orr(t). Recall that the axis x, Points in the direction of

the myofibrils, while the axes x, and x, lie in the transvelse plane. Con-

sider again equation (2.12-20). Here [orr(t)]rbt it the stress in direction

x, induced in the elastic soft biological tissue onlg, whereas all other

st1esses are applicable for both the soft elastic biological tissue and the

nyofibrils also. Note that, as is usual in the analysis of composite speci-

mens, all these stresses represent aveïage values over the conposite specinen.

Assuming now that stresses in the soft biological tissue do not affeet

active stresses developed in the x, direction in the myofibrils as a conse-

quence of the activity of the nyosin cross-bridges, we can write the follow-

ing expression for the totaL stress oll(t) in the x, direction, due to both

myofibrils activity and passively stressed soft biological tissue:

(t) [o r, (t) ]torul = mf
(2 . 12-22)

So taking Laplace transforn of equation (2.12-22) gives

õrr(s) = [õr,(s)Jr, * [õrr(s)1r0. (2.12-23)

Finally from (2.12-2t) and (2.12-23) we obtain the linear three-dimensional

constitutive equations of muscle composed of nyofibrils enbedded in an elastic

rnatrix of soft biological tissue

o, , (s) ["r, * uoE(s)Jerr(s)

o

oo (s)

* [or , (t)] r¡t[o, , (t) 1
I

trrõrr(t)"rrtrr(t)
cõ ls)23 33- -cð (sl

22 22- 'trrtrr(t)

)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

o rr(s)

""rè r,c 23e 22(s)crrð,,Is)

2cruêr, (u)õ, , (s)

õ r, [s) = 2c rrê.r, (s)

õ, , (s)

õ, , (s) (czz-czr) er, (s)

(s

(2.L2-24)
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üle remark here that for ¡nuscle nothing is yet known about the three-din-

ensional state of stress and strain. But since three-di¡nensional constitutive

equations are needed to model the behaviour of the heart, and to solve assoc-

iated bourdary value problems, we have used the sinplest approach possibLe in

order to gain an idea of the three-dimensional state of stress and strain in

nuscle.

This narks the end of a long chapter! But in the fanous words of Winston

Churchill: ,'Ihis is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end.

But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning." (of the victory in Egypt'

speech at the Mansion house, 10th November 1942).
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CHAPTER 3

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF NIIJSCLE-INDUCED EJECTION FLOI4IS IN
AÌ,lI LE

,.ND RED

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Now that we have a nathematical description of the contractile behaviour

of nuscles (chaptet 2), we can t'u¡rapil these muscles around blood, or any othel

body fluid, to obtain a nathenatical formulation of the ejection flows they

induce in animal contractile vessels, tubular hearts, md chambered hearts,

with particular emphasis on nan.

This chapter is devoted to a general fornulation and description of the

dynâmic behaviour of contractile vessels, tubular healts, and chambered hearts

contracting on their contained fluids, and to describe the resulting ejection

flows. From the outset it should be evident that modelling the notion of the

muscle walls and fluids is far too conplex to yield "closed solutionsrr and

that the eventual use of digital or analog-digitaL calculating nachines will

be necessary. It should also be apparent that sinplifications in the govern-

ing equations are necessary; but in order to get meaningful results, these

simptifications will be carefully and consistently rnade so that they will

result in retention of features which are significant in deternining fluid

movement and expulsion characteristics.

Since we are considering here phenomena which are caused by the interact-

ions of fluids with contracting muscle wal1s, the mathenatical analysis which

follows will include statenents with regard to: (1) motion of blood (or

other body fluid); (2) motion of the muscle walls, based on the results

obtained in chapter 2; (5) condi.tions at the blood-nuscle rvall interface,

which we shall refer to as the intexface bowtdary eonditions or borndary con-

ditions at the endocardial surface; (4) boundary conditions at the heart apex,

or inflow conditions in contractile vessels; (5) boundary conditions at the

outflow tract of the muscular organ (e.g., conditions at the aortic valve in
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the hunan left ventricle); (6) geonetry of the muscle walls and nuscle fibre

orientation in the muscular organs; and (7) electrical events leading to the

contraction and relaxation of each individual fibre in the ntuscLe wal1s (i.e

knowledge of the spread of depolarization waves, see section 1.6).
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3.2. D ANALOGY OF THE HEART. THE JET PROPULSION MECHANISM OF THE

iln¡l-r

In general, one tends to think of aninals without limbs as creeping

slow-moving creatures. But this is by no means always the case, and certain

of them, for example the squid, can on occasions move very snartly indeed.

The squid, a member of the class cephaLopoda (celhalopods are highly

organized molluscs), is one of the nost conplex and highly developed

invertebrates. Its three hearts and its remarkable cardiovascular system

have already been discussed in sections 1.2 and 1.3. In this section, we

shell describe more of its structures, and its fascinating jet pnopuLeíon

mechaniem.

At first, one may wonder: What has a squid to do with mathematical

modelling of the heart? Toward the end of this sectíon, it should become

abundantly evident how useful this animal is, in providing means for

understanding the mechanism of contraction of the human heart; and ín

explaining the physical significance of both the conduction system and

muscle fibre orientation in the heart wal1s for efficient cardiac punping.

It is indeed very fortunate, that such a classical example of a muscle

chamber analogous to the ventricles of the heart exists.

Squids are abundant throughout the ocean waters, occurring from the

shallows to the abyss. ltfost of the squids normally seen by man are relatively

small, from 4 cm to 1 metre, but much larger forms, i.e., giant squids, are

known to exist in the ocean depths. The largest of all invertebrates is

Az,chíteuthis (Fig. 3.2-L), with aflns as long as 10 metres, the rest of the

body 6.6 met,res long and 1.2 metres in diameter, were found floating off

Newfoundland, Florida and Scandinavia (see Buchsbaum 1948 and Hardy 1956).

These are the animals of which legendS are made, and they are probably

responsible for many of the I'seå monster' stofies.
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Fig. 3.2-1. The giant squid Archùteuthíe (the largest of all
invettebrates) and a frogman, drawn to the sarne scale

. (modified from Hardy,1956)

In ancient times 1ittle was known about squids, and mystery was added

to the common repugnance toward them. As more scientific informatíon has

accumulated about them, the truth turns out to be just as remarkable as the

highly colored fiction of these and other accounts.

The name cephalopoda means "head footrr, in reference to the circle of
arms or tentacles surrounding the head, which is well defined and bears the

two prominent eyes. The squid has an etongated torpedo-shaped body which is
composed of a head and a slender trunk. The head has a central nouth

surrounded by ten sucker-bearing arms. All nodern squids lost their heavy

shel1 protection. Their shell. is vestigial and is represented by a horny

plate burried beneath the mantle. However, in exchange they gained a well

developed neryous system, freedom of movement, and the ability to leave the

scene of danger in a hurry. Survival demanded that they achieve qtíekness

and other weapons to compensate for the loss of their arnour, and the
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consequence has been that they have becone the fastest, most intelligent,
and anong the nost successful of all invertebrates.

Fig. 3.2-2 shows that the internal organs are sufrounded by a thick

and powerful muscle mantLe which facílitates the rapid expansion and

contraction of the mantle cavity, necessary for both tespiration and

locomotion. Toward the head, the mantle ends in a free edge, the eoLLar,

which surrounds the so-called I'neck" between the head and visceral mass.

(b)
(q)

i,llrtlc c¡vit-y
Eyo

Colla r

G

lrk 5¡c -_ g'i11s
gill

art
Firt ternic

heart
Êunncl ô

Àrlictrl:tinS
c¡rr¡lrJcs

Oill hc¡rf
alìte I

artery
Viçccral m¡ss

Fig. 3.2-2, Internal anatony of the squid, (d squid with mantle
slit open t,o show the organs in the nantl.e cavity,(b) a portion of thE body wall removed to show hearts
and mantle arteries, which supply blood to the mantle
(modified from Buchsbaum 1948).

The mantle opening at the rrneckrr, serves as the inhalent aperture leading

into the mantle cavity which contains the gills. For the exhalent current

there is a special funnel-shaped aperture, ca11ed the funneL or siphon.
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The collar atticulates by three lnterlocking cartileginous surfaces (ridges

which fit into grooves) with the visceral nass and with the funnel. This

provides a nechanism for obtaining complete closure of the mantle opening

durlng contraction. The funnel projects beyond the collar on the underside

of the head, as is shown in Fig. 3,2-3.

l\then the mantle cavity dÍlates as a result of muscle relaxation, water

is drawn into the mantle cavity around the edge of the collar, that is, along

the sides of the "neckrf, oxygenating the gills (see Fig. 3.2-3b). As the

mantle musculature contracts, the mantle opening is tightly sealed and at

the sane time water is forced out through the funnel aperture" A valve,

ca1led the funnel uaToe" prevents water from entering through the funnel.

When the animal is resting, its mantle performs eontinuous rhythmic

contractions that produce a constant one-u)aA flor+ of water over the gills;
with the water entering along the sides of the mantle cavity and leaving

through the funnel. Thus, respiratory exchange always occurs, whether the

squid is resting or active (see below).

The squid ís a predatory carnivore which lives on hrorms, fish, and

other animals. Its motions are smooth and graceful. Normally, it swims

head-foremost through the water by means of undulating movements of a pair

of fins, which are located at the pointed end of its mantle. But when

excited or in need of speed, it can also rnove with spectacular swiftness by

means of the yecoil from the respiratory jet, that is, by means of a jet
propulsion mechanism. In this type of movement, the powerful contractions

of the muscular mantle discharge water at high speed through the funnel, and

the squid is propelled through the sea as is demonstrated in Fig " 3.2-3a"

By pointing the funnel, in a direction opposíte to that in which it wants to

go, the squid can, for example, dart fonvard to seize its preL or backward

to escape a predatory flsh. The funnel can also be turned in any other angle
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to spin the squid around, and give it great freedom of novement. Thus,

squids are anong the oldest exploiters of jet ptopulsion.

(o) 1Ée fo ?-¡,\sio., \^f\Ec.hqc'ieffì

ol the S1-rÅ

/ il

\ .r'qnllee
mon{* c,o 'IurrT

[rr',r,,el uolre

(b)

Fig. s.2-s. The mechanism of locomotion and respiration in the
squid, fa) when t.he mantle contracts, water collected
in the mantle cavity is squirted out through the funnel,
propelling the squid in the opposite direction, (b) median
vertical section to show mantle cavity, exterflal mantle,
funnel, funnel-valve, and oxygenation of gi11s. ltlater
enters the mantle cavity around the edge of the collar
and leaves through the funnel, as shohtn by the arrows.

All this is precious little good if the mantle musculature does not

contract simultaneously or nearly sinultaneou3ly all over. The problen is,
that early contraction in one place can simply produce a bulge or

-è

'/
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over-distension in another relaxed part of the nantle, resulting in loss

of pumping efficiency and, in some cases, muscle rupture. In the human

ventricles, a similar situation occurs during nyocardial infarction
(following occlusion of a coronary artery, an area of nuscle in
the heart wall may die because of oxygen deprivation, causing an ínfarct)

and other diseases. To understand how the elongated squid achieves such an

excellent coor,&ination of muscle cont,raction and mantle rnovenentg, one must

look at its nervous systen, which consists of ttgùant nerue fíb*estt, and at

the muscle fibre orientation in its body.

The great spoed and agility of the active specíes of squids and other

anímals, ê.8., the narinevnrm \tryæieoLa,is ¡nade possible by their possession of

fast through-conduction pathways and extragrdinarity large nerve fibres,

termed I'giant nerve fibresrr. These fibres are characterized anatonically

by their large diameter and, physiologically, by their role in the efficient
coordination of quick movement,s of a startled or excited animal. Speed of

reaction depends on speed of conduction of nerve impulses, and these in

turn depend on the diameter of the fibres. In general, the gz,eaten the

dianeterof a newe fibne, the faster it conducte, Nerves which are classed

as ?tgiant" vary in diameter from about 20 nicrons to something over 1500

microns in the squid LoLigio or the wolm Myæicola. Some of the ordinary

nerves of animals reach this lower limit. In mammals, for example, al.though

they do not have "giant nerve fibresr', some of their nerues nay attain a

diameter of 20 microns. Fibres larger than normal, though rarely as large

as those of the squid, sre also found in other invertebrates in parts of the

body where rapid conduction is important.

Myæicol,a is one of the simplest examples of a I'giant newe fibre" system,

serving the rapid coordination of large groups of muscles in the quick excape

or withdrawal responses of animals. This marine wofln dwells in a tube from
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which it extends tJreupperpart of its body to feed and carry on other activities.
But it is also edible; selection has left only worms that happen to

recognize the fact, and can withdravJ into the tube with lightening rapidity

when disturbed. This capacíty rests on a single giant fibre, I.7 rnillimet¡es

in diameter, which forms a co¡nmon path to all the longitudinal muscle fibres

concerned with the withdrawal reflex. 0nce the fibre fires, muscular

contraction all down the worm is almost simultaneous.

Without I'giant nerve fibres", Myæicola would not be able to disappear

so quickly and survive. Impulses in ordinary nerl/es travel quite rapidly,

at velocities varying from centinetres to metres per second. But even at

this rate it must take an appreciable time for triggering the reaction which

causes the muscles to contract. And the worm itself nay be 20 to 30 centi-

metres long, all factors that together add up to a considerable delay, a

few tenths of a second, during which the worm nay well loose the greater part

of its body to the swift snap of a predatory fish

The nervous system of the squid represents the highest development of

this system among all invertebrates. It comprises three sêts ofrrgiant nerve

fibres" arranged in series with each other, as is shown in Fig, 3,2-4.

Activity starts inside the brain, at the origin of the nerve trunks running

out to the mantle. Here one finds the cell bodies of the first order

gaint fibres, a single pair of cells, with large axonal processes that ct'oss

from one side of the brain to the other and fuse in the middle. If either

of these cells fires, the whole system is thrown into action and the mantle

is activated. This apparently ensures that both sides of the mantle contract

together, for after this stage the innervation of the left and right sides

is independent. The first order fibres trigger the second order fibres, which

consist of a number of neurons, with processes that run to the funnel, to

the Lorgitudínal muscle fibres (funnel retractor muscles) preventing the
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first order giant fibre
second. order giant fibre

third, ord.er giant fibre

(o)

head retractor muscle (cut)

stellate ganglion

brain

nra n tle

çun ne I retractor muscle

funriel

Fig. 3.2-4.

(b)

(d The nervous system of the squid comprising three
sets of "giant nerve fibres" arranged in seties (b) the
first, order fibres trigget the second order fibres, which
in turn activate the head and funnel retractor muscles,
and also trigger the stellate ganglia and the third oÌder
giant fibres. The latter fan out to all parts of the
nantle assuring nearly simultaneous contTaction of the
whole mantle.
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funnel fron being thrown fonvard, to the Longítudi,naL muscle fibres linking

head and nantle (head retractor muscles), and finalty to the stellate
ganglia, which are the origin of the third order giant fibres on each side.

?he eystem of second ordez, gíant fibree tenees the LongitudinaL m,¿aeLes

hoLdíng the squid togethez,, and prepav'es it for the bLast fron the mantle.

l\/ithin the stellate ganglion the second-order "giant nerve fibres'r

synapse with the third order'rgiant nerve fibres", which form the third and

last stage actually triggerÍng the mantle masculature. Each third-order
fibre supplies a large area of eírcumfenentiaL muscle fibres in the mantle

wall. Actiuation of the third-order 'tgíant nerue fíbre" eystem elÌ,cits
neaz.Ly sínuLtaneoue contraction of the entire eí,ncumfarentiaL rmteeuLatur.e of
the mantle, resultíng in ejeetíon of uater fnom the mantLe caÐitA.

The giant fibres of the squid provide a wide spectrum of fibre dianeters.

Representative values of nerve impulse conduction velocities can be found ín

J. A. Nicol (1967), for example, the giant fibres of the squid LoLígío fonbesi

conduct at rates of 2.2 to 22.8 m/sec in fibre diameters of 30 to 718 microns.

It is known that among the third-order fibtes, those which have the longest

distance t,o run, that, is, those which ínnervate the areas farthest fron the

stellate ganglion, have the greatest diameter and hence the greatest conduction

velocity. The small diameter fibres serve nearer areas. Thus, excellent

coordination of movement, ís assured by admirably adjusted proportions of the

third-order fibres, which differ greatly in diameter so that the signal to
contract arrives nearly simultaneously all over the mantle.

It is the authorts belief, that the wave of contraction triggered by the

third-order giant fibres, actually travels fron the remote part of the squid

(the pointed end of the mantle) to the funnel aperture, t,hat, is, it propagates

in the directíon of the ejected water ensuring an efficient mechanism of hrater

expulsion. However, the proposed pattern of actívation of the mantle
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nusculature, remains to be verified in laboratory experiments.

Becklemischew (1960) describes in detail the conplex muscle system

and the eontractile apparatus of the squid (see Fig.3.2-S). He points

out, that the mantl.e wall consists of a thíck Lager of ciroumferentiaL

muecle fib'tes Lyí.ng betueen tuo t'hinnen Layens of LongitudinaL mueeLe

fibree (these longitudinal fibres should not be confused with the longitudinal

head and funnel retractor muscles described earlier).

lou,gil;udinaf muscl.e fibre
circu¡nf erential rltusc le fibres

Fie. 3.2-5. Diagram of the muscle system and contractile apparatus
of the squid (modified from Becklemischew 1960). Note
in the mantle wal1 a thick layer sf cdrcumferentiaL
musele fibres lying between two thinner layers of
Long'itudínaL muscle fibres, and 1-arms; 2-vestigial
shell; 3-funnel; 4-mantle; 5-mantle cavity; 6-funnel
cartilage; 7-lateral and medial head retractor muscles;
B-funnel retractor muscles; 9-funnel protractor;
10-cervical muscle.

This is also the case in the walls of the heart. Hence, the phlsical
significance of muscle fibre orientation in the human ventricles now l-recornes

clear: the eireunferentiaLLy ov+entated nuseLe fibre.s in tlte ,nn¿n'is:rLor.

uaLL are cloirLg most of tLte uor,'k i.nuoLued in t:l,rc ejectì.on process, u;hii.,: t'\rc

uuLltt: Longi'bucltnaL ¡i,bnes nereLg acl; as a,'pol.í.ce force,'hol.df.ng the t¡øzvLe

!. t,,:/ ¡: l,her an c!. p re tt enl:Lrtg ntar¿l;L e e Long atí on.

L

r



Marunalian left ventricle

Ventricle and ventricular cavity Mantle and mantle cavity

Squid

Vestigial shell and visceral massIntraventricular septum

Mantle nusculature and muscle fibre
orientation in the ¡nantle wal1

Ventriculat n¡ugculature and muscle
fibre orientatíon in the ventricular
wal I

Origin of the I'giant newe fibreil
system in the brain, which initiates
the signal to contract

Sino-atrial node, the pacemaker of
the heart

I'Giant nerve fibreil systen (first
second and thi.rd order giant nerve
fibres) .

Conduction system (S-A node, A-V
node, Bundle of His, bundle branches,
Purkinje system).

Funne IAorta

Funnel-valveAort i c-valve

Cardiovascular system The sea

Mit.ral valve Head and funnel with cartilginous
grooves

The seaLungs

Head retractor muEclesPapillary muscles and tendinous
cords

Funnel retractor musclesMusc1e fibres attached to the root
of the aorta

Mantle arteryCoronary arteries

Pressure difference produced during
systole

Jet propulsion "thrust'r, or the height
of a water column squirted out by a
squid which is prevented from moving

Volume of water squirted into [.]-rc sea
per nantle contractionStroke volume
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Table 3,2-1. List of analogies between the mammalian Left ventricle
and the s d.

At this point it may be concluded, that many símilarities exist between

the elegant jet propulsion mechanism of the squid and the equally inpressive

contraction nechanisms of the human heart. Hence, one may construct the

fundamental analogies between the squid and the human ventricle in the manner

shown in Table 3.2-L.
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Inspection of Table 3.2-t and Fig, 3.2-6 ¡eveals a few intriguing facts

and also provides some highly satisfactory results: (1) every ?art in the

human left ventricte which is involved in ventricular pumping has a

eounterpart in the squid; (2) their functional characteristics are similar,

In other words, the two

t'f it't very well.

Fi guratively speaking,

one may regard the squid

as a |tswimning heartrr,

or more precisely as a

"swinming ventricleil of

the human heart. This

analogy, as we shall see

in the following sections,

makes the squid particularly

attractive to the Fig. 3.2-6. The I'squidrr analogy of the
human heart. Note, that every

mathematician uyins to å::l"liHt:;uri: i:?.oi:itlT.r.
model the heart, because has a counterpart in the squid'

it provides a simple and isoLated model of a ventricle.

From the practical point of view, the rrsquidrr analogy of the heart is

very useful because of the following reasons: (1) instead of analysing the

heart, which has four conplicated chambers wltose combined performance is

rather complex, one may analyse the squid, which is, after all, a simpler

model of the heart consisting of a single chamber. (2) This animal is readily

available for observation so that its pumping nechanísm can be seen in action,

unlike the heart which is hidden in the chest.

In this section, the squid has already been used to explain the physical

significance of muscle fibre orientation in the heart walLs and the importance

L"{ì V"ñni.\. S1ui"{
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of the conduction system, which plays the same role as therrgiant nerve

fibret' system, for efficient cardiac pumping. Furthermore, the analogy

established in Table 3.2-1 irnplies that many of the things said previously

about the squid also apply to tho heart, and in the next section this animal

will be used again to explain and study some important features of cardiac

pumping, ê.9., the recoil (thrust) produced by the ventricles.

Squids may also be used to nodel heart diseases. For instance, a

controlled "infarct" (damage or death of an area of mantle muscles) nay be

caused to a squid, and its effects on the punping ability of the animal

may be directly observed in a laboratory. This may be much easier than

attempting the same with hunan beings.

The conclusion from all this is that the squid is very useful for
studying the heart and future I'scluid analysist'nay throw light on the more

obscure aspects of the mechanisn of cardiac contraction.

0n the other hand, many of the mathematical results that will be

obtained in this thesis regarding modelling of the heart may also apply to

the squid. Flence, this thesis also provides a mathenatical model of the jet
propulsion mechanism of the squid.

Finally, we sha11 conclude this section with some general remarks

about nerves. For many years 1itt1e experimental evidence explaining the

nat,ure of nerve impulse conductÍon could be obtained. The diameter of
ordinary nerve fibres is sinply too small for performing accurate measurenents

of the changes taking place inside them during impulÉe conduction. Then in

1933 J.Z. Young (one of the worlds greatest neurophysiologists and a

descendent of Thonas Young who discovered the wave theory of light in 1801)

discovered that squids possess I'giant nerve fibresr'. During the following

thirty years these fibres have become popular material in the study of neuron

physiology. Squid nantle nerves, up to 1 millimetre in diamet,er, are large
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enough for the cytoplasm to be squeezed out and analysed, and when these

fibres are fired they produce an electrical event of such magnitude that

it can easily be detected by electrodes placed within them.

This has finatly made it possíble for biologists to study in detail the

events that transpire during impulse conduction, and produced fascinating

data, which has proved important for ourseT,ues as well as squids. The whole

new era of discovery in the field of neurophysiology has been opened, and

in fact it is still probably true to say that nost of our knowledge of the

mechanism of functioning of our own nerves is based on studies of squid
I'giant," nerves. The central role of the squid in this research explains

why so many experiments on nerve function were performed at narine biological
stations like those at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and Plyrnouth, England.

The following are the essential sources of basic information concerning

thc nature of squids which were used in this section:

Bcklemishev, W. N. (1960). Grundlagen der vergleichende Anatomie der
Wirbellesen Band II organologic, Verband Deutscher Verlag der
Wi ssenschaften, Berlin.

lìuchsbaun, R. (1948). Animals Without Backbones. Penguin Books Ltd.,
llarnondsworth, Middlesex, England.

llarcly, A. C" (1956). The Open Sea: Its Natural History, Part 1, The iVorld

of Plankton. Co1lins, London.

Iclyll, C" P. (1964). Abyss. The Deep Sea and the Creatures that [,ive in
It. Constable and Company, London.

Nicol, .J. A. C. (1967). The Biology of Marine Animals. Sir Isaac Pitman
and Sons Ltd. , London.

hrells, M. (1968) " Lower Animals.

Yoturg, J. Z. (1936). The giant ¡rerve fibre and epistellar body of
Ce'phalopods. a. J. microsc. Sci. N. S., vo1. 78.
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IIEARTS CONSTRUCTI ON OF A PHYSICAL MODEL t

ST PHYSI LEM

An ejection flow is induced by the nuscle tube shown in Fig. 3,3-La. The

tube is conposed of two thin layers of longitudinal nuscle fibres at its inter-

ior and exterior surfaces, ild a larger quantity of circumferentially arranged

muscle fibres in between these layers. It also has a conduction system which

consists of a pacemaker, I'giant nelve fibres'r (see section 5.2), and a

"Purkinje systemrr for fast conduction of the electrical activation signal to

all fibres of the muscle tube (e.g., see section 1.6).

The pacemaker cells originate all the electrical activity of the muscle

tube. They are connected to therrgiant nerve fibresrrand the'rPurkinje

systenfr which run the full length of the tube along i-ts ínnez'surface. The

activation potential signal (depolarizatíon wave) originating in the pacemaker

is carried by the 'rgiant nerve fibresrr at a speed V" = V from the apex to the

open end of the tube, causi.ng the tube musculature to contract in a successive

order following the sane time sequence as their depolarization. In the case

of thin-walled muscle tubes, i.e., srnall values of the wall thickness ô (Fig.

S. S-lb) , the arrival of an activation signal at location x indicates the start

of contraction of aLL muscles in the thickness ô at this location. Howevel,

for thick-wa1led tubes, it nerely indicates the start of contraction of fibres

adjacent to the lgiant nerve fibresr', i.e., activation of the inner surface

of the tube, and the production of a second activation signal travelling rad-

ially in an outward direction at speed V*. The second activation signal is

responsible for activation of the entire wall thickness ô at location x. Its

sequence of activation is from r = R to r = R+ô.

The essential features of the simplified nodel are given in Fig. 3.3-1b.

It shows a tube of length L in which the fluid velocity is given by u(x,t) and

the fluid Plessure by p(x,t). At its outflow tract the tube is coupled to a

system of known Lünear properties, i.e., known impedance, which deternines

the relation between fluid pressule p(L,t) and fluid velocity u(L,t) at the

exit fron the tube in the fol Lowing way
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Fig. S.S-7. An ejection flow induced by a muscle tube, or tubular heart, with
ðircumferentialiy arranged rnuscle fibres in the tubets wal1. (a) Geometrical
arrangenent of the muscle tube, or tubular heart. (b) Excitation of circum-
fereniial nuscle fibres determined by axial velocity V = V¿. Here u(x,t) is
flow velocity; p(x,t) is pressure clifference across the tube wall; Z(s) is
the imped"n"ô at the outflow tract; a(x,t) are snall rnovenents in a radial
direction. o(x,t) is circumferential "hooprr stress (see text for more det-
ails).
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z(s) (3.3-1)

where s is the Laplace transforn variable, and Z(s) is the given impedance.

At the apex the velocity is zero at all times, that is,

u(x ,t)=Q (s.3-2)
apex

However, in order to eliminate large variations of R(x,t) with respect to x

from the analysis, we have replaced the apex region of the tube by a rigid

wall at x = 0. Thus, the new boundary condition is

u(0,t) = Q (3.3-3)

The justification to this procedure is given below (assunption 15).

The stresses in the tube wall are given by o(x,t). The geometry of the

tube is described by the inner radius of the tube R(x,t), or by the equilib-

rium radius Ro and the Perturbation a(x,t) = R(x,t) - Ro to this radius'

In order to model the electrical events leading to activation and con-

traction of the tube we adopt the following simplified approach. It is ass-

umed that muscle fibres along the tube have a I'switch'r (see Fig. 3.3-1) that

is turned on by the electrical excitation signal (depolarization wave) trav-

elling at speed V fron the closed end x = 0 to the open end x = L of the tube.

The turning on of the "srÀritch,' indicates depolarization of the nenbrane surs-

ounding the fibres (e.g., see Fig. 2.2-3), i.e., nuscle fibre activation,

and the start of very complex electrochenical and biochenical activities,

resulting in subsequent nechanical nuscle contraction in the tube walls. We

have already discussed in chapter 2 the complex mechanisms triggered by the

'rswitchfr and now a procedure is available for nodelling of the net Tesulb of

electrochenical and biochemical events and in general for modelling the con-

tractile behaviour of muscle. Fro¡n this it is evident that once the cells of

the pacenaker are fired, events follow autonatically and without delay through

propagation of signals to all parts of the tube.

Finally, the pressure p(L,t) at the exit fronr the tube is not necessar-

ily identifiable with the external or anbient pressure pa outside the wall of

the tube. For exanple, in the case of the left ventricle, P(L,t) is t'he

x <0
apex
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aoftic pressule, which is not the sane as the pericardial pressut" Pa

In sunmary, the following assunptions regarding the biological fluid flow,

muscle tube, bourdary and initial conditíons will be adopted:

1. The fluid is ínearn¡:ressíble. It is reasonable to assulne that effects due

to the compliance of the biol.ogical fluids are insignificant compared to

the effects produced by nuscle activity.

2, The tube is constrained from longitudinal motions. The longitudinal nuscle

fibres at the exterior and interior surfaces of the tube are programned to

contract in a manner that ensures negligible longitudinal displacements

of the entire tube. Hence, the tube is assumed to be longitudinally

tethered (see nantle nusculature of squids, section 3.2).

S. The tube can move only in a y,adíaL direction. The analysis is restricted

to axisynnetric contraction and bulging modes of the tube due to radial

displacenents.

4. The length L and all wavelengths associated with the contraction and bulg-

ing modes of the tube are assumed much longer than the radius R(x,t) of

the tube. This has been established for the human heart from high speed

colour cinenatography which we carried out on a number of contracting

hu¡nan hearts during open-heart surgery performed at the Royal Aclelaide

Hospital (1969 r.rrpublished results). This was necessary because in the

Jruman left ventricle L is of the same order of magnitude as R, and not

much larger as in systems such as the arterial bed.

5. The tube has a circular or alnost circular cross section.

6. The flow discussed in one-dimensðonaL and z'otationaLLy synrnetz'Lc, that is,

variations of the flow quantities (pressure, acceleration, etc.) in an

axial clirection only are considerecl. Womersley (1957) has shown fron

order-of-magnitude arguments that for wavelengths which are much J'arger

than the tube radius R (assumption 4), the radial accelerations and press-

ure gradients can be neglectecl. The rotational synmet-ry follows from ass-

umption 5.
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ì
7. The'nass of the nuscle wall is neglected. The density of muscle is of

the sane order as that of nany biological ftuids. Therefore, we may

neglect the radial inertia of the nuscle tube for the same reason that

we neglect that of the fluid.

8, All strains and displacenents of the tube are quantities of second order

of magnitude, that is, perturbations of the rest state. Hence, the

induced flow velocity u is smal1.

9. Bending stresses in the tube are neglected.

10. Shearing stresses in the tube are neglected. This follows from the ass-

umption of rotational symnetry and assumption 9.

11. In deter¡nining the equation of motion of the tube we ignore contributions

due to longitudinal tube stresses and forces produced by the longitudinal

curvature of the tube. This follows from assunption 4 which implies that

both the longitudinal slope and the longitudinal curvature of the tube

wall are snall. This assunption is sonewhat rnore controversial than the

previous ones. The nain reason for adopting it is that it eliminates

higher order derivatives and additional dependent variables fron the

analys is .

12. The giant nerve fibres have a constant cross section. Thus, the velocity

V of signal propagation along the tube is also constant.

15. Muscle behaviour in isometric and isotonic contractions is known from

I aboratory erPeriments .

14. The initial conditions are that the fluid and the ¡nuscle tube are rndis-

turbed prior to time t = 0, that is, the contraction process starts frorn

an equilibrium state at t = 0.

15. Flow velocities at x = 0 are neglected. This is equivalent to assuming

that nuscles at the closed end of the tube (x < 0) do not contribute to

the process and that the fluid re¡nains at rest in this part of the tube.

llence, the closed end of the tube can be replaced by a rigid wall as

shown in Fig. g.3-1b. This procedure is justified in the case of long
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tubes, or of tubes with short and relatively flat closed ends.

16. The bowrdary condition at the open end of the tube (x = L) can be

expressed by a linear relationship between the pressure P and the veloc-

ity u, that is, the lube is coupled to a system with a known inpedance

z(s). Alternatively, p(L,t), u(L,t) nay be gíuen flûlctions of tine t.

These assunptions sinplify the problem to the greatest extent consistent

with retention of features which are thought to be significant in determining

the expulsion characteristics. Further essential and non-essential assunpt-

ions are also made late1. in order to (i) simplify the mathe¡natical analysis of

special cases, a¡rd (ii) conplicate the analysis for the Purpose of gaining

physical insight into inportant cases of interest'
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3.4 THE EQUATION OF MOTION (OR EQUIL IBRIUM) OF A THIN-WALLED MUSCLE TUBE.

As the electrical excitation signal originating in the pacemaker is carr-

ied by the t'giant nerve fibresrf from the apex to the open end of the tube

(see Fig. 3.5-1) , the tube is activated and contracts under the influence of

the wallrs musculature. The equation of motion (or state) of the muscle wall

is obtained by expressing mathematically the condition of forea equil'ibriun

of a surface element of the tube in its eontracted state. To do this we will

use cylindrical polar coordinates (rr0,x), where the x axis lies along the

axis of the tube as is shown in Fig. 3.4-1, and will consider of course only

f -- conrlont

\

r

7\

S.
cre ->x

s

ci rcu¡nferent ial muscle muscle tube elenerrt

Fig. 3.4-1. An eLement of a contracting muscle tube at a particular location
x. Here (r,O,x) is the cylindrical polar coordinate system used to clescribe
the probJ.em. The radius R(t) describes points on the inner surface of the
tube (blood-wall interface) ; p = pi - p. is the pressure difference across
the tube wall, where pi and p. are-innðr and outer pressures, respectively;
and ô is the tubers wall thickness.

axially synmetric deformations (see assumption 3, section 3.3).

In section 2.L2 we studied the three-dimensional state of stress and

strain in muscle, and derived the linear three-dimensional constitutive equat-

ions (2.12-24) of nuscle. These transforned stress-strain relations (2.12-24)

referred to a cylindrical coordinate systen (r,0,x) may be written as

Fo'

["r, *uoF(s)]ðru{s) ce
L2

(s) * .rrrrr(t) + ou(s)o, 
u 

(s)

o

+ xx

+)

(s)+c(s) = crrõrr(s) ,ré +c e (s)
xx

xo

xx 23 tr

rrõgg(s)r (s) +c czg"xx (s t rrêtt (s)

(3.4-1)
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where we have not included the shearing stresses because according to assunpt-

ion 10 in section 3"5, these stresses are negligible. Since the majority of

muscle fibres are artanged circumferentially in the nuscle tube, it is clear

that õ0e(s) is the transforned nornal stress pointing in the circumferential

direction of the ¡nuscle fibres, while the other stresses õrr(s), õ**(s) lie

in the transverse plane rrx. The sane holds for the transforned strains

I andõ'rt (s), (s).

Now the equation of equilibrium of forces (or equation of state) of the

thin-walled muscle tube circular elenent shown in Fig. 3"4'1 is simply a

relationship between the pressure difference P across the tube's wal1 and

some variable tlescribing its dynamic geonetr)¡, e.g", the circunferential

strain eUU(t), the radius R(t), the radial displacement a(t) = R(t) - Ro, or

the muscle tuþers aïea ntR(t)l'r..., etc. In this section we shall, fot con-

venience, express the equation of state as a relationship between the trans-

formed circumferential strain ãUU(s) and the transfor¡ned pressure difference

ptr). We begin by writing the following expressions for the three normal

strains:

exx

eoe (r)
ee

e -¿ (t)rr tt

_ R(t) - Ro

Ro

ô(t) - ôo
= _- = radial

ôo

a(r)
= 

- 
= circumfe1ential strain

Ro

strarn

L-¿ (t) = 0 = longitudina.l strain

= time-dependent muscle tube radius

= time-dependent muscle tube uaLL thickness

xx xx

R = Il(t)

ô = ô(t)

(3.4-2)

U

R0 = colrstant radius of non-activated tube (a11 0 ('x ( L)

= constant wall thickness of non-activated tube (a11 0 ( x ( L)

Here we have put e**(t) = 0 because, as was assumed in section 3.3 assunption

2, the rnuscle tube is constrained from longitudinal motions by longitudinal

muscle fibres at the exterior and interior surfaces of the tube, which are

progratilned to contract so that displacenents along the tube axis are neglig-
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ible. In short, it can be assumed that the tube is longitudinally tethered

with e**(t) = Q. This is reasonable in light of what has been said in section

3.2 with regard to the fibre orientation in the squid musculature. Now since

the wall thickness ô is srnall, it is known fro¡n the mernbrane theory of thin

shells that stresses in the radial direction are negligibLe conpared to

stresses in the circumferential direction (and longitudinal direction if the

tube is tethered). Hence we can write

o (t) (3"4-3)rr

implying that we are considering the nuscle tube to be rnstressed in the radial

direction. In addition, from the membrane theory of thin shells we also know

that the force equilibrium condition of the muscle tube element shown in

Fig. 3.4-I may be expressed as

õ =Q(s)tt

pi(t) - pa 
= 

p(t) 
- 

oee(t) 
* 

o**(.)
ôo 60 Re R*

(s.4-4)

(5.4-6)

(3 .4 -7)

where Re = Ro and R* are the princi.pal radii of curvature of the muscle tube

inner surface in the circurnferential and axial directions, Tespectively. Now
RA

since Ri aa l (see assunption 4, section 3.5), we find that equation (3.4-4)
x

reduces to

ooe(t) = þrctl = firctl (3.4-s)

so that taking the Laplace transfor¡n of (3.4-5), we get

o
R

u(s) = 
{nC'le

substituting now e**(t) = õ**(s) = 0 and örr(s) = Q (equation 3.4-3) into

the constitutive equations (3.4-1), we find that they reduce to

* UoE (s)J euU (s) ,rê (s)õuu (s) Ic * oo(s)ll
+c

-0

rr

o (s)xx (s)+c

c ð ls')22 rr' '+tr

ã23" r rõu, (t)

(s) = crrãu, (s)

rr

ancl after elementary manipulationsrequations (3.4-7) nay finally be written as



õrr[s) = [Ko * uoE(s)]ðru(s) * öu(t)

ô**(s) = r*ëru(s)

o (s) =Q

2
c l2 = const.

tt

R(r) - Ro

{9-,}
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(3.4-8a)

(3.4-8b)

(3.4-8c)

(3.4-e)

(3.4-11)

(3.4-12)

where

K =cD II czz

C,,x
cc

l2
t2 23

= Cü-uS-c.

Finally by using equation (3.4-6) [whic.h expresses a simple linear relation

between õ'rr(s) ana p(s)l to elininate õur(s) from equation (3.4-8a), we obtain

the required operational equation of motion (or state) of a thin-walled muscle

tube

p(r) = Eoo¡s)êrr(s) + F¡s) (3.4-10)

where

K =c

2c\
#l + pon(s
- 22)

Euu(s) = *r*, + poE(s)J = +
ô-[-f¡s) = t: o, (s) = transformed forcing pressure
"o - (muscle induced pressure)

This operational equation of nuscle tube motion provides a relationship between

three transforned variables: the transforned circumferential strain ldefined

in (3.4-2)l

õuu (s) =I -?
R

0

the transforned pressure difference across the muscle tube wa11 (see Fig. 3.4-1)

p(rl = Í{pr(t) - Pu]

and the transforned driving or forcing pressure

6
F(r) = ul ãuis)

0

t

(3.4- 13)
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which is a quantity representing pressure induced in the tube as a consequence

of the activity of the rnuscle walls.

Needless to say, the operational equation of rnuscle tube motion (3.4-10)

is about to play a prominent role in the derivation of the equations which

govern nuscle-induced ejection flows from contractile vessels, tubular hearts,

and to a first approxination of nuscle-induced ejection flows from chanbered

hearts, ê.g., the hunan left ventricle.

Note that the equation of notion (3.4-10) incorporates all the relevant

properties associated with wave propagation in nuscle tubes to be studied

Iater. First, it contains information about the muscle tube geometry through

tlre parameters ôo and Ro. Second, it contains information about the meehøt'-

icaL pnopertíes of the muscle walls through the t'circumferential transforn

Youngrs modulus" Ern(s) defined in equations (3.4-11). This is so because

IìOU(s) incorporates the mechanical properties of the myofibrils, or rnore

precisely, of all the attached force-generating cross-bridges characterized

by the steady-state fraction Uo Idefined by equation (2,L2-10)) and the

,rtransform Youngts nodulus" of the cross-bridges E(s) [defined by equation

(2.I2-lZ)), along with properties of the soft biological tissue, in which the

myofibrils aïe embedded, which are included in the constant KD = .r, ü
Finally, we wish to conment on the instantaneous elastic response of the

muscle tube which, as rire shall later see, is directly proportional to the

square of the velocity of wave propagation in contractile vessels and tubular

hearts. We begin by recalling that in chapter 2 (pages 348-349) we arrived

at the conclusion that the nuscle nodels derived in sections 2.2 and 2.3 ate

valid provided we replace the viscoelastic nodel rrtransforrn Yor;ngrs modulus"

E(s) appearing in the equations of these sections by the cross-bridge of myo-

fibril fractionalrrtransform Youngrs modulut" UoE(s), where 0 ( Uo ( 1 depend-

ing on the number of steady-state cross-bridges engaged in f.orce generation.

Thus multiplying equation (2.3-25) by + and (2.3-29) by Uo we obtain two
tro

expressions for tlre cy'oss-bz,idge fractiottaZ tttransforn Youtgrs rnodulus'l



hrhere we recall that Y(t) is the well-known nelanation moduLus of a visco-

elastic material, J(t) is the familiar creep compLianee and y*(t) and J*(t)

are dinensionless monotonically increasing functions of time which are inde-

pendent of the stress and strain amplitudes (see discussion on relaxation and

creep experinents in pages 73-75). Inserting now equations (3.4-14) into

equation (3.4-10), we find that the operational equation of motion (or state)

of a thin-waIIed nuscle tube takes the form

FoE(s) = poslCs) = uoED[l - sv*1s¡ J

un uoE,ÞoE(s)=ffi ,-ã,Ð

ô 6_
pCr) = #t*, * posY¡s)]õur(s) * U9 õu{r) =

00

6o lr .1,
dL["' - ü * uou,J - uo',sî'1 ou (s)

585

(3.4-14)

(5.4-lsa)

(3.4-lsb)

(5. 4-16)

t_
s)_jer, (s) +

õo {s)
ô

0

R-
0

,]
ôo I
Ç[""

ôo

ñ-
0

ðu, (s)p(,) = T[*" 
. +

ô 0-
F- og(s) =

2
c t2--+c22

0

* uoEouE'0 D

(E )

-1

toE

1 + sJ* (s)
1

l]u,, "'
+

where we have used equations (5.4-9) and (5.4-11). From these equations it is

easy to show that
2

c l2--+tube D c 22

is the muscle tubers dynanic Youngrs modulus, which ís a finíte quanlity char-

acterizing the i.nstøttaneous eLastie response of the muscle tube. For example,

let us instantaneously subject the tube to a pressure rise APo = constant,

then we can write

p = Apoh(t) and
ap^

p(t) = j (3.4-r7)
s

where h(t) denotes the Heaviside r.nit step fulction. Inserting now (3,4-I7)

into (i.4-15b) and computing the circunferentiaL strain eUU(t) for tines
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t + 0+, we find that

1.e

Ap lin [o" (t) ]
t+0+ k

lirn err(r) = lim[sä0, (s)J =
t-'t + s+ó

*[",,-**uouo*o]

0

Apo Apo
E

0e ô
(0+) = (3.4-18)

0

[",, **uotrJ (E )tube D

where we have used the well-known initial value theoren of the theory of

Laplace transforms (e.g., see Pipes and Harvill, 1970), and conditions

(2.5-3e) .

R
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3.5 CONTRACTILE VESSELS AND THIN TUBULAR HEARTS. FORMULATION OF THE MATHE-
MATICAL PROBLEM AND GENERAL SOLUTION BY LAPLACE TRANSFORM.

We are concerned here with ejection flows induced by the nuscular walls

of contractile vessels and thin tubular hearts. The muscle tube we are con-

sidering is of length L and is generally arranged as is shown in Fig. 3.3-1.

To express the problem we will use cylindrical polar coo¡dinates (r,0,x) as

is shown in Fig. 3.4-t, and we shall consider the muscle tube to consist of

nuscle fibres arranged circunferentially along the entire length L of the

tube. Further, as is shown in Fig.3.3-I, the nuscle tube isrrclosedil at its

apex x = 0, and at its outlet x = L it is coupled to a known tentLnaL inrped-

øce Z(s). At time t = 0 the tube is rrturned onr?, i.e., activated, by an

electrical excitation signal travelling at speed V fron the closed end (x = 0)

to the open end of the tube (x = L). The induced flow is characterized by the

one-dimensional velocity u(x,t) and pressure p(x,t); and the dynanic geometry

of the tube nay be described by the radius R(x,t), which specifies the inner

surface of the tube, or by the perturbation a(x,t) = R(x,t) - Ro fron the non-

activated muscle tube state of rest Ro. Note that the radius R(x,t) specifies

conpletely the blood-muscle wal1 interface (surface). We begin by assuming

that prior to time t = 0 the fluid is undisturbed (see assunption 14, section

3.3) , so that the initial conditions for the velocity u and pressure p are

u(x,0) = Q ; p(x,O) = Q (3.5-1)

Since the initial pressure difference across the tube wall is equal to zero

(the tube is rndisturbed prior to time t = 0), the geometry of the tube is

completely specified by the resting radius Ro at tine t = 0. Thus the initial

conditions describing the tubers geometry ate

R(x,O) = Ro = const. (3.5-2)

er, (x,o) _ R(x,0) - Ro 
= "(*,0) = O

RR00
(3.s-3)

Note that the case Ro = Ro (x), in which the tube is allowed to have an arbit-

rary resting shape (e.g., an'regg" shape), can also be treated; but the mathe-
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natics is nore difficult and the results do not significantly add to the

understanding of the physical problem and so this approach will not be con-

sidered in this thesis.

Next, we shall focus attention on the rnuscle tubes governing equations

and boundary conditions. Recall that we are considering here interactions

of a fluid with its container, the nuscle tube shown in Fig. 5.3-1. Accord-

ingly a mathenatical formulation of the problem must include statements with

regard to the notion of the fluid (blood); notion of the muscle walls; cond-

itions at the interface of the fluid and the nuscle wall, i.e., interface

boundary conditions; boundary conditions at the apex and outflow tracts; and

electrical events leading to activation of each nuscle fibre in the walls of

the tube.

Equations of motion of bLood fLou: First we will examine the case of an

ineornpnessùbLe and inuíscid ftuid. The assunption of a non-viscous fluid

is a good approxination for flows at relatively high Reynoldts nr¡inbers (e.g.,

the expulsion of blood fron the hwnan left ventricle), and the assumption of

an incompressible fluid is reasonable because the effects due to the conpli-

ance of biological fluids are insignificant conpared to the effects produced

by the activity of the muscle wall (see assunption 1, section 3.3). Under

these conditions, the governing equations of fluid motion are the one-dimens-

ional equations of flow of an incompressible and inviscid fluid (blood) given

by the following two equations of the conservation of mass (continuity) and

the conservation of nomentun (Eulerts):

a (3.s-4)ðA
ãt (Au) = 0 (continuitY)

âx

ãu ðu 1âpää*'#.0fr=o (nomentun) (3. s-s)

Here t denotes time; x the distance along the axis of the tube; A(x,t) the

cross-sectional area of the muscle tubei P(xrt) the pressure; p the constant

density of the fluid; and u(x,t) denotes the one-dimensional flow velocity.

We emphasize that the flow is effectively one-dinensional along the tube so

that the velocity u(xrt) represents an average over the cross-sectional area

+
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of the tube, and that lateral velocity components nay be neglected comPared

to u(xrt). In what follor.rs we shall, for convenience, work with the circu¡n-

ferential strain given by

e (x,t) = e (x, t)
R(x,t) - Ro a(x,t)

(3. s-6)
ee R

where, for brevity, we shall use the notation e(x,t) in place of te.(x,t)

because, in this problem we need only consider one strain variable. Now to

eliminate the cross-sectional area A fron the continuity equation (3.5-4) we

must have a relation between the circunferential strain e(xrt) and the cross-

sectional area A(x,t). This relation may be obtained by considering the

relative value of the tubers cross-sectional area A(x,t) in the following

manner. If
2A^='tTR-=const00

area of the nuscle tube Prior

R
00

2A(x,t) = n[R(xrt) 1 and

where Ao denotes the resting cross-sectional

to the time t = 0, then we can write

A(T,t) = Ecå,Ð-l'= tl+e(x,t)J2 (s.s-7)Ao LRol '

where we have used equation (3.5-6). Inserting now (3.5-7) into (3.5-4), we

find that the continuity equation nay be expressed in terms of e(x,t) =

= tee(xrt) as follows:

|rtt. e(x,t)1' * N;{"[1 + e(x,t)J t] = o (s.s-s)

It has been assumed in section 3.5 that gross geometry variations of the

contracting muscle tube nay be neglected, and that all strains and displace-

nents of the tube are quantities of second order of rnagnitude, i.e., pertur-

bations of the rest state, irnplying that the induced velocities u(x,t) are

also small. Accordingly, for small perturbations of the radial displacenents

a(xrt) (see Fig. 3.3-1) from the resting state, which likewise induce small

flow velocities u(x,t), the equations of notion of btood flow (3.5-5) (rom-

entun) and (3.5-8) (continuity) take the following linearized forn:



Ç(x,s) = F-(x,s)
ôo

R "9.
0

(x,s)
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(3.s-s)

(3.s-11)

(nomenturn)

(continuity)

The two equations (3.5-9) are the basic flow equations and they need to be

supplenented by a third relationship between the pressure p(x,t) and the cir-

cumferential strain e(x,t). This relation is obtained fron the equation of

notion of the muscular walls of a thin tube derived in section 3.4 [see

equation (3.4-10)1.

Equation of motion (of state) of the museLe tube: Using equation (3.4-10),

we can write an operational relation between the transformed pressure

ñ(*,s) = Í{p(x,t)} and the transforned circumferential strain õ(x,s) =

=.C{e(xrt)} for a muscle tube elenent located at a distance x from the tubers

apex, nanely

ð(*,r) = Eee (s) ã (x,s) + Fr[x,s) (3.5-10)

where from (3.4-11) li¡e rnay infer that

is the transforned forcing pressure at location x in the tube. Note tl'rat

Fr(x,t) is the forcing pressure which controls the flow pattern in thr'tr:be,

and it depends on o[(xrt) which need not necessarily be the same for cach

circumferential muscle fibre along the tube.

ülith the results obtained thus far, it is possible to derive the o¡ ¿v'at-

ional inhomogenous u)aue equatíone which govern the expulsion flows induced

by thin walled muscle tubes. The general solution of these equations wiIl

be given in terrns of the Laplace transforns of p(x,t), u(x,t) and e(x,t).

The Laplace transforns of the one-dimensional fluid flow equatioris

(S.5-9) satisfying the initial conditions (3.5-1) and (3.5-5), togethcr rvith

equation (3.5-10) lead to the system of equations



psü(x,s) . eIuP

2sõ (x, s) * aü(JL s)

i(*,s) -t-r[x,s)

=Q

=Q

=Q
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(3.s-72)

e (x, s) =Q

This systern of operational equations governs the nature of the expulsion flows

fron muscle tubes. Elirninating now the transforned circunferential strain

ë(x,s) fron equation (3.5-12) gives a system of t$Io equations in the two

unknowns F(*,s) and ü(x,s), which characterize the flow everywhere in the

nuscle tube, namely

âu (x, s)
(3.s-13)

+_=0
1 tr, (t) âx

2s

Now to conplete the formulation of the problem on hand, we have to supplement

these equations by botrrdary conditions and statenents about the electrical

events leading to the activation of each individual fibre in the muscle wall.

Bowtdatg eonditions: At the apex we have a closed end so that at x = 0 the

flow velocity nust vanish for all tines t and ltle can write

u(o,t) = ü(0,s) - 0 (at the apex) (5.5-14a)

Now at the outflow tract the nuscle tube is connected to a system of known

impedance Z(s) so that the bor.ndary condition at x = L (see Fig. 3.3-1) is

given by

F(l,r) = z(s)ü¡1,s1 (at outfl0w tract) (3.5-14b)

Note that the output inpedance, which is supposed to be known, is defined as

the ratio of the transforned pressure to the transformed velocity at x = L,

and it is analogous to the impedance defined in electrical networks where it

represents the ratio of the transformed voltage to the transforned current.

ELecty,ieaL eæeítation pz,ogram øtd natu.re of ensuing taitehes: In what foll-

ows it will be assuned that all muscle fibres are identicaL to each other in

eu, (s)

psu(x, s) +

ñ(*,r) -l-r(x,s)
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their contractile properties and in the shape and magnitude of twitches that

they produce, so that the forcing pressure F(t) is the sane for all nuscles

in the tube wall [see equation (3.4-11)]. At tine t = 0 the pacemaker cells

located at the apex fire, inducing an electrical activation signal which

travels at constant speed V from the closed end of the tube (x = 0) to the

open end of the tube (x = L). The ti¡ne of arrival of the activation signal

at location x is simPlY given bY

t (5. s - 1s)

ô^
Since the forcing pressure F(t) = UloO,(t) [obtained by inverting the second

0

of equations (5.4-11) J of individual nuscle fibres in the tube wall is the

same because they are identical to each other; it is clear that the sequence

of muscle fibre activation leads to the following "program" of the forcing

pressure for the entire muscle tube;

Fr(x,t) = F(t -."n) = r(t -uI) (3.s-16)

where we have used (3.5-15). In short Fr(x,t) deternines the forcing press-

ure of a tube element at an arbitrary point x along the tube at an arbitrary

instant of tine t. Note that (3.5-16) represents a wave of muscular activity

moving at a speed V from x = 0 to x = L as is shown in Fig. 5.5-1. Note also

that there is no ¡nuscular activily at x ( 0 and x ) L, and that (3.5-16) is

a mathematical expression of the fact that every muscle in the tube wall pro-

duces the same forcing pressure twitch when it is activatecl at tine

t = t_- = å. In short, Fr(x,t) represents a I'progran" which controls theapv
muscle induced flow from the tube, and it is clear that many kinds of flows

may be generated depending on the choice of the forcing pressure Fr(x,t)'

llowever, in this chapter, we shal1 restrict ourselves to forcing pressures

defined by equations (3.5-16). Now, taking the Laplace transform of (3.5-16),

we obtain the transforned forcing pressure

F-

x
V

x
7ap

x\
vJo¿(t -

ôo

R
0

s

T
(x,s) = F(s)e (3.s-17)
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Fig. 3.5-1. Activation program of
entire muscle tube. Here V
rePlesents the constant velocity
with which the excitation signal
travels; F(t) is the shape and
nagnitude of a forcing pressure
twitch produced by a single
muscle fibre; and Fr(x,t) is the
ttprogramt' of forcing pressure for
the entire nuscle tube.

r(t)

t

x:L

t=ot' Fr(x, t)
t-

t=t ,/ V

t-'t V

L-
v+

å
V

_\

which can now be used in conjurction with the bor.urdary conditions (3.5-14a,b)

to obtain explicit elçressions for i(*,s) and ü(x,s), and if we wish, also

ã(x,s) from which we can deternine the dynarnic geonetry of the contracting

muscle tube.

To do this we insert equation (3.5-17) into the equation of motion of the

nuscle tube (3.5-10) and we obtain

_I"
ñ(*,s) =2pc'(s)ô(x,s) +F¡s1" V" (3.5-18)

llere we have introduced the definition

(3.s-1e)

where we have used (3.4-11). Eliminating now either ü(x,s) or fr(x,s) from

equation (3.5-13), md using equations (3.5-17), (3.5-13), (5.5-19) leads to

2- - Eur(s) ô^
cz(s) = ï = roE [Ko * uoE(s)J

tr--
I
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( 3. s -20)

a2ü1x,s1 ," aÇ(x,s)
uL'\, r-l

ôx2 c'(s) pc'(s) ðx

s
x
v

2c-
F(s)e

pVc'[s)

x-V

2 sx
v= - 

"= 
Fls)e

2 pv2 c2 ¡s¡

Equations (3.5-20) are the opexationaL inhomogenous Linear üaÐe equatior¡s of

the nuscle tube. They indicate tfrat f(x,s), ü(x,s) and ð(x,s) satisfy sim-

ilar differential equations which differ fron each other only by their right

hand side. These equations nay be considered as ordínaty differential ecluat-

ions in the single variable x, with the Laplace transform variable s as a con-

tinuous conplex pararneter. The solution of the pressure equation of (3.5-20)

is given by

i(*,r) = o(s)"xs/c(s) + ß(s)"-xs/c(s)
V2

+
v2 - c2 ¡s1

F¡s¡ s-*"/It (3.s-21)

where the integration constants o and ß, which are functions of the paraneter

s, are to be determined from the bowldary conditions (3.5-14arb). Now from

equations (S.5-12), (3.5-18) and (3.5-21) $¡e get the corresponding soltrtions

for ü(x,s) and õ(x,s)

_ 1 t-(xrS)ufr.s) = - -j-u\^tJ,, pS ðX

Vc (s)
v2 - c2 (s¡

Fts) e-xs/r] (3.s-22)



- 1 -xs/vl = _ I âü(x,s) -e(x,s) = r[p(x,s) - F(s)e - 2s äx2pc'(s)

= +lìc.l"xs/c(s) + B(s)e
2pc'¡s¡ L

* t (3 
Fts¡e-*s/rz'l . G.s-zs)

v2 -c2çs¡ J

ß(s)e-xs/c(s) + o(s)"xs/c(s) ., u', 
- F¡r¡s-*"/Y

v" - c'¡s¡

-xs/c (s)

I'he impedance Z(x,s) of the nuscle tube at an arbitrary location x is defined

as the ratio of the transforned pressure þ(x,s) to the transformed velocity,

i. e.

(3.s-24)

Substituting equations (3.5-21) and (3.5-22) into (3.5-24), we find th4t the

impedance of the tube is:

Z (x, s)

-2¿s
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(3. s-2s)

sxu ( ì

Z(x,s) = pc(s)

g(s¡e-xs/c(s) - cr(s)"xs/c(s) * =vc(:)v' - .'çr¡
F¡r1 "-*"/v

The boundary condition (3.5-14b) at the exit from the tube is satisfied if we

put x = L and Z(L,s) = Z(s) in equation (3.5-25). Thus,

cr(s)[pc(s) + Z(s)l"rslc(s) * ß(s)tpc(s) - z(s)]u-es/c(s)

- tz(s) - pvr =uttì) F¡s1s-¿"/7 = 0 (3 .s-26)
V' - c'¡s1

Fron the boundary condition (3.5-14a) at the closed end of the tube and equat-

ion (3.5-22) we get

o(s)-ß(s)- -u"(ì) F¡s;=o (s.s-27)
v2 - c2 (s)

Solving equations (3.5-26) and (3.5-27) as sinultaneous equations for o,(s) and

ß(s), we obtain

Vc fs)
cr(s) = -' F(s)

v' - c'(s1
tz (s) - pvl 

"- 
(t'/ c(s) +a/v) s + [pc (s) - z (s)] u-z'rslc (s)

tz(s) - pVle

tpc(s) + Z(s)l + [pc(s) - z(s)]

-(z/c(s)*r./v) - tPc(s) + Z(s)l

tpc(s) + Z(s)1 + [pc(s) - z(s)Je - zrsl c (s)

c

(3.s-28)
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Equations (3.5-21), (3.5-22), (3.5-23) together with (3.5-28) provide a

formal solution to the problem of fluid expulsion fron a muscle tube. They

are the most general expressions for a muscle tube and as such not readily

anenable to quantitative evaluation. Ünfortr.¡nately, the expressions for

i(x,s), ü(x,s) and õ(x,s) are complicated fucntions of s. The difficulties

are due to the general nature of the fi.nctions F(s) and 7(s) and c(s)'

Nonetheless, to get an idea of the solutions and the nature of the

expulsion flows incorporated in these formal and formidable solutions F(x,t),

ü(x,s) and õ(x,s), the very special and highly sinplified case of Z(s) = Q

(zero pressure outlet condition) and the highly ideaLízed case of c(s) = con-

stant (which corresponds to the case of cross-bridges constructed from an

EECU with degree of coupling q: = 1 connected to a perfectly elastic spring)

has been exanined by Helfgott et al. (1972), and it is presented in Appendix

A. This specific exanple should illustrate the proce<lures'involved in obtain-

ing explicit tine-dependent solutions p(x,t) u(x,t) ¡ "., etc., and give an

indication of the complex natuïe of the problem, since even in such a simple

case a conputer was already needed.
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3.6 THE ELECTRICAL A}IALOGUE OF TUBULAR HEARTS.

In the previous section we sa$, how complex it is to invert equations

(3.5-21), (3.5-22) and (3.S-23) to obtain the important variabLes p(x,t)'

u(xrt), e(xrt) as a firnction of distance x and tine t. In this section ure

shall show that this can be done simply by neans of analog conputez' sinul'

atíon of the e:<pulsion flow fron a muscle tube. Ihis will also give us fur-

ther insight into the physical nature of nuscl.e tubes. In short this is an

opportune moment to introduce electrical analogies into the analysis.

In this section it will be denonstrated that, under certain conditions,

an anlogy exists between the operational equations (3.5-13) of a nuscle tube,

and the operational equations of an ttactiÐøt'general transnÍssion line of

finite length L.

We start by considering the operational stress-strain relati.ons of myo-

fibrils in one-dimension. In section 2.t2 we found that this operational

relation is given by equation (2.12-1lb) (shown schematically in Fig. 3.6-lb)

ð(.) = uon(s)ã(s) + õu(s) ìI (3.6-1)
0(po(1 J

Now consider the corresponding eLeetrieaL equation, which can be obtained with

the aid of Fig. 3.6-Ia. Here a current i(t) flows through a series combinat-

ion of an electricaL network of impedance ZMG) connected in series to a volt-

age generator, which is capable of generating a potential rise of vn(t) volts

after it has been coupled to a source of energy through a switch as shown in

Fig. 3.6-1a. The total voltage rise over the electrical systen is deternined

by an external load (not shown in Fig. 3.6-1a) and it will be denoted by v(t).

Thus the operational electrical equation corresponding to the electrical cir-

cuit shown in Fig. 3.6-1a is simply given by

V(s) = Z¡¿(s)i(s) + vn(s) (3.6-2)

where the bar over a variable denotes the Laplace transforn of that variable.

observe that the two equations (3.6-1) and (3.6-2) have an identical form,

and as the electrical engineers would say, these equations are analogous'
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ç(s)ittl u(t) s €(s)
+

rne rgJ

(o) (b)

Fig. 3.6-1. A schenatic comparison of a one-dimensional active muscle fibre
with an equivalent electric circuit.

Thus comparing equations (3.6-1) and (3.6-2), we rnay set the analogies as

follows (see also Fig. 3.6-lb):

voltage i(s) --+ exterrial muscle load õ(s)

6r(slt*lù
,$

current i(s)

generated voltage vn(s) isometric tension developnent oU(s)

-+ rate of rnuscle strain ,{åaJ = sõ(s)

+

_>electrical impedance Zr(s)
0

Next, we turn to the electrical analogue of a nuscle tube. A reader fam-

iliar with the theory of electric transnission lines will see the striking

resenblance between a passive transmission line of finite length L and a non-

activated muscle tube. In the case of an activated nuscle'lube, we have to

deternine first which type of electric conduit corresponds to the mechanical

tube model, before rnaking estensive conparisons. l{e shall visualize the basic

electrical. transnission line analogy of a ¡nuscle tube in the rnanner shown by

the schenatic diagram of Fig. 3.6-2a. This figure depicts an ilactiverrtwo-
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wire transmission line in which the end x = 0 is Left open-circuited (insul-

ated), and at the end x = L the line is tenninated by an impedance Z(s). The

voltage difference between the two wires at any point x of the line is v(x,t),

and the current in the direction of increasing x at this point is i(x,t). The

conventions of sign for the voltage and current are shown in Figure 3.6-2a-

An instantaneous potential difference between wires will be taken to be a

positive nunber of volts if the upper wire is positive with respect to the

Iower one. An instantaneous current which flows to the right in the top wire

(ancl to the left in the botton one) will be considered positive. Thus, a

co¡nbination of either positive voltage and positive current, or of negative

voltage and negative current, will correspond to flow of power to the right.

We suppose the line to have a continuous distribution of series inpedance

ZLG) and transverse impedance (shturt impedance) Z?(s) per r:nit I'ength. In

addition, we have a voltage generator coupled in series with the transverse

impedance Z?(s). It generates a positive Potential rise of vn(tt) volts bet-

ween points C and E at location x of the line after it has been r?switched onrl

to a source of energy. The time of 'rswitching onil t-- = S it a"t"rmined byapv
an electrical signal travelling at velocity V as shown in the figure. Thus,

tr is the tine elapsetl from the nomena aun at which the generator was turned

on. To find the electrical equations which are equivalent to equations

(3.5-1g) of the ¡nuscle tube, consider an infinitesimal section of length dx

of the line at location x. It is so short that the current i does not vary

appreciably fron one end of the section to the other. ' This section of the

line contains a series inpedance ZLG)dx, a transverse adnittan." :l¿*Lrls )

and a voltage generator generating a potential rise of

ü"r(s) = ür(x,s) = in{s) "-xs/v (3.6-5)

In the Laplace transform donain, the voltage and current at the beginning of

the section (point A in Fig. 3.6-2a) are i(x,s) an¿ i(x,s), lespectively' At
- ^i

point B, a distance dx further along the line, the current will be i * a,iax

due to the curre"t di = þl dx flowing (leaking) through both the tra¡sverse

impedance and the generator. Sinilarly, the voltage at B will be i + 3{ U*,
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with voltage difference Ui = ål dx caused by the current i¡x,r¡ flowing

through the irnpedance Zr(s)dx. The differential equations satisfied by the

curïent a¡d voltage are obtained by application of Kirchhoffrs laws to the

section dx, and assuming that higher order infinitesinals can be neglected.

The voltage drop from A to B over the series section is

- dü(x,s) - - aü(:ls)dx = I(x,s)7"(s)dx (3. 6-4)

Also the voltage drop over the parallel portion AE is v(x,s) - vr(x,s) and the

a¡rd the current is

- di(x's) = - dx= [i(x,s) - i*(x,s)J (5.6-s)

The transformed current i(x,s) and voltage ü(xrs) therefore satisfy the follow-

ing two electrical differential equations

zL9)i¡x,s¡*ðvLLq)-s
(3.6-6)

The two systems of equations (3.5-15) and (3.6-6) are identical, and tak-

ing Figure 3.6-2b) into consideration, one may set the analogies as follows:

voltage i(x,s) pressure p(xrs)

current i(x,s)

generated potential. rise ir(x,s)

longitudinal impedance Zr(s)

transverse inpedance Zr(s)

flow velocity ü(x,s)

forcing pressure l-r{x, s)

This completes the task of finding an electrical analogue to a rnuscle

tube. All that has been said so far can be sumnarized in a manner shown by

the schematic diagram of Figure 3.6-2c. Here a current i(t) is induced in a

two-wíre transmission line by a voltage pulse Fr(x,t) travell'ing at velocity

V on the lower wire in the positive direction of x. It is easy to construct

such an electrical analogue in the laboratory. Hence, this can be considered

i(x, s) - ir(x,s)
z*(s)

â1 (x, s)
a-=Q

ãx

ps

+

+

+

+

+ I
E Eee (s)
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as a formal solutíon to our problen, and it should nake it possible to people

fro¡r the physiological or nedical professions to study the nature of nortnaL

a¡d aiTing muscle trùes (and to a first approxirnation of the hunan ventricles)

with greater ease than the previous section seems to indicate. This is so

because the only thing needed is the construction of an equivalent electrical

circuit.

Røgne.ttabl-q, the tlvti-t ntni- ønd 0t, th,t-s poLnt (on LLmø hu øx¡tined, but.

we hopø to pnuent thø n¿maindut o{ thÅ,a intutuLíng ÁtLLdA e)tuthetp.
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APPENDIX A

A SIMPLE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF MUSCLE-INDUCED EJECTION FLOWS

Reproduced fron Helfgott, 4., Tuck, E. 0., Craig, R. J., Ðd Hetzel, P. S.

(1972). Mathematical Biosciences, vol. 13, pP. 335-359.
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